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Introduction

When I began this project, it wasn’t a project at all. It was a distraction, a convenient outlet for

all kinds of creative frustrations I was carrying around during a pandemic that required me to be

a present and empathetic parent from 6:45am to 7:00pm every single day for 17 months. In July

2020, I had managed to carve out 2.5 hours each day because I needed to work on the final

edits for a book that was scheduled to come out lhat fall. I had worked, or more accurately

“co-worked,” on that book since the fall of 2018, and after a year of interviews and research,

and countless deep conversations about the subject of the book, a well-known band that had

formed in the town where I currently lived, I looked over at my CD racks one afternoon and

desperately wished I was writing about one of those bands instead--a type of writing that I

imagined would be fun, informal and free of external pressures.

So I decided that before starting work each day on the book, I would give myself a treat by

writing about one of the CDs in my collection. I figured it would improve my mood and allow me

to plow through the tediousness of the job ahead of me (I adore the editing process, but it’s

about as exciting as doing a 500-piece jigsaw puzzle where every piece is gray). I decided I

would post my write-up on Facebook as a way to connect with my quarantined music friends,

and also as a way to offset the delayed gratification of the book project for some instant

gratification on the internet. I also decided to work from left to right, in alphabetical order, and

keep going until it wasn’t fun anymore. I would also usually post a YouTube link to a song from

the album. When this has created confusion in the text below, I’ve put the name of the song in

parentheses.

I completed the book editing project after a couple of weeks, but by then I was starting to enjoy

this new project, along with the conversations (and arguments) that were taking place in the

comments. Getting those 2.5 hours each day had required a lot of household work/life juggling

and sacrifice on the part of Brigette (wife) and Noam (son), but it was agreed that an hour

writing break each day seemed not only tenable, but sanity-saving for everyone in the house. So

each day at 11:30am I would go upstairs to write about the next CD on the rack.

Quarantine brain made it impossible for me to write anything besides these little CD stories, so

with my creative self blocked from writing fiction, poetry, drama, essays, etc., the project

gradually became a kind of artistic lifeline, a way to remain connected with that part of my

existence, or at the very least, a way to keep my writing chops relatively sharp. I gave myself an

hour to write these spontaneously, directly onto Facebook, no pre-writing allowed, first

thought/best thought.



All of which is saying that I had no idea where this was going when it started, and I think the

earliest entries reflect that. About halfway into the project, a handful of people suggested I

should turn it into a book. I was skeptical then, and I’m even more skeptical now, that any

publisher on earth would print a 100,000 word book of CD reviews, but I’ve gone ahead and

compiled these in a PDF as a gift to the people who encouraged me. It was a very lonely year,

and I’m grateful to my friends for making it less lonely. These entries sparked some great

conversations. In a perfect world, I would have taken time and space to include all the

comments as well, but at 100,000 words, I kind of felt like I was already pushing my luck in

terms of reader patience. I’ve included a few anyway, ones that caught my eye and I thought

added to the entry.

Many friends took exceptions to some of my more acerbic takes for reasons that seemed valid

(one time I was having a nervous breakdown and couldn’t stop crying and I played that album

on repeat over and over because it was the only thing that made me feel safe) and less valid (I

met that band once and they were really nice).

As it progressed, I also began to experience some epiphanies about what I liked and why I liked

it. Your typical paid music-criticism these days, for better or worse, tends to fall back on

authority when arguing for a piece of music--either the writer’s authority, or the authority

created by a consensus of conventional wisdom. This sort of faux-objectivity has always

bothered me, for many reasons, but mainly because our love (or our not-love) for a piece of

music is wildly subjective and very much rooted in our own personal headspace and life

situation when we encounter it. Just because an album appears on a respected publication’s Top

500 Albums of All Time list doesn’t mean I (or anyone else) is going to like it. And I think the idea

that people need to like it, or should like it, in order to be considered music

fans/experts/critics/whatever is ridiculous, especially when these publications’ definition of

“All-Time” changes pretty much every eight years. This is a subject for another book, but in the

wake of the financial collapse of the music industry, nearly all contemporary music criticism

written for money exists first and foremost to sell the music that the industry wants sold. This

leads to writing that all too often amounts to a press release with a score attached to it--the

authority of quantitative data combined with the authority of (pseudo) objectivity.

I wanted to replace that with an approach that focused more on my subjective experience as a

listener. I wanted to use poetry, not authority, to get across how I felt about the music. I feel

these entries tell a story when presented in a certain order--the story of a person investigating

why they like or don’t like a piece of music that they once paid money for, and trying to figure

out why. Whether I have succeeded, or whether this project has any value at all, will probably

be as subjective as the music itself. But I think that’s a good thing. Consensus breeds conformity,



and conformity breeds conservatism (with a lower case C, aesthetic not political). One thing I

learned is that I always like a great song, or a great sound, or a great beat. I learned that I love

to be surprised, and I hate to be bored. And I like songs that I can remember after they’ve

finished playing, that make me want to play them again.

I feel compelled to point out that my CD collection is not a complete, or even accurate,

reflection of my personal musical taste. It reflects music that I paid for, mostly between the

years 1998-2007, and that survived my various moves across the country. I wouldn’t be the first

person to point out that the album format does a disservice to one-hit wonders and more

single-focused mediums like pop and hip-hop. Most of my 60s/70s/80s soul is on vinyl, and

most of my hip-hop is on streaming services which I no longer subscribe to or were on cassettes

that have long gone broken or lost.

In ways that are also both better and worse, where we once made assumptions about a

person’s aesthetics and taste based on their record collection, we now tend to use people’s

music collections to draw conclusions about their ethics and morality. I’m not comfortable with

the idea of music critics at The Guardian, a nominally left-wing newspaper that worked to

sabotage the very idea of a Jeremy Corbyn prime minister-ship, being the moral arbiters of

anything. And I would ask anyone concerned about the morality of a person’s record collection

to sit down and actually attempt to arrange their albums in order from least-problematic to

most-problematic. Does James Brown go ahead of Elliott Smith? Prince ahead of David Bowie?

Carly Simon? Wu-Tang Clan? Lindsey Buckingham? Pat Boone? Buffy Saint-Marie?

That isn’t to say an artist’s personal or artistic odiousness doesn’t affect how we listen to their

music, nor that it shouldn't, but I think it’s up to each individual to decide that for themselves. A

liberal arts education can teach a person many things, but I don’t think it teaches anything that

makes someone an expert on the moral purity of others, especially where it concerns their

areas of music/book/film consumption. I understand that my CD collection skews

disproportionately white and disproportionately rock. I take no pride in that, and it is

unfortunate that the nature of this project means persons of color are under-represented. All I

can say is that anyone who uses that under-representation to make broad assumptions about

my musical tastes, or even worse, my political and ideological viewpoints--to say nothing of my

life experiences--doesn’t know me very well.

Lastly, I apologize for the lack of formatting. I could pull out some kind of avant-theory about

mirroring the formlessness of the internet, how the informality is actually a more accurate

depiction of how we encounter words in our feed-scroll and therefore better because what else



is the goal of language but to be as accurate as possible. But really, I’m just too exhausted from

the past 18 months (and counting) to do it.

-Scott, Athens, Ga., September 2021



Text

To try and improve my work mood, I'm going to post a song each day from a CD I own, working

alphabetically through my collection. If it's a well-known artist, I'll try and post something that is

more obscure.

Unfortunately, the first CD is ABBA Gold, and all those songs are ubiquitous so I'll break the rule

and share this song. In a catalog full of vertical sky-ascending heart-twisting melodies, this one is

my favorite. Back in 1996, I used to sit in my room and listen to it over & over on the $.99 K-Tel

comp I had--and still have.

To try and improve my work mood, I'm going to post a song each day from a CD I own, working

alphabetically through my collection. If it's a well-known artist, I'll try and post something that is

more obscure.

Adam Ant - Antics in the Forbidden Zone

Like most artists who invent themselves, Adam doesn't get as much respect as he deserves, on

account of the whole "authenticity" thing. But in his prime, he combined pop & experimental

elements as well as Bowie, Prince, B-52s etc. Prince Charming is basically Animal Collective 25

years before Animal Collective. And the first Elastica album is unimaginable without him.

Beat My Guest belongs to a long tradition of great British b-sides (the a-side was Stand and

Deliver). The lyrics can be read as standard punk-era provocation, but given Adam's mental

health struggles, and the fact it was released at the height of his fame, I hear it as a precursor of

Nirvana's Rape Me, as it traffics in the same kind of 'masochism-as-defense-mechanism'

response to feeling out of control and pulled apart in an infinite number of directions.

Animal Collective - Feels

This album, and the song Grass in particular, captures the giddy sense of childlike psychedelic

joy I felt during my first couple of years in Athens, Georgia. That feeling has ebbed and flowed

for me the longer I've lived here, but whenever it resurfaces, I go, "Oh yeah. I remember this!

Man, it's great to be alive! Everything is magic!" It's nice to see that feeling reflected back to me

in our son, who greets us every morning--no earlier than 7am, that's the rule--with presents and

songs and hugs and his own unique interpretation of what it means to be alive.

Animals & Men - Revel in the Static

Feel like this was a gift from Michael Turner? This is a reissue compilation from that period

when people just could not get enough post-punk in their lives. Sounds great one song at a



time, but with 25 tracks it can get tedious listening to the whole thing. Whenever I played this at

eastside Jittery Joe's, someone would always ask me who it was, then be confused that they'd

never heard of them, given that it sounded like so many things they already knew. And that's

Animal & Men for you.

To try and improve my work mood, I'm going to post a song each day from a CD I own, working

alphabetically through my collection. I'm doing a second one today b/c my work mood fucking

sucks.

Antony and the Johnsons - The Crying Light (2009)

It's been a few years since Anohni (f/ka Antony) released an album. Gifted with a beautiful

voice, and an astonishing ability to cultivate the soil in the most desolate, barren places in our

hearts, Anhoni has never been an easy listen. The rise of Poptimism, and the way

Taylor/Beyonce/Drake et.al. were presented as the best and most soulful of all possible listens,

seemed to result in Anhoni's music becoming marginalized, or dismissed as just too much of a

bad vibe bummer. Maybe now that the world's situation has caught up to Anhoni's music (it was

always like this, but it was easy for a certain segment of the population to ignore), more people

will find this gift that is waiting for them.

A.R. Kane - The Singles

I got to review their singles comp for CB all those years ago. Looking back at it now, I don't think

I have anything more to say than I did then so here's some excerpts.

"Simultaneously narcotic and abrasive, they were the missing link between Love and Throbbing

Gristle, between Miles Davis and TV On The Radio. So forward-looking they missed the holes in

front of them, the band sounded determined to swallow every sound in the universe and spit it

back out in their own image."

Or "The missing link between Robert Wyatt and Disco Inferno, A. R. Kane sounded equally at

home in the club as in the bedroom, under the stars and in the studio. They managed to be

both industrial and psychedelic, soothing buzzsaws and eviscerating sighs."

And "The band knew how to write melodies that get stuck in your head for days, but they aimed

higher than that. Why live in the charts when you can die traveling through space? It’s

electronic dub that pisses all over the best moments from Screamadelica, ambience that

renders The Orb and Aphex damn near irrelevant. A. R. Kane made some of the most

hallucinatory, fragmented and jaw-droppingly beautiful music you’ve ever heard. Samples and

strings, machines and malevolence, it’s the sound of frozen milk beginning to melt. It’s music for

dolphins, our true intellectual superiors."



To try and improve my work mood, I'm going to start each day by posting a song from a CD I

own, working alphabetically through my collection.

Albert Ayler - The Impulse Story

Ayler was a big deal in Athens 2006-2010-ish on account of a popular local band who dedicated

their album to him (Ayler has yet to return the favor). As I was in the process of squeegeeing

open my musical third-eye, and incorporating that into the book I was writing, this was an easy

purchase for me. I d/l'd a bunch of Ayler's other stuff too around this time. And while some of it

might be 'better,' this CD has a LOT of sentimental value, as it reminds me of a time when my

creative universe was rapidly expanding.out in all directions and everything around me was a

song or a novel or a poem or a play and there wasn't enough time, even then, to bring all of it

into the world.

The B-52s - The B-52s

I've co-written (and co-rewritten) 77,000 words about this band for a book due out next year.

The 'work' I'm referring to up there is me and Brigette spending every spare moment for the

past month doing a final edit that is due in 10 days (and dude you haven't truly pandemic-ed

until you've edited a book during a pandemic--unless you've died during a pandemic...that's

probably more pandemic-y now that I think about it). So I won't go too deep here on this

album, only to say that I think Wild Planet is better and if you've never heard Hero Worship you

should go listen to it right now.

This is a live clip from Downtown, a song on the album that's never done much for me, but this

performance is, in the words of Foghorn Leghorn "fan-fucking-tastic boy." It grows wings and

flies around the :55 mark and never comes back down.

The B-52's - Party Mix!/Mesopotamia

This is an old two-albums-on-one CD I was lucky enough to find at Goodwill. I already owned

Party MIx! on vinyl (the exclamation point is part of the title, as with Whammy!, though the

song Whammy Kiss isn't written as Whammy! Kiss--one day doctoral theses will be written on

the B-52s' use of punctuation as being emblematic of the fluid nature of the band itself), but I

needed this CD for Mesopotamia, as the 1982 "mini-album" was remixed for the 1990 CD.

Mesopotamia is mostly a hot mess of unfinished songs and good ideas that never get fleshed

out. But not the title track. The song Mesopotamia kicks serious ass. Nice reading the

comments on this video and seeing all the Detroit people confirm the story that this song was

massive there. A Detroit DJ called The Electrifying Mojo played the shit out of it on Black radio.

Fun fact: Chris Blackwell, owner of Island Records and producer of the first B-52s album,

thought the song sucked and didn't want it included on the record.



To try and improve my work mood, I'm posting a song each day from a CD I own, working

alphabetically through my collection. If it's a well-known artist, I'll try and post something that is

more obscure.

The B-52s - Cosmic Thing

Confession--when the good folks at UGA Press met with us to discuss the idea of Brigette and I

writing a book about the B-52s, the only albums I had heard in their entirety were the first

album, Wild Planet, and Whammy!, although I did know the singles from the other albums. One

of the many pleasures of this project was finding deep cuts I hadn't heard before, some of

which became my favorite B-52s songs.

Topaz is one of them. About six months before that meeting with UGA Press, an ugly, traumatic

event had knocked our household for a loop, and we were all still reeling from the fallout.

Working on this book became a significant part of my healing process, and this song still puts

me on the verge of tears, even after coming out the other side.

Fun fact: That's Nile Rodgers, who produced the song, playing guitar. According to Nile, he made

Kate & Cindy keep overdubbing their harmonies to get that effect. Thanks, Nile.

The B-52's - Nude On The Moon

This is a 2-CD comp put out by Rhino with great liner notes from Michael Azerrad. The song

selection is pretty solid, though I would have substituted Dirty Back Road for Devil In My Car, Big

Bird for Trism and Topaz for Junebug or Follow Your Bliss. Also, despite the title, the cover photo

features a picture of the band Clothed On The Beach. It's also the last release before they

dropped the apostrophe, creating a dilemma for the band's future biographers.

Most of the songs appear in the versions you know and love, but  they used an outtake from the

aborted Mesopotamia sessions for Queen of Las Vegas. The song was completely reworked for

the following year's Whammy album (excuse me, Whammy! album), but Brigette and I both

think this version crushes the other one like a rusty avocado, and definitely should have made

the cut for Mesopotamia. Feel free to call me an asshole in the comments. It gets me all excited.

The Bastards of Fate - Who's a Fuzzy Buddy?

Critics tied themselves in knots trying to describe The Bastards of Fate. No band has explored

the open opportunity of 'everything ever created is now at your fingertips' more enthusiastically

than The Bastards of Fate did. They crammed ALL OF IT into their music, including heart-ripping

melodies and lyrics that make you go "dammmmn..." They also sounded like they had read lots

of books--Kafka and Borges just to name the obvious. For all these reasons, I still think they

were the most important band of the last decade, and the world has yet to catch up with them.



I'm posting The Sweet Touch because it's the one I heard at a restaurant in Roanoke, VA where

everything about them clicked into place, but I would urge anyone who fancies themselves a

"purveyor of weirdness" or a "lover of pop" to check out all three albums.

Adrian Belew - Desire of the Rhino King

Brigette bought this for $6 years ago. It's a compilation pulled from Belew's first three solo

albums. He's best-known for playing guitar with late 70s Bowie and early 80s Talking Heads/Tom

Tom club, and to me has always sounded like the answer to "What would those artists sound

like if they couldn't write good songs?" I first knew him for his late 80's 'modern rock' hits Oh

Daddy and Pretty Pink Rose. The first one is cloying & annoying, but the second is pretty good,

probably because Bowie wrote it, hahaha.

Still, I always enjoy his shrieky-squeaky guitar noises, and Big Electric Cat is totally fine.

Big Star - Live

There are other live albums out there from Big Star, but this is the one Ryko put out in the early

90s, taken from a radio session the band did for WLIR in 1975. Most of it's pretty rough, but

there's a great acoustic El Goodo. The track that's always given me the psychic shakes though is

Chilton's cover of Motel Blues. This led to me investigating Loudon Wainwright III's stuff. The

fact I came up empty explains what a great singer Chilton was. Wainwright uses his cleverness

and his smarmy self-congratulation as a shield, to keep the song's ugliness off of him. Alex

Chilton sings Motel Blues because of its ugliness, and because of the way ugliness can turn

beautiful just before it turns into something even uglier. Through Chilton, the song speaks a

fundamental truth about existence and what it means to be alive. I mean dying. I mean alive

and dying all at the same time. The styrofoam ice bucket is...full of ice.

Big Star - Third/Sister Lovers

I could write a novel about this album, and maybe one day I will. Many, many CDs I've had over

the years are gone. Too many cross-country moves, too many lent out that never came back. In

1995, my car was impounded for expired tags (I could write a novel about that too--let's just say

I hope your parked car never gets hit by fleeing bank robbers and busts out your tail-light), and I

had to sell nearly all of my CDs and cassettes to get it out.

I didn't sell this one. The 1992 Rykodisc version. Purchased in early 1994 at Music Trader in El

Cajon just in time to save me.

The Birthday Party - Hits

This band always puts a smile on my face. Right after 9/11, the hotel I was working at cut my

hours and I had to get a second job. Luckily, I got hired at this record store in Jamaica Plain. It

wasn't very well-run, and I only worked there for a few months before the hotel gave me my



hours back. But I used to play this all the time as part of the store's "only play what we have in

stock" policy. Nobody ever bought it. Anyway, in the "cartoon" rock genre, TBP has always been

my favorite, as opposed to, say, Tom Waits.

Frank Black - Teenager of the Year

On which Charlie Thompson IV goes full 80's Elvis Costello--not nearly as intense as he used to

be but boy is he going to cram as many songs onto his album as possible. This belongs to an

album genre called "I've got nothing to say, and I can't stop saying it.". Half of these 22 (!!!)

songs are forgettable, and even old Charlie has trouble maintaining any commitment to

conventional old songwriting tropes like "lyrics" and "hooks" and "caring about anything at all."

That said, there's a handful of songs on here that are pretty great. And sometimes when I'm

feeling half-assed and devoid of real feelings myself, I can kind of connect with the aimlessness

of the whole thing. This song (I Could Stay Here Forever) has a killer chorus. The rest of the song

is someone walking into a room and wondering what they came in there for. The person

wanders around for a minute or so before leaving, having gotten no closer to finding anything at

all.

Blur - The Best of Blur

This was a greatest hits thing that came out 2000-ish. I was lucky enough to see Blur twice in

San Diego, once in 1991 and again in 1997. They were a really great live band, and Stephen

Street removed the blood from their records just like he did with the Smiths. There's some good

songs on this comp, but my best of would include so many weirder, better songs (Pressure on

Julian, Sing, Advert, Chemical World, Tracy Jacks, Fade Away, Yuko & Hiro) that it makes this one

kind of disappointing.

The best song on here is probably This Is A Low, a crushing song about the claustrophobic

depression that comes from living on an island, but I'm going to post this live version of There's

No Other Way to make the case that Blur rocked as hard as any band from that era, with some

sweet harmonies to go with it.

Body/Head - Coming Apart

Noam says I "shouldn't post this one. it's going to get people freaked out!" but I'm going to do it

anyway so prepare to get freaky. Now he's telling me, "It's going to remind people they're in the

quarantine!" But if you're anything like me, it's pretty hard to forget.

This was the first thing Kim Gordon released after SY's breakup, and it got to me in a way that

her old band hadn't in decades. I don't listen to this much, because it's tied to a period of time

in my life when things were a little out-of-control. A week before this album came out, the

owner of the Body/Head's label jokingly posted on here he was going to have me murdered,

and the owner of The Quietus compared my writing to that of a serial killer. The things that



happen when you write for free, and make $8 an hour plus tips at your crummy job, eh kids?

Anyway, Coming Apart was too good to ignore, let alone write mean things about it. From that

review...

"There is a person in this world who I love as much as you can love another person. But life

being what it is, that person will leave me one day, either through the door or through the

earth. And when that day comes I have always imagined listening to Season Of Glass to help

deal with their loss. I can add Coming Apart to that list. It articulates the feeling of inescapable

grief, in what it says and what it keeps silent, as well as any album I’ve ever heard in my long

yearning life. And I’m grateful it exists in this world for the people who need it.

Because make no mistake, one day you are going to need it."

And a big thanks to Gordon Lamb for getting us free tickets to see Body/Head in Augusta. They

performed in front of a projection of the old Joan of Arc silent film, and it was magic.

The Books - The Lemon of Pink

This is one of those discs that casts such a deep and mysterious spell that I've always

deliberately avoided learning anything about it. I think this was done by two guys in western

Mass.? It's basically like DJ Shadow, or maybe J Dilla, if they were into Luc Ferrari instead of

hip-hop and had just experienced an obscene amount of suffering and psychedelics. An album

of joyful sadness, yearning bliss--everything of human existence being felt all at once, so much

so that what comes out is actually quiet and slow. This might be what it feels like to be God, or a

sentient glacier.

That's what I hear anyway. If you ever find yourself in summertime Georgia, living in a room

with 10-foot high pink walls and no air-conditioning, surrounded by detritus and moldy VHS

tapes, you will find no better soundtrack than this.

David Bowie - The Man Who Sold the World, Hunky Dory, Aladdin Sane, Low, Best of Bowie.

Going to do these all at once because I don't feel like writing about DB for a week. The first CD

here sounds like bad Led Zeppelin, and the second one sounds like good Andrew Lloyd Weber.

The third one sounds like good Ziggy Stardust, and the fourth sounds like a less-good version of

Taking Tiger Mountain. The fifth one sounds like the radio.

The Breeders - Pod

A perfect mix of poetry, feminism, languorous sex, and (if the rumors are true) hard drugs. But I

loved this album long before I had experience with any of that stuff. Tanya Donelly inhales

everything she saw Joey Santiago do on his Les Paul and takes it some place even more

expressive and mysterious. There are two lyricists out there whose lyrics I'd love to

anthologize/curate into a book of poetry. One is Vic Chesnutt, the other is Kim Deal.

https://www.facebook.com/gordonlamb?__cft__[0]=AZWuCacmMMz-0ChjgfLvdhd4M6fZHTea_IUJWaKHubYr6De20g5Yo6l3-hZIM0uLa_bBIQ2_2G1D7VBxGoLKqwoqLcNNK5cKbPZZ7RiC-9zGAMpHGVxbG_lCA5K6WiOUQSQ&__tn__=-]K-R


I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day. Doubling up today because yesterday I was going on five-ish hours of sleep

because a neighbor's car alarm kept going off intermittently until 3:30am. Then Brigette fell

through our porch when one of the rotted boards collapsed. Anyway, the first one.

James Brown - 20 All Time Greatest Hits!

Pretty sure this is Brigette's, and dates all the way back to her high school days.

I love James, but most of the songs on this comp are excruciating for me to listen to because of

their over-appearance in 80s TV commercials (e.g. I still picture humanized spark plugs dancing

when I hear I Feel Good) and 80s/90s movies--the father and son just swapped bodies after an

encounter with a mysterious gypsy? Sounds like papa's got...a brand new bag! The way Ellen

ruined Get Up Offa That Thing. And so on, and so on.

Having said all that, Night Train has held onto every bit of its sense of joy and adventure, as well

as its sense of America passing just out of the frame--what is happening in those woods? What

conversations are taking place in that farmhouse? How much trouble can you find during your

hour stopover in Raleigh, North Carolina? It's my favorite train song ever, the train song that

feels most like a train.

As heard in Back to the Future--the scene right before the white kid (from Canada IRL) teaches

the stiff, uptight black band how to cut loose, an act of historical revisionism that's up there

with "the Civil War wasn't about slavery," but this song is so good I don't care.

C.J. Boyd - The Greatest Weight

In early 2017 I went to Go Bar to catch a friend's show, and C.J. was on the bill. It could have

been my heightened emotional state--recent election, two-year-old son, his handmade "ABORT

MIKE PENCE" shirt--but it was all I could do to keep from turning into a participant in the

cabaret scene in Mulholland Drive. The music was that time-stoppingly beautiful. I bought a CD

afterwards and learned that he had been on "permanent tour" since 2008. Checking his site

today, it looks like he kept going to the end of 2019, until the pandemic forced him to cancel his

2020 shows. I'm going to post a link to his bandcamp in the comments. I hope you'll think of

him next Bandcamp Friday.

Lindsey Buckingham - Law and Order

By the standards we've set for ourselves in the past ten years, Lindsay Buckingham should have

been canceled a long time ago--just google 'lindsey buckingham abuse" if you're curious. The

band he played in made a handful of totally fine songs that are about as "content-filled" or

"challenging" as an unusually dull episode of General Hospital. Because most of the 70s/80s

Mac was a big bland-out, it made Buckingham, the least bland band member, seem kind of edgy

by comparison. He wasn't, but this song's pretty cool (Johnny stew).



Kate Bush - The Dreaming

KB's masterpiece, and it isn't even close. Being one of the few (only?) women deemed worthy

of Mojo/Uncut/etc. covers. her work's been written about extensively. But to me, the most

fascinating thing about Kate Bush is the contrast/conflict/distance between the ordinary

drabness of the person you find in her interviews--polite, modest, resolutely upper-class,

bordering on boring--with the unhinged demented genius you find in her art. It's tempting to

assume the "real" KB is the freaky musician, but the literary references in her music--Bronte,

Joyce, The Red Shoes--feel more "high school overachiever" than "weird avant-garde" (like KB,

as a teenager, I also skipped directly to the last section of Ulysses to read the porno parts).

Maybe KB is just a normie who knows how to make interesting art? Or does the repression

create the expression? I'm not interested in an answer. There's no answer out there more

interesting than the tension created by the question.

Anyway, this song (Suspended in Gaffa) is my favorite KB song on my favorite KB album. It has

always carved me up into uncomfortable pieces, and does so even more today with all of us in a

suspended state of contamination. Once upon a time, I didn't know why I was crying, but today

I most definitely do.

Kate Bush - The Whole Story

She may not have been responsible for the album title, but in the long history of artists tying

themselves into linguistic knots to avoid calling their greatest hits album "Greatest Hits," The

Whole Story is probably the only one to imply the rest of the artist's catalog sucks. And while

this may be true in the case of, say, Corey Hart, or even Squeeze, it's definitely not true about

Kate Bush--even if I am one of the few heretics who finds the second half of Hounds of Love

boring and overwrought (a B-side from that period, Burning Bridge would have made an

outstanding substitute).

Anyway, this song (Breathing) about the horror of breathing contaminated air because society is

run by a bunch of fools feels especially appropriate after my weekly visit to two local grocery

stores, both of which featured way too many people running around without any masks. Did I

walk up to one of them and say, "You're exactly the kind of dumb fat old bitch who's going to die

from this, so maybe, you know, pull the mask up?" Of course I didn't. I'm not a monster. I'm not

an angry teenager from a blue-collar town with a chip on his shoulder and nothing to lose. I'm a

respectable member of society. Though it's worth noting that the northeastern USA--an area of

the country where if you're standing in the middle of the grocery aisle you will be told to move,

usually rudely--currently has the lowest density of Covid cases.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day. Sometimes twice if my day isn't going well and I'm desperately looking for

distraction.



Buzzcocks - Operators Manual

After i heard Singles Going Steady in the early 90s, most punk rock (or as it was known in

southern california at the time, PUNK FUCKING ROCK DUDE!) would always forever afterward

sound boring and tedious. Despite it's 25 songs, this compilation is seriously flawed: the

absence of Something's Gone Wrong Again is just...I don't understand....

But Singles Going Steady doesn't have I Believe. The song appears in Camden Joy's novel about

the time Camden played drums on Cracker's first tour (he didn't; his name isn't Camden Joy;

David Lowery hates the book's existence). In the book, called Boy Island, the band are at a party

after the show. While the band tries to figure out who they might be able to hook up with--and

Camden, who has yet to come to terms with his gayness (the author who wrote under the name

Camden Joy is not gay, but writes about it really well), is struggling to fend off a girl's advances,

this song plays on a stereo at the party. Joy intersperses the lyrics from the song into the scene

in a way that heightens the drama and tension. It's a masterpiece of writing. You can buy the

book for a couple of bucks online.

Camper Van Beethoven - Cigarettes & Carrot Juice

This is a 5-CD box I picked up at Newbury Comics back in the day for apx. $18. It has CVB's first

three albums, their rarities disc and a live disc from their last tour. All these albums are wildly

uneven--which was, to some degree, kind of the point. Early CVB were as much a slacker,

hippie-college-town, beachside prankster collective as an actual band. And it wouldn't be until

the next two albums that Lowery would channel his remarkable drive & discipline into his

songwriting. The results would be a breathtaking mix of incisive wit, experimental poetry, and

empathy that rivals anything Dylan (his clear antecedent) or Jeff Mangum (his clear inheritor)

ever came up with. This is a conversation/argument I'm happy to have in the comments.

As brilliant as those two albums were though--and if you've never heard Key Lime Pie, go do

yourself a favor--they had little of the goofy sweetness that made this an ideal box to throw on

when I was working Sunday afternoons by myself at the coffee shop.

Camper Van Beethoven - Key Lime Pie

First got it back in 1990-ish as part of the BMG 8 CDs for $1 thing because my local alt-rock

station played Skinheads, Eye of Fatima and Matchstick Men all the time. To my young stupid

ears, it sounded like boring R.E.M. 10-ish years later I'm living in Boston and I'm at a record

store with my roommate John Wrangle, who sees the album in the dollar bin and insists right

there and then I buy it because it is the greatest album of all time goddammit. And so I do. And

so it turns out he's right. It's so good I even get it on CD so I can make out the lyrics better,

because the internet is not yet ubiquitous and I have now realized that Key Lime Pie, like

Forever Changes, is one of those albums with hidden unfathomable depths that on certain days



(and certain substances--I personally experienced several mystic empathic revelations during a

summer of 2002 psilocybic journey) can truly feel like all you ever need.

10-sh years after that, I wrote a proposal for a 33 1/3 book about the album that, despite being

submitted two weeks early, I later found out never even got read because Not-Famous-Enough

Writer + Not-Cool-Enough Band = The Recycling Bin. Of all the rejections I've suffered in my life,

both personal and professional, this one may have hurt the most.

Here's the chapter I wrote for the submission. When I posted this online a few weeks after the

rejection, some local photographer scenester dude told me it didn't deserve to be published

because it wasn't nice enough to the band. A couple of years later he left town after being

credibly accused of rape, and generally being an all-around creep, and this concludes my TED

talk on how middle-class social norms are often emphasized in order to provide cover for

people's more nefarious and anti-social behavior--something about the slave trader who always

dines in a full three-piece suit, something, something.

Camper Van Beethoven - Tusk

Yes, it's a song-for-song cover of the Fleetwood Mac album. The concept originated as a

multi-level prank, a response to cool US underground bands covering (Pussy Galore - Exile On

Main Street) or talking about covering (Sonic Youth - The White Album) iconic double albums.

CVB, originating from dusty dirtbag inland California and wearing their uncoolness as a shield,

joked about covering one of the most uncool albums of all time (at the time).

Then this appeared in 2002-ish with a backstory (hey look! we found that album we made back

when we were snowed in at our cabin!) which turned out to be yet another prank (let's do that

thing we talked about to see if it's worth getting back together). And yet the whole thing works.

Lowery makes the Christine McVie songs rawer and invests the Buckingham songs with a fragile,

broken sincerity, elevating both in the process. And while he never quite figures out what to do

with most of the Stevie Nicks songs (Sara and Sisters of the Moon, highlights of Mac's Tusk,

appear here as afterthoughts), he finds the bleak coldness at the heart of Storms. Nicks

presented her version as a pose, a stance that makes her cool. But Lowery, a man well aware of

his own capacity for blankness and selfism, turns the song into a fucking bottomless tragedy

without ever raising his voice above a whisper.

CAN - Soundtracks

Think if you went on one of those "CAN Albums Ranked Best To Worst" articles this would

probably show up at maybe #6 or #7, but Soundtracks has the full 14-minute Mother

Sky--maybe the most CAN-ny song in the CAN songbook--so don't miss out. The rest of the

album's pretty great too. I mean, it has Jaki Liebezeit playing drums--the greatest drummer in

rock history?



I'm thinking of the R&R Hall of Fame today, and how in the course of my epic saga of co-writing

a book about the B-52s (out next year! Covid willing!) I became part of a music trivia team, and

how I really enjoyed it, especially getting outside my musical bubble and entering a world where

people (well one person anyway) thought Kiss was a real rock band. I remember one time saying

you could make a way better music collection from artists NOT in the R&R Hall of Fame than the

other way around, and how this person didn't agree with me at all. The idea really disturbed

me, not because I disagreed with him (though I do), and not because I thought he was dumb, or

even misguided. Just that my opinion, to me, seemed inarguable (like I would take the Rough

Trade catalog 1977-1987 over the R&RHOF discography). I've thought about what that person

said ever since, as a way of reminding myself that when it comes to music, everything is

subjective.

CAN isn't in the R&RHOF. So far, it looks like, aside from Bowie, none of the bands I've covered

in this little distraction of mine so far--including Adam Ant, the B-52s, Big Star, Kate Bush,

Camper Van Beethoven--are in there either. Neither is the next artist, Captain Beefheart. But

the Moody Blues are. So is Kiss for that matter. Not that either of them will ever be on my CD

racks.

CAN - Ege Bamyasi

Of all their albums, this one probably sounds the most timeless. It could have been made 50

years ago (it was!). It could have been made 50 years from now (it wasn't!). This song is three

minutes of whirling hypnotic helicopter funk that pulses and breathes like swaying tree limbs on

a hot summer day. If you squint your brain just right, you can imagine a chorus of cicadas

singing "he's so green" as backup singers.

Captain Beefheart - Safe As Milk

Before he went all the way over to the freaky side of the street, Don Van Vliet tried to sound

kinda sorta halfway normal. Those who make a revolution halfway only dig their own

commercial graves, or something like that, but most of this is totally enjoyable, especially on hot

Georgia summer afternoons--except for I'm So Glad, which is beyond redemption. Naturally, it's

followed right afterwards by the best thing on the album. Lou Reed said electricity comes from

other planets. On this song, Captain Beefheart puts that idea into action.

Captain Beefheart & his Magic Band - The Mirror Man Sessions

Good to write to, good to read to, and probably great to trip to--road trip or otherwise. CB's

second album is mostly trance jams, but you can hear the fragmentation becoming more

prominent. Heard in that light, Mirror Man sounds like someone sliding into abstraction, and

makes me feel somehow uncomfortable but also cleansed when it's all over.



Anyway, this song (Kandy Korn) is the only moment of true light, with a melody so good Pete

Shelley stole it for Buzzcocks. I like Pete's better FWIW.

Captain Beefheart & His Magic Band - Trout Mask Replica

This has always felt more like a monument than an album. And while I can hear how it fits into

the rock pantheon as a statement of destruction and discordance, I've always found it easier to

appreciate than love. This was the first Beefheart I ever heard (purchased for $8.99 at CD Spins

in Harvard Square circa 2000), and for a long time it was the only Beefheart I ever heard. It

wasn't until a friend burned me a CDR of Lick My Decals Off, Baby in 2006 that I really

connected with his music. Why do I love LMDOB so passionately? Or Bat Chain Puller? Or Mirror

Man? And not this one? I don't know. I can't explain it. Maybe this one's just a little too goofy, a

little too prankster. Maybe it's just too long. An air of unfocused random lysergic exhaustion

hangs over Trout Mask Replica like an early morning June beach fog, and I've never been able to

burn it off.

This song's not bad though (Moonlight on Vermont).

Captain Beefheart & the Magic Band - Shiny Beast (Bat Chain Puller)

The title alone inspired a hundred (maybe a thousand) titles for Mark E. Smith. This is the final

CB CD in my collection, and it's a damn good one, but it has sentimental value because every

time I've eaten hot dogs for the past 10 years I've had this song (Tropical Hot Dog Night)

bouncing around in my head and in my heart. Thank god I hadn't heard it yet when I worked for

three years at 7-11. Now we sing it as a family. Haven't started singing Big Eyed Beans From

Venus when I'm making the baked beans though.

The Chills - Kaleidoscope World

Paid $19.99 for this on import, and it would have been worth $100. One of my favorite albums

ever, even if it's a compilation of songs that appeared on singles & EPs. The 17 songs filter all

the joy and pain of human existence through this bright poppy gauzy narcotic sheen. Some

smart music writer once said Pink Frost sounds like Paul McCartney fronting Joy Division, and it

might be even better than that.

It's this song (Frantic Drift) that means the most to me though. I remember lying on the couch

back at our old green house on Whitehall. Some sort of psychic weight had crushed me into

immobility. I could only lie there in our living room listening to music and watching TV with the

sound off. When Frantic Drift came out of the speakers, it felt like the warm hug that I

desperately needed--the kind of peace I imagine other people, people who are not me,

associate with loving parents and moments of childhood comfort. So that afternoon I put this

song on repeat until the feeling passed, and eventually it did. I imagine this is a song a lot of

people could use right now.



Chrome - Half Machine Lip Moves / Alien Soundtracks

This is one of those "we shoved two albums onto one CD" deals. Weirdly, the earlier album

comes last for some reason. Either way, both of them have the fuzzy, scuzzy strangeness of Pere

Ubu, Faust, or super-early Pavement. Only thing is Chrome forgot to put any old-fashioned stuff

like hooks, discernible melodies, or overt emotion into their songs. Maybe they thought those

things were beneath them. I don't know. But for all the fuzziness/scuzziness of Ubu etc., those

old-fashioned qualities are a big part of why people why still listen to their best work

generation(s) later. I've spent 10+ years waiting for a "Jennifer" or "Non-Alignment Pact" type

song to emerge from the squelchy murk. By this point, I don't think it's going to happen. Despite

all that Chrome makes great music for writing dystopian fiction or watching cheesy 70s TV with

the sound off, but less good for unpacking the sordid mess that lies deep within your own

human heart.

Here is "TV As Eyes." First song on the CD, and probably the best. It sounds like the Stooges

playing in a room full of aluminum foil.

The Clash - Sandinista!

Feel like calling this the Clash's greatest album risks getting my profile on here deleted for

spreading conspiracy-tinged insanity, so let's just call it my favorite. Sandinista! is a beautiful

passionate sprawling psychedelic mess, just like life itself. It's also infused with sadness and a

little boring sometimes, which just makes it even more lifelike. Loads of bands have made an

album; very few have created an actual universe. And only the Clash (and Lee Perry) made room

in their sonic world for farm animals.

Charlie Don't Surf is the trippiest. I could listen to that flanged helicopter effect in the opening

for hours. Strummer wrote about the Vietnam War as well as anyone ever has, because he

found room for all the voices and was able to empathize with everyone involved. This can heard

as a warm-up for Straight To Hell, which utilizes the same approach: multiple perspectives and

humor so dark it makes Catch-22 seem like a vaudeville routine. While Straight To Hell is a

better piece of writing--because it is cruel, and so gets closer to the cruelty at the heart of the

American genocide of Vietnam--Charlie Don't Surf is a better piece of music, because it is more

complex, because it refuses to stand still long enough to be fully understood. So you come back

to it, and you come back to it, and you come back to it. London Calling may be a "better" album,

but its mysteries have all been revealed. Sandanista! is bottomless.

The Clean - Compilation (the Flying Nun one, not the Merge one)

I am right now this second supposed to be working on an important response to an important

email, but my head is filled with overcast pastoral dreams of New Zealand. Sometimes I wonder

what it's like to live there. I think of all the paths my life has taken, and all the possibilities I



never pursued. Could I have ended up in Dunedin? Could I have led an even wilder, more

peripatetic life? If I have any regrets, they are wistful. But I wish I had been braver back when

nothing was fixed and I could have gone anywhere or done anything. All too often, I chose to

hide in my room. But if I had been braver back then, maybe I wouldn't have ended up

here--which is a pretty good place.

Anyway, the genius of The Clean is they could be silly, perverse, angry, joyful and deeply

meditative--sometimes all in the same song. They were able to communicate volumes about

the endless mystery of life without ever directly ever saying anything about the endless mystery

of life. It was all in the subtext; it was all in the strum. It was putting a song like Beatnik next to

songs like Fish and Point That Thing Somewhere Else.

The Cleaners From Venus - Blow Away Your Troubles / On Any Normal Monday / Midnight

Cleaners

A 3-CD compilation of the 1981-1983 albums from one of the earliest lo-fi groups. The tape hiss

provides an ambiance not unlike the sound of drizzling rain. Used to play this at the old

Hendershots all the time back before they moved into Bottleworks, cut the barista pay to $3

p/hr, and I moved on to other unemployment. This isn't my favorite, and I've never even

listened all that much to the second two CDs, but I used to feel that way about Wire, and one

day that band fell into place for me. Think maybe a deep, dark depression will rise up within me

again one day, and these CofV songs--so private, so insulated, so chilly--will welcome me in with

open atrophied arms.

Clinic - Internal Wrangler

This one still has the price tag on it. Bought it on import at Other Music in Harvard Square for

$18.99, right around the time the year 2000 turned into 2001. An excellent album for

winter-induced New England psychosis, its mix of agitation and whispered comfort was just

what I needed as I ping-ponged from emotion to emotion while deep in thrall with poetry, sex

and a compulsive need to engage in verbal S&M-isms with everyone in my path.

I'll never forget the time I saw Clinic live at the Middle East, and not just b/c they performed

dressed head-to-toe in the kind of PPE that would make 2020 health-care workers scream with

envy. It was September 10, 2001, the date before the date that we were immediately told to

never forget.

Distortions is the beautiful song that everyone put on their mixtapes, but Internal Wrangler is

the song that takes me back to that Jamaica Plain room, and all of my, uh, internal wrangling. At

least the poetry was good. Some of it was almost as good as Clinic.

Cocteau Twins - Stars and Topsoil: A Collection (1982-1990)



Back during the big vinyl sell-off of the early/mid 90s, I picked up a few CT records for under $5.

The only one that really struck me deeply was The Pink Opaque, and so I decided (probably

falsely) that the CT's were one of those "compilation bands." With that in mind, I picked this up

years later, which has all the hits (Sugar Hiccup on Cheerios!), including all those magic songs I

heard on my local alt-radio station and 120 Minutes.

I still like The Pink Opaque better though, because it has The Spangle Maker, easily my favorite

CT song, and this comp doesn't. There's this thing that happens around 3:30 where it's just like

this swollen breaking wave of overwhelming sadness and pain and ecstasy, and it always,

always, always fucks me up every time I've ever heard it. There are drugs people take in order to

feel numb, in order to disassociate from themselves. For me, The Spangle Maker does the

opposite, and is stronger than any drug could ever be.

John Coltrane - A Love Supreme

John Coltrane - Live at the Village Vanguard Again

Never got exposed to any jazz growing up. Wasn't until my mid-20s, when I had a roommate

majoring in percussion at SDSU, that I even really heard any. And I only tolerated it because I

was reading all the Beats. Anyway, his taste ran conservative. It wasn't until I heard the freakier

side of the genre (a decade of Sonic Youth fandom had prepared me real well for Sun Ra), and

began writing a LOT, that I really connected with jazz. Music becoming "free" also played a role.

Instead of having to choose between spending $10 on one thing or the other, I could have it all

on my computer. The internet's untethering of music has had many awful consequences, but it

allowed me to check out whole genres of music that I had never really explored, and made me a

better listener of music.

Coltrane called the first one a prayer to God. I hear the second one as a screaming rant to God,a

screaming that would get even louder and more abrasive with The Olatunji Concert.

I don't believe in God, but I definitely believe in John Coltrane. On these albums, his conception

of God is so vivid and complete that you'd be a fool to argue with him.

Elvis Costello - Armed Forces

This is from the series of 2-CD reissues Rhino did back in the early/mid 2000s, though I bought

the record back in the early 90s for $1. AF is a semi-concept album about the way personal

power dynamics mirror political power dynamics--how a desire for control, a hatred of

uncertainty, and a contempt for weakness in others and ourselves function as a breeding

ground for our worst impulses.

For years I struggled to get into Senior Service, Chemistry Class, Busy Bodies, Moods for

Moderns. The melodies and lyrics would go right past me, to the point where even after dozens

of listens I still looked at the album and had no idea which songs they were. I wonder if the

relentless alliterative titles played a role in that? Anyway, it wasn't until I picked up the excellent



33 1/3 book on the album that they came into focus. And if I can indulge myself in some

outdated boy-style ranking systems, I'd put AF #3 in the Costello pantheon.

In 1978, Goon Squad was heard as a 35-year-old history lesson. Today it tells the story of what

happened last night in Portland or Kenosha. There will always be people, especially young men,

who are ashamed of their own weaknesses and vulnerabilities. They see the (false, projected)

strength of authority, those in power who use their power as a weapon, and think by dressing

up in the uniform, by declaring their allegiance, that power will somehow be bestowed onto

them. Their logic is flawed--ultimately they're just a tool to be discarded when no longer

useful--but the harm they inflict is real, and this week it's deadly.

If that seems like a lot for one song to communicate in less than three minutes, maybe we

should take a moment to consider the songwriting roll EC was on in the late 70s/early 80s.

Elvis Costello - Get Happy !!

After three albums about the hatred of, in order, the world, women, and society, Elvis finally got

around to self-hatred on this one. Even the exclamation points in the title are bitter and

acidic.The fact there are two of them suggests a 'fucking fuck it fuck you fuck me fuck

everything who gives a fuck' attitude that you can hear all over the music. I picked this record

up, like many others, for $1 during The Great 90s Vinyl Purge (if I had a time machine, I wouldn't

go back in time and kill baby Hitler, I'd buy 4,000 copies of Rumours for a penny each, come

back to the present and pay off my student loans). But when the CD got reissued (Rhino 2-CD) in

late 2004, my life had become so overrun & overwrought & fueled by weightless ambition at

that time that Get Happy!! didn't just speak to me, it screamed.

So Young is a Get Happy!! outtake that was included on the reissue's second disc. Its lush

compressed opening 15 seconds used to move me to what passed for tears back in those days. I

didn't know why then, and I'm not sure why now, but I think it had something to do with a

sense of unpreventable loss generated by the passing of time. The house I lived in at the time

had a bass in it. I'm not sure who it belonged to or how it got there. It was hard to play--the

strings were at least an inch away from the fretboard--and though there was no amplifier, and I

had never really played a bass before, I was able to work out how to play this song, or how one

would play this song if they had a bass that allowed you to do the slides and intricate runs Bruce

Thomas--my favorite bass player of all time--employed on this song (So Young).

The Cure - Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me

This album saw Cure fronthuman Robert Smith solicit musical contributions from the rest of his

band, and goddamn if it didn't open their sound up in 19 different directions. Remember kids,

collaboration is good! This was the first Cure thing I ever got, as a cassette through BMG music

club. I wanted it because I'd heard Just Like Heaven on the local alt-radio station and seen the

video on MTV, so naturally I was a little disappointed by all the bloated agony. But over the



years I grew to dig the darkness, Plus that radio station played a LOT of Cure. I consider myself a

casual fan, and I have owned Head on the Door, Boys Don't Cry, Standing On a Beach,

Disintegration, Wish, and Pornography.

The Cure's genius, if I can call it that, laid in how they exploited the tension between lyrics and

music by playing each off the other (sad words/happy tunes; happy words/sad tunes, sad

words/sad tunes, etc.). In doing so, they created a kind of alchemical third feeling that couldn't

be clearly articulated and exists as pure emotion. Just Like Heaven is an obvious example with

its breezy major chord song about finding yourself alone ("alone alone alone," technically) after

your girlfriend drowns in the ocean while you were taking a nap.

But my favorite song is How Beautiful You Are because its opening line, "You wonder why I hate

you / Well I'll try to explain," is better than you find in most award-winning short fiction.

Miles Davis - On the Corner

Bought this because I saw it on sale and I'd read a Lester Bangs essay about how dark and

disturbing it was. But the title track sounds exactly like the intro to Shaft being played for 10+

minutes while Miles occasionally makes squeaky fart noises over it. That isn't dark or disturbing.

It's just boring. The rest of it sounds like bad Can or, even worse, bad Phish. I should probably

sell this one at some point.

Listen for yourself and tell me I'm wrong.

The dB's - Stands for Decibels/Repercussion (Collector's Choice Music double CD)

If Beefheart had been into the Beatles instead of the blues--or maybe more accurately if Pere

Ubu had been hopelessly in love with Big Star--he might have sounded like the first dB's album.

Standard pop tropes like melody & harmony get upended by stop-start rhythms and atonal

keyboard stabs, making the whole thing sound like someone shoved a great power-pop band

into a blender. But stick with it long enough and you start to learn the language, the wrongness

starts to feel right, and the whole thing ends up sounding entirely like genius.

She's Not Worried was the key that opened the door for me. I was a long way from any "she" in

my life but way too well acquainted with "worry" and "foolishness." The delayed gratification of

that walking-the-bass-down chorus hypnotized me and kept me coming back for more. So did

The Fight's ping-pong rhythms and brutal hilarity. I had never heard music so strange and catchy

before. S4D combines avant-garde tendencies with direct emotion and a lack of pretension in a

way few bands ever have. The first quality is easy to find, the second two qualities are  easy to

find--but all three together? Please.

The second album on this CD, Repercussion isn't nearly as good. Too many songs drift by

without ever making an impact (I Feel Good (Today), Ups and Downs, In Spain, Nothing Is

Wrong) while others are just one good idea driven into the ground (the latin rhythm of Storm



Warning). Even the good songs (Amplifier, Living a Lie) are closer to novelty songs than the

naked emotional turbulence all over Stands for Decibels.

Deerhunter - Cryptograms

I first met Bradford Cox, the guiding force behind The Hunters Of Deer, at Acapella Books in

Atlanta. I was about to do a reading from my recently published book, and he was there buying

the 33 1/3 book on MBV's Loveless. We got to talking about our respective books, and how I

lived in Athens, and he invited me to do a reading at his band's upcoming 40 Watt show

celebrating the release of his new album. And though I had already been planning on going to

the show, the idea of reading letters I had written to Al-Qaeda before a shoegazy rock show

started seemed like a bad idea. Also, Cox's semi-manic energy made me wonder if he'd even

remember the conversation a week later. I politely declined.

Looking back, I should have done it, or at least tried to. It would have been an interesting story. I

would encounter Bradford again about six years later in NYC, separated by a thin plane of glass. I

was drinking coffee before the band I played in did a CMJ showcase gig at the Ace Hotel. He was

outside hailing a taxi, probably on his way to Ryan Schreiber's penthouse. If I'd been feeling

particularly ambitious, I would have gone outside and said hello to him, but NYC and CMJ

showcases has always brought out my unambitious side. Go figure.

Cryptograms still sounds to me like it always has--an impressive collection of effects pedals

searching for a good song, an album that, in its blankness, wears out its welcome well before it's

over Having said that, through all the various projects I've heard, he's created seven or so songs

that I really dig. Which is more than, say, Mudhoney ever did.

Delta 5 - Singles & Sessions 1979-81

We were in York, England and the venue had closed and we were sitting at a table drinking with

the promoter (venue owner?) when Delta 5 came on. He was surprised we all knew Delta 5. I

told him that everyone in Athens knows who Delta 5 is, a semi-drunk claim that Mike quickly

backed me up on. The promoter, having no 'semi' in his drunkenness, got excited and started

shouting about how Delta 5's drummer (bassist?) lived up the street and he was going to call

him right this fucking second and tell him to come down and drink with this band from Athens,

Georgia that was going to be famous soon (he had earlier told us he would be doing our sound

the following year at Glastonbury--we have yet to be invited to play Glastonbury). The Delta 5

member did not answer, and I can only imagine what he thought of the rambling voicemail that

was left for him. The promoter was able to reach his wife though. If I remember correctly, she

ran some kind of rabbit rescue, and given the bunny in our band's name, he thought she would

want to talk to us. He also had a sign on a monitor next to the drums that read, "This is a

monitor, not a drink stand for fuckwit drummers." Words of wisdom right there.



Delta 5 is one of the finest bands from a particularly fine era for UK music. If you're an Athens

person who loves Pylon and haven't heard them, I urge you to check them out immediately,

especially early singles like Mind Your Own Business and Anticipation. I'm posting Journey

because it's a sad and lonely and broken song about exhaustion and defeat, which makes it

more relevant, and potentially necessary.

Devo - Q: Are We Not Men? A: We are Devo!

It would take several thousand words to describe my feelings about Devo's political &

philosophical subject matter with the nuance and clarity they deserve. If you take Devo

seriously, then their politics/philosophy are ill-informed and dangerously misanthropic. If you

take them as humorous satire or irony, let's just say I find it interesting the targets of their irony

are almost always the weakest and most marginalized in our society. In cultural critic school,

they call that kind of thing "illuminating." It doesn't help that most of these lyrics sound, in

2020, very much like an MRA dude ranting on 4chan.

Having said all that, I think this album rules and the Eno production is to die for. So I guess it's all

about your ability/willingness to separate art from the artist, though in this case, it's interesting

that the artists seem nice & well-meaning while it's the art that is twisted & fucked. I don't

listen to it much these days, but if we lived in a more secure time maybe I would.

Brigette and I used to play this one and Mongoloid when we first moved in together, switching

off between different instruments ("okay, now I'll play bass, and you play guitar! Now you play

drums! wheee!"). Eventually, we invited other people to come over and play because it got  too

hard changing instruments all the time, but you haven't truly lived until you've heard Brigette

play Gut Feeling on drums.

Dislocation Dance - The Ruins of Manchester / Cromer

Some CDs you don't know they got there, but I'm guessing Michael Turner is responsible for this

one? This looks like a cool comp of Madchester rave anthems, but Dislocation Dance is a

band--a band that nobody has ever, ever danced to. The Ruins of Manchester is super-clean

heartfelt sincere sorta-chamber sorta-indiepop pop that may be the most boring thing I've ever

heard in my life. It takes everything even remotely interesting about Red House Painters and

removes it. Hell, it even removed the uninteresting stuff. You're just left listening to the guy's

voice going "who does he sound like?" and you go, "oh yeah, Grace Cathedral Park."

That's just the first CD, recorded in 2012. No way I'm listening to the second disc, recorded in

2005. If you want this and live in Athens, let me know and I'll have it in your mailbox before

sundown.

Donovan - Sunshine Superman



Because he charged through the 60s with unbridled enthusiasm and wasn't worried about

looking ridiculous, Donovan's psychedelia sometimes reached places his buddies (Beatles,

Dylan, Stones) couldn't. So Season of the Witch is more terrifying than Paint It Black, and

Sunshine Superman is more fun than Sgt Pepper. Unfortunately, Donovan can't help trying to

sound profound, so you end up with this weird/interesting dynamic--when Donovan just reports

on what's going on around him he sounds like a poet, but when he tries to write poetry he

sounds like a doofus.

Either way, this album, and most Donovan from this period, sounds the way summer afternoons

in Athens, Georgia feel--drowsy, uninhibited, psychedelic and free. At least that's the way

summers felt before I spent one quarantined with a small child obsessed with This Old House,

Harry Potter and construction. That shit isn't psychedelic at all, buddy, and no I don't want to go

outside and play quidditch when it's 95 degrees out.

Donovan - Barabajagal

We had gone to Hilton Head, sometime around 2008-ish. Feeling homesick for California, I had

badly wanted to see the beach, and there was a Motel 6 on the island that was cheap as hell.

The trip was a bummer--sucky beach, sucky food, sucky people--but Brigette and I had fun

anyways. Stopping at a thrift store, we grabbed some CDs for the ride home. This was one of

them. Another was Squeeze's Singles 45s and Under, which looking to my right, will get written

about sometime around next February if I'm still doing this.

Barabajagal is fun because it has Atlantis on it, and it's always fun to shout "Hail...ATLANTIS" (I

might do it later today), but I Love My Shirt was the one that made the two of us, sun-drunk and

in love, giggle all the way home.

The Dream Syndicate - The Days of Wine and Roses

Feel like I recently told the story on here about the time I stayed up for two days straight in

order to "wing" this class project where I was supposed to present the works of Jack Kerouac "in

character," and then after class had to go work my job at the record store, whereupon I put this

CD on repeat for five hours. If you don't know the story, I'm happy to re-tell it with compelling

details, etc.

Anyway, the early Dream Syndicate formula of Classic Rock + Skronk made for some

teeth-grindingly beautiful madness. Richard Meltzer, a man who saw the Velvet Underground,

insisted these guys did it even better than the VU. It's such a simple formula you'd think more

people would try it, but it didn't make these guys any money so it probably won't make any

money for you. Even TDS made the obvious commercial decision, on subsequent albums, to

turn down the skronk, whereupon Steve Wynn was revealed, songwriting-wise, as kind of a

poor man's Tom Petty. Such is art.



This song (That’s What You Always Say) is cool, and it gives an early 80s preview of the

Pixies/Nirvana loud/soft dynamic trick that would dominate the late 80s/early 90s alt rock

monoverse going forward.

Dub Thompson - 9 Songs

Picked a promo of this up for $1. It was released in 2014 around the same time our son was

released, so while I listened to it a lot back then, I know absolutely nothing about DT. Feel like

there were a LOT of bands with this sort of digital lo-fi sound back then. Not sure if it ever got

codified into a genre name--the group's wiki page says they "play a style of post-punk,

post-rock, punk rock, alternative rock style experimental rock music" and that's no genre at

all--but some music industry people missed the chance to make a quick several thousand bucks

on that one. I think I saw Shitwave used once, but it was probably in Hipster Runoff and critics

were too put off by Carles' irreverence to allow him to influence their particular discourse.

BUT I digress. DT is some damn fine noise with little bits of melody when you least expect it. The

lyrics are so distorted and buried in the mix that it makes you hope that the guy's not singing

about something awful like white supremacy or people who put bougie vegetables like zucchini

or squash in their homemade mac & cheese.

Bob Dylan - Highway 61 Revisited

I've listened to a LOT of Dylan, and I still think this is the best album he ever made. It's funny, it's

angry, it's sad. It's filled with deep wisdom, and is so intense that the album feels like it's

vibrating. Everything before this in his discography feels like a building up, and everything after

this feels like a tapering off.

Like A Rolling Stone feels a little dull to me after probably 2,000+ listens, but the rest of the

album is total magic start to finish. This song (Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues) is the one I want to

listen to all day today, even though I have to be back downstairs in 28 minutes.. Always love it

when Bob does the AAAA rhyme scheme (I've always called this the Canadian rhyme scheme,

though the name has yet to be accepted by academics).

Bob Dylan and the Band - The Basement Tapes Raw

This is a 2-CD roundup of the full basement tapes box set that came out a few years back. I've

read all the books and essays about these songs, I know all the stories, and I'm still not able to

hear what other people do. To me, most of these songs sound like the stuff they used to make

us sing in church--slow, melodically static, and no fun at all (Tears of Rage and I Shall Be

Released, I'm thinking of you right now). Having said that, there's 10 or so gems buried in these

38 tracks. I'm Not There, a bottomless tale of mumbling obsession, is one of them.



Bob Dylan - Another Self Portrait (1969-1971) The Bootleg Series Vol. 10

Bought this when it came out, and still haven't listened to it deeply enough to have an opinion.

This is an attempt to salvage something out of Dylan's shitty-ish turn-of-decade output

(Nashville Skyline, New Morning, Self Portrait) by removing the cheesy overdubs, substituting

better takes.

Since I don't have any strong feelings about any of the songs on here and this is where this

project says goodbye to Bob, I'm going to post a song (Blind Willie McTell) from a different Dylan

official bootleg. It's my favorite song of his, a fucking masterpiece about America as a country

whose only real belief is in power and bloodshed and unfathomable cruelty, and as you sow so

shall you reap. Or as the narrator does, see all this while looking out the window of your room

in a hotel named after a famous infirmary.

Electrelane - The Power Out

I love this band so much that I can even remember how angry I got when the Pitchfork review

dismissed them as Stereolab clones (looks like the score was a 7.5). To me, Electrelane sounded

more like Krautrock Raincoats, the way their songs breathed, the way they could ebb and flow,

the way you could hear them *listening* to each other (the most important musical skill you

could ever have). I love everything about this album, and I still regret not driving up to D.C. to

see them back when we had the chance.

The album is so musically diverse--as well as linguistically diverse (English, French, German and

Spanish all appear--and probably some other language I don't know)--that it's hard to pick a

song. I first heard about them back in 2004 when Greil Marcus mentioned them in his column.

Then I heard the title track on NPR's World Cafe (Asheville was starved for good radio). So when

I saw the CD for $7.99 at Schoolkids Records while visiting Athens, I grabbed it. This is the song

(Gone Under Sea) I heard on my CD-player-plugged-into-tape-deck as I drove out of town, and I

can still remember my heart trying to launch itself out of my body like a rocketship.

Electrelane - Singles, B-Sides & Live

It's always harder to write about music/books/art that you love. When pointing out something's

flaws, you get to be funny, cool, and smart; the only danger is drifting into cynicism and cruelty.

But it's really, really hard to capture what great music feels like without sounding foolish, or

naive, because music we love reaches a part of us that is beyond language. This is why dull

unimaginative critics fall back on ratings and dry quasi-objectivity--in the 21st century most of

us would rather be unspeakably dull than risk looking foolish.

To adequately convey what this Electrelane album does to me requires a kind of poetry that I

don't have access to these days. So rather than fall back on dry quasi-objectivity, I'll tell a story

instead.



This came out while I was working my favorite job I've ever had--barista at the now-demolished

Eastside Jittery Joe's (I liked it so much they made me the manager, but that's another story).

And so it's impossible for me to listen to this even now 10-15 years later and not feel Mary Jane

Hassell right there in the room singing and dancing next to me, just like she used to when we

worked morning shifts together. I remember thinking it was strange, given that most of our

co-workers played in bands, that this talented, charming, endlessly charismatic creature with a

deep love of music and excellent taste did not play in a band (the Yeats line about the worst are

full of passionate intensity etc. comes to mind). She didn't even play an instrument. At some

point, I must have said all this out loud to her, and the rest is musical history--a very small part

of history to most of the music world, but an incredibly large part of history to those of us who

lived through it.

This song (I Want To Be the President) is really good. I think you might like it.

Missy Elliott - Under Construction

Picked this one up in a UK charity shop (thrift store for US readers) while on tour. 23 shows in 24

days can make you a little loopy, especially when you spend your day off doing a radio session.

We were tired, constantly sweaty and homesick, and Missy made us feel a little closer to home.

I think we may have also enjoyed testing the patience of our UK friend tagging along. Van Halen

was another one of our favorites from that tour; she kept wanting us to listen to contemporary

UK lefty-punkpop.

The album is, like a lot of hip-hop albums from this era, way longer than it needed to be,

crammed with speeches and filler and skits up to its full 79-minute CD capacity. The only funny

skits I've ever heard on a hip-hop album were on 3 Feet High and Rising;thankfully the practice

seems to have died out). But oh my god the good songs on here are so good the rest of it

doesn't matter.

When I first heard it back in 2002, Work It sounded like it had been beamed in from another

planet, created by some kind of superior intelligence, and It sounds even better today. Coming a

year after Get Ur Freak On and One Minute Man, it totally blew me and my friends' minds that

Missy had managed to make something even weirder and catchier and delightful. Yet here we

were listening to Timbaland once again reassemble how the human body moves through time

and space while Missy made every male hip-hop sex boy sound tame, humorless, and totally

unsexy. Also, the video may be the greatest music video ever made.

Take a few minutes out of your day to appreciate some musical and artistic genius.

Brian Eno - Taking Tiger Mountain (By Strategy)

Because he was written about as an egghead pseudo-academic who would rather use cards to

make his records than passionate sincerity, I never sought out Brian Eno's solo stuff. That turned

out to be the biggest music-listening mistake of my life, because his first four solo albums (this



was his second, and IMO his best) contain some of  my favorite music ever made by humans.

They're fueled by melody, humor, real cool sounds, and--it turns out--passionate sincerity. In

fact, this is one of the most emotionally moving records I've ever listened to.

Unlike most artists who traffic in what we'll call "emotional content" like, say, The Smiths or

NIna Simone, Eno's subject matter isn't always clear. So when I listen to Burning Airlines Give

You So Much More and these feelings of joy and laughter and some kind of sadness at the

passing of time bubble up in me--as they do every single goddamn time I've ever heard it, even

just now today--I can't reconcile the feelings I'm experiencing with the lyrics. I just kind of float

both within the song and beyond the song, as I find myself imagining stories and novels and

other people's lives, feeling suddenly connected to the vast network of humanity, all of us

experiencing this reality simultaneously at once.

It's a feeling so strong I'm reluctant to analyze it too deeply, for fear it will go away, but I will

point out that the song, while sounding incredibly complex, is actually quite simple when you

break down each individual part. It's the way they all combine and play off one another that

makes it complicated, and initially confusing, but that is also the source of its magic. And that's

as good a description of the beauty and frustration of human interaction as I could imagine.

Eternal deep gratitude to old friend Philip Brown, who burned the first four Eno albums for me

back in the spring of 2006. My musical life has never been the same.

Brian Eno - Ambient 1: Music For Airports

Brian Eno - Apollo: Atmospheres and Soundtracks

People calling you a genius all the time can lead to a kind of creative paralysis, and Brian Eno

had quite the crisis of confidence while making his fourth rock album. He ended up discarding

over 100 songs during two years of off & on recording before eventually releasing Before and

After Science, which has some great moments but isn't nearly as good as the previous three.

As a result, he removed himself even more from his music, and despite being a damn fine

singer, would rarely sing unaccompanied again. These two albums represent some of his

experiments in ambient music, a genre Eno is credited with naming, though close pal Judy

Nylon played a major collaborative role in shaping it (whatever problems Brian had with his

confidence, his ego has never wavered for a second). This is also where Eno began to affect a

kind of highbrow politeness (there's no Music For Stripclubs or Music For Burger Kings).

These albums are both very good at what they do, and I have listened to them countless times

while writing, or meditating, or reading. But Lester Bangs, who liked Eno's ambient stuff, still felt

they were sometimes "pleasantly placid to the point of insipid." That's some fine poetry right

there, and so I'll share a link to Lester's deep-dive Eno feature instead of the music--because all

you need is to play with a delay/looper pedal, or open your window, to make your own, and it'll

be just as good, maybe even better.



Brian Eno and David Byrne - My Life In the Bush of Ghosts

Sometimes this one sounds to me like a sensory overload of African & Arabic-inspired

psychedelia; sometimes it just sounds boring. I wonder how much of either reaction is

influenced by the backstory and theory surrounding the album. The more abstract a piece of

music is, the more room there is for artists and critics to project their own meanings onto it and

thereby define the work. I will say, though, that while it's common to say the book was better

than the movie, this is one of the few times I can say the book was better than the album--not

that David or Brian bothered to read the fucking thing.

America Is Waiting — Well any song that berates the lack of honor and integrity in America (not

that David and Brian would ever say that, no sir, these are just some random voices they found)

is going to sound pretty damn relevant given the current living situation in this country. Yes, I am

waiting for a message, and that message is "Covid vaccine now available." I would also like it if

that message were not first announced by Fox News.

ESG - Dance to the Best of ESG (2CD)

Story time! Towards the end of 2010, a famous critic wrote a rave review about the band I was

playing in. Our label guy told him I was a writer, and I got invited to write for the website. And

while I never thought of myself as a music critic, it sounded like a fun distraction from writing

novels all the time. Called "Collapse Board" for reasons both Antipodal and psychological, it

(and I) had a couple years of influence & notoriety before it, appropriately enough, collapsed.

While looking for a download of a band on Fire Records I wanted to write about--I can't

remember which one--I saw that the label was represented by a music PR farm here in Athens

called Team Clermont. I sent them an email, and a nice guy invited me to come visit their office

and say hi. At the time, they rented a downtown office above where the Chick-Fil-A (formerly

Five Guys, formerly an Indian restaurant) is now, and had beautiful views of the city. They

loaded me up with dozens of CDs, but I refused to take the one signed by an artist they

represented which read, "Thanks to everyone at TC for all their hard work!" (I had never heard

of the artist in question).

I'm not judging people who work in PR, but I could never do it. I'd have an ulcer within six

months, and every time I cashed a check funded by somebody's dreams, and all they had to

show for it was a three-star review in Paste, I'd feel like I was going to puke.

Not that I'm purer than anyone else. TC placed me on their email list and gave me an access

code for any D/Ls I wanted . And while TC didn't represent anyone big enough for it to be an

issue, I was always a little extra nice when I wrote about their stuff. When someone's done you

a favor, or just been really nice to you, it definitely affects how you write about a band, and that

is how critics get corrupted. After this, I only reached out to labels I was sure I would never need

to be cruel to (NNA Tapes, OSR--I think a couple others).



Though in time-honored music scribbler tradition, I traded most of the shitty-ass CDs they gave

me for credit at the nearest record store. But one of the CDs I got was this ESG comp, and I kept

it because ESG fucking rules. Six or so years later, that band I played in would open for them at

the Georgia Theatre, and our then-very-small son, who had the poster that came with this comp

on his wall, got to attend their soundcheck earlier that day.

John Fahey - The Yellow Princess

Fahey spent his life taking acoustic blues-based guitar as far out as it could possibly go,

sometimes to the point where there wasn't any guitar at all, just the sound of Fahey whistling

while trucks passed above him on the overpass. And while I've got no love at all for the acoustic

blues genre, I would poop bricks for this album. Luckily, a friend sold it to me for a few bucks.

I'm not a fan of talking about "recording quality" either, but jesus every note on this sounds

three-dimensional, sometimes four-dimensional, and it creates this kind of tactile, nearly

sensual experience that you have to hear to believe. I've never smoked pot regularly, and

haven't blazed up at all since a summer Athens morning in 2005, but I bet this album would

sound great totally stoned on a humid afternoon with nothing but the crickets and the cosmos

to keep you company.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes two if I'm hiding in my room after yet another fraught trip to

the grocery store, hahaha.

Jad Fair - Beautiful Songs: The Best of Jad Fair (3xCD)

How much Jad Fair is enough for you? This one runs three-and-a-half hours, and I don't think

I've ever listened to all three discs straight through, not without doing something else while

they played. But that says more about my personal inadequacies than the inadequacies of Mr.

Fair.

These 109 songs were pulled from 47 different albums (yeah, I looked that up), featuring all

kinds of collaborations & incarnations. There's a great single disc to be made of these that

would make a better case for his genius, but genius has never been the point. It's been about

the joy of creativity, about spontaneity, about making a mess and seeing where it goes, about

how there's no success like failure and failure's no success at all.

This song (US Teens Are Spoiled Bums) is dedicated to those students at the University of

Georgia who, emboldened and enabled by some truly evil state leaders, choose on a nightly

basis to jeopardize the health of everyone around them.

The Fall - 50,000 Fall Fans Can't Be Wrong

Because I got REALLY into The Fall (as opposed to just liking The Fall) in the years between

2005-2010, and because my romantic partner and creative co-conspirator is also REALLY into



The Fall, I have more CDs by The Fall on my CD rack than any other artist. In addition to the 11

CDs on my rack, there's also one in a booklet without a case ("458489") and two box sets.

The Fall might not be my favorite group, but they're probably the most inspiring. I once wrote

10,000 words in a single night about one of these CDs because someone asked me to for a book

they were putting together. The book never happened so I posted it on my website (I'll just post

a link when we get to that one).

50,000 Fall Fans Can't Be Wrong is a career-spanning (at the time, 2005-ish, I think) that I

purchased with illicitly-obtained store credit at a Borders store near St. Petersburg, Florida,

where I was living/dying at the time. It was the third or fourth Fall CD I ever got and it opened

up the rest of the band's universe for me. It has tremendous sentimental value for many

reasons, including a member of the UK band we were touring with in 2012 buying it at a

motorway service station for us to listen to in the van.

This comp is especially valuable for the way it cherry-picks the best songs from the band's (in my

opinion) uneven 90s/00s albums. This is one of them. If you smile you are a creep, says Mark E.

(the E stands for embolism) Smith, as he decries vanity in a tone that would make

Ecclesiastes--that most misanthropic Mancunian of biblical prophets--blush.

The Fall - Dragnet

An album as grim and stark as its black & white cover, The Fall's second album has always filled

me with this weird twitchy unhappiness. If I were living in a one-room apartment on a

particularly bleak winter day in the midst of unfathomable depression, it could easily push me

over the edge into some kind of psychosis. That may or may not, depending on your social

inclinations, be considered a compliment.

Anyway, Dragnet evokes a coldness not unlike being in the room with a ghost, so it's only

appropriate to share the unholy Lovecraftian noise of Spectre vs. Rector here. The first part was

apparently recorded in a warehouse, presumably one filled with either phantoms or corpses or

both.

The Fall - Grotesque (After The Gramme)

The Fall's third album sees Mark E (the E stands for Erudite) Smith  leaving any preconceived

notion about what a lyric in a song can be in the dust--the answer is anything you want it to be.

Grotesque presents caricature after caricature of demented freaks & creeps, which include Herb

Alpert, the entire population of California, and every band in England not named The Fall--and

that's just in one song.

Musically, 16-year-old Paul Hanley plays ellipses around the band's previous drummers,

providing a groove to the slow songs and a fierce rockabilly attack to the fast ones.

Impression of J. Temperance is a short story about a dog breeder who sires a "hideous replica."

Like Spectre v. Rector from the last album, it's extremely Lovecraftian, but the images here are



more vivid and horrifying. Some days I think MES was the greatest English writer since

Shakespeare. Some days I think he was even better than that. Grotesque is where it starts to

happen.

The Fall - Slates

This CD is a reissue from 2004 that added a Peel session and the Lie Dream of a Casino

Soul/Fantastic Life single to Slates, which was originally issued as six songs on vinyl. Neither a

single, EP, or album, it exists simply as what it is--one of the best pieces of art ever made by

humans.

The (almost) title track, Slags, Slates Etc., is the definitive rant, just like Mark E (the E stands for

Epiphanic) Smith declares it to be. A six minute shout against those who abuse their power (the

Slags) and the grey, uniform substance-less blanks all around us (the Slates). If you're ever in the

mood to rant wild-eyed and scream WAA-WAA-WAA into a distorted microphone while you rant

about all the shitty people in the world, the chords are F# and G# back and forth, with a held C

on the turnaround. Not quite as healthy as an extended round of therapy, but way more fun.

The Fall - Hex Enduction Hour

No way I'm going to be able to do justice to this one in a Facebook post. With its digressive

POVs, endless dark witticisms, and bursts of blinding poetry, Hex Enduction Hour is closer to a

sprawling metafictional novel than an album, though one closer in style (and subject matter) to

Ulysses than Gravity's Rainbow or Infinite Jest. With Hex's  regular eruptions of sputtering bile,

"Infinite Rot," or "Infinite Anger," would be more appropriate titles in this case, anyway.

There is a dark magic & alchemy at work in Hex, recurring images of krakens and curses and

unfathomable mystery. And while the album has moments of pure righteous incoherent anger

that rival anything ever recorded (Deer Park, The Classical), Iceland's improvised tale of humility

and awe is the one I keep coming back to again and again, as I take up MES' challenge to "cast

the runes against the self-soul." I remember picking this up in early 2005 and thinking to myself

as I listened that this was an album that would last me until the end of my days, and so far I've

been right.

After the masterpiece of Hex Enduction Hour, The Fall followed (fall=owed) it up six months

later with this.  I read somewhere once that after Hex, Mark E (the E stands for Exhausted)

Smith wondered how he could possibly do any better. And while Room To Live isn't a

masterpiece, it is, in its own way, a work of genius--a deliberately messy push against

expectations, a smear of artistic freedom. It serves as a reminder that the best way to avoid

writer's block is to always keep moving. In this light, I've always heard the title as meaning

"space to breathe."



That's not to say any of the songs here are bad. Not at all. But in a Beatles sense, or a U2

sense--that is to say an unimaginative dull, academic stance that conflates artistic success with

mass appeal, which is the stance of most professional music-writing/music-(un)thinking these

days--Room To Live lacks great songs. However, it abounds with great stories and great

atmosphere, nowhere more so than on this song (Hard Life in the Country), a kind of benign

version of Straw Dogs.

The Fall - Perverted By Language

It's tempting to credit the emotional and musical expansion  on Perverted By Language to the

addition of Brix Smith, MES' new artistic collaborator and domestic cohabitator, but that's

probably an oversimplification. Regardless, Perverted By Language is funnier, sadder, and freer

than any Fall album that came before it.

Weird time signatures abound, and are juxtaposed with some of the prettiest and most

incantatory music of their career. But my favorite is the dark twisted alchemy of Smile, which

still makes me uncomfortable even after hundreds of listens and exists in a place well beyond

mere descriptors like music or post-punk or rock.

The Fall - Palace of Swords Reversed

Back in 2015, I was asked to contribute a chapter to this book a friend was doing where people

would contribute essays about their favorite Fall album. My brains were a scramble of baby-care

and sleep deprivation, so for my birthday I asked to go spend the night at the Motel 6 in

Commerce and write my contribution to the book. Yes, this is my idea of a good time, yeah, I

know.

The book never happened, so I posted the essay on my website. It's really good, though as the

years have gone by, I think it was Ruby Tuesday I ate at, not Applebees. I also wrote it during a

time when my writing style was influenced by how the 140-character-limit on Twitter forced

people to condense information in order to communicate as quickly as possible, and I was

experimenting with how to incorporate those techniques of compression into more

straightforward prose.

The Fall - The Frenz Experiment (expanded CD w/period singles included)

I'm not sure I've ever listened to this one, so it's probably one of Brigette's--after nearly 15 years

of cohabitation, there's been a lot of material crossover. Anyway, this era was the band's UK

commercial peak, buoyed by covers (Victoria) and dancey crowd-shouters (HIt the North) and

smooth production--the guitars are WAY low in the mix, and most of the songs feel

underambitious, underwritten and underinspired. Or to put it more simply, it's boring.

So maybe I have listened to it, and just set it aside and never listened again. God knows there's

plenty of other Fall albums more worth your time. In reading about the album, I learned this



song (Athlete Cured) was a deliberate ripoff of Spinal Tap's Tonight I'm Gonna Rock You Tonight,

which the band used to play at soundchecks. So I guess maybe they were bored with The Fall

too.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I'm still trying to plow through all these Fall CDs.

The Fall - I Am Kurious Oranj

I saw them play once. It was in early 2004 in Asheville at the Orange Peel. Despite having moved

there to be part of a 10-12 person writing collective, none of my 10-12 friends would go to the

show with me. They weren't the only ones. There were maybe 20 people there in total. A guy

from England who lived in Tennessee struck up a conversation and we hung out that night.

Though he had broken his hip and was confined to an office chair seated behind a desk, MES

was one of the most charismatic frontpersons I've ever seen.

They closed with this song (Big New Prinz), which I misunderstood for years. I thought MES sang

"check the guy's track record / he is NUTS" and interpreted it through an anti-Bush, anti-Cheney

lens--a lens that, in early winter 2004, was getting a lot of use. Turns out it's an update of Hip

Priest from Hex Enduction Hour they did to soundtrack a hybrid rock/ballet performance (which

you can watch below), and this album is the result. But to me this song will always be a primal

beast of a song about deranged corrupt tyrants descended from kings.

The Fall - Middle Class Revolt

Subtitled "aka The Vapourisation of Reality," this 1994 album came out in the US on Matador,

probably the best label of the 90s, and home to Pavement, a band that had gotten successful in

part by putting a middle-class bubblegum spin on the iconic early 80s Fall sound. So make of the

title what you will. Brigette & I picked this one up for a couple bucks at a pop-up stand in

Greenpoint, Brooklyn, NY while we were in the city for several days playing a round of CMJ

shows.

The album has covers of The Monks and Henry Cow, and suffers from a bit of CD-itis (14 songs!

50 minutes!), but is solid if not spectacular. My fave song is Hey! Student--one of three songs on

the album with exclamation points in the title--and its anti-student

sentiment, which is all-too-relevant here in Athens, GA, home of grinning teenage oblivion &

administrative covid deceit.

MES: "It's just the rate of their proliferation that scares me. Have you seen how many people

have gone back to school now? Dead weird, innit? It just keeps the unemployment figures down

and produces millions of half-educated old coots. I've got nothing against students as such, it's

just when you get old mates using words like 'constructively' and 'comprehensively'.."



I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day-sometimes twice if I'm realllly tired of posting about The Fall and ready to

move on.

The Fall  - Your Future Our Clutter

If Mark E (the E stands for Eternal) Smith is the greatest UK writer since Shakespeare--or even

better than Shakespeare! sure why not!--then YFOC is his The Winter's Tale, a rambling nihilistic

last gasp against how everything turns into nothing and life & love are just states of mind,

illusions our mind projects against a blank gray slate. Released in 2010, it is in my opinion the

last great album he made.

Most of the album goes slam/bang/smash in all kinds of satisfying ways, but it's the slower,

more thoughtful songs that always stop in my tracks. Weather Report 2 is as great as any Fall

song with its unsettling electronic digressions and lines about whirlpools cascading. But it's

when MES hisses, "You don't deserve rock'n'roll," at the end, and then takes this sharp intake of

breath that is suddenly cut short that my lungs do this incoherent dance and I'm suddenly left

speechless every time.

Faust - IV

That's IV as in four, not intravenous. This is a special CD to me, as I got it back in 2006 during a

pivotal time in my life. Since graduating college in Dec 2002, I had written a book of short

stories, a novella, and a book of essays about living in Florida that was published that spring by

a press that was just starting out (the distribution deal collapsed within months of the book

being printed) but has since gone on to have stuff reviewed in the NYT etc., as well as a novel

that was then being looked at by a big-time NYC agent. The future was so bright I had to wear

asbestos shades, baby--though as usual things didn't turn out the way I expected.

Back in 2003, I'd had an idea to write a book called The Iraqnid weaving eight disparate

narratives into a sort of epic poem about US life during the Bush imperialist era--the main

character was a marine nicknamed Spider. I began working on it seriously in the spring of 2006,

and I intended to stretch into as many directions as possible. Faust were a big part of that

mental & artistic expansion, as every single time I played it I felt flooded by phrases and images

so vivid I had to immediately write them down. Out of everything I've written since

them--including two completed novels, a sprawling rough draft, endless amounts of music

criticism and political essays, and a collaboration about a seminal Athens band due out next

year on UGA Press, The Iraqnid is the one thing I've written that mystifies and entrances me any

time I go back and flip through it.

The same is true for all of IV, but Jennifer may be the most entrancing. It's easy to make strange

noise, and it's easier than you think to make something pretty, but to do both is something

special.



Fine Young Cannibals - The Raw & The Cooked

Since you can find this one in every other US thrift store, and you can pick up the vinyl for under

$10, this one is seriously undervalued. Of all the UK motown-soul pastiches, this one is the

absolute best for the way it incorporates then-cutting-edge production and fantastic

songwriting.

FYC is one of the great band-breakup revenge stories in music history. When English Beat

frontman Dave Wakeling left the group for what he assumed would be a smooth ride to the top

of the charts, the Beat's guitarist and bass player recruited an Al Green ringer and formed FYC.

After an uneven debut album, they made this one that sold 10 million copies and spawned the

kind of hits that Wakeling could only dream of. The album was so good FYC didn't even bother

trying to follow it up.

She Drives Me Crazy was the big hit with its otherworldly snare sound and a use of dynamics

that anticipates Teen Spirit's arrangement a couple of years later, and Don't Look Back is pure

Byrdsian bliss, but Don't Let It Get You Down is an experimental weirdo gem you have to hear.

Fire Engines - Hungry Beat

Fire Engines were a hot fucking mess out of early 80s post-punk Scotland who played 15 minute

sets that teetered on the edge of either exploding or falling apart. Let's just say they were a big

enough inspiration in our house that this CD skips so much it's virtually unplayable, and leave it

at that.

The fact that, in a song like Meat Whiplash, Fire Engines are able to collectively speed up or

slow down the tempo at random, and are given to blinding sprints of intensity, suggests they

weren't actually a mess at all, but brilliant musicians who knew how to listen, and were able to

trust each other enough that they could reach places that other bands don't have the guts to

even imagine.

There's a great interview Paul Morley did with Jerry Garcia (it's on my bookshelf) where he's

telling Garcia about Fire Engines and their 15 minute sets. Garcia is incredulous, and insists that

the best musical experience is when an hour and a half has gone by and it felt like 10 minutes.

Morley responds that 45 minutes of Garcia's music seems to go on for two hours.

Flipper - Album Generic Flipper

Yeah, I first bought this because Cobain wore the t-shirt and I found the record a couple years

later in the $1 bin, but I've listened to this CD, a 90s reissue on Def American, way more than

I've listened to Nirvana over the past 10-ish years.

Flipper took PiL music (bass does the melody, guitar does the avant-noise) and Sex Pistols lyrics

(sarcasm, anger, intelligence, agony) and filtered them through a NoCal heroin wiseass fatalism

that sparks all kinds of simultaneous contradictions like laughter/tears, dancing/collapsing,

hope/despair, misery/fun. And because they did this with musical chops that anyone over the



age of five could master in a matter of weeks means they were geniuses, and makes me think

for hours why bands today would rather sound like Fleetwood Mac than Flipper and people

would congratulate these bands for having made that choice.

We are all ultimately alone in this journey through life, but with Flipper you're never alone.

Every song on here is great, but here's some poetry from Shed No Tears that's 40 years old and

may it live forever.

Shed no tears for the cop bleeding

He once held the gun. he once held the key

Now his prisoners will sing and dance and play

No tears wasted

No sorrow no pity

No, no crying, no loss

Shed no tears for the nun beaten

By the children she once called her flock

How they hate their teachers. who force darkness upon us

No tears wasted

No sorrow no pity

No, no crying, no loss

Shed no tears for the suicide

He has made his choice, the pain of life is great

And some will find it sweet to rot beneath the earth

As we rot and live and breathe

Robert Fripp / Brian Eno - The Essential Fripp and Eno

The name "Fripp and Eno" sounds like a youth pastor trying not to curse after he just hit his

thumb with a hammer, but I guess "Bobby and Brian" wouldn't sound as serious. This is a

collection of the greatest guitar/tape loop experiments from two guys who were really good at

guitar/tape loop experiments. If you're ever watching TV and totally bored, just put this on and

turn down the volume and whatever you're watching automatically becomes mysterious and

transfixing--especially if the TV content is lowbrow or over 20 years old or both.

Some of the tracks are more abrasive than others, and some are more hypnotic, but everything

on here is rooted in a unique psychedelic time-stretching brilliance. Healthy Colours I-IV adds

glitchy found voices over a lounge-beat drum machine that anticipates the following year's

sessions Eno/Byrne did for Bush of Ghosts.

Note: I skipped John Foxx's Metamatic because it's Brigette's CD and I'm not a fan. It sounds like

Mighty Boosh synthpop pastiche, only done ultra-seriously and without the glorious pop hooks

of Foxx's contemporaries--though I think it's cool that Redd Foxx's illegitimate son was able to

get our from under his father's legacy of fart and shit jokes and make a name for himself.



Peter Gabriel - Shaking the Tree - Sixteen Golden Greats

This was an impulse purchase during a time of dark debilitating unrelenting depressive

thoughts. And while I find most Peter Gabriel to be listenable in a totally unexciting way--a poor

man's Eno, a less eccentric Kate Bush, a slightly more inspired Phil Collins--Solsbury Hill

enveloped me like a warm hug one afternoon as I listened to it over and over, and for that I will

always be grateful.

I'm also a fan of songs in unusual time signatures that don't draw attention to the fact the song

is in an unusual time signature.

Galaxie 500 - The Portable Galaxie 500

Picked this up during a Boston winter as 1998 turned into 1999 for $5.99 at the CD Spins in

Harvard Square. Through a series of dumb luck, daring, and naivete I had managed to get into

one of the best writing colleges in the country at age 26, and my immediate future seemed both

limitless (which I was aware of) and terrifying (which I was not allowing myself to think too

deeply about). As a result of this contradiction, I was an emotional and intellectual ping-pong

ball unable to stay at rest.

That summer, I slept with the windows open and this CD playing as I drifted off to sleep, and I

had night after night of glorious, peaceful, fascinating dreams that phased in and out of lucidity.

I have a deep and abiding love for every song on this CD, all of which sounds transfixingly

beautiful in any kind of weather. But here in 2020, as time seems to constantly stretch &

contract in all kinds of unlikely ways as we watch the news move like amphetamine rabbits

while our day-to-day existence is a grim slog of stasis, I lift up the comfort of Another Day, a

song about the passing of time and how it breaks our hearts and allows us to grow into new

people, a warm meditation on the yin-yang relationship of goodbye and hello.

Gallon Drunk - You, the Night...and the Music

This CD is weird because while I like all the influences--Birthday Party, Suicide, and rockabilly,

basically--there's only a couple of songs on here that don't bore the crap out of me. And while I

dig my share of dude rock, there's something about this that feels like a UK version of all those

guys in the 90s who dressed like car mechanics and put grease in their hair, and always wore

boots instead of sneakers, and always drank whisky instead of peppermint schnapps, and it was

all part of their uniform and their schtick. And they put so much energy into appearing as a

ultra-hetero macho tough guy that just being in the same room would exhaust me, and I'd order

a Zima and go up to them and say, "Hey man, you look like Fonzie! Anyone ever tell you that you

look like Fonzie! Dude, go do that trick where you bang on the jukebox with your fist!" (I have

only done this, I think, like three or four times).



None of this is Gallon Drunk's fault of course. There's some great organ skronk on here, and the

songs where they juice the tempos and put some life into the thing are totally fine--if all pretty

much exactly the same thing--but the slow ones lose are interminable.

I bet they were a fucking great live band though.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if it's a rainy Saturday I'm hiding in my office.

Gang of Four - Entertainment!

One of the most perfect albums ever made, and the only good album with an exclamation point

in the title. I found this one on vinyl in the dollar bin back in the 90s, and it floored me. Before a

road trip up the coast, I took a marker and wrote lines from the album ("Dirt behind the

daydream," etc.) on all my money before I spent it in the hope I would one day see them again

in my cash register at work.

My favorite thing about Entertainment! is how the band plays as a single organism, the way you

can almost hear them take a breath before they plunge into the loud parts of Ether. And the

guitar playing. Noise instead of solos, percussive banging instead of notes. An avenue of

expression and possibility so far beyond the pentatonic scale.

Girls At Our Best! - Pleasure

This one comes with loads of bonus tracks. GAOB's best songs can sound like the greatest thing

you've ever heard, but the rest are kind of forgettable. This puts them in a category with loads

of other postpunk/newpop bands from that ear who were mostly filler but had moments of

unbelievable killer: Altered Images (3 great songs), Bow Wow Wow (3), Haircut 100 (2), Aztec

Camera (2). GAOB has three, maybe four or five. These great songs were almost always the

singles, which suggests two possibilities: 1) the bands knew what was good; 2) my pop/rock

taste is geared towards hooks and melodies, make of that what you will.

Getting Nowhere Fast's accelerating frenzy never fails to excite me. And while I'm not reductive,

didactic, or academically-insecure enough to assign "scores" or "grades" to these CDs, if I were

doing that, I would definitely give this extra points for being from Leeds, my favorite UK

northern metropolis. Stay tuned for my next series: British Cities I Have Spent Between 12 And

48 Hours In And My Fiercely Held Expert Opinion About Each Of Them.

Mar K Moon: We will have to agree to disagree about Aztec Camera. Only two great songs ffs

Scott Creney: All opinions expressed on this social media account are subjective, and not meant

to disparage or challenge anyone else's subjective opinions.

The Go-Betweens - Bellavista Terrace: Best of the Go-Betweens



This CD is a perfect introduction to the Go-Betweens. It was for me anyway. I had picked up

Tallulah and 16 Lovers Lane during the great vinyl purge of the 90s, and neither one did much

for me at the time. This CD was the one that did it. 14 songs, and all of them are great.

I wrote about a later, inferior comp for a website that now looks like it's in the process of

deteriorating, as videos, pictures and comments vanish into white space. But I can't top this

paragraph:

"Because they were storytellers as much as they were songwriters — they seemed like novelists

or film directors who went into pop music because it was more immediate, more social, more

sexual — The Go-Betweens represent a pinnacle of a certain type of pop music. There’s a

subtlety to their work, a quiet dignity, that — while it worked against them in the marketplace

— allows the music to unfold its pleasures over a period of years. It’s music that lasts."

There's three more GB CDs on the shelf, so I'll post a song from Bellavista (The House That Jack

Kerouac Built) that I don't own elsewhere, a song I have lived out on at least two different

occasions that takes the insistent beat from Birthday Party's Mr. Clarinet into a far darker place

than that band ever imagined.

The Go-Betweens - Before Hollywood

The lyrics are so cinematic, and the music so strange and evocative. Before Hollywood doesn't

deserve a reissue; it deserves a Criterion Collection box set. This is my favorite Go-Betweens

album for its dusty corners and endless mystery, its desperation, its literary evocation of

lostness and loss, the way everything is so fucking unstable.

Before Hollywood is also, in a musical sense, a drumming masterclass in navigating strange time

signatures and stop-start dynamics.

Cattle and Cane's main section is in 11/4, though you might not notice if I hadn't pointed it out,

and it was nearly a hit. And while there are songs on here I've grown to love as deeply and

completely as I love Cattle and Cane, I'm going to feature it here because it is the most

immediately accessible song on Before Hollywood, and I believe so strongly in The

Go-Betweens' music and magic, and their ability like the greatest literature to help us lead a

deeper and more rewarding life. So I post Cattle and Cane here in the hope that it stops you

dead in your tracks as it stopped me all those years ago, and continues to stop me even today,

dead-tracked.

The Go-Betweens - Spring Hill Fair

If the GBs could have a minor hit on Rough Trade with the strangeness of Cattle and Cane, then

surely jumping to a major label and smoothing out the sound would bring pop success. That's

how the thinking went anyway, but the marketplace is never so simple, and neither Spring Hill

Fair, nor its excellent singles, came anywhere near the charts.



The album's great though. If anything, the lush production only heightens the

romanticism--Bachelor Kisses may be the most heartbreaking thing they ever recorded, unless

it's Part Company. But my favorite song on this one is Draining the Pool For You, a

class-conscious, more poetic rewrite of Sunset Boulevard that twists and turns like someone

fleeing the scene of a crime.

The Go-Betweens - Liberty Belle and the Black Diamond Express

Before Hollywood may be my favorite, but this one is the best. The GBs took control of their

sound and wrote the best songs of their career.

It still perplexes me, and sometimes galls me, that Grant McLennan hated Lindy Morrison's

drumming--a fact I learned in the David Nichols bio I purchased for $5 in a second-hand shop in

York while waiting for a restaurant, any restaurant at all, to open on an early Tuesday

afternoon--especially as his later solo work suffered from semi-anonymous backing musicians

that made his straightforward songcraft sound painfully straight. Listen to what Morrison does

to The Wrong Road, how her stuttering fills at the end of each chorus echo the narrator

gathering himself to plow through more painful memories.

This song (The Wrong Road) probably contains my favorite GBs poetry (though that also has

something to do with the melody and the way they're sung) especially these lines which floored

me as an aspiring undergraduate poet in the early 2000s:

When the rain hit the roof

With the sound of a finished kiss

Like when a lip lifts from a lip

I took the wrong road round.

The Grateful Dead - The Grateful Dead

Most people call this one Skull and Roses. The band wanted to call it "Skull Fuck," which, for

dudes who mostly made music that was sweet and spacy, they sure liked to think of themselves

as transgressive badasses.

I grabbed this one at Goodwill back in February, when I was finally getting to spend time reading

and writing, and grinding my creative gears again after 18 months spent pretending to be a

researcher/biographer/interviewer/critic. I figured it would be good to listen to while I did other

stuff, and for a couple of weeks there at least, I was right. But Wharf Rat is a great song, and this

was the first place it showed up.

Note: The rest of my TGD is either on vinyl or downloaded, so this is all we're going to cover

here, but I will say that the following year's Europe '72 is way better, if only for the

heart-stopping version of Morning Dew.

Guided By Voices - Propeller



While I was a big fan of Bee Thousand and Alien Lanes when they came out, I didn't really get

deeply obsessed with GBV until I headed off to college in the fall of 1998. Probably something

to do with my feeling like a hick-out-of-water and how Robert Pollard presented a good role

model on how to make weird passionate art without having to hide your embarrassing blue

collar redneck-y roots. In fact, by foregrounding these experiences, you could actually turn them

into a creative strength. He also inspired me to: 1) always keep a notebook full of titles, and 2)

write constantly. Those two lessons continued to help me long after I started to move past my

class self-consciousness and inferiority complexes and simplexes.

Propeller was the 1991 album that propelled GBV out of obscurity and into semi-obscurity. I was

surprised when I first heard it--purchased from a record store I would later work at after having

the presence of mind during my interview to answer the question "what are your favorite

current bands?" by literally reading the names off all the posters on the wall--because the songs

were longer and more produced than the rest of early GBV. The first track in particular is a

multi-sectioned opus that stirs up all kinds of interpersonal emotions about courage and fear,

but I've already gone on for way too long about myself.

Guided By Voices - Vampire On Titus

Having spent 10 years toiling away in musical obscurity while teaching 4th grade and raising a

family, you would have expected Pollard to react to Propeller's recognition by making something

commercial. Instead he went in the other direction and made the most lo-fi, impenetrable

album he would release under the GBV name, with buried vocals and the tape hiss pushed to

the front.

In that light, I've always heard Vampire On Titus as a cry of freedom, a signaling that the way

forward would not be a straight line, and that creativity is to be prized above all. I may be

projecting though. Anyway, there are a handful of great songs on here--some appeared in

cleaner versions on an EP called The Grand Hour--but no song is better than Wondering Boy

Poet. There's a piano version floating around somewhere they did for a BBC session that's even

better.

[RESPONSE TO WILL: All opinions presented in this series are entirely subjective, and are strictly

the POV of the author. They should not be taken as a negation, or challenge, to any opinions

held on the part of the reader.]

Guided By Voices - Bee Thousand

Spin named it their album of the year and so I went and bought the cassette at the Tower

Records by San Diego State without having any idea what GBV sounded like. The writer called it

"pop," but this didn't sound like any pop I'd ever heard (now I know that "pop" is music-critic

shorthand for "songs you can remember after they stop playing"). This album confused the hell



out of me. Hot Freaks? Was this serious? What was this? Did they record this in a concrete

basement?

But this song rendered all those questions irrelevant, and so I was only left with one--who are

these people that made this incredibly beautiful music? And so Bee Thousand became a door

opening up out of myself that allowed new worlds to start coming in. Still my favorite GBV. Also

our son's favorite GBV, on account of the song about being a scientist. Earlier this summer I

worked up an instrumental piano version of this song (Tractor Rape Chain) that was, if I may so,

extremely pretty.

Guided By Voices - Alien Lanes

If you had stumbled into my 7-11 during the years 1994-1996--and since I worked the

10pm-6am shift five days a week, you were most likely stumbling, and it was most definitely

during that time MY 7-11--you would have heard a lot of cutting-edge underground college-rock

music, and you would have heard this one on repeat every night. The irony is that the closest I

had come to college was the month I spent at junior college before dropping out and the vast

quantities of books I read every night during my shift, and hardly any of my friends (of which

there were hardly any in those days--you miss a lot of parties when you work 10pm-6am)

listened to this stuff. Several years later, I would find myself not only in college, but in college in

Boston, and standing in a room full of people watching GBV play Motor Away, a song about just

picking up and getting the fuck out of your nowhere situation and just going, and I realized that

somehow, improbably I had actually done exactly that. And as it turned out, the adventures

were just beginning.

My Valuable Hunting Knife is a song about the people who aren't able to escape, and instead

cultivate a rich internal fantasy life that is fulfilling in some ways, but ultimately leaves the

person feeling lonely and sad. And that story is, like Motor Away, also about me.

Guided By Voices - Under the Bushes Under the Stars

When I reached the GBVs, I was surprised so many had disappeared. Some I remember selling

or giving away (the ones from the 2000s), but where was Human Amusement? What the hell

happened to the totally amazing Sunfish Holy Breakfast?!? And that box set? Were they stolen?

Vanished? Impulsively sold in a bout of bad thinking? Was I desperate for money? Desperate for

space?

UTBUTS has loads of great songs with great moments but it's always felt like less than the sum

of its parts. There's less mystery here, less fragmentation, less freedom, less spirit, less soul. The

whole thing feels somehow constrained like a 10-year-old boy dressed up for a wedding. They

might look handsome, even adorable, but there's something not quite right, and even when you

talk to them it feels like they're not quite themselves. After this, GBV would barf up the



occasional great song from time to time, but it would feel more like dumb luck than inspiration.

If you ask me nicely in the comments, I'll list 10 great post-UTBUTS songs, maybe even 15.

Bruce Haack - Listen Computer Rock Home: The Best of Dimension 5

Raymond Scott electronics meets surreal Canadian Romper Room madness. Great for

over-exhausted weekend mornings or headphones material during walks through the zoo, or

giggly chemical-assisted interspatial journeys. If this one doesn't make you smile, then I have to

assume you have some kind of periodontal self-consciousness that makes you afraid to show

people your teeth.

Charlie Haden - Liberation Music Orchestra

The stories we are told about music affect the way we hear the music. There is nothing overtly

liberating, or revolutionary, or even avant-garde about Liberation Music Orchestra, and I wonder

sometimes how I would feel about it if I didn't know the songs were adapted from Spanish Civil

War fight songs, or were written to protest the war, the 1968 democratic convention, or to

memorialize Che Gueva (all causes I am, at the very least, sympathetic to). Would I find the

music merely beautiful? Soothing? A rollicking good old time?

But because I know the backstory--knew the backstory before I even heard the album--I've

always heard it as songs of strength and mourning, and I believe it would make nice headphone

music for standing outside on a fall afternoon while waiting to enter your polling place. The

liberation offered on the ballot may only be incremental, but in days of interminable darkness

you have to create light wherever you can.

The Halo Benders - God Don't Make No Junk

A collaboration between Beat Happening's Calvin Johnson and Built To Spill's Doug Martsch

before the full extent of CJ's sex-creepness and shady finances were widely known, and before

DM's beard had reached its eventual Rasputin proportions. This is an absolute delight that has

no right to be as good as it is, and indeed future albums wouldn't come close to the freaky

innocent smart-ass soulfulness that leaps out of God Don't Make No Junk.

I first bought this at Blue Meanie records in El Cajon (RIP). A member of local well-known

ska-humor band Turkey Mallet was talking to a clerk when I walked up. When he saw what I was

buying, he began peppering me with questions, wanting to know who I was and why I was

buying something as cool as Halo Benders, and how come he didn't know who I was. I

awkwardly talked about working at 7-11 and living in Tecate and reading music magazines at

Tower Records, and I split out of there as quick as I could, embarrassed at having to speak to

someone about the embarrassing patheticness of my life (as I saw it, as I felt it)--all of which

only confused him further. Which is fine. I was pretty confusing, and confused, in those days.



All of which is to say that this CD made sense to me and felt comfortable to me at a time in my

life when very little else did. And one could say that my various relocations over the years were

an attempt to live in a world that resembled my cultural comforts at the time--K Records, the

Waitresses, Tales of the City, Oscar Wilde, and thrift stores. The crazy thing is I kind of pulled it

off.

Happy Mondays - Loads

Picked this one up at a UK charity shop for 1.99. It's a 16 song best-of for a band that had maybe

half that many decent songs, and I infinitely prefer the album version of Wrote For Luck over the

toothless dance schwag Vince Clarke single mix included here. If I had to listen to HMs, I'd

rather listen to Pills & Thrills & Bellyaches than anything else. But I don't own that. I've got

Loads, and I've got a vinyl copy of Bummed I found for a few bucks back in the 90s that I put on

once a year or so when I'm in the mood for some dancey-angry class resentment. I used to hear

this song (Wrote For Luck) from the bottom, but now I hear it from the top, as someone who

used to tell the truth, but now is too clever for their own good.

The Harder They Come - Original Soundtrack (Deluxe Edition)

I picked up the record in early 1994 at Amvets Thrift Store in El Cajon for $.95. At the time I was

21 years old and making $5 p/hr working the graveyard shift at 7-11 in Jamul. I rented a room

for $250 p/mo that Gary, a middle-aged Christian guy bordering on the edge of madness, had

built in his backyard. Sadly, bizarrely, this situation was an improvement on the past year of

traumatic events and homeless couch-surfing and car-sleeping. This is the point where my life

started to move in a forward direction again--slowly, gradually, always two steps forward and

then one step backwards.

As such, this may be my favorite album of recorded music ever made. It may be even more than

that. The Harder They Come, with its songs of determination in the face of adversity, brought

me joy and hope at a time when I desperately needed it. Every single song on here has an

almost alchemical ability to turn despair into something beautiful and redeeming. Over 25 years

later, it has never, ever not made me feel better when I listen to it.

Released in 2004, this deluxe edition added a second disc of reggae songs that have nothing to

do with the movie, but come from the same period, kind of a "Now That's What I Call Early 70s

Reggae." They're totally fine, some of them are great, but the vibe is too random and scattered

to come close to recreating the effect of the soundtrack.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes two if it's Friday and I have an abundance of leisure time.

Françoise Hardy - Greatest Recordings



Picked this up in the fall of 1998 at the Newbury Comics in Harvard Square because I was living

in Cambridge, MA and felt all cultured with my hardwood floors listening to college radio and

going to see art films and underground bands while attending a prestigious college and reading

big books with big words while experiencing the kind of dramatic weather-induced events you

don't get in southern California like foliage and snow. Ms. Hardy and her European wistful ennui

were about as far from my dirtbag El Cajon existence as I could get, and that made it good

enough for me.

Harmonia & Eno 76 - Tracks and Traces

This collaboration between a couple of Cluster guys, a Neu guy, and Brian Eno is so placcid and

peaceful that it'd be fun to make a mockumentary with them snorting all kinds of drugs and

screaming about somebody's synthesizer being too fucking loud. That probably wasn't the case.

If anything, this all sounds overly polite and respectful. Everything moves real slow, and when

new instruments arrive into the mix, they creep slowly on little cat feet. I find the whole thing

totally fine if I'm in the mood, but it's worth noting that Brigette Adair Herron informed me this

weekend that she once wrote melodies and words for all the instrumental songs on here when

the CD was in her car for a month. Now THAT would be an album.

Harry Pussy - You'll Never Play This Town Again

Had to go pick up our kid's halloween costume from Party City--or as it's known south of the

border, "La Ciudad De Fiesta"--last week. And I may be all grown up now, but I'm still adolescent

enough to roll down the windows and blast some obnoxiousness out my speakers when driving

through a deluxe strip mall in Oconee County during a pandemic. I still remember playing this

on repeat one Saturday Gameday morning at Eastside Jittery Joe's with Christopher Nelms. The

world's a mess, it's in my fuck and Harry Pussy is an absolute third-eye-opening delight during

these deknighted/benighted times.

PJ Harvey - Rid Of Me

I knew it was coming. When I cranked the volume on the car stereo to hear the first couple

quiet minutes of the first song on Rid Of Me, the title track, I kept my hand on the volume knob

to navigate the sudden extreme leap in volume that was about to happen--the one that fried

my Ford Escort's speakers back in 1993 when I  bought the cassette at the Americus, Ga. record

store the day it came out.

And somehow I still wasn't ready, even after all these years. It actually scared me, sending my

adrenaline and blood surging into the stratosphere. Which is appropriate. Rid Of Me is one of

the most extreme, genuinely frightening albums ever made. It's horrific, disturbing, exhilarating,

and at times hilarious. When Rub Til It Bleeds came on, I actually laughed, all alone in the car,

and said, "This is sooo fucked up."



It is. It's also far and away my favorite thing Polly Harvey has ever made, even if it's probably a

couple songs too long. What a band. What a drummer. What an artist. What art. To think people

have carried on writing simple silly love songs after this as if simple silly love was actually real

and worthy of creative subject matter as anything other than scorn.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day, sometimes two if I can't get my swirling thoughts about the imminent local

school reopening to coagulate into something coherent enough as an e-mail or an op-ed

column.

Thee Headcoats - Elementary Headcoats: The Singles 1990-1999

Still probably the best introduction to the genius of Billy Childish's music, though his painting

and poetry are also pretty great. Kurt Cobain, Jack White, Kylie Minogue, and I are/were all fans,

and anyone who can attract such a disparate group of geniuses is very special indeed.

BC's aesthetic is anti-pedestal, rooted in an amateurishness and populism that emphasizes

personal expression. It's also a hell of a lot of fun to listen to. And while I love all the spectrums

of light & shade he's been able to create out of his garage-rock limitations, I'd like to share The

Day I Beat My Father Up because it reaches a level of emotional dread, a real-time evocation of

actual human experiences like terror and exhilaration, into something that most garage-rock,

including Mr. White's, has never gotten close to touching. When I was 16, and my father tried to

goad me into a fistfight with him, challenging my manhood etc., I chose to walk away instead,

feeling pretty certain that any physical altercation between us might end with one of us killing

the other. A couple of weeks later, he told me to pack my stuff and go live with my mom. Good

choice, Dad! (for a while anyway).

Robyn Hitchcock - Black Snake Diamond Röle

One of the greatest songwriters ever. I'd wonder why Robyn wasn't more commercially

successful, but calling your solo debut Black Snake Diamond Röle, complete with an umlaut,

isn't the most savvy career move. Though Robyn doesn't seem to have cared too much about

any of that until 1991's Perspex Island, and by then it was probably too late to start writing

straightforward love songs, especially a month before Nevermind came out.

Anyway, Robyn's first solo album isn't all that different from The Soft Boys, probably because

they played on half of it. This means that opposed to some of his other solo work, it's all really,

really good. As a person who has sifted through nearly all of his 80s output, I can save you some

time (and possibly money) if you don't feel like doing the sifting yourself and post a list of 20 or

so great songs scattered over 10 or so albums and countless b-sides.

Robyn Hitchock - I Often Dream of Trains



Everyone knows what it's like to feel lonely, but not everyone knows what it's like to feel

alone--to feel totally cut off from the rest of humanity. I Often Dream of Trains takes the

isolation Ray Davies sang about in Waterloo Sunset, the human condition as viewed through a

window, and extends that moment through an entire winter. You can reach a point in your

aloneness where your thoughts no longer make linear sense to anyone except you. As a result,

social interactions only serve to remind you of your isolation, and you eventually are only able

to find comfort in your own company, trapped with a self that is becoming more unhinged as

the months go by, and it becomes less and less possible to envisage a future where you will

experience so-called normal human emotions like friendship and love and weightless joy.

In that state of mind, all of human existence looks like a sick hilarious disgusting absurdity that

can't stop breaking your heart, which is what I Often Dream of Trains is all about. The album is

crammed with moment after moment of unfathomable heartbreaking beauty, but I love

Sometimes I Wish a Pretty Girl for its Bernard Hermann piano and the way it takes a genuinely

funny joke and turns it into pathos and insanity and darkness and suffering.

I could write a novel about this album, and it still wouldn't be enough.

Robyn Hitchcock - Eye

This one shares a lot of qualities with I Often Dream of Trains--Robyn accompanied, that

green/gold cover--but it lacks the same intensity and sense of purpose. Some of the songs are

just straight-up boring, and too many of them go on forever. This is why the current fashion of

music-critic discourse--"It sounds like [insert genre here]"--is so useless. Eye and I Often Dream

of Trains definitely belong in the same genre, but while they sound the same, they couldn't be

more different.

Eye isn't a total waste though. As with every Robyn record, it's got a couple of good songs. My

favorite is Beautiful Girl--which as a charming and dangerous and wonderful guy who is alright

as long as you don't expect too much, who has often thought he knew all about everything and

often turned out to be wrong, and as someone who has journey through a hole in the sky, this

song grabs me in all the right wistful and delicate places.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I need to study my workbook on how to be a poll

worker and want to procrastinate.

Hole - Live Through This

God, she used to be so good, didn't she? Think it was Rob Sheffield who wrote something like,

"What do you say about someone who could have been Bob Dylan but chose to be Juliette

Lewis instead?" And while that gives too much credit to Bob Dylan (I love Bob, but he never

wrote anything this personal and moving), probably no songwriter has ever so completely

betrayed their talent. But then we live in a world that loves to turn a woman's talent into a kind



of torture. I don't give a fuck if Cobain helped her write this or not, because it's better than

anything he ever did on his own.

Softer, Softest is still hard for me to listen to, and even harder to write about. Live Through This

is, to me, a collection of songs about how childhood abuse and neglect manifest themselves in

adults as lust for power and adulation, but how no matter how much power and adulation you

receive, you still see yourself, in moments of silence, in moments when you are alone, as that

same sad pathetic powerless kid you always were. That's a hell of a subject to tackle in a

three-minute song, and a hell of a thing to have to relive every night on stage after your

husband just killed himself. Maybe instead of being resentful she never made another album

this good, we should just marvel that she is somehow still alive.

The Homosexuals - Astral Glamour

Kind of a weird cross between Wire and Nick Lowe, but not as artsy/unsettling as the first, and

not nearly as catchy as the second. This is a bargain three-CD set that I'm not sure I've actually

listened to all the way through. Which doesn't mean I might not some day listen more deeply

and fall in love with it.

Hearts In Exile is a catchy little nugget that spends too much time struggling to get back to its

chorus, but once you hear it you'll never forget it.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I have to work the line as a poll worker from

5:30am-8pm tomorrow at the east side tennis courts (please bring me coffee and good news).

The Jesus and Mary Chain - Psychocandy (Deluxe Edition)

For some reason I always thought JAMC had an ampersand in their name. They probably should

have. It would have made their name even more blasphemous. Anyway, this gathers the album,

the B-sides, the Creation single, the radio sessions, the demos, and the outtakes, as well as a

DVD of videos and TV appearances.

Their songwriting formula was straightforward enough (Spector/Stooges/VU), but the band's

brilliant innovation was its sadistic use of noise. There's this cool trick they do on Taste The

Floor, where everything is overloaded and the guitars are buried under so much distortion it

hurts...and THEN William Reid stomps on his guitar pedal and everything gets even louder and

more distorted. Cool trick, bro. And even if they never thought of another cool trick, this album

fucking rules and they made a bunch more good singles.

The Jesus and Mary Chain - Darklands

The album's got three, maybe five good songs--I'd say two of them are really good--but man, yet

another song comes in with the Be My Baby drumbeat and the A-D-E chord progression and I'm

checking to see how much longer we've got. It doesn't help that JAMC songwriting isn't big on



melodic variation, or even lyrical variation, as this is basically a concept album about depression

that does the old imitative fallacy thing of being as slow, turgid, and listless as the thing itself.

Good if you're in the right mood for it, but you can turn it off after April Skies.

I do love the line about talking with one's chaotic soul though, and as a phrase, "chaotic soul"

feels especially good to me on this underslept day as Biden's slim victory becomes apparent,

and we start moving towards the broken and corrupt judicial system part of this election. I

personally think it isn't quite broken and corrupt enough to overturn the results (I also think it

better serves them to let the results stand,  and there's no compelling legal argument for the

Trump team to make). But then nobody ever went broke betting on the shameless depravity of

the Republican party.

Josef K - Entomology

Between these guys and other northern UK bands from this postpunk era, I have to assume

every high school in the region taught the shit out of some Eastern European literature.

Unfortunately, the teachers forgot to mention that Kafka, Dostoevsky, Gogol, et. al. are also,

from a certain perspective and in certain moments, really, really funny. So while Josef K's jittery

scratchy art funk is fine enough in places, it wears pretty thin over this 22-track best of, which I

bought partly just to read Paul Morley's liner notes.

For a band who worked extra hard to come across as well-read intellectuals, Josef K's lyrics are

pretty banal, and at times, just stupid: "You may be dumb but the passage of time can change

anything like the feelings we find / So i'll disappear through the crack in the wall and the

memories I leave will be nothing at all." Sure dude. That's from a song they wrote in memory of

Ian Curtis, so I guess one good thing about his suicide is he didn't live long enough to hear it.

This band was so serious that their best song (Sorry For Laughing) is literally an apology for

having fun. I forgive you, Josef K. I forgive you.

The Kinks - The Kinks Are the Village Green Preservation Society

I remember a time long gone, over ten years ago, when I insisted to someone that the Kinks

never made a perfect album, and the 15-ish song playlist on my iPod was all anyone really

needed.  Not only was I wrong, at that time I hadn't even heard all the Kinks albums. I just

assumed if Something Else (which I used to own on vinyl) was, as critical wisdom at the time

insisted, their best album, well it only had a handful of songs that I loved and so that was

probably true about the rest of their albums. The lesson, as always, is if you don't know what

you're talking about, you should probably just listen.

This is one of the most beautiful albums ever made, because it is about the passing of time and

how it inevitably and cruelly leaves all of us behind. In Ray Davies' world, life as we live it is

tragic, hilarious, beautiful, ridiculous and heartbreaking, and he is right.

"This world is big and wild and half insane."



Jack Kittel - Psycho

Some of the details on this are fuzzy, but I remember eating breakfast in a Burger King (I think)

somewhere in the midwest (I think maybe Michigan?) in either 2001 or 2002 when James

Suffern and I got to talking with this middle-aged guy in the next booth over. When James and I

said we were on a cross-country poetry tour with six other dudes promoting this book we were

in, he told us he was a musician, and had played guitar (I think) on Jack Kittel's Psycho. Did we

know it? It was in a Bill Murray film. We didn't know it, so he went out to his car and gave me

this CD, which I still have.

It's a 14-song best-of that's actually a pretty decent slice of non-Nashville 70s country, but

Psycho has to be heard to be believed. It presents itself as a novelty song, but goes so far into

the darkness, the real darkness, that it's impossible to hear as a joke.

Also, Brigette pointed out to me this week that it's very possible people, especially the normies,

think I'm a compulsive liar when they first meet me, given the insane number of non-normie

things I've done in my life. She mentioned this after I told her one of my co-poll-workers had

asked me if I ever got to see REM play, and I had responded, "No, but a couple of them got to

see me play." (which was just too good a line to pass up, but I had two chances to see them,

once in 1989, and once shortly after I moved here, and blew both of them, so I'm the asshole in

that story coming and going).

[JAMES: God, what a song. It’s funny, I remember a couple details differently. Actually three

details. Not a BK, but a mom-and-pop cafe. Not Michigan, but Cheyenne. Or Reno. And he

definitely sent me a copy of the CD in the mail, which I received after the tour ended. Of course,

this doesn’t mean that you’re wrong about any of it. Your narrative, my love. The song is a killer.

SCOTT: Thanks. You being there was the only detail I was sure about. You still have your CD?

JAMES: yup, still have it.\

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I'm hiding in my room after yet another excruciating

trip to the grocery store where even some of the employees can't be bothered to wear a mask

correctly even as we experience record spikes in cases and deaths across the country and

surgings across our state.

The La's - BBC In Session

I'm one of those Americans who got to see The La's on their only US tour. 100 of us turned up at

the Backdoor Theatre at San Diego State University (where I also saw Blur, Teenage Fanclub, and

a bunch more I'm forgetting in the very early 90's). The local alt-rock radio station recorded it,

re-broadcast it, and I had the tape for a long time. This CD has a couple of the songs they played

at the show which weren't on the album, which makes it cool. This 17-song collection of the

band's UK radio sessions also has two versions of Timeless Melody and Feelin' (which is great



b/c Timeless Melody and Feelin' fucking rule) and two versions of Way Out (which isn't great b/c

Way Out kinda sucks).

Lee Mavers had a genius for melody, and if you don't believe me go learn the chords for these

songs. Most songwriters don't stray too far from the chord progression when writing their

melodies, but his ability to wring all kind of original melodic invention out of absurdly simple

chords--both the sweetly cliched and the harshly atonal--is really something to behold.

The band was famously unhappy with the sound of their debut album, all four times they

recorded the goddamned thing, and if you were going to assemble the best album possible by

picking through all the sessions, a few of these would definitely make the cut, especially I Can't

Sleep, a song about watching election coverage in 2020 that was written 30 years earlier.

Lemonheads - It's a Shame About Ray

2-CD reissue of an album I bought on cassette back in December 1992. I was working at a

factory in Americus, Ga., but flew back home to El Cajon for Xmas. Though I had no way of

knowing it, I would only see my mom two more times, very briefly, over the next five years.

Well, I guess I did have a way of knowing it, but I wasn't looking too closely--both for reasons of

self-preservation and typical 20-year-old self-obsession.

Anyway, this album will always remind me of driving up US 19 from Plains to Atlanta to hit the

Tower Records near Lenox Square Mall and stock up on music magazines and tapes and CDs and

to listen to decent radio. It's too personal for me to write about with any kind of objectivity, but

I believe It's a Shame About Ray is some of the finest power pop music ever made. And on some

days, when winter light projects itself through the trees to create godly canvases of shadow and

light all around you and Rudderless shifts into its desperate final verse, I can almost believe it's

some of the finest soul music ever made as well.

John Lennon - Plastic Ono Band

By some distance my favorite thing any of the Beatles did, either solo or with the band. Its

sparse, minimal mix of horror and beauty is so powerful it verges on the gothic. It's also one of

the best albums ever made about the after-effects of childhood trauma and neglect, and

features Lennon's greatest singing. After Plastic Ono Band's intensity, he would drift towards

sentimentality and complacency, but there are only two places you can go after a song like My

Mummy's Dead: into a compromised sense of security or into the grave.

Here's a song (Remember) about the endless loop of memory, how remembering trauma leads

to healing which leads to remembering trauma which leads to healing which leads to trauma

etc. This is mirrored in the circular nature of Lennon's chord sequence, which he can only

escape from by blowing the whole fucking thing up in the name of Guy Fawkes (the bureaucracy

of govt. being much like the bureaucracy of one's psyche). Kudos to Ringo for just playing



through the weird time signatures until everything eventually syncs back up, which is also a

metaphor for navigating one's psychic pain.

Les Georges Leningrad - Sangue Puro

A Montreal band that could make some fantastic obnoxious noise. With this, their third and

final album, it sounds like they were trying to be less obnoxious--which would mean

emphasizing things like melody, rhythm, etc., gifts that the music gods neglected to bestow

upon LGL. The result makes for some pretty dull mid-ought post-punk revival slog, like even

duller than Liars.

So rather than post some substandard LGL, I'm going to post "Georges Five," the first song I ever

heard from them. It was on an excellent Rough Trade Shops postpunk comp I picked up at Zia

Records in Tempe, AZ when I was living in Prescott. It's fun to listen to, but even funner to play

on the Am-Pm Mini Market work cassette player when you've taken the graveyard shift for a

month in order to save up some money to move across the country to Asheville. To answer your

question, angry customer with the methed out eyes, yes, this is music. And yes, I do like it.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I just had a big bowl of Cinnamon Toast Crunch.

Gordon Lightfoot - Gord's Gold

Brigette and I grabbed this on one of our road trips. She had a serious Art Bell fixation going on

at the time, and while his show's X-files-style conspiracy-theory mongering feels a lot less fun

now that it dominates our government and people are afraid to get vaccinations, Brigette's love

for Mr. Bell was such that we picked this up because Gordon Lightfoot is Bell's favorite recording

artist of all time.

Lightfoot was a lightweight Canadian folkie who had the good luck to go commercial in the 70s

right when singer-songwriter and soft rock stuff was dominating the charts. And while you could

die a thousand deaths listening to dreck on here with titles like "Minstrel of the Dawn" or "Old

Dan's Records," which are goopy and sentimental enough to make you long for something

edgier like, say, Cat Stevens, there are two songs on here that are total gravy. One is the

heartbreaking If You Could Read My Mind. The other is the cold-blooded shit that is Sundown.

Throughout the mid-90s, as mainstream hip-hop sampled through all the hit songs of my youth,

I kept waiting for some enterprising fellow--perhaps Warren G, perhaps Puff Daddy himself--to

do something with this song's loping beat and story of dysfunctional jealous love gone horribly

murderously wrong, but nobody ever did.

LiLiPUT - LiLiPUT

This 2-CD set came out in 2001 on Kill Rock Stars, and it blew my doors off so completely that I

still haven't spent much time with the second disc. I'm listening to it now, and it's fine, but the



first is just so good and so much fun. Every single song feels like a bunch of friends taking a deep

breath and jumping off a cliff. Or to put it more simply, this is some of the most exciting, and

excited, rock music ever made by humans. I've heard Eisiger Wind hundreds of times, and I

always think I know what's about to happen, and every single goddamn time it's even faster and

more thrilling than I expected.

I remember back when this came out thinking it would be so much fun to be in a band like

this--a band of artists who valued inspiration and freedom more than conventional ideas about

ability and skill--more fun than being in Sleater-Kinney or Modest Mouse or Nirvana or Le Tigre

or any band that had ever existed. Seven years later I was lucky enough to put my theory to the

test--it turned out I was right. It was a lot of fun. Though it could also be a little scary too, like

when wannabe tough-guy sound dudes in your hometown would be shitty and rude and even

one time violent to the smallest person in the band simply for the crime of having the audacity

to exist on their stage.

Kleenex LiLiput - Live Recordings, TV-Clips & Roadmovie

This is a CD/DVD set. The CD features two live shows, one from 1979, one from 1983. The first

one sounds like it was recorded in a toilet, the second in a concrete bunker, and both are pretty

much worthless. The DVD collects video footage that was already easily found on the internet,

and adds 30 minutes of silent video footage featuring the band on tour, which, with its awkward

smiles toward the camera and interminable footage of passing highways, I suppose does

capture the mundanity and constant motion of being on tour.

I love this song (Heidi’s Head) for its evocation of impending sadness and dread, but I love the

clip for the cool clothes and the cool art. But most of all I love it for the drummer, with her

Ringo-style hi-hat and the way she hits the crash. Fun Fact: Kill Rock Stars uploaded all the

videos when this came out, and this is the only one with the correct year and song title.

Love - Da Capo

The sunlight in southern California is the most beautiful light in the world and nearly impossible

to describe even though I have seen it and lived in this swirling ghostly light and been infected

with its golden optimism and hidden mysteries/miseries. I have seen how people gaze into this

natural beauty which is also an artificial beauty made possible in part by the diversion and

kidnapping of water that once previously flowed through Mexico, I have seen how this light has

driven people stupidly insane because they could not reconcile the beauty all around them with

the attendant selfish ambition and endless miles of broken poverty. Stay in southern California

long enough and you learn that every dream is a lie and every dreamer is a liar and if you look

closely enough everything is a cult, and it is only an accident of circumstance that makes one

person become a vegan and another person become a nazi.



For those of you who have not seen this light like I have, let me assure you that no band has

ever sounded more like the southern California light looks than Love did on their 1966 album Da

Capo. And while the following year's Forever Changes is "better," and the 19-minute side-two

jam on here is infinitely worse, the six songs that made up side one of the record, and now

make up tracks 1-6 of the CD, are all sinister circular thoughts of innocence & cynicism, joy &

dread, and beauty & death, and don't you know everything in California is ultimately a

contradiction that looks out over an abyss and thinks every day about jumping.

Love - Love Story (1966-1972)

This 2-CD Rhino comp pulls together the best songs off the first album, all the Da Capo songs

(though in a different order) except the 19-minute atrocity, Forever Changes in its entirety (in

order, but with side one at the end of Disc One and side two at the beginning of Disc Two),

prime-era singles and b-sides, and an excavation of the good stuff from the subsequent inferior

albums. All the Love you need in one place. It even has the fantastic Everybody's Gotta Live

from Arthur Lee's solo album.

It's also funny that the band with the un-search-engine-able name has a comp titled after one

of the most popular (and stupid) novel/films of the 1970's. At least they didn't call it Star Wars?

Anyway, if anyone's uploaded any of this to YouTube, I'm not finding it (I like the cover in the

video to be the cover of the CD, but not this time). Here's a joyful song (You I’ll Be Following)

from their first album, which out-Byrded the Byrds and that Love would, six months later, be

leaving in their rear-view mirror.

[GORDON: Love Story isn't stupid take it back.

SCOTT: Hate means never having to say you’re sorry.]

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice because the easiest rules to break are the ones we set

for ourselves.

Love Is All - Nine Times That Song

Was lucky enough to see these guys play in Athens to 15 people right after this came out. After

a decade-and-a-half going to shows here, I can honestly say I've seen more great shows with

less than 20 people in the audience than with more than 20 people in the audience. That says a

lot of things about me, and it says a lot of things about Athens, but it doesn't say much of

anything about Love Is All, who, if there were any justice in the world, would have been playing

Sanford Stadium while 80,000 people held up their cell phones during Felt Tip and cried. This is

one of the rare "post-punk revival" (or more accurately "post" "punk" "revival") albums where

every song is great, and over the course of the album Love Is All bring the noisy, the pop, the

rock, and even the slow-burn with seemingly limitless amounts of melody, lyricism and

sweetness.



Sadly, it turned out to be limited, as future albums cleaned up, mellowed out, and were so

disappointing it physically hurt to listen to them. Such is love. Such is is. Such is all. But we'll

always have Spinning and Scratching, which does exactly what it says in the title. Each section of

the song is better than the one before but my favorite is still the ascending "ba-ba-ba"s which

launch the song into the sky like a rocket where everything is blue and going faster and faster

and you never want it to end.

Various Arists - Love, Peace & Poetry: Turkish Psychedelic Music

This was volume nine in a series of psych comps that came out back in the early aughts. I am

not an expert on Turkish music, psychedelic or otherwise, so I have no idea how representative

or authoritative it is of anything, it has a couple of Selda songs on it, and I think maybe she's a

legend or something. I don't know. Sometimes I feel like our desire to know everything and have

all the answers at our fingertips sometimes causes us to bulldoze through stuff like mystery and

imagination. And this CD has always been so evocative to me, so beautifully unknowable, that

I'm reluctant to do any kind of book-report type research, and am happy to just let the music

breathe, here in this time when the simple act of breathing has become so uncertain.

Also just now realized this should be filed with the rest of the comps at the end of the last

shelf...

The Lovely Eggs - If You Were Fruit

Weirdly, we played a show with this band in Athens, then five years later played with them

again in Preston, England. Even weirder, they played pretty much the same set both times. I

remember them being super-nice, but since they're English, and English people tend to pretty

much always be super-nice no matter what for at least the first couple of days you know them,

who knows.

You'd have to be some kind of joyless petty tyrant to hate The Lovely Eggs, with their

two-person hypermelodic power-rock and their clever-cutesy lyrics, but you'd have to be some

kind of weirdly underdeveloped hamster to deeply and madly love them (unless you're Charley

Stone, who is less cynical than I am, and possibly more developed). A handful of the songs on

this 19-song CD are great though, and none greater than the one about liking birds, but not to

the exclusion of other animals. If Jack White were still alive today, he would sell what's left of his

porcelain skin to have written this one (I LIke Birds, But I LIke Other Animals Too). At the very

least, he'd try to steal the drummer, who comes as close to the genius of Meg White as anyone

since Meg White has ever gotten.

Madonna - The Immaculate Collection

It was the summer of 2001, and I was part of a cross-country tour promoting a poetry

anthology. Of the 16 writers in the book, only eight stupid smelly college boys were willing to



essentially live in a cargo van for six weeks and sleep on people's floors. A close friend of mine

gave me a going away care package that included this CD. I was skeptical. I didn't think the guys

were going to enjoy this. One of these boys, it turned out, had made ten 90-minute mixtapes

for us to listen to for the entire tour. He was quickly disabused of this notion, as one of these

tapes included a song by the Red Hot Chili Peppers that he insisted had the "greatest guitar solo

ever recorded." He also ordered biscuits and gravy every single morning for breakfast and took

detailed notes on how they compared to the other biscuits and gravies he had encountered

along the way. He had what might be called a talent for obsessive thinking.

Anyway, four weeks into the tour, the only music all eight of us could agree on was the new

White Stripes CD (White Blood Cells) and Nena's 99 Luftbaloons. Everything else brought anger

and derision from at least one person, usually accompanied by poorly-reasoned subjective

opinions shouted as immutable fact. But then one morning the poet who deeply loved Pearl

Jam more than anyone I have ever met saw The Immaculate Collection in my bag and asked

what it was. When I showed it to him, he gasped in amazement. "You've had this the whole

time! Why haven't you played it?" Madonna immediately joined the White Stripes in the glove

compartment and everyone was delighted. Because it turns out everybody loves Madonna,

even pretentious insecure poet boys. And rightfully so, as she is the greatest singles artist since

the 60s. And if I could go back in time, I wouldn't kill Baby Hitler, but I'd cut three tracks here (La

Isla Bonita, Justify My Love, Rescue Me) and replace them with Burning Up, Dress You Up, and

Where's The Party (which doesn't seem to have been a single, but I remember hearing it on the

radio at basketball camp the summer it came out).

Magazine - Real Life

I looked at the back cover and thought to myself, "Man, all their best songs are on here. How

come I don't listen to this one more often?" Then I listened to it and remembered that the

middle of this thing drags harder than the FBI looking for bodies at the bottom of Lake Lanier.

Howard Devoto may have been another intellectual smarty-pants from north Britain, but his

idea of "real life" was just as much a self-indulgent fantasy as Bucks Fizz--which would be fine if

Devoto was aware of this, but I don't think he was.

And as great as the four great songs on here are (and they're really great!), they're great

because they're pop first and serious art second, not the other way around. Or to put it more

simply, if I want to combine Notes From Underground and Roxy Music, I'd rather just, uh,

re-read Notes From Underground (get the Pevear/Volokhonsky translation and do it right) while

listening to Roxy Music.

Also, the production on some of this album sounds like a late 70s North American arena rock

band I can't quite place. Rush? Boston? REO Speedwagon? Styx? All of the above?

Maria and the Gay - Greatest Hits Vol. 1



I'm sure this is Brigette Adair Herron's CD because she wrote about it so beautifully when it

came out. And so there is no point in me even attempting to try and capture Maria and the

Gay's bedsit anarcho-pop in words when I can just cut & paste her review here, which also

serves as a look into the magical poetry of Brigette's mind, the radiant light of which I have been

lucky enough to bask in now for 15 years.

"Put on Maria And The Gay’s album Greatest Hits Volume 1 and it will be your soundtrack for

running in and out of a Burger King bathroom just to hear the sound of the electric hand dryers.

It will accompany you as you assemble a garden out of plastic flowers and an apron from a

collection of multi-colored scarves from the thrift store. With your newfound confidence you

will have the power to turn a stripmall into Andy Warhol’s Factory (at least it will start out that

way until you realize that what you have is even better). Imagination, a clearly defined sense of

play, these are the values that will govern your newly created universe. You can invite however

many people you want to come and live with you there. We could be like Maria And The Gay

and have a maximum capacity of two persons. You and me against the world! If that’s the sort

of thing you are interested in.

Do you know what I am talking about yet? Do you know how to listen?

I want to put a picture of Maria And The Gay here where she is rolling around on the floor with

a guitar in her hand, but I can’t find one anywhere. I don’t know who the ‘she’ is in the picture.

Perhaps it’s Maria. Maybe it’s the Gay. Maybe I imagined the whole thing.

Do you know how to scream? You should go do it now. Go to your bed and grab your pillow.

Take a deep breath and hold the pillow to your face. Now scream.

Now concentrate on the hollow crevice that remains where the scream left your throat. It won’t

be in your throat exactly, but somewhere further down, just behind your heart. There is

emptiness, but also a feeling of accomplishment. Is it the feeling of being alive? Maybe it is

panic. Maria And The Gay are now replicating the sound of your heartbeat as you are

recovering.

Do you love this band like I do now? What about when they cover Billy Idol’s ‘White Wedding’

as interpreted by a scratchy-fuzzy band of jungle leopards?

Do you like their special recipe that calls for equal parts funny, sincere, tragic, gut-twist, tickle

and death? I came across a secret ingredient mid-bite. I think it was fiberglass.

Do you believe them when they say “I’m sorry”?

Do you know what they refer to when they squeal “Daddy’s bulge”?

It’s OK. Go ahead and scream."

Paul McCartney - Flowers in the Dirt

My kid picked this out at Wuxtry a couple of years ago, and I got it for him because it was only

$4, and I wanted to encourage his nascent reading ability (he found it on his own while I was

looking at something else). I knew the album well, having bought it once for my father, so I



knew we weren't getting a winner. FITD was  Paul's attempt at a comeback that would be both

artistic and commercially relevant. To accomplish the first goal, he brought Elvis Costello in as a

co-writer. And to accomplish the second, he buried the record and its handful of strong songs

under all kinds of late-80s glossy schlock production while jettisoning most of the Costello

songs. Ironically, Elvis would end up reaping the biggest commercial dividend from the

partnership when Veronica hit the Top 10.

But My Brave Face is a glorious nugget of power-pop that I have loved ever since I first heard it

on the local alt-rock station when it came out. Feel like I read somewhere that Costello had to

work really hard to convince Paul to do the Beatlesque harmonies/bassline, and that EC's

pushing led to the dissolution of the partnership. Which goes to show that while McCartney

may be a melodic genius, he can also be dumb as shit. Because My Brave Face is his best song of

the 80s, and my favorite solo song he ever made. It also gave him his last US Top 40 hit that

didn't have Kanye West's name on it as well.

[LINK IN COMMENTS: And here's me back in the spring writing about the song Put It There and

my dad half-drunkenly making me shake his hand over and over again, as he made promises of

parental loyalty he was in no way capable of keeping--a subject I'm not interested in writing

about again, not today anyway.]

K McCarty - Dead Dog's Eyeball: Songs of Daniel Johnston

It's silly to talk about music, an art form that is ephemeral and infinite, in crushingly mundane

and reductive terms like "favorite" or "best," but I think it's fine to talk about music in terms of

love--as the feeling of being in love and the feeling of hearing great music are simultaneously

ecstatic and impossible to fully describe.

There may be no album I love more than this one, to the point where it can sometimes be hard

for me to listen to it on an empty stomach. I won't go too deep into the ugly autobiographical

details, but when this came out in late 1994 I was a person who desperately needed a hug and

someone to tell me that everything was going to be okay, and there was no sign of any person

who even remotely resembled that coming into my life any time soon (it would be another

couple of years). As a result, I was a constipated mess of emotions, nothing but long periods of

silent frozen ice interrupted by occasional bursts of inarticulate fire. And while I can talk about

this album in objective terms--how it cements the case for D. Johnston as one of the greatest

songwriters ever, how these may be some of the most moving songs ever written about the

human experience, etc.--true love exists in a place beyond logic and objectivity and history and

facts, and so I will not dishonor the deep unending love I have for this album by doing so.

[LINK IN THE COMMENTS: Here's a great Kathy McCarty interview from 1995. Apparently, it only

sold 13,000 copies, or less than 1/1000th of what Weezer's blue album sold.]



I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I'm hopped up on a maple, pecan scone with drizzled

sugar icing on top.

Meat Puppets - II

Regardless of your feelings about Nirvana, you can make a case that no major rock icon ever had

better musical taste than Kurt Cobain. I would be a liar and poser if I didn't admit that the first

time I ever heard about the Meat Puppets, along with K Records, Bikini Kill, The Raincoats,

Young Marble Giants, Vaselines, Daniel Johnston, Jad Fair, Shonen Knife, Flipper, and many more

was because K. Cobain mentioned them in an interview or had them on a t-shirt. And so

whenever I encountered a cheap used copy of any of that stuff in my semi-backwater shit town,

I picked it up. And almost all of it was really, really good.

Once you go 20 miles east of San Diego, the palm trees start to give way to sagebrush and dirt,

and the surfers start to give way to rednecks. So the hick mega-stoned desert reveries of the

Meat Puppets were right up my dusty driveway. I picked this up when I was living in Tecate,

Mexico ($150 p/mo rent!) and driving 35 miles each way to my job at 7-11 in Jamul, California

($5.25 p/hr pay!), and it was the finest, most evocative soundtrack a kid could ever ask for.

Joe Meek - I Hear a New World

I was playing this one night at the old eastside Jittery Joe's, the one that was no bigger than

your living room, when this guy got up and came over to me. Chuckling slightly, he said to me,

"Look, I like the chipmunks as much as the next guy, but do you think we could do something

about the music?" I thought for a second before I answered, "Well, two things. First of all, you

obviously don't like the chipmunks as much as the next guy, because you're the only person

complaining. Second, this isn't the chipmunks." And then, before he could get angry, I told him

politely that I'd be happy to take this off and put on something else. And while I don't know if

he preferred Velvet Underground's White Light/White Heat to the charming goofy tripball space

fantasies of Joe Meek, he didn't come back up and complain about it.

And before any of you question my commitment to customer service, capitalism and profit

margins, I'll have you know that store increased its sales each year I was involved in running it,

and Laura Dawson and I were so good at making our bonus each month, the company decided

to restructure its incentive program so no manager would ever make their bonus again. And oh,

the stories I could tell about how two of your favorite locally-owned coffee shops treat their

employees and their customers.

Mekons - Fear and Whiskey

I first read about the Mekons in Greil Marcus' Ranters & Crowd Pleasers book circa 1996. They

sounded cool, but it took several albums I liked before I finally got to one I loved--as opposed to,

you know, liked. I bought Fear and Whiskey in spring 2004 as the Bush administration continued



to escalate its illegal wars, its illegal torture, and its illegal surveillance, all while they and their

media asserted that any dissent was unpatriotic, unamerican, and dangerous. You could say the

timing was right.

No band has ever evoked that feeling of being an exile in one's country, or sang so eloquently

about how much it hurts to see the truth so clearly when everything around you is lies. But

while the Mekons hammer home their stories of sociopolitical struggle with more empathy,

humanity and heart than the Clash or Springsteen ever did, it's the love song on here that keeps

me coming back. Last Dance is about a beauty made more intense because it can only exist for a

moment before it shatters, and its poetry of "little frozen rivers all covered with snow" is like

something out of a fairytale. But I've always heard it as something darker, a song about the

power of an oppressive state to make cowards of us all. Because if you've spent your life

dreaming dreams that never come true, you'll start to see any kind of hope as futile and naive,

until you eventually accept life as one humiliation after another, and the only thing you can

think to do when confronted with beauty and the possibility of love is to leave the room silently

in order to minimize your pain.

Mekons - "The Mekons Rock N' Roll"

Because critics love to think deeply about the meaning of rock & roll, they tend to overrate this

Mekons album that thinks very deeply about the meaning of rock & roll. Less a rock album than

an album about what it means to be a band that makes a rock album (they put the entire title in

quotation marks), it's brilliant when it works--able to create all kinds of cross-currents of

meaning & emotion you don't find in, say, U2 or The Clash--two bands whose songs of defeat

somehow always sound like victory, as opposed to Mekons whose songs of victory still always

sound like songs of defeat. The problem is that while the Mekons are great songwriters, and

adept at folk/country/reggae/punk, they aren't actually a great rock band, not on this one

anyway. So plodding anthems (or more accurately "anthems") like Heaven and Back, or Blow

Your Tuneless Trumpet, make you long for a rhythm section with a groove and sense of

dynamics like, say, U2 or The Clash.

There's a half dozen great songs on here though, and none greater than Empire of the

Senseless, the second best song with a title taken from a Kathy Acker book (number one being,

of course, Antlered Aunt Lord's Don Quixote). But it is the number one best song ever written

about the encroaching neoliberal cloud on its way to engulf us all ("bread, jam, groceries and

lard / for the unsentimental"), the only one that makes me feel like I'm going to cry at the

cruelty and inevitability of it all.

Mekons - Heaven & Hell: The Very Best of the Mekons

It was the morning after the 2004 election, and my girlfriend was working a catering gig.

Disappointed and slightly bewildered, I decided to drive around the Tampa Bay area to clear my



head. I needed something to listen to that would help me feel better, and I grabbed this 2-CD

set that we had recently picked up with illicitly obtained store credit at the now defunct Borders

Books & Music. As I drove across the Howard Frankland Bridge, down Tampa, and back over the

Gandy bridge towards our place in St. Pete, and then back up, completing a circle again and

again, my mood began to lift. It wasn't joy, and it wasn't any kind of quaint "everything is going

to be okay" feeling. It was simply the feeling of not being comletely alone in the world, which is

the gift that lies at the heart of the Mekons' best music. And on a bleak November day in 2004,

it was the greatest gift I could have asked for.

For a compilation spanning 30 years and however many albums, whoever put this together did

a fucking fantastic job. Just one great song after another. But there's never been a song quite

like The Building, which sounds like an improvisational rant that got away from the singer and

went so far into their subconscious that even they aren't sure exactly what's happening. At

times, it can be unbearable to listen to--too raw, too alive, too disturbing--if you were to live in

this world all the time, you would go insane. Many people already have.

Mekons - Punk Rock

2004 re-recordings of their early punk stuff. I like the original versions better.

--This is the last Mekons on my CD rack. Wish I knew what happened to New York, Curse of the

Mekons, and Honky Tonkin', but most of all I wish I knew what happened to Mekons Story,

which had these liner notes from Lester:

The Mekons are the most revolutionary group in the history of rock 'n' roll. They are also the

finest artists ever to have graced this admittedly somewhat degenerate form with the grace of

their aesthetic sensibilities, rarefied as a glimpse through a butterfly's wing. The muses gobbled

cantharides for these fellows. Collectively they compromise a kind of Sistine Chapel ceiling

neath which the pathetic mess of pottage which is commonly snickered off as the 'rock scene'

from PiL to Black Oak Arkansas, can but swash buboed forearms cross their offal-crusted snouts

and recommence to grovel together in the La Brea-trackless depths of corporate swill.

Remember the scene in Lina Wertmuller's SEVEN BEAUTIES where the concentration camp

inmate commits suicide by swandiving into a vat of festeringly clotted human excrement

approximately the length and depth of Troy Donahue's pool at the La Cienega he owned in the

summer of 1963? And all because he would rather drown lungs full of shit than endure one

more moment of this travesty posing as existence. Well, that's how John L$d$n told me he felt

after hearing this new LP by the Mekons. 'I must give it up' he wailed, knocking over his bottle

of Tetley's AND NOT BOTHERING TO GET ANOTHER ONE! He took his vial of crystal meth and

poured it out of the open window of Virgin Records' offices, where it was quickly devoured by a

passing train of abbesses, who began to frug frantically while lamenting as one keening

dolorous wind-chilled whine their ignorance of the current whereabouts of "Killer" Joe Piro, as

well as Monti Rock III...



..."Man! I thought I had 'em conned with that Public Image shit but these cats called my bluff!

I'm a washout!"...

Meanwhile the planet Earth is rid of yet another snivelling ingrate. The Mekons may now

assume their proper place in the highest towers in the hallowed halls of Rocque (co-leased by

Wolfman Jack and Sid Bernstein). THEY ARE BETTER THAN THE BEATLES. They are better than

Budgie and REO Speedwagon combined, they gave me $1500 for writing these notes. They

come not to bury rock but to gourmandize it. All their Daddies are rich which is why they get to

keep putting out this swill. I have never heard this album. I never will. I have better things to do

such as misting my Begonias or playing Eno's MUSIC FOR PIZZERIAS to my Goldfish to wean him

off his Valium habit. Music is all worthless garbage as obsolete as a lorgnette at a destruction

derby in 'south' carolina. I never listen to music and neither do the Mekons. They make it

instead. Everybody has to do something. My advice to you is to kill yourself. But buy this record

first. It will make a nice coaster for your grieving relatives to put their Bushmills and water on.

Melt Banana - Scratch Or Stitch

One of the poets who was in that van with us was really into Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty, and

was always trying to push the show in as confrontational a direction as possible (given that this

manifested itself as throwing playing cards at people, or running string around the room and

underneath chairs, I guess it was actually closer to Theatre of Inconvenience). But while we had

endless arguments about the difference between "liberating people by forcing them out of their

comfort zones" and "being a fucking sadist," he did more to change my thinking about art than

anyone else on that tour.

The first time I heard Melt Banana it was blaring out of the van's speakers with the windows

down. Artaud Jr. had put it on. I laughed at it for a few minutes, and then fell asleep. Melt

Banana's unsettling noise can be quite blissful & meditative if you allow it to just wash over you

like the chaos of the universe that it actually is--more honest about our existence that the mere

craft of, say, The Beatles or Metallica. Several months later I saw this at CD Spins for $7.99 and

picked it up.

And while I still believe in the power of words and crafting something to make it as "good" as it

can possibly be--and why shouldn't I, given the power of stuff like the Declaration of

Independence or Valerie Solanis--these days I have nothing but appreciation and love for the

guy. I wish we hadn't spent so much time arguing, but back then I understood ideas about art as

some kind of zero-sum game of absolutes, probably because I was consumed at the time by

fears of my own irrelevance and extinction. And as someone who saw themselves back as an

artistic cripple, I used quality--or more accurately, my belief in the irreducible nature of

quality--as a crutch to move myself into the world. Melt Banana is wonderful. And one can (and

should) move through uncomfortable artistic territories without losing one's self in the process.

Just like one can visit another country without losing the ability to speak English.



Note: Pitchfork gave this an 8.2, which to me is kind of like assigning a score to a comet.

Micachu and the Shapes - Never

Is it still any good? Oh how some of us ranted and raved about this when it came out. What was

it Brigette wrote? Hold on... Here it is: "Never is 2012’s album of the year. I am not the only one

who holds this opinion, especially not here on Collapse Board. I can draw a line connecting Swell

Maps to Missy Elliot and another connecting Essential Logic to John Cage to Ramones.If you

stare at this picture long enough and then close your eyes, the stars dancing behind your eyelids

will be Micachu & The Shapes. Some will laugh at the noise they make, but they are sad fools

and have plenty of unimaginative music to occupy themselves with. For me, Micachu & The

Shapes represent the great final rumble that will topple all mountains around it. It will be

effortless, and we will all swagger into 2013 accompanied by the scream of our handmade

instruments and the sound of a small vacuum being turned off."

We may have swaggered into 2013, but I'm pretty sure we all staggered out, and by 2014 many

of us had gone missing, holed up in underheated houses with mold infestations on their

north-facing walls. But this is still just as good as I thought it was in 2012. And given that no one

picked up the avant-pop gauntlet Micachu threw down. including Mica herself, who pivoted into

soundtracks and Academy nominations, I guess it's even better today.

And since Mica Levi may have peaked as a popsmith in 2012, and I may have peaked as a

popwriter in 2012, I'll just cut & paste an excerpt of my old thoughts here (link provided in the

comments):

"There’s advertising everywhere, even in my dreams. It doesn’t make me want to buy anything;

it just makes me want to die. Governments don’t work. Society doesn’t work. Thirty years ago

The Clash ranted about the indignities of factory work, of civil service. Oh, how very fucking

quaint. These days you’re lucky to work at McDonald’s. And some people will tell you even that

should be considered a privilege.

Welcome to Bolivia, as viewed through a smartphone.

I’m not talking enough about Never, about how fucking great it sounds. It works as pop (in its

melody, its exuberance, its now-ness). It works as avant-garde (in its originality and

abrasiveness). It works as hip-hop (in its assembled sound, the vocals used first and foremost as

rhythm). It works as dance (in its grooves, its sense of abandon). It even works as rock (in its

sonic assault). Never makes everything else around it sound archaic and dull. Micachu and

friends are so far ahead of the game it hurts.

In a rock critic sense, in a year-end-poll-linear-evolution-timeline way of thinking, Never does

what The Velvet Underground did in the 60s, Eno and disco did  in the 70s, Sonic Youth and

Nation Full Of Millions did in the 80s, Loveless did in the 90s, and Missy Elliott/Timbaland did in

the 00s (I’m breaking it down into decades to make it easier for critics to understand). It opens

new sonic doors and expands the possibilities of popular music."



Kylie Minogue - Fever

This CD came into my life in that fateful year of 2006, the same year that Brigette Adair Herron

and Paul Morley, two people uniquely qualified to rave about Kylie, also came into my life and

rearranged my ideas about music and life and art. As such, listening to Fever, one of the most

perfect pieces of electronic dance pop ever made--no useless filler, no slow ballads--is like

looking at old baby pictures, or coming across a treasured artifact from one's youth.

I will say that you know you've got a strong pop album when the big worldwide hit doesn't

arrive until the third song, but my favorite after all these years is still the title track, with its

minor-key verse and major-key chorus. Combined with the constant stop-start rhythms, the

song manages to sound like swooning and skipping all at once, which was also what it felt like in

2006 to be me.

[IN THE COMMENTS: Interesting to note that Pitchfork reviewed this as an April Fool's joke

when it came out in 2002. Also, the original Alexis Petridis review in The Guardian is quite a

time capsule. If he wrote something like this today, he'd get dragged from one side of the

internet to the other and be lucky to make it to the end of the week without being fired. But

then the key to being a professional music critic is being able to stay on top of critical trends as

well as musical ones and adjust your taste accordingly.]

Minutemen - Post-Mersh, Vol. 1

This compiles the band's first two albums, The Punch Line and What Makes a Man Start Fires?",

and sounds like nothing else ever made by anyone. The Minutemen had the imagination and

audacity to define punk as total musical and intellectual freedom, to the point where they

barely sound like "punk" at all. There may never have been a band so overflowing with musical

ideas while also overflowing with human love. Music to make you think. Music to make you

thrash. Music to make you smile. Music to make you feel less alone in the world.

I worry about anyone who doesn't love this band. If you haven't seen the We Jam Econo

documentary, or read the Minutemen chapter in the Azerrad book, I am excited for you and the

delight that awaits you.

Minutemen - Double Nickels on the Dime

While any sane objective critical response would say this double album would have made a

killer single if you cut out all the chaff, DNOTD's excess is an act of love and generosity. And

cutting any single song, even a nondescript shrug of a song like There Ain't Shit on T.V. Tonight,

would be like rejecting a hug from your older sibling.

It's a masterpiece, a universe, a Joycean testament to the power of human imagination (there's

even a song called June 16th). And if I were a right-wing fascist politician trying to inflame my

followers to harass and threaten somebody, I'd send them after Greg Ginn to get him to



remaster the 80s SST catalog. Because I'm no sound-boy fetishizer, but my 1987 CD of this

sounds like crud (anyone out there: is it worth shelling out for the vinyl?), even if it does contain

the song that will always remind me of 2020, with its cry of raw, biter hope in the face of

injustice, greed, and, yes, corona (Corona).

Minutemen - Introducing the Minutemen

This 35-track best-of doesn't have a bad song on it, but it also doesn't have the incredible Little

Man With a Gun In His Hand. And there was room! This CD is only 57 minutes! They could have

cut one of the 3-Way-Tie songs if they needed to! Big Stick, I'm looking at you!

Anyway, here's a link to one of many incendiary live versions of THAT SONG. Feel like there used

to be individual clips on YT, but I time-stamped it to take you straight there, back to 1985. Since

then, the men in this song have only gotten littler and weaker, and their hands filled with more

and bigger guns.

Mission of Burma - Signals, Calls, and Marches

They made fight songs you could think to and bottomless songs of sadness and frustration you

could thrash to. Any band smart enough to sing "Fame and fortune is a stupid game / fame and

fortune is a game I play" on their first EP is probably way too smart and amibvalent about the

music factory to ever make the charts, but MOB's mix of avant-theory and power hooks still

sounds fresh nearly 40 years after it was made. The fact they could sound that way with barely

any distortion on Roger Miller's guitar shows: a) how great a drummer Peter Prescott was, and

b) how much energy the band played with.

I missed getting to see them in Boston in 2002 because I was on a poetry tour, and I missed

getting to see them here in 2010, even though we opened for them, because I got kicked out of

the 40 Watt and banned for life after a certain sound dude got in Brigette's face and began

screaming at her while we were breaking down our gear and I, uh, intervened, the second time

he had cursed her out in two 40 Watt appearances.

Anyway, Brigette told me last night that the guitar solo in This Is Not a Photograph might be her

favorite guitar solo ever, so I'm posting it here because she is almost always correct about these

kinds of things.

[SCOTT COMMENT: Everything I've ever read about them, including what I wrote up there,

always falls short. Not because they were so complex, but because they found a way to make a

psychedelic rainbow using only the color gray.]

Mission of Burma - Vs.

Because they emphasized their big brains--they even dressed like academics, all blazers and

sensible haircuts--it's easy to overlook how primal and intense Mission of Burma's music was.

It's not easy listening, and most of this album is filled with ungodly amounts of tension and



claustrophobia. Which is part of what makes it great, but also part of what makes it a record you

either listen to every day in order to cope with your own internal/external alienation, or an

album you avoid for years because it reminds you of dark times.

There are two songs though, The Ballad of Johnny Burma and That's How I Escaped My Certain

Fate, both toward the end, where the band just explodes through all the anxiety into some kind

of genre of music that has yet to be named and I don't have the ability to describe.

The opening lines of Johnny Burma are genuinely unsettling, even if, as Roger Miller's parents

were very much alive at the time, I think he meant the lyrics as a statement about freedom of

identity and not being burdened by one's own personal history. It's the only song on my CD that

skips so much that it's unplayable today.

The Mo-Dettes - The Story So Far

Despite the optimistic title, the Mo-dettes (I assume the hyphen was there b/c people kept

calling them the Mod-ettes) only made one album. And even that was probably one album

more than the world needed. Despite the glorious White Mice single, included here as a bonus

track and remade for the album as White Mouse Disco, the band was basically a blander

smoothed-out version of Delta 5/Liliput/Slits/etc. with even fewer pop hooks.

The first couple of songs are fine enough. But then it lurches into a sloppy Blank Generation

rip-off. The next song is Paint It Black, the then-obligatory cover of an iconic 60s song it seems

every female punk/post-punk/new wave band had to do. I've always assumed that trend was

record execs trying to make those bands more accessible & less threatening--I hate record

execs. The rest of the CD is a big ball of mush, but White Mice is so great that I could never get

rid of it

The Moldy Peaches - S/T

The Moldy Peaches' combination of K Records homespun amateur sweetness and Tom Green's

gross-out shock surrealism came way too early for mass success--Adult Swim was still in its

infancy after all--but it was the perfect combination for the winter after 9/11, when we lived in

a big city and cracked the sickest jokes imaginable about anthrax and Washington DC shooters

as some kind of coping mechanism. Everyone I knew then ingested too much coffee, too much

alcohol, too many chemicals, and engaged in way too many unhealthy body activities, but it

seemed like the only sane response imaginable at the time.

Later, the Peaches, both as a group and as individuals, allowed a self-consciousness to creep in

that upset the precarious balance between fart jokes and hugs that made them, at least for a

while, kind of special. It's worth nothing there are more great lines on here than the entire

Captured Tracks catalog, or the last three albums Leonard Cohen made before he died, and that

definitely says something about something. But then Leonard was always too literary to write a



line like "There's shit on every hand you shook / If you don't believe me, just look at your hand,"

and this concludes my Ted Talk entitled, "The Limitations of the Genius of Leonard Cohen."

Steak For Chicken also has a line, "Who fucked up that leaning tower?", that, like Wilco's Yankee

Hotel Foxtrot, managed to somehow anticipate that winter's nightmare and recurring visions of

doom, except TMP's song always made me smile and feel better. And we won't even talk about

the prescience of NYC's Like a Graveyard, given that the album was released in the US on, yep,

9/11.

Monks - Black Monk Time

To me, the Monks are like a miracle of time and space. Recorded towards the end of 1965, their

one single solitary album not only anticipates bands like Suicide, along with the avant-garage of

Pere Ubu and No Wave, it does so over a decade earlier and embraces wider extremes of

political anger, humor, and fun. How does something like that even happen? (The question's

rhetorical--it happens because of amphetamines and the warped perspective of Americans

abroad).

Anyway, I had the good fortune, or misfortune, to get this CD (on import! for $18.99!) before I

heard pretty much any other garage-rock psych nugget retro-worship stuff. As a result, bands

like the Cramps, Flaming Groovies, Thee Oh Sees et al. have always sounded like goofball corny

cartoon time, even if I can enjoy them up to a point. I mean, the Monks had two of the most

incredible anti-war, anti-Vietnam songs in their set all the way back in 1965, when most

Americans couldn't find Vietnam on a map. These were songs that bristled with irreverence and

hard, brutal truth. People kill for you. People go to their deaths for you. It's better to be a monk.

It's even better to be a Monk. Crank the distortion, flat-hand those keyboards, and start

speaking some goddamn truth.

Thurston Moore -Psychic Hearts

I hate solo records. Once a person is freed from a band, their sense of quality control usually

goes right out the window. You imagine them saying, "Pavement songs had to be good, but

Stephen Malkmus records can be...whatever I want them to be!" Because even a shitty,

uninspired collection of songs is representative of the name on the cover if the person is feeling

uninspired.

So I avoided this Thurston Moore album for years. Coming after the tuneless, directionless (but

still enjoyable) SY album Experimental Jet Set Tragic No Shit or whatever it was, I just assumed

this would be even more tuneless and directionless without Thurston's pals.

I was wrong. Totally wrong. As wrong as wrong can be. This is as good as any SY album. And with

the songwriting eschewing SY's typical tongue-in-cheek for heart-on-sleeve, there have been

times when I've preferred it. I read somewhere that Thurston wrote it as a kind of feminist

tribute girl power thing, but I related like crazy to its title track depiction of miserable hick-town



smart-ass adolescent ennui. But then all the girls I was friends with back then were like that too.

It was how people bonded with each other, before everyone grew up and started getting

uncomfortable unless the conversation revolved around food and tv.

Giorgio Moroder - Best of Electronic Disco

I dream of someone one day putting out something similar to my Burt Bacharach 3CD box set

that collects the best songs Burt wrote and/or produced for other artists. Sadly, this comp is just

the best of Giorgio's solo work, which while not as bad as solo Burt, isn't anywhere close to I

Feel Love, or even Take My Breath Away. And yeah, I know I could pay $120 a year and make my

own streaming playlist, as long as I was willing & able to buy a new electronic device every five

years and pay for wi-fi every month for the rest of my life, but sometimes it's nice just to drop

$10 on a CD and have it forever, y'know?

Even if it doesn't include Girogio's early bubblegum stuff--which is some great bubblegum--a lot

of his solo stuff is damn fine. Moroder is rightfully up there with Kraftwerk and Lee Perry in the

"70's Sonic Visionaries" wing of the Rock Hall of Fame (just kidding, none of them are in the

hall--say what you want about Kraftwerk, but they're no Journey, am I right?) Still, I'd rather

listen to my vinyl copy of From Here to Eternity (picked up at Goodwill, along with Nights in

White Satin a few years back, for $1) than this scattershot up & down collection released to cash

in on his Daft Punk collaboration.

Morrissey - The HMV/Parlophone Singles '88-'95

It's almost impossible for me to review Morrissey objectively. It's like reviewing my parents or

something (on a five star system, mom gets one star, dad gets one-and-a-half). He was the first

musician  who ever made me think, "Hey, I could do that." As a malnourished tall pale skinny

underesexed blue-collar kid with poofy hair who read too many books, it was a match made in

heaven.

Because this revelation happened in 1989, that meant I missed out on the Smiths as a living

entity. And while it was his work with The Smiths that articulated all those feelings I had never

been able to express, and it was his love of Oscar Wilde and Joe Orton that squashed my

teenage ambition to one day grow up and be a sports columnist (no shit), Morrissey's solo work

was the next best thing to The Smiths. And the next best thing to my favorite band that's ever

existed was still pretty damn good.

This 3-CD set covers the period where my friends and I collected Morrissey import singles with a

singular obsession. It also covers the period where that obsession began to wane, as the anger

and messiness of US Indie Rock felt more vital and alive than Morrissey's increasingly arch wit

and anachronistic subject matter.

Morrissey made walking down the street by myself seem romantic, he made staying in watching

old movies on a Friday night seem beautiful, and he made a loveless existence immersed in big



books seem like a noble undertaking. In El Cajon, all of this meant you were a failure. But then

he was able to sing about failure in a way that made it sound like success. I had never imagined

being a poet, or even reading a poem for pleasure, but this song made being a poet sound like

the most glorious thing in the world, even if he can't bring himself to say the word out loud, as

the working class fear of sounding pretentious runs deep and it could be dangerous if someone

heard you say those kinds of things out loud. And while Morrissey went on to embarrass himself

as an artist and as a human being in oh so many ways, he still deserves more stars than either of

my parents.

My Bloody Valentine - Loveless

I wrote some mean stuff about this that appeared in a book a while back, but Loveless is totally

fine, and in some places even beautiful. Still, I hate masterpieces--or more specifically, the idea

of masterpieces. And because cows, especially sacred cows, taste better after they've been

flame-broiled, I'll re-post the thing for people's amusement.

"It says something about this record that I’ve never met a Loveless worshipper who didn’t at

some point have a prolonged love affair with opiates, either street-level or synthetic. Both the

album and the pursuit of that particular drug are rooted in the need for escapism, to obliterate

one’s sense of self and evaporate into the sofa cushions. All those worshippers also had access

to outstanding home stereo systems, which may be why MBV fans skew so disproportionately

privileged. A record that manages to combine the worst aspects of indie culture (style over

substance, political apathy, blankness as a form of cool) with the worst aspects of hippiedom

(complacency, smugness, escapism). Actually, scratch that. MBV doesn’t combine the two

cultures so much as obliterate any distinction between the two.

I mean, there’s a reason the vocals are buried so low in the mix: Kevin Shields had absolutely

nothing to say. If you like the cool sounds on this record, go listen to Yo La Tengo’s Painful, a

record that puts them to use in the service of songs and emotions and dynamics.

And as for the pervasive Kevin Shields deification that continues to this day, keep in mind that

the coolest-sounding song on the album, the most sonically progressive, is ‘Touched’, and it was

made entirely by the drummer. Of course that drummer plays the same fill in every song

(badda-badda-badda-badda on the snare) to the point that you could incorporate it into a

drinking game and 10 minutes into the album find yourself rushed to the emergency room.

Red fades into pink as everything becomes porous, a cerise sludge, until the only thing left is

ambience and you’re gagging on thick cotton candy.

Empty, beautiful gibberish for empty, beautiful gibberers. Some people call it the ultimate guitar

album, but the only memorable melodies (‘When You Sleep’, ‘I Only Said’, ‘Soon’) are all played

on keyboards. So explain that one to me."

The Negro Problem - Post Minstrel Syndrome



The Negro Problem were an LA band that played San Diego at least once a month before I left

SoCal for Boston early summer 1998, and I saw them every time--at rock clubs, coffee shops and

art spaces. I took my friend who loved the Grateful Dead, I took my friend who loved scuzzy US

indie rock, and I took my friend who was majoring in latin jazz percussion, and each of them

loved it.

I bought their CD. And though I was initially put off by the XTC Oranges & Lemons style

overproduction, the songs were so great it didn't matter. It sounded like some kind of

power-pop Arthur Lee hybrid, with lyrics so incisive and funny and sad--about everything, but

especially about being a black man in white society--that Ralph Ellison and Mark Twain both

would have blushed. I even bought a t-shirt, an ornately arranged "TNP" surrounded by hearts

that I had to stop wearing once I moved to Boston and began attending a semi-prestigious

liberal arts college. People who asked me about the t-shirt did not find the band's name funny

at all, even when (especially when?) I explained that the singer was black and the rest of the

band was white.

Subsequent TNP albums didn't make an impression on me, mainly because the songs are so

twisting and labyrinthine that it can take time for them to work their charms. And I was in too

much of a hurry by then. But years later I was shocked to hear main TNP singer-songwriter Stew,

a man who got heckled with shouts of "Hootie!" from San Diego dumbasses nearly every time I

saw them, being interviewed on NPR by Terry Gross. He had gone solo and made a broadway

musical, Passing Strange, that was nominated for a bunch of Tony awards. And I don't think I've

ever been happier for the success of someone I didn't know personally.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I want to procrastinate changing our son's sheets and

re-making his bed.

Neutral Milk Hotel - On Avery Island

Back when he was just a friendly dude in a Shrimper Records t-shirt with (I'm guessing) early

Mountain Goats cassettes tucked under one arm and a collection of French symbolist poety

tucked under the other as he roamed around the country living in closets, Jeff "Mangum and

Bang 'Em" Mangum made this album that is every bit as good as his masterpiece. Whatever it

loses in magnificence, it more than makes up for in human approachability.

Naomi is my favorite song on here because it reminds me of Bill Knott's first book of poetry, The

Naomi Poems, which it wouldn't surprise me in the least to learn that Mr. Mangum was

intimately familiar with. Here's one I found online.

Poem

After your death,

Naomi, your hair will escape to become

a round animal, nameless.



Neutral Milk Hotel - In the Aeroplane Over the Sea

A friend who was living at 880 Reese St. when this came out once told me a story that's worth

repeating. "I remember hearing it for the first time. And don't get me wrong, I thought it was

incredible. But to me, it was just cool that Jeff had made a good album."

I'd imagine nearly everyone out there has heard this album more than enough times, so I'll post

(Little Birds) a song he wrote afterwards, a twisted beautiful nihilistic mess of pain and despair.

And while I wish he had explored this creative path more fully, I'm not sad NMH never made

another album. David Foster Wallace was another talented 90s guy who got saddled with the

burdens of genius and myth, and he hung himself in his garage unable to finish his next book.

Jeff is still alive. And if you're reading this, so are you. Those are good things. There are plenty of

great albums in the world; there aren't nearly enough great people.

New Order - Movement

Critics never have anything good to say about this one--because it's a bummer, because it

doesn't rock like Joy Division or pop like New Order would after this--but it's my favorite. It

sounds like somebody broke into an abandoned house in February. They hear rustling sounds

above them coming from the attic. It could be squirrels. It could be rats. It could be ghosts.

To me, Movement is the sound of white-knuckled numbed-out trauma shock. It's a place I know

all too well, and I am grateful that somebody was able to capture it in sonic form. It's probably

worth noting I bought this at a record store in Binghamton, NY a few days after driving 14 hours

straight to help my mom after she checked out of the hospital. Naturally, she went back to work

the next day, so I spent most of my few days up there alone.

Six years ago, I was asked to play bass for some local musicians who wanted to cover the album

in its entirety. I thought it would be fun to try and play bass like Peter Hook (with a pick, loads of

treble and effects) as opposed to playing like me (fingers, bass knob all the way up, no effects).

However, I had one stipulation. Since Cries and Whispers appeared on the bonus disc of the

2008 reissue, could we play it too? Especially since we were already adding Ceremony? Because

it's my favorite song from that period, and not enough people know about it. They said yes, and

so we did. It was fun, even if I was slightly dazed at the time from caring for a six-month-old

baby.

New Order - Substance

My friend made me a tape of this in 1988, but it vanished. I bought the CD in 1990-ish, but it

vanished. I bought the double vinyl for a few bucks later that decade (I can't even imagine what

it would cost now), and it vanished too. So when I saw this on CD for $5 earlier this year, back

during that brief part of 2020 when innocently walking into a record store was still an actual

thing, I grabbed it. And while the Sub-cultue/Shellshock/State of the Nation section is still the



shittiest slog Substance has to sell you, this is still one of the best singles comps ever. Which just

tells you how good the rest of this is. And unlike back in 1990, I like the accompanying CD of

b-sides almost as much as the main disc, though it's worth pointing out that no one has yet

assembled the perfect double CD that New Order deserve, compiling their best singles, album

tracks, and b-sides from Movement through Technique.

I first heard Bizarre Love Triangle on the radio my sophomore year of high school, and it

sounded like the most swoonworthy romantic piece of music I had ever heard. I taped it off the

radio and would listen to it over and over again. I copied the lyrics into a notebook, and then I

would write my own words around that indelible melody, a melody that, as Bernard Sumner

surely understood, could fill even the most mundane sentiments with unbearable levels of joy

and sadness, and make even the ramblings of a semi-literate 16-year-old in El Cajon, California

sound like beautiful poetry.

The New Sound of Numbers - Liberty Seeds

I first saw The New Sound of Numbers at Caledonia opening for Circulatory System in 2006,

about a year after I moved here. I was familiar with the headliner, having caught a 1999 Olivia

Tremor Control show in Boston, but it was the opening band that filled me with so much

excitement I couldn't sleep that night. TNSON were the sound of interpersonal psychedelic

revolution. My pink room on Pope St. had no air conditioning, and the chirping, pulsing music fit

perfectly with the nighttime sounds of crickets and cicadas filtered through my box fan that

summer. They released a follow-up seven years later (this is also very Athens), that was, in many

ways more accessible, more melodic, but this is still the most inspiring local album I've heard in

my 15 years here.

You have to understand that to me Athens wasn't like other places. It was different; it was

special. And so I've always been drawn to Athens music that isn't like the music in other places.

If I could go see it in Chicago, or NYC, or Boston, then what exactly was the point of doing it

here? The bands that made this town famous did so by bringing something to those cities that

they didn't already have. The Athens Music Scene Inc. owes its existence to people who took

advantage of the freedom and isolation that comes from living in a small southern college town

to create something unique. So to me, an Athens band that sounded like Tom Petty, or Cat

Power, or Phantom Planet, or Vampire Weekend felt like a betrayal of what produced

B-52s/Pylon/Limbo/Vic/E6/etc. It also felt like a betrayal of a place where I could feel mystical

inspiration literally vibrating all around me. Given the choice between surfing the cosmos or

recreating the mediocrity of Paul Westerburg's solo career, who the fuck would ever choose the

latter?

Joanna Newsom - Ys



The first time I heard Joanna Newsom, from her debut album (and just where exactly the hell IS

that CD?), I laughed. Then I listened closer, and I couldn't breathe. I listened longer, and I began

to weep.

Having shown on The Milk-Eyed Mender she could hold her own with songster-poet icons like

Jeff and Joni, she swung for the fences on her follow-up and she did not miss. Put this one up

there with Astral Weeks or Vintage Violence or Songs of Love and Hate as an intense personal

vision of the pain & beauty of human existence. Put it beyond them. There are no superlatives

superlative enough to explain or praise or even analyze what Joanna Newsom accomplished

here, and any attempt to do so would be as futile as trying to measure a comet.

Here's a 10-minute song (Sawdust and Diamonds), unadorned by additional instrumentation,

about betrayal and loss, a 24-year-old woman and her harp trying to make sense out of

something senseless and inexpressible.

Nico - The Classic Years

Classic in this case refers to her early Andrew Loog Oldham single (with Jimmy Page, later of The

Firm, on guitar), and three or four songs from the first VU record, Chelsea Girl, The Marble

Index, Desertshore, and The End. Nico's artistic journey, from Sandie Shaw pop to European art

rock so gothic it would make Emily Bronte wet her knickers, shouldn't hold together at all. The

fact that it does says something about the talent and artistic vision of someone more often

talked about as a puppet or a muse.

Honest question for music organizers who alphabetize their collection by artist, and then

chronologically within the artist's section. Do you put the greatest hits stuff first or at the end?

Feel like you can argue either way.

Anyway, since The Marble Index is next, let's post the pop song (I’m Not Sayin’), which is more

swoonworthy and delightful than anything written by Gordon Lightfoot has any right to be.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if it's Nico and it's 38 degrees outside and drizzling.

Nico - The Marble Index

One of the most chilling albums ever made. Literally. It's chilling, it's chilled, it's cold, it's arctic,

it's nordic, it's got a song on here called Frozen Warnings that makes its title sound like an

understatement. It's glacial, it's opiatial. It's harrowing, it's (hero)insular. It's music from the land

of the Visigoths that's so gothic it makes Siouxsie Sioux sound like Susanna Hoffs and Ian Curtis

sound like Ian Brodie.

You get the point. This is music colder than a Valkyrie's frozen tit. And yet in many ways, it is also

incredibly warm. It's certainly more human and alive than, say, Abbey Road, which came out the

same year--because Nico was wise enough to know that desperation and cruelty are also part of

being human and alive, and Paul in particular was still trying to cutesy-pie those things out of



existence. Let's have some fun and invert Abbey Road song titles to turn them into Marble Index

songs. Something --> Nothing; Here Comes the Sun -->There Goes the Sun; I Want You (She's So

Heavy) --> I Don't Want You (He's So Empty). You get the idea.

Here's a lovely lullaby (Ari’s Song) she wrote for her son. One of the most honest songs ever

written from a parent to a child--the world is a bitch, reality is a dream, and you'd best better

buckle up kid. I assume Kenny Loggins’ Danny's Song was written as a response, which in its

own way is also an honest song about parenthood, though I'm pretty sure Kenny didn't share

any needles with Danny unless they were knitting a sweater.

No Age - Nouns

In early summer 2008 Athens, Ga., if you had troubling sleeping because the outdoor allergies

combined with the indoor black mold growing through your walls, you might head downstairs in

your $550 p/mo house and turn on MTV. Because it was early, too early for anyone to care, you

could still see actual music videos, and  one of those videos was, once or twice, a video from No

Age's new album. Because it sounded like someone hotwired MBV-style effects to white dude

indie rock in the Superchunk/Built To Spill-style, and because it was getting reviews in all the

right places, and because its hazy anger fit perfectly well with your early morning moodiness,

you went out and bought the thing--and the 'you' in this story becomes indisputably at this

point a thinly-veiled I that has shed its veil.

Brigette went to Costa Rica for a month that summer, and I kept this CD in my car the entire

time. I had gone to church youth group long enough to learn that the best way to avoid sinning

was to avoid putting yourself in sinful situations, and so I spent nearly all of my non-work time

making an album and watching the Celtics win their most recent championship. The day after

she got back, we went to Six Flags and rode every ride twice. No Age still sounds pretty good,

especially in the wake of the underground's slow descent into what I call "music that sounds like

mainstream radio only not as good."

By the way, that house now rents for $2,400 p/mo. I hope they got rid of the mold.

Oasis - Definitely Maybe

Look, I know. For all their love of the Beatles, Oasis never got around to writing surrealist books,

ingesting avant-garde art, expanding their consciousness, or even embracing a message beyond

'buy more Oasis records.' And for all their love of the Sex Pistols, the only thing Oasis ever raged

against were bands that were more popular than Oasis. I'm also pretty sure no one in the band

has any idea that women have also made music, let alone made music better than Oasis.

And yet for all that, I fucking love this album. I love most of the next one as well, and the

bootleg CD with all their early b-sides on it that I bought at Blue Meanie Records in El Cajon, CA

is my favorite of all (and gone). As a young person who was desperate to get out of El Cajon, and

whose confidence had been broken by a series of traumatic events in my late teens, Oasis' early



songs of longing and arrogance provided a road map at a time when I desperately needed one.

And while I learned over time to shed the parts of their ethos I no longer needed, I don't know if

I would have passed a single job interview in the mid 90s, walked into a party on a Saturday

night, or applied to a prestigious liberal arts college on the other side of the country, if it hadn't

been for their music. And for that reason alone, I have nothing but love for Oasis--even if Noel

went so cuckoo for cocaine puffs that he hasn't made a listenable album in 25 years.

The first time I heard Live Forever, it was December 1994, and I had just moved into my

house--more like a two-bedroom bunker of stucco & concrete--in Tecate, MX. I was still working

at 7-11 in Jamul, CA, but the rent was only $150 p/mo. It was cold enough I could see my

breath, a trip to the grocery store was so disorienting it could induce vertigo, and I wasn't sure

how I felt about anything at all. I set up my stereo and tuned it to the alt-rock station that

broadcast out of Tijuana, and it was Live Forever. I was too overwhelmed at the time to feel

much of anything, but I did stop unpacking and focused my attention on the song. It seemed

like a good sign, hearing a song called Live Forever on the radio on such an eventful day. And

whether or not I will live forever remains to be seen, but I've managed to live a hell of a lot

longer, and better, than I would have thought possible back in 1994.

of Montreal - Hissing Fauna, Are You the Destroyer?

This isn't my favorite oM CD by a long shot (either Cherry Peel or Satanic Panic, thanks for

asking), but HF,AYtD? has sentimental value that can't be beat. Around this time, David Wain

and Paul Rudd paid the band between $10,000 and $20,000--I forget the exact number--to learn

a list of songs so a bunch of NYC funny folks could do a kind of live karaoke thing and ironically

sing More Like a Feelling. Which, go fucking puke somewhere right?, but oM chose to do a

benefit warm-up gig at the 40 Watt where audience members could sing the songs with the

band. Because I was friendly with the bass player (and really close friends with his sister! we

talked on the phone just yesterday! she's a nurse on the covid wing at our local hospital! holy

shit please wear a mask and don't see anyone this xmas!), I got picked to sing Here Comes Your

Man.

Because I had previously sang karaoke in front of 45,000 people, I wasn't all that nervous. But

then right before I went onstage, I looked out into the audience and realized this was something

different. To me, this was just a local band fucking around and having some fun, but to the

audience, it was a religious experience. The 40 Watt was packed with people who absolutely

loved oM. And, um, you know the band you've ever loved the most in your entire life? In 2006,

for many young people of Montreal was THAT band. People screamed while the band played (I

think Heather Mac was singing Sweet Child of Mine). Some people were in tears. I later talked

to some kids who had driven all the way from Ohio to see this show. I had only dipped my toe

into the oM water, but if that's what it felt like to be in of Montreal every night, it's a miracle

things didn't get even weirder in the years to come, and it's a blessing that everyone is still alive.



Anyway, the album's fine. It has a feel to it like someone threw a cherry-flavored slurpee at a

Sparks record and covered it in Xmas lights, then collapsed in a puddle and had a nervous

breakdown where they couldn't stop crying and screaming at the moon. But that's something

too.

And oh yeah. Brigette wasn't picked to sing Need You Tonight, but if she had this town would

have been forever changed, and I would have given anything to have made it happen. Mary

Jane did a great Buzzcocks though, and a couple of years later we'd all be on that same stage

playing our own songs, but the only people screaming would be the sound dudes, haha.

Olivia Tremor Control - Presents: Singles and Beyond

I'd been living in Athens for a year-and-a-half when I flew up to New England that xmas to visit

some family. At a Newbury Comics in either Boston or Portland, I bought this CD used, along

with--I think--Sonic Youth's The Destroyed Room and John Coltrane's A Love Supreme. A couple

of days later, I was at my cousin's house 30 miles west of Hartford, and we were up late talking.

It was my first chance to play my new CDs, and I was passionately trying to explain to her how

much I loved Athens and why it was special. And so I played this song over and over as I babbled

about creativity and enthusiasm and friendship and freedom.

As the years passed, I would learn that the myths surrounding Athens and E6, as with all myths,

were based as much in what people wanted to be true as the actual reality. And I learned that

much of what people say about this town is, at best, a collective fantasy, and at worse, a

marketing strategy. But then, much of what I told my cousin that night was me perpetuating and

participating in that fantasy, so I can understand the impulse.

Still, it's important to remember that myths also can't exist unless they're based in reality. And it

isn't exaggerating to say that Athens is special compared to other places, that it is more magical

than, say, Tuscaloosa. And it still feels magical to me in a way that Asheville never did. So instead

of saying Athens is a utopia, better to say that it's an excellent place to, in the words of this song

(Love Athena), "plant a seed and watch it grow into the streaming light of love."

Olivia Tremor Control - Black Foliage: Animation Music Volume One

One of the greatest albums Athens, Ga. has ever produced, but I really don't enjoy writing about

bands from Athens at the moment. This whole series started because I wanted to get out from

under the self-consciousness of writing the B-52s book. I was working on the final edits earlier

this year when I looked over and thought how much more fun it would be if I were writing

about Abba, or Adam & the Ants. And so I did.

It feels glib and insufficient to simply write lines like "OTC combined the Monkees with the Faust

Tapes into a glorious cacophony of psychedelic bliss being encroached upon by creeping

undertones of cicadas and earth--like an army of ferocious ants coming to devour your cotton

candy." After spending two years having to navigate what is public knowledge and what is



private knowledge about a band, what is an open secret and what is a closed secret, or has a

band member ever talked about this particular subject in public, the idea of having to make

those difficult decisions here, on a F---book post about my CD collection, is more work than I'm

willing to do at the moment, though it's worth acknowledging that Black Foliage is a

way-too-on-the-nose metaphor for the chain of decay, death, and rebirth that none of us are

immune from. And those who hear only optimism and joy aren't listening closely enough.

Yoko Ono - Plastic Ono Band

In the sense that this album pioneered the idea that rock could/should be abrasive &

challenging before it's anything else, Yoko Ono essentially invented all the best parts of rock that

came after her. She is a clear link between Ornette Coleman (who appears on this album)

jazz-skronk and the No Wave/New Wave/Avant-Punk etc. that surfaced at the end of the 70s,

and there are still avenues of her music that have yet to be fully explored. By asserting that a

musician had no obligation to be an entertainer, she liberated rock from its showbiz origins and

turned it into art, without sacrificing any of its amateurishness and simplicity in the process.

Plastic Ono Band is so powerful and bracing that it makes nearly all the rock that came before

her sound quaint and tame. The VU, at their most extreme, are a notable exception, though

Ono denies herself that band's moments of sentimentality and comfort. Beefheart is another

exception, though Ono denied herself the familiarity of his blues tropes and hyper-masculinity.

Once you find your way into Ono's music, you will never find your way out--or want to.

Open Your Box is one of three bonus tracks on this CD. I'm posting it here because I assume

anyone reading this already owns the album in at least two different formats. Listen to this

fucker go. It's like Fools Gold from the Stone Roses, only 20 years earlier and fueled by anger

and desire and heat instead of a cool shambling blankness.

Yoko Ono - Season of Glass

Popular music, as a rule, tends to avoid songs about death and grief and loss. And when the

subject does come up, the story rarely goes any further than the tragedy. Season of Glass may

be the only album about surviving tragedy, about pushing forward through one's grief, and all

the messiness that entails. That it manages to be beautiful, harrowing, darkly funny, and filled

with great melodies--sometimes all at once--makes it one of the best albums, and best works of

art in any medium, about the grieving process. It's essential listening for any one who might one

day lose someone they love, which is to say, it's essential listening for everyone.

As a married person who likes his partner a whole hell of a lot, who finds them charming,

beautiful, funny, kind, smart etc. and in fact find them even more so after nearly 15 years

together, I also have enough perspective to know that the best possible ending, what our

society would call a "happy" ending, involves one of us many years from now watching the

other die. If that sounds grim to you, then maybe it's worth taking a few minutes to



acknowledge how much unavoidable pain comes with being alive. I think in order to make the

most of our time here, it's important to accept our place in the great chain of events that will

one day transform us from a physical presence into a spectral memory. When my time comes, I

hope the memories I leave behind are good ones, memories that bring warmth and

nourishment to the people I love who are still here. In one sense, we never truly die. In another

sense, we are barely ever even here.

Yoko Ono - Walking On Thin Ice

This is a "greatest hits" type compilation/companion Ryko put out alongside a 6-CD box set of

her work. Brigette bought this at Amoeba Records in San Francisco, or maybe Berkeley, for

$4.99. That's what radio show financial advisor Clark Howard would call "a fucking

motherfucker of a fucking bargain." The fact you could take all 19 songs off of here and replace

them with 19 others, and not lose anything in terms of quality, tells you everything you need to

know about her music.

I've got an extra vinyl copy of Season of Glass (there was a time ten years ago you could find

them for $5) that I'll give to anyone who can guess what Tunabunny song, uh, "adapted" the

guitar riff from Woman Power, provided you live within an hour of me or are willing to wait for

until we're all safely vaccinated. Free hint: It's on the last one.

Note: I won't be doing this tomorrow because we'll be reaching the Orange Juice section and I

don't want to ruin anybody's xmas.

Orange Juice - You Can't Hide Your Love Forever

They may name drop Roger McGuinn in their lyrics, but this band couldn't craft a melodic gem

like I'll Feel A Whole Lot Better or a piece of hallucinatory power like Eight Miles High if their life

depended on it. And the Al Green cover here is embarrassing enough--like Pat Boone covering

Little Richard levels of awful-- but all of Orange Juice's attempts at R&B and funk are so bad they

border on being racist. You wonder why they keep doing it, when even at their best they just

sound like an infinitely shittier Earth, Wind, and Fire. It also doesn't help that Edwyn Collins

sings like a severely congested spooky ghost trapped in a closet. The fact that these guys are

hailed as historically important geniuses in the UK and Phil Collins is dismissed as a hack is just

an act of snobbery.

And I get OJ's historical importance, but like, who wants to listen to historical importance? That

sounds like homework drudgery, and I'd way rather listen to the people OJ influenced--Aztec

Camera, June Brides, Haircut 100, Altered Images, Spandau Ballet, et al.-than this album, and I

think Spandau Ballet is terrible. The fact that bands like the Raincoats and Liliput got like a page

each in Simon Reynolds "definitive story of post punk" book and this group of tuneless

meanders got 20+ just shows that UK music critics would rather write about how a band looks,



what they wear, or transcribe their oh-so-well-thought-out manifestos, but can't write about a

band's music for longer than a sentence without getting nervous.

The singles that pre-date this album will be covered in the next post, but every few years I come

back to see if I still think this album sucks ass, and every few years I become more and more

convinced that it has absolutely no redeeming value whatsoever. The first 20 seconds of this

song, and the last minute, are fine, but the remaining three minutes are a waste of everybody's

time, and this (Falling and Laughing) is by some distance the best song on the album.

Orange Juice - The Glasgow School

I guess you had to be there. But I'm not there, I'm here. This comp of early indie stuff is better

than their debut album--especially the early versions (not putting the Van Morrison horns on

Wan LIght, for example, is a BIG help), but still falls flat for me. Lines like "I know these

melodramatics don't make things all right / Nor will they make you see things in a different

light" resemble neither poetry or natural sounding human speech, and just make me shudder at

the pinched pretentiousness of it all. "Some girl can't defy from her blue eyes / Turns to look at

you she's spitting foul." Sure dude.

As far as I can hear, Blue Boy is as good as they ever got (though the Ramones cover here is

really good)--Edwyn's shout is so much more expressive than his croon--and they only got there

once. If that's good enough for you, then I guess that's good enough for you. Legends have been

built on less, but they've also been built on more, so much more.

Os Mutantes - Os Mutantes

These Brazilian "mutants" sound like they heard Penny Lane and just decided to fucking run

with it. By building their own instruments and effects boxes, and by interacting with the Sao

Paulo revolutionary underground of poets, artists, and musicians of the time, they created a

psychedelia that was weirder, cooler, and infinitely more fun than what was happening in

America and Europe. And given the political situation in Brazil at the time, it was also more

dangerous.

I first heard this shortly after moving to Athens, and if you came into the Eastside Jittery Joe's

anytime during 2005-2006, this almost always got played at least once during my shift,

especially during the summer when the air here moves at the same languid pace.

Panis Et Circenses (Bread and Circuses) is the first song, and it

announces itself with a royal flourish before settling into a loping procession that sounds like a

renaissance fair that ingested several flask-loads of LSD. It speeds up, it slows down. The tape

stops; it begins again. Time is a construct, an apollonian imposition on the true chaos all around

us. By the end of it, you're dizzy, giddy, and eager to experience it all over again. The song was

written by their friends Gilberto Gil and Caetano Veloso, and like most OM songs, sung in



Portuguese. But it's worth taking the time to translate the lyrics into English so everyone can

appreciate their beauty. Here's a sample:

I ordered planted

Leaves of dreams in the garden

The leaves know how to seek the sun

And the roots, to seek, to seek

But the people in the dining room

Are busy being born and dying

Os Mutantes - Everything is Possible: The Best of Os Mutantes

The album title contains two lies. Everything isn't possible, and this isn't the best of Os

Mutantes. After the jaw-dropping originality on their debut album, the band became more

conventionally rock and more conventionally tropical, making loads of this sound more like

Santana or The Girl From Ipanema than Os Mutantes. Which is fine, and enjoyable, and even

likeable, but because I first fell in love with their debut album, everything I heard afterwards has

always been a disappointment. And so I barely even listen to this, because I don't want to think

about how originality more often than not leads to conformity, and imagination becomes

convention.

The odious David Byrne hype notes on the back of this also don't do anyone any favors. What a

pud.

Panda Bear - Person Pitch

By combining crate-digger sampling culture with his knowledge gained behind the counter of

Other Music in NYC, Noah Lennox managed to create something totally original. Though the real

genius move was ditching the backbeats and just letting the loops act as percussion. The cycling

wash of sound becomes trancelike & kaleidoscopic, and feels like sitting on the beach with your

eyes closed.

None of which would be nearly as effective without the songs, which are not only catchy and

beautifully sung, but filled with a hope and optimism that isn't afraid to acknowledge, and

directly address, the pain of being alive. The result is an album that is both avant-garde and

psychically healing--like if Steve Reich, DJ Shadow, and RZA ingested massive quantities of

psilocybin and pineapple juice. This crushes everything Animal Collective did by some distance,

and crushes The Beach Boys--which this is often lazily compared to--by some distance as well.

And I like Animal Collective and Beach Boys a lot.

Van Dyke Parks = Song Cycle

Van Dyke Parks has done some of my favorite string arrangements ever. The way he pushes all

these surging atonalities up against the straightforward C-F chord progression of U2's All I Want



Is You is breathtaking. The drama he interjects into the second half of Randy Newman's I Think

It's Going To Rain Today turns the insular song into widespread cinematic tragedy. His work on

Joanna Newsom's Ys is so incredible that on the song he wasn't involved with, you feel his

absence as distinctly as his presence. I also understand perfectly what "columnated ruins

domino" mean, which  makes me--along with pretty much any blunt inanimate object--smarter

than Mike Love (hint: domino is being used as a verb).

As a songwriter though, Parks is pretty much just weird as shit. Not necessarily a bad thing, but

it's not pointed out enough. I'm sure he had some ideas on Song Cycle about repurposing

old-timey American song styles for a modern age, but most of this just sounds like music Bugs

Bunny used to play on his banjo, only every 30 seconds here he gets distracted and starts a new

song. So most of Song Cycle feels like running around 1970s Disneyland Main Street USA on

Acid, but I've only ever experienced the first half of that equation, so I can't be totally sure.

Anyway, if the weather's warm outside and you want to goof out on some seriously strange

magic, this is a great album to put on. It also probably helps if you're so stoned that your lungs

have turned green and you think the cicadas are talking to you.

Pavement - Westing (By Musket and Sextant)

Pavement began as an anarcho-terrorist noise project with a bubblegum heart beating just

below the surface. Each one of their early EPs/7"s/Comp tracks made sure to include at least

one song with more-or-less straight ahead pop hooks (Box Elder, Forklift, Debris Side)

interspersed among the, uh, debris. It's a cool trick that most noise bands, both before and after

Pavement, tend to forget. Too bad for them, because it's a cool power flex that says, "we can do

anything we want to and we probably will." Rather than saying skronk is better than melody, or

30 second songs are better than three minute songs, or purer, or more authentic, Pavement let

everything they loved co-exist, as they reveled in all the possibilities of sound.

By the end of their journey, 10 years later, that sound was blanded out until they sounded more

like tongue-in-cheek alt-rock goofball contemporaries like Cake or Fun Lovin' Criminals than

Swell Maps or The Fall. But that's a subject for another time, like probably Monday. And oh

yeah, I got this one after Slanted & Enchanted, and given how that album first sounded like

noisy dogshit to my 20-year-old ears before the songs came through, you can only imagine what

I thought of this one. Something like, "Man, Box Elder is an awesome song. Why didn't they do

more songs like that?" I was young and naive, and had much to learn (still do). Of course, now it

sounds as clean to me as  a Pet Shop Boys CD. The lesson: Unfamiliar sonic vistas take time, and

will reward your patience if you let them.

Pavement - Slanted and Enchanted: Luxe & Redux

"I think Slanted and Enchanted probably is the best record we made, only because it's less

self-conscious and has an unrepeatable energy about it." - Stephen Malkmus



He's right of course, though the next one is still my favorite. This album has been written about

and thought (and re-thought, and over-thought) about to death, and deservedly so, but I want

to point out how effortlessly Slanted synthesizes extremes of avant and pop into a beautiful

nugget of fuzz. The lyrics range from surreal poetry to heartfelt sentimentality, sometimes in the

space of a single line ("lies & betrayals, fruit-covered nails"). The music combines abstracts

sheets of noise with concrete melody, and Malkmus never gets enough credit as a singer for

being able to express dualities like irony v. sincerity, loathing of others v. loathing of self, anger v.

sadness all by the mere inflection of his voice. It's also rare to hear anyone mention how nearly

all of these songs are unbearably packed with sadness and regret. And if it kind of sputters out

towards the end, that's only because their Hip Priest ripoff isn't as good as their New Face In

Hell ripoff.

In case the album itself wasn't enough, this double-disc reissue makes clear that S. Malkmus

was on some kind of a creative roll during 1991-92. It helped that he had a wildly inventive

drummer who could match anything he brought into the rehearsal room, and who had such a

great sense of feel that neither Summer Babe's Madchester shuffle nor its stadium-rock fills

sound even slightly cliched. As for the song Frontwards, it exists in a place beyond words,

cramming more life and mystery into its three minutes than most contemporary novels.

Pavement - Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain: LA's Desert Origins

People have spent so much time talking about the band's smarts (they play Scrabble! they went

to college!) that their heart all too often goes unnoticed. From its opening plea to talk about

your bottled-up emotions, to its closing lament for wasted lives, Crooked Rain is the band's

most deeply felt and most emotionally direct album.

I connected with Crooked Rain in a big way, and I love it unreservedly. I bought it the week it

came out. And as a young person who had only been un-homeless for less than a month, the

$7.99 cassette purchase at Tower Records was a big expenditure. I was making $5.25 p/hr

working five overnights a week at 7-11, and this cassette became my nightly obsession. So many

lines--'don't lose your graceful tongue,' 'your father's old and damned,' 'no one serves coffee /

no one wakes up,' 'dad, they broke me,' 'call and response in the negative home,' '40 different

shades of black,' 'swinging nachos like you just don't care,' 'I need to sleep,' and so many

more--spoke so directly to me that if I'd had more friends I might have formed a Manson-style

cult, only obsessed with Crooked Rain instead of the White Album, at which point we would

have gone out and, like, I don't know, run around tickling famous San Diego celebrities or

something. Rocket From the Crypt have no idea how lucky they were.

Everything about this album connected with me, even its songs about being in a band (I was

what you might call "an aspiring musician," though one with way too many insecurities, and not

nearly enough money, to really do anything about it). But Crooked Rain comes back again and

again to the subject of nostalgia for the freedom & restlessness of teenage summer California



nights--the skateboards, the vandalism, the walkmans, the boredom, the yearning for

escape--which buried itself deep in my heart, even if Malkmus was looking back from the

perspective of a touring musician with responsibilities, while I was looking back through a

couple years of post-adolescent rootlessness and trauma.

This deluxe reissue came out during the six months I lived in St. Petersburg, Florida, and it was

astonishing how good some of the songs on the second disc were. It's worth pointing out that

the early Crooked Rain sessions sound like Malkmus hasn't finished writing the songs and is

unsure how he wants to sing them, while the drumming sounds as sharp and inspired as ever.

This runs counter to the standard story that Gary Young was so fucked up they had to scrap the

sessions and kick him out of the band. Also, the two songs here that turned up on Wowee

Zowee crush the later versions like a wet grape, and are better than at least half of Crooked

Rain, suggesting the decision-making process at Pavement International Headquarters was

getting a little wobbly.

Anyway, Elevate Me Later is my favorite Pavement song, which performs Abba-esque tricks of

infinite melodic ascension, and so that's the one I'm posting here.

Pavement - Wowee Zowee: Sordid Sentinels Edition

I've been trying with this album for nearly 25 years now, most recently when I got the 33 1/3

book from the library a year ago, and I still think it sucks. Most of these songs...well if they're

supposed to be jokes, they aren't all that funny. And if they're supposed to be good, well they

aren't really that either. Interestingly, this is the first album Pavement recorded as a band, which

had now expanded to fully include Bob Nastanovich and Steve West. Malkmus spent nearly the

entirety of West's tenure criticizing his drumming--and deservedly so, Westie for the love of

christ please step away from that hi-hat. And you only have to listen to early sessions for

Crooked Rain to see how much of West's playing on that record was just replicating the parts

departed drummer Gary Young had already come up with. But I blame Nastanovich for turning

most of Pavement from here on out into a clowny bro show, both through his own "wacky guy"

onstage persona, and by indulging Malkmus' worst instincts towards self-mockery and

goofiness.

I've got nothing against goofiness--though I prefer actual, you know, laughter--but Malkmus'

unique gift was his ability to express genuine real-life human emotions like anger and sadness

from a skewed sideways perspective, and there is very little of the former here. Even songs with

good moments, like We Dance, or Serpentine Pad, or AT&T get undercut by Malkmus adopting a

silly accent for no discernible reason. While songs like Black Out, Motion Suggests Itself,

Extradition, Pueblo, and the first half of Fight This Generation sound unfinished, underwritten,

and like nobody playing on them really even gives a shit either way. Given that Wowee Zowee

was the longest Pavement album to date, but not long enough to be a double album (this was



actually released on double vinyl with nothing on side four, such is Wowee's toxic mix of

ambition/ambivalence), you wonder why they didn't just cut them.

I could go on and on and on about how & why I dislike this album, but there is some good stuff

on here. The bonus disc adds an alternate mix of We Dance that is way better than the one on

the album, and Painted Soldiers from the Kids In the Hall soundtrack, suggesting that Scott

Kannberg had decided his role in the band would be supplying ooh-ooh-ooh songs for the band

in the vein of Cut Your Hair now that Malkmus had lost interest in repeating that song's poppy

appeal. But there are way better versions of Grounded (the best song on here), Flux = Rad. and

Kennel District on the Crooked Rain bonus disc, and a better version of Grave Architecture on

the bonus disc of the next one. So that just leaves Father to a Sister of a Thought, which, despite

everything I've said, is so good it justifies me holding on to this piece of garbage.

Pavement - Brighten the Corners: Nicene Creedence Edition

After the half-assed tedious/genius (depending on your perspective) of Wowee Zowee, the

Pavement bros put their noses to the slackstone for this one. Malkmus, who I remember said in

an interview he'd been reading a lot of John Ashberry, wrote the best set of lyrics he ever came

up with. Good thing too, because this is the album where Pavement's music settles into mainly

mid-tempo unurgency. The result can be either astonishingly beautiful (Transport Is Arranged,

Starlings of the Slipstream) or astonishingly boring (Type Slowly, Fin), and static songs like Old To

Begin and Blue Hawaiian get across almost entirely on the strength of the words.

Like the Replacements' Don't Tell a Soul, another late-period album from an indie band that was

well into an accidental career and wondering how they got there and so decided to make

something commercial after they'd already pretty much squandered whatever opportunity they

had to break big, the "rocking" songs here feel the opposite of unhinged--let's call it hinged.

Unlike the Replacements, Malkmus and Kannberg write about getting older through the lens of

consumerism and home purchases.

If I was the kind of pedantic asshole who assigned letter grades to albums, I'd dock it half a

point for singing "I'm gonna take the crown" instead of "I'm gonna take a crap," but I'm a

completely different kind of pedantic asshole, the kind who wishes Harness Your Hopes was the

album opener instead of the abomination known as Stereo.

This is the last Pavement album in my collection. Having heard Terror Twilight several times, I

had no desire to own it. I was in Boston by then, and discovering great new music every other

day. Terror Twilight sounded boring and tired and comfortable, and I couldn't relate to it at all.

Still can't.

[SCOTT COMMENT: I think if this week has taught me anything, it's that Pavement are truly the

Beatles of the 90s. In the sense that anything less that total adulation of everything they ever

did will incite rage in their fans, even when it comes to records that the actual band members

don't like all that much.]



Pere Ubu - Terminal Tower: An Archival Collection, Nonlp Singles & B Sides 1975-1986

It must be a hell of a thing to be called a post-punk band when you actually pre-date punk--four

songs on here came out before the Ramones first album for god's sake. But I guess that's what

happens when you're ahead of your time, and when music critics have a narrative to construct,

and when you have the audacity to make visionary music and not live in NYC or London.

With David Thomas' Castrato Beefheart vocals and Allen Ravenstine's abrasive

wall-of-synthesizer, Pere Ubu were never going to achieve rock stardom, no matter how much

30 Seconds Over Tokyo sounds like Roxy Music playing Black Sabbath--or for that matter, Joy

Division playing Unknown pleasures. And while that song is great, it sounds downright sweet

and jaunty compared to the version they recorded a year earlier as Rocket From the Tombs. One

is about the thing, the other is the actual thing itself.

Anyway, all 11 of the songs on here are a blast, but the timespan being all over this place makes

it hard for a newcomer. It did for me anyway. It wasn't until I found the 5-CD box set used for

$35, and the lovely Brigette Adair Herron emphasized how great it was, that it all fell into place

for me. Pere Ubu stood beside their baby and shot the devil with their gun, contemplated

suicide, and laughed at the absurd joke of being alive, all while making the whole thing sound

like a party filled with the smartest, most creative people you never met.

Lee Perry - Songs Produced by Lee "Scratch" Perry Ultimate Collection

It was the summer of 2001, and Boston was experiencing a major heat wave. And after a few

days of 90+ degree days, no A/C, and a job that forced me to wear wool pants and a

short-sleeve wool jacket the entire time while parking cars at the hotel (my boss said polo shirts

would look unprofessional, I asked what was professional about passing out from heat

stroke--they got us a cooler filled with bottled water and ice), I needed a coping mechanism

besides box fans. So I went to Newbury Comics and bought this, a Dillinger CD, and something

else I can't remember. If we're going to live in the tropics, right?

I didn't care that much if it was any good, but this comp turned out to be better than it had any

right to be: Max Romeo, early Wailers, Augustus Pablo, Junior Murvin Congos (quick cool/lame

dad brag: our kid's school played Marley's "One Love" this morning to introduce the kids to the

word of the month "peacemaker" and he asked me if it was the Congos). I can't imagine a better

single-disc collection of songs produced by Lee Perry. Great job, Hip-O records. This one sounds

great even in the snow.

Pet Shop Boys - Introspective

The Pet Shop Boys (or as they're known south of the Border, Los Hombres de la Tienda del

Gatos) were smart enough to know the secret to thrilling innovation in pop/rock/whatever is

frisson--the act of pushing unlike things together to create something new.--and that all kinds of



exciting things can happen when you introduce even a hint of something extra-musical or

unexpected into the familiar.

The Pet Shop Boys took the dance and club music of their time and replaced its frivolity with

seriousness, its exhibtionism with self-consciousness, its simplicity with contradictions, and its

wild abandon with, well, introspection. The results were glorious. It was music you could dance

to, think to, and on the extended hypnotic synthed-out psychedelia of Introspective, even

expand your mind to.

I've always interpreted Domino Dancing as a harrowingly beautiful song about AIDS, with dying

bodies represented by dominos, the way each one touching another causes the next one to

collapse, all of us links in a chain. But reading about it now, Neil Tennant says it was actually

inspired by playing dominos with Chris Lowe's roommate, who'd do this victory dance when he

won. The quote isn't sourced though, so I don't know when he said it. And given that Tennant

didn't publicly come out until 1994, he may have been engaging in a bit of misdirection.

Anyway, enjoy the insane drum breakdown at the five-minute mark that always makes me

worry my CD is skipping, because the song is also about that.

Pet Shop Boys - Discography: The Complete Singles Collection

Because the Prince collection is unlistenable due to its sequencing, because Michael Jackson

released so many lame singles in the 80s, because Bruce Springsteen is a cheeseball, and

because I haven't been allowed to curate my own compilation that includes artists who couldn't

sustain their brilliance beyond a handful of songs(Shannon, DeBarge, Cyndi Lauper), there are

only three essential 80s greatest hits comps for purchase. The Immaculate Collection,

Substance, and this one. And just like the Madonna comp, this one includes two new singles

that didn't need to be there. I mean, they could have waited a couple of years and included the

Very singles. Also, I've been wracking my brain on this, and the only greatest hits comp I can

think of where the new "incentive" song was any good is Squeeze 45s and Under (down and to

the right of this one on the shelves), which included Annie Get Your Gun.

Anyway, one of the many beauties of PSB's music is hearing them work through all the different

combinations of sadness and ecstasy. So songs like It's a Sin and So Hard have impossibly

exciting music set to despondent lyrics. Opportunities tempers its financial optimism with a

minor-key melody. And to keep from being too predictable, songs like Heart are almost entirely

upbeat, while songs like Suburbia are totally wistful.

But then there's a song like Rent, as emotionally complex as any novel. Even as it's told by one

person, the story becomes a labyrinth of shifting perspectives. They aren't sure how they feel,

and neither are we. The unresolved ambiguity becomes its own hook. We feel they're talking

directly to us, confiding in us, and we don't know what the answer is either. Beyond the

personal subject matter, the song also exists as a critique of capitalism and the soul-destroying



choices it forces us to make, an endless maze of options, all of them destructive, with no

escape.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day. If it feels a little self-indulgent, understand that this is the only real

indulgence I'm allowed these days.

Liz Phair - Exile in Guyville

I bought this the day it came out (looks it up) June 22, 1993, at a record store in Americus, Ga. I

was making good money working at the factory and had very little to spend it on, so I spent a

lot of time at the small record store in the strip mall out by the movie theatre that normally

showed movies for $1 but jacked the prices up to $10 when Malcolm X premiered. I had

become friendly with the owner, in part because I would ask to see what was coming out next

week and ask him to order stuff for me, and in part because a lot of what I ordered appeared on

MTV a month later and got snapped up by dozens of kids who attended the local college. His

nickname for me was "Belly Guy," the most notable example of this phenomenon.

I never had a girlfriend in high school, but I had a lot of friends who were girls. The reason for

the former was mainly due to my insecurity and low self-esteem. The reason for the latter was

that, unlike a lot of people in El Cajon, I actually liked girls and thought they were cool and

interesting. My social life during my year working in Americus was basically the guys I worked

beside on the line, but there were limits to that friendship, both societal (sitting at the black

table, riding in cars with black people, attending black social events were all transgressive

enough acts in 1993 that several different family members sat me down to talk about it) and

social (those dudes weren't driving up to Atlanta to buy UK music papers). All of this is to say

that even though I had some good times working at the factory, it could still feel very lonely.

Having read about Exile in Guyville before I bought it, I was surprised by the clean, undistorted

guitars and its overall air of fragile sadness. It didn't have the raging strength of PJ Harvey, the

fairy-tale murderousness of Tanya Donnelly, the fuzzed-out poetry of Kim Deal, or the bipolar

ranting of Kristin Hersh. It didn't have the artistic operatic flair of Tori Amos. It was just Liz Phair

flatly singing, and occasionally just talking, about what it was like to be a woman in her early

20s. It was fascinating. It was almost like having a friend.

The sex parts were thrilling of course, as they were intended to be, but the only part of that I

could relate to was the unrequited lust. Instead, it was her songs of broken self-disappointment

that meant the most to me. And none hit harder than Canary, with its tale of the obedient

gifted child who grows up to disappoint everyone who ever believed in them. Years later, I

entered a semi-prestigious liberal arts college and began getting praise and affectionate pats on

the head from professors, and even from family for the first time in many years. And while that

all felt very nice, this song served as an inoculation that allowed me to view it all from a

skeptical distance, as it should be.



Liz Phair - Whip-Smart

After the all-killer/no-filler masterpiece of Exile In Guyville, Whip-Smart's some-killer/some-filler

underwhelmed most folks, even if Rolling Stone did put her on the cover--albeit under the RS

provision that women have to show some skin first, a rule still in effect this month. Me, I kind of

dug the filler too, most of which rutted their way through elliptical cul-de-sacs both melodic

(X-Ray Man) and lyrical (Shane, Dogs of LA). If those songs were unsure of where they wanted to

go, well, let's just say I could empathize.

The killer was pretty great too. And if a girl never did put Supernova on a mixtape for me, I at

least got Cinco De Mayo and Jealousy (and Batmobile from the Jealousy EP), back in the days

when music was a substitute for speech.

But the real gem here is Chopsticks, which details in 12 sparse lines--a sonnet without its

concluding couplet--how intimacy can create its own kind of distance, and how without any real

connection to another person the erotic becomes mundane. So an inverted Marquis de Sade

story then, with all the sadness and the boredom and the emptiness in the foreground, and all

the transgressive libertinism removed.

Zach Phillips - The Closest Exit May Be Behind You

Zach ran the sadly sort of defunct OSR record label, a Brooklyn/Brattleboro thing that released

wildly diverse platters of experimental/avant stuff, nearly all of which veered away from the

confrontation noise associated with that world, learing instead towards a hushed minimal kind

of skewed pop, like Burt Bacharach covered in a nest of spiders. He reached out to me because

he liked my writing, and I reached back because I liked a lot of the stuff he was putting out--the

only time this ever happened. One day this CD arrived in a big box of stuff he sent me, though

later I purchased the entire Bandcamp discography for $60 or something with the money I got

from a freelance PR gig, because it's no secret a conscience can sometimes be a pest.

Last I heard, he had moved to central Europe shortly after shutting down the label. Though I'd

imagine, like a lot of people who have a love/hate relationship with the music industry, he'll find

his way back in at some point on his own terms. I certainly hope so anyway.

Pigbag -

Volume One: Dr Heckle & Mr Jive + Early Singles / 12" Singles & B-Sides

Volume Two: Lend An Ear + B-Sides / Pigbag Live

These two double disc reissues were either presents from UK label Fire Records, or more

specifically, the local PR firm that promoted them. They're all the Pigbag you ever need, and

then some. At their best, Pigbag (or as they are known south of the border, Bolsa Del Puerco)

filtered 60s/70s funk, free jazz, and German sonic exploration through a post-punk hipster



sensibility. At their worst, they did a lounge-y straight version of the theme song from Top Cat

(four-year-old me's favorite cartoon, but still).

But the real gem here is the 12" Singles disc. If all you know about the band is their signature

hit, Papa's Got a Brand New PIgbag, these show off their more experimental side. Another

Orangutango  sounds like Can produced by Lee Perry. Then Dizzy Gillespie shows up. Then

Pharoah Sanders shows up. Electronic lazer beams also show up. Things get weird, then they get

weirder. Other songs like Elephants Wish To Become NImble and Whoops Goes My Body live up

to their titles.

This eight-person band, made up of people with wildly diverging musical tastes was as unstable

as you'd expect personnel-wise, and Pigbag's sound is all over the map. They added a singer for

the period represented on the second entry here, and nearly all of it is boring when it isn't just

outright awful.

Pixies - Surfer Rosa & Come On Pilgrim

Picked this one up for $6.99 at a Cambridge, MA record store near Central Square (Cheapo

Records?) long after I had both of these on cassette. Feel like anyone reading this has probably

heard these song countless times and read countless words about this band, but here goes.

Because the people in the Pixies turned out to be four of the biggest goofy-ass dorks to ever

take a stage, critics tend to understate how violent and disturbing this record actually is. Almost

like Charles Kitteridge Thompson is a cheater because he knew what he was doing. But I say the

fact it was made as much through rational calculation as dionysian abandon demonstrates how

overrated the latter is in creativity. It also suggests that the rational mind is where the true

horror lies.

Something Against You opens with a cute mariachi kiddie-time chord progression and builds

into a raging frenzy that takes the cliche hardcore punk up-down beat and blows right past it.

It's hard to describe just how shocking this album was back when no one else had ever sounded

like this before. Oh, and the Come On Pilgrim stuff might be even better. If you've never gotten

the chance to listen to Caribou on your headphones while walking around Boston's Theatre

District and South End in the middle of February, it's worth making the trip. The feeling is what I

imagine sky diving might be like just before you pull the ripcord.

Pixies - Doolittle

It may sound polished and pop compared to Surfer Rosa, but Doolittle made all the other

commercial-alternative bands of 1989 seem, well, Tame. I remember picking this up in high

school and feeling very uncomfortable listening to screaming songs about whores and death

and tattooed tits. Doolittle out-gothed Siouxsie and The Cure. It rocked circles around R.E.M.

and the Replacements. And on the heavenly Here Comes Your Man, it even made alterna-pop



contemporaries like Tears For Fears and Elvis Costello sound melodically deficient and

earthbound.

Our son got very excited at lunch today to hear I was going to write about Doolittle, and he

asked if he could pick the song. At first, he suggested Dead, "because of all the people dying

from Covid." He also considered Hey, Monkey's Gone To Heaven, and No. 13 Baby. And while I

was hoping he'd pick the last one, because it might just be my favorite Pixies song, in the end he

decided on Here Comes Your Man because I used to play it on guitar and sing it to him when he

was little.

But if I'm being honest, this is actually my favorite Pixies song, and has been since I first heard it

on the radio. It placed #34 that year on the 91X end-of-year countdown, 19 spots below the

god-awful Edie (Ciao Baby) by the Cult and seven spots above the kind-of-awful-kind-of-cute

Look Who's Dancing by Ziggy Marley and the Melodymakers. I'll post a link down below for

anyone who wants to see what I was listening to when I was 17.

Anyway, time isn't a straight line. It's a jagged circle, a jester on a unicycle, a plow harvesting

bones. And history doesn't repeat so much as stutter and occasionally choke, but every now

and then it can also spit up the sweetest smelling flowers.

Pixies - Death to the Pixies

Picked this up back when I used to buy anything my favorite bands put out, even if I already had

all the original albums. This is a 2-CD comp: greatest hits on the first disc and a live show on the

second. So I basically paid $17 or whatever to hear songs I already owned in a different order,

and to get a 1990 concert which...if you want to know what it sounds like when a band needs a

year off and they no longer particularly like each other, then I guess go ahead and pick this up to

hear mostly half-assed versions of songs that you love. I swear, during the beginning of Dead it

sounds like they're about to fall asleep.

As for the 17 songs on the first disc, everything aside from the eight or so "classics" feels chosen

at random, in a way that would make nobody particularly happy. Only four songs from the

excellent Bossanova and Trompe Le Monde, and I never needed to hear Velouria ever again in

the first place. I used to hold onto this because of the excellent Gary Smith essay in the liner

notes, but this one's heading to the sell pile unless you're in Athens and want it for free.

Pixies - At the BBC

In September 1998, I moved to Boston to attend college and found a place to live in Cambridge

near Inman Square, a 10 minute walk to Harvard Square if you cut through the campus. The

house I lived in was a triple-decker, a three-story house with each floor cordoned off into its

own four-bedroom apartment. With 12 of us living in one building, the scammer in me quickly

realized I could easily order CDs from Columbia House and BMG under a fake name and never



have to pay for them. Some of those CDs didn't survive the ensuing 22 years (I don't miss

Railroad Jerk and Chavez, but I sure miss that Helium CD--ah well), but this one did.

And deservedly so. This collection of Peel sessions crushes that Death to Pixies compilation from

every angle, though at 35 minutes, you wonder why they left off so much (the BBC solo version

of Velouria is worth seeking out). Anyway, the album tracks are as good as the originals, and

some of these versions, like There Goes My Gun, Down to the Well, and Wave of Mutilation,

might be even better. You get the b-side Manta Ray--the fact that Silver made it onto Doolittle

and this, or Into the White, did not is just...

But the real winners here are the two covers. If you measure cover quality on an

"improvement-over-the-orginal" scale, Wild Honey Pie and (In Heaven) Lady in the Radiator

Song are two of the greatest ever recorded by anybody. There are some days I think the latter is

the saddest song I've ever heard. Other days, I think it's the most beautiful. Then there was that

time I heard it as both sad and beautiful and listened to it over and over and over again until I

realized it's actually the greatest.

Iggy Pop - Lust For Life

Saw this on the shelf and wondered why I had never listened to it. Then I put it on while I drove

to get groceries yesterday and realized that I probably had listened to it, and just never picked it

up again because it's awful. The title track is great of course, and so is The Passenger, but the

rest of this goes nowhere and takes forever getting there. Even the two good (great! they're

really great!) songs--in the way they milk a single chord progression, no bridge, no

variation--show the album is pretty much just Iggy freestyling over some Berlin jams. And where

The Idiot gets over on its atmosphere when it doesn't have the songs, the production here

sounds like Blue Oyster Cult antiseptic AOR. I guess having been unable to achieve success by

making music that was visceral and exciting, someone must have figured ratcheting up the

boredom and normalcy might do the trick.

Having said all that, Lust For Life (the song) and The Passenger are two incredible exceptions to

all that. The latter is about the freedom in passivity, the space it allows you to be an observer.

And if Iggy's passivity, his willingness to be guided by others, was the source of his artistic

shortcoming, it's also a source of his artistic power, and a big reason why when it all comes

gloriously together he can sound like the greatest thing you've ever heard,

La-la-la-la-la-luh-la-la. But the rest of this CD makes me think the $2 I paid for it was way too

much. I find the cover repulsive on many levels, but mainly for how the forced smile in the

photograph reflects the music inside.

Prince - Purple Rain: Deluxe Expanded Edition

Everybody knows the main album, rightfully hailed as one of the greatest ever made, and along

with Dirty Mind, one of the two Prince albums I think is absolutely perfect. This was a



3-CD/1-DVD set that came out a few years ago. I saw it on sale for $17.99 or something at Best

Buy so I grabbed it. Disc two is previously unreleased stuff from this time period, while Disc

three has all the different single edits along with the B-sides. The outtakes show that not only

was Prince on one of those creative rolls that gets you labeled a genius for the rest of your life,

he was also making really good quality-control decisions as well. Later in the decade, that

decision-making process would suffer. And like Bob Dylan, another Gemini genius,

superstardom led to a self-consciousness that resulted in a series of false starts, haphazard

detours, constant second-guessing, and inexplicably shelved material marked by enough

brilliant moments that you had to keep paying attention.

All of which is to say that Disc Two gets by more on great purple sound than great purple songs.

But god what a sound. I could listen to squiggly synths and echoed drum machine patterns for

hours, and thanks to this disc I can.

But Disc Three has Erotic City, one of Prince's greatest ever songs, both the 7" version and the

incredible seven-and-a-half minute extended version. I can't find that one on YT so you'll have

to go find it on Spotify so you can luxuriate in that perfect backwards snare.

Back in the glory days of Indie Rock Karaoke at Go Bar, I got the chance to sing The Beautiful

Ones, but the guy moved away before Brigette and I were able to sing the Erotic City duet we

always talked about, with me singing the high Sheila E. parts and her singing the low Prince

parts. Such is life. And by the way, I looked it up: Sheila sings 'funk' and Prince sings 'fuck.' So

now you know.

John Prine - Diamonds In the Rough

A single John Prine song can sound like the greatest thing you've ever heard. At his best, which

is often, he writes with a kind of plainspoken homespun nihilism that is almost shocking in its

clarity and its bottomlessness. But at his worst, Prine's humble folksy language can feel

dishonest, like a schtick, especially when Prine writes about people who know less than he does

and he presents their story with a wink and a knowing grin. When that happens, he substitutes

the typical empathy in his work with an irony whose only point is to showcase Prine's wisdom

and essential decency, and by extension, the wisdom and decency of the listener. The person in

his song then becomes a prop for Prine to bestow dignity upon. The whole thing feels so pious

and curdled that I almost think it would be more dignified if he just laughed at them for being

stupid.

It's also worth noting that folksy American vernacular speech also includes words like fuck, shit,

and goddamn cocksucker--nearly all of which Prine, much like Springsteen, his other chronicler

of blue-collar US life that only white-collar people ever listen to, is way too nice and decent to

employ. Over the course of an entire album, Prine's easygoing aw-shucks vibe can feel as

claustrophobic and repressed to me as the rural US depicted in his songs--like going to church,

or visiting your grandparents. And after about 15 minutes I'm looking for the nearest exit.



I picked this up at Goodwill a few years back because Prine has always been one of my dad's

favorites. He once made me sit down with him and listen to The Missing Years in its entirety--an

album where the hit/miss ratio between breathtaking insight & pious fluff is a lot better than

this one. I assume I'll outlive my father--though, as someone who rarely left his house before

the pandemic, I doubt he'll actually get close enough to anyone to catch the coronavirus--and I'll

be sitting there like an idiot after he dies trying to make some sense of his sad life. And so I hold

onto this one because I think it will make an excellent soundtrack one day when I'm traveling to

my father's funeral, or possibly just to his grave, in order to gain a deeper perspective on the

whole stupid broken failure of that particular father/son relationship, a story filled with

language that would make Prine blush, if not outright wet his pants.

Anyway, Sour Grapes is a really good song that does the first thing I talked about, not the

second one.

Public Enemy - It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back

Few albums have ever brought the noise like this one, hip-hop or otherwise. It's one of the

angriest, and most fiercely intelligent albums ever made. And not only is it unbelievably

abrasive sonically, you can still dance to it if you want to. This album scared the shit out of white

America in 1988, and it would still scare the shit out of whit America if it came out today. That's

an indictment of the USA, but it's also a testament to Public Enemy, who understood that true

political protest means saying things people don't want to hear, saying things they aren't ready

to hear, and making people uncomfortable. If you look out into your audience and everyone is

nodding their heads in agreement, then on some level you've failed.

Black Steel in the Hour of Chaos is an incredible piece of storytelling that opens with Chuck

imagining himself refusing to register for the draft and going to jail for his principles. Once

inside, he finds himself "under a swarm of devils," and so he recruits some loyal inmates, steals

a correctional officer's gun and leads a prison break. He's willing to die for what he believes in,

he's willing to kill for what he believes in, and because he's such a great storyteller, both

righteous and right, you're rooting for him every step of the way. To anyone who has a problem

with the violence, I would say the violence is the point.

This is one of the greatest albums ever made, and I think I might like the next one even more.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I spent my "break time" yesterday watching the

inauguration.

Public Enemy - Fear of a Black Planet

Just an absolute goddamn masterpiece. This one's even better than Nation of Millions because

Public Enemy had become the most "controversial" (to use a word whose empty

meaninglessness gets mocked on the opening track) group in the word. They were in the



crosshairs now and so everything becomes more desperate, more cacophonous, even more

incendiary. It's a riot of modernism and postmodernism, and coupled with Nation of

Millions--and the follow-up Apocalypse '91, which I don't seem to own anymore--will get you a

better education than most universities.

Public Image Limited - Public Image/Second Edition

This is a "Double Original" 2CD set containing the first two PiL albums in their entirety. Together,

they make up one of the finest evocations of paranoia and dread ever recorded. This is one of

two Wuxtry purchases in my life that made John Fernandes go "oh wow!" when he saw what I

was buying. The other was a 2-CD Stock, Aitken, Waterman compilation.

Low Life, a song so good that New Order named their third album after it* is a frenetic verbal

assault on a lying "egomaniac traitor" that feels especially timely and cathartic. It was written

about McLaren, Vicious, and what Lydon saw as the worst parts of himself--that willingness to

implicate himself in his fury would recede over the years. But now that our former president is

slowly receding into an ooze-pit of lawsuits, bankruptcy, and shame, maybe I should have

posted Albatross instead. John Lydon once had a startling ability to fuse anger and intelligence.

These two albums are so desperate, and so filled with despair and the frustration of being

misunderstood, that it makes his eventual maturation into a smug, lazy, stupid reactionary seem

like a necessary defense mechanism in order to keep from killing himself. Any port in a

psychological storm, I guess. Either way, we'll always have Public Image, Second Edition, and a

handful of scattered moments.

And oh yeah, I think he used to sing in Sham 69 or something before this? I still like that one

song about sunny holidays, but the rest died of overexposure and overfamiliarity.

* - Probably not true.

Pylon - Gyrate Plus

A reissue that added both sides of the Cool 7" to the front of the original album and a couple of

unreleased songs to the back. Weirdly, 11 years later another southern band would also release

an amazing 7" with a song on it called Cool, and leave it off their album. Tell me which band in

the comments and I'll give you a free Iggy Pop Lust For Life CD.

Anything I write here is going to feel incomplete. No band in Athens history means more to me

than Pylon. They are one of the best live bands I've ever seen (and I didn't see them until 2005),

and also one of the most inspiring. Seeing how all the parts fit together, how the band

functioned as a machine/organism hybrid, each person playing a simple part that somehow all

connected into a complex whole, was astonishing. It made you want to get some artistically

minded friends together and see if you could do it too (we could! you can too! it's more fun

than tv!).



The guitar and bass parts were often in different keys, and is a big reason why a band with just

three instruments--four when you include Vanessa's otherworldly voice, all pentacostal shouts

and haunting whispers--has such a full sound. It's also a testament to the psychic/sonic

connection Michael and Randy had, and what good listeners (listening being without question

the most important musical skill) everyone in the band were.

The fact that the people in Pylon have always conducted themselves with kindness and

generosity, along with zero attitude and pretension, helped establish a template for the

developing Athens music scene, and is a gift they gave to this town that extends far beyond

their incredible music.

There are so many good songs on here, but Stop It was the first Pylon song I became obsessed

with, listening to it over and over again. And so I post it here in the hope that anyone who's

never listened to this band will click on the link and have their lives changed forever.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if the next one on the shelf is Pylon and I'm still thinking

about them.

Pylon - Chomp More

There's an Athens thing where bands make two albums then break up. Pylon, Olivia Tremor

Control, Neutral Milk Hotel. You can even break apart the B-52s and REM discographies into

groups of two. So The B-52's and Wild Planet were one band, Whammy and Satellites another,

Cosmic Thing and Good Stuff yet another. Same with Murmur/Reckoning, Fables/Pageant,

Document/Green, Out of Time/Automatic. You get the idea.

Chomp found Pylon expanding out in all kinds of directions from Gyrate. The result is

simultaneously poppier and more experimental (oh my god that bass sound on K....). The extra

layers of sound combine with more complex lyrics to create a sense of mystery and foreboding.

The creepy tip-toe opening notes of Altitude always take my breath away, and that last minute

of dreaming circles is the most beautiful music Pylon ever recorded. Which is to say, among the

most beautiful music anyone has ever recorded.

Watch, watch, watch, watch

Blue houses and white houses

Watch

The stars fall in the kitchen

Watch, watch

The sidewalks melt away

Watch

The Raincoats - The Raincoats



I'm so happy to be listening to my favorite overcast late-winter album on this overcast

late-winter day. This music makes me happier than any drug ever could and with zero-side

effects--not counting the slightly empty feeling I always have when it's over, which is like having

to say goodbye to a friend you haven't seen in what feels like forever, even after three-plus

hours hanging out in your backyard having a wonderful time.

Every song here is great, but I want to draw your attention to a moment during Fairytale in the

Supermarket at the 1:55 mark. Ana sings "Don't say we're both paranoid," and there's this extra

half-beat just before the song explodes into this shredding guitar cacophony. It's just the most

beautiful thing, like you can hear the band take a deep breath before they dive into this ocean

of noise. I can think of other bands that do this, but it's rare. Two examples from well-known

bands can be found in a couple of Rolling Stones songs in the early 70s and that moment before

the last chorus in Nirvana's Milk It. The Raincoats do stuff like this again and again, ephemeral

intuitive leaps of genius you couldn't possibly notate in sheet music. These moments are able to

happen because the album is ultimately a document of four people in a room listening to each

other. And so the music feels like a conversation, a thrillingly exciting one filled with humor,

anger and despair, all of it filtered through what sounds like endless companionship and love.

The Raincoats are never alone, and so when you listen neither are you.

The Raincoats - The Kitchen Tapes

I feel like an asshole for not liking this. I don't often feel like an asshole for not liking something;

I wouldn't be able to get out of bed in the morning if I did, such is the neverending toxic mix of

idealism & disappointment that I navigate on a daily basis. But I love The Raincoats so much

that I feel bad for not liking this more. I listened to it again yesterday, hoping this would be the

time where it would finally click for me. And I still got bored, still thought it sounded flat and

uninspired. Maybe I love the wildness of the first album so much that I can't get past the

mildness of later Raincoats? Maybe my love for Palmolive's drumming, one of the greatest

drummers in the history of rock, runs so deep that I can't help mourning her absence here? The

way the rhythm on this is a steady skitter instead of a swerving 18-wheeler navigating tight

curves and always on the brink of crashing but somehow staying on the road? Maybe it's the

way it sounds like a narcoticized Incredible String Band sitting in a field in Canterbury or

something? Maybe it's the way they sound like they're singing to themselves instead of singing

to me?

I don't know. I never feel bad for not liking something, but I feel bad for not liking this. Which I

suppose is, in its own way, a weird kind of compliment and a testament to the depth of my love.

raymilland - recordings '79-'81

Super obscure postpunk from St. Louis featuring what is possibly the most extreme example of

a genre I call 'midwesterner-affecting-an-english-accent.' The singer of raymilland puts GBV and



Information Society--and early Ministry--to shame. It makes Blur sounds like Black Oak

Arkansas.

All needling aside, this is absolutely amazing stuff, influenced by Eno, Ubu, Bowie and Wire, but

I probably summed it up best in a thing I wrote when they played Athens--"Roxy Music recorded

in a basement on a 4-track, surrounded by breweries and an impending sense that all the good

jobs are about to disappear and head overseas." The story of raymilland is a story of missed

opportunities; it's also a story of kindness. When we embarked on our first US tour, I forgot to

put our synth in the van. The first show was in St. Louis, and a member of raymilland was in

attendance. When he heard about our predicament, he offered to lend us his microkorg for the

rest of the tour, which we lovingly shipped back to him when we got home. Avant-explorers and

sweetness is a rare combination.

Lou Reed - Berlin

Within days of finishing my last class at Emerson College in Boston, I moved to Prescott, Arizona

where a friend would be joining me. This had all been planned in advance. In fact, the original

plan called for four friends and I moving to Nogales, but having toured through Prescott a

couple of times and really enjoyed it, I was able to be convinced to move there instead.

During my nine months there, I never really found steady employment. The first few weeks, I

washed dishes part-time at a sandwich shop. Then I got hired as a Special Ed teacher asst. and

bus driver (actually a van) at the local charter high school. When that closed for the summer, I

got a job bartending at a local Italian restaurant. When a bunch of friends said they were

moving to Asheville and invited us to join them there, my roommate, an Alabama native,

suggested we do it.

Because money was so unreliable during my time in Prescott--I still can't eat Campbell's chicken

soup without it bringing back P'scott memories-- I spent a lot of time going to the library (and

writing). One of the DVDs they had was this PBS American Masters special on Lou Reed, in

which people talked about Berlin being the most depressing album of all time. That was enough

of a recommendation, but when I picked up a Lou Reed comp that came out around then

(appearing here in a couple of days), my two favorite songs on it were The Kids and Caroline

Says II. So when I saw Berlin in a Phoenix record store, I grabbed it.

I've never heard it as depressing, but I think it's only depressing if you've led a sunshiney life

more or less insulated from trauma, or if you've spent your life trying to avoid confronting that

trauma. To me, a depressive who carries his demons around on his shoulder like some eccentric

dude with an eyepatch that takes his pet parrot everywhere he goes, hearing Berlin for the first

time felt like making a deep emotional connection with a new friend.

I do have to say that The Kids is one of the most disturbing songs I've ever heard, but I also have

to say, as someone with personal experiences in my childhood not very far from this, that it also

feels true. The fact that Berlin was mostly an act of imagination speaks volumes about Lou



Reed's empathy as a songwriter and as a human being. In a music world where the default story

is non-descript sunshine, and critically-acclaimed songwriters can go decades writing almost

entirely about their boring lives and their boring thoughts, I am grateful something like this

exists for people whose lived experience extends beyond "I am a rich white person who misses

my boyfriend/girlfriend." Lou Reed spent his life chasing Dostoevsky. On Berlin he very nearly

got there, and it only takes 49 minutes to listen to.

Lou Reed and John Cale - Songs For Drella

At the time of Andy Warhol's death, Reed and Cale hadn't spoken for years, and they hadn't

collaborated since 1968. The genius of the album is their insistence that Warhol--a man whose

public image was mysterious and larger-than-life--was simply a human being who made art.

They depicted the artist not as a genius, but as a worker, a person who does a job to the best of

their ability. Perversely, Reed and Cale's refusal to romanticize their friend feels like an act of

love, an unburdening of Warhol from the persona he had created for himself, a persona that

eventually became its own kind of confinement.

Around 2009 or so, Brigette and I were driving back from Johnson City, TN in separate cars and

had agreed to meet up for coffee at the Dunkin Donuts just west of Asheville right off of I-40. As

I came over the mountain, I switched over to the radio in hopes of catching something good

coming out of Asheville. The public radio station was talking to John Cale about this album. I

have no idea why--if it was a rebroadcast, or current, or what.--but they played Style It Takes in

its entirety, and I was so deeply moved by the song that I almost had to pull over. I couldn't wait

to see Brigette at the Dunkin Donuts and tell her about this amazing song I had just heard. I

pulled into the parking lot, jumped out of my car and ran over to her, but it turned out she had

been listening to the same program, had heard the song, and was just as excited as I was. We

got back to Athens that afternoon, and were delighted to find this CD sitting used on the shelves

of Wuxtry.

She and I, along with some other cool folks, were just entering a breathless run of creative

collaboration. And during that time, a line from one of these songs, "It's just work / The most

important thing is work," became a phrase the two of us would use to stay grounded, and to

stay motivated. That ethos has never let us down. Recently, it helped us navigate a book

collaboration under difficult personal circumstances, and is how I taught myself this past year to

play drums  well enough to (barely) do justice to the songs she's been writing, and is why we

play for 45 minutes every night while our son read books and watches tv in his room before he

falls asleep, even when, especially when, one of us doesn't feel like it. The song work is a lesson

in creativity, and how by thinking of it as work it somehow becomes not actually work at all, but

Style It Takes still makes me feel like I'm going to cry so that's the one I'm posting.

Lou Reed: NYC Man (The Ultimate Collection 1967-2003)



I bought this at the Barnes & Noble at a mall in Prescott, AZ when it came out. It's a

career-spanning 2-CD comp curated, sequenced and remastered by Lou himself. I'm not much

on sonic fetishism, but the sound really is incredible. This is almost worth buying just to hear the

piano on Waiting For the Man.

And while you can quibble with the running order (non-chronological) and the song selection

(the Live in Italy Heroin instead of the 1969 Live one), knowing that this is exactly the way Reed

wanted it gives even the most perverse choices their own kind of meaning. I personally feel the

non-chronological sequencing works brilliantly, nowhere more so than when the horror of The

Blue Mask gives way to the most fragile, tender version of I'll Be Your Mirror you've ever heard.

There are great songs all over here (of course there are! it's fucking Lou Reed!), but Magic and

Loss - The Summation is today's favorite. It's an intense meditation on how to live, written with

depthless wisdom and empathy, so much so that it actually places demands on a listener to be

willing to hear it. In this sense, it is not unlike love--the pure kind, where someone looks you in

the eyes and challenges/inspires you to be the best version of yourself. The reward, if you

choose to walk into the fire, is you get to see a bit of magic in everything, and then some loss to

even things out. But given that the alternative is being stuck with yourself, it's an easy choice to

make.

R.E.M. - Murmur (Deluxe Edition)

Lost in all the talk about its jangling guitars and slurred words is just how downright pretty

Murmur is. It's filled with such deep and poignant reservoirs of emotion that the whole thing

constantly threatens to overflow, and in many places--the final choruses of Pilgrimage, the

pre-chorus of Laughing, where Mills' bass does this ascending thing that always breaks my

heart--it actually does.

Murmur has an elegiac tone that wouldn't appear this strongly in their work again until

Automatic For the People. Both albums are about inconsolable feelings of loss--Automatic for

one's early adulthood and the friends lost along the way, Murmur for one's childhood and

late-adolescence. Because the latter feelings are more vague and harder to articulate

(adolescence itself being a time of tremendous feeling and no adequate words to express it),

Murmur is cloaked in a mystery that makes it the equal of Automatic. Hell, if the band hadn't

placed Murmur's worst two songs at the end, I would say it's easily their best album.

This reissue comes with a remaster that lets you really hear how great a drummer Bill Berry

was. It also comes with a live disc that underscores how studio-crafted Murmur was in

comparison to their more charmingly ragged live set at the time. The album abounds with piano

and spacey echoes as Buck's guitar recedes in the mix for long stretches, as well as a genius for

popcraft and arranging that I'm not sure the band ever truly reconnected with. Note how in

Pilgrimage Stipe sings the first chorus unaccompanied so when Mills and Berry join him for the

second chorus it's totally unexpected. The song opens up into soaring blue skies before heading



down into a quick bridge underscored by Berry's dark ominous humming. Then on the third

chorus, Berry joins Stipe for the initial "Take a turn" and the song gets even bigger. It's like a

bicycle bump filled with every emotion hooked directly into your heart. From there they go off

into a different, longer bridge that's joined by what sounds like someone furiously hitting a stick

against a chair, and by the time we hit the final run of choruses the song is absolutely flying.

That kind of thing doesn't happen by accident. It happens when six people (Easter/Dixon have

to be included) are working hard and thinking deeply. It's fucking genius, and every time I hear it

I never want it to end.

R.E.M. - Reckoning (Deluxe Edition)

It says File Under Water right there on the spine. Water as in movement, erosion, inevitability

and constant change. Every person in these songs is lost, confused where they are, uncertain

about the future and afraid of being forgotten. This album was recorded as 1983 turned into

1984, and R.E.M. had spent the past year-plus more likely to be spending the night onstage than

offstage. This insane work ethic would continue through the decade--an album every single year

from 1983 to 1988. It also meant they spent most of the 1980s inside a van, or later, inside a

tour bus, and towards the end of the decade, in two separate tour buses.

Their reward for all this effort was a body of work that, in its depth and breadth, can make a

case that R.E.M. is the greatest rock band America has ever produced. It also brought an

eventual breakthrough into the mainstream (and many millions of dollars). But Reckoning is a

reflection on everything they were giving up in the process--as people, as autonomous agents of

their own future. Nearly every song is about the personal sacrifices that come with being in a

successful touring rock band: unstable relationships, the unsustainability of love, and the

disorientation of time. Every time you come home from tour, you find that everyone you know

has changed somehow while you've stayed the same, and that you've been changed in ways

that other people haven't.

This uncertainty blossomed into moments of full-on depression with the following year's Fables

of the Reconstruction (my personal favorite at the moment, though all of the first eight albums

have been my favorite at various times in my life, with Out of Time at the bottom), but

beginning with Lifes Rich Pageant, the band charged forward with a collective enthusiasm and

renewed sense of purpose. I still have that stuff on the original vinyl, so Automatic will be the

next and final entry about R.E.M. in this series. If you want to discuss these other albums, or

have a stupid music-boy argument about who is the greatest ever American rock band, feel free

to do it in the comments as it's a cold winter afternoon and I'm on virtual-school-support duty

for the rest of the day with nothing but an espresso machine and a slightly unsatisfying novel to

keep me entertained.

R.E.M. - Automatic For the People (Deluxe Edition)



The first time I bought Automatic For the People was at the Tower Records in Nashville. It had

been nearly a month since I left home, and I'd been on the road for a while, crashing with old

high school friends scattered around the country leading their collegiate lives. I was not in

college. I had started community college twice, and both times eventually stopped showing up

for class. I then devised a plan to attend a liberal arts college in Boston, but never finished the

application process, realizing I had no idea how to pay for it. When I told my mom I wouldn't be

going to school, she told me I'd have to start paying rent. Being a 19-year-old smart-ass, I

pointed out I could probably find a more appropriate roommate than my mother. The idea of

leaving home sounded good to me. Trapped in a rut and desperate for experience, the idea of

leaving El Cajon sounded even better. And so I decided to take the money I had saved up and go

on a long road trip. Maybe I'd find a place I liked. Maybe I'd see a help wanted sign in a store

and spend six months working at a gas station in Kansas, or a year in Denver. As long as I had a

couple hundred dollars set aside, I could always come back home whenever I wanted.

My mom told me she'd feel better if I was going to see my grandmother in Plains, GA, that way

my mom could pretend I had a destination instead of just wandering aimlessly. And while

making my mom feel better wasn't my #1 priority at the time, it seemed simple enough. But by

the time I arrived in Plains, my tires started making loud banging noises anytime I went over 60

MPH. The cost to get my struts replaced wiped out my remaining savings, and I had no other

choice than to spend a year working at a factory in Americus where my uncle was one of the

supervisors. After my grandmother died in a car accident--ironically driving back from California

after visiting family, including my mom--I quit the factory job a few months earlier and headed

home. When I returned to El Cajon, my mom was no longer to be found. And a year later, I was

listening to Automatic For the People one night parked behind a strip mall, transcribing the

lyrics to Find the River (which, as someone raised in a blue-collar Irish household, would have

been a whole lot easier if I had any knowledge about exotic spices found in vegetarian food). In

those days, I either slept in my car, in the attic above the Dairy Queen I had been fired from, or

on a friend's floor. And while Everybody Hurts gets all the 'teen suicide: don't do it" credit, I like

to think Find the River is a song about an even deeper and stronger perseverance--the

determination, not just to not die, but to find something worth living for. I still have that

notebook.

The second time I bought Automatic For the People was at the Best Buy in Oconee County. I had

gone there to buy it, instead of to one of our locally-owned record stores, because I was 100%

sure I wouldn't see anyone there that I knew. It was December 2017, and my mom, back in my

life for some time now and having moved to Athens after our son was born to help, had

informed me a couple of weeks earlier that she would be killing herself the first week in

January. She would be doing this because I no longer felt comfortable leaving her alone with our

son, and told her that going forward, at least for a while, I would be there too. Hearing both

your three-year-old son and your own mother argue with you that it's okay for her to touch his



penis is a hell of a thing, emphasis on the hell. And while I tried to talk my mom down from her

hysterical threats, she insisted she would be dead by January, that I would inherit $10,000 and

her car, and that she just wanted to see our son (who she told me she would be reunited with in

heaven), one last time so she could say goodbye to him. We passed on that one.

When I saw the Automatic reissue was coming out that December, I  thought I might be needing

it in the months going forward. I was right. Needless to say, my mom didn't kill herself. After a

year of constant fear, she eventually gave up and moved to Maine. Our son was too young to

understand what had happened, and punished me with his grief. I spent most of the next year

either angry, in tears, or both--and occasionally catatonic on the floor for hours at a time.

Eventually, Nuçi's Space was able to connect me with a therapist who was excellent--he didn't

even flinch when I came up out of the couch and lost my temper after he said I longed for

reconciliation with my mother. As I told people at the time, my biggest worry wasn't that my

mom would kill herself. My biggest worry was that she wouldn't. The pandemic has been awful

for everyone, but I am grateful for being able to spend so much time with our son, and for our

relationship to fully heal. We can even talk now about his grandmother without me having

panic attacks and tightly gripping the chair.

Automatic For the People is the kind of album that makes you want to tell stories like this,

because it is an album that looks darkness and death in the face again and again, and each time

responds with a message of love and hope that never feels sentimental or naive. I could go on

like this for hours, as Automatic is, if nothing else, about how beautiful it is to keep going on.

The Replacements - Let It Be

Let It Be is a fulcrum. Every Replacements album leading up to it gets better and better, and

every album receding from it gets worse. It says a lot about Let It Be that those albums also

contain more than their share of great songs. As great as Westerburg's songwriting is, the true

strength of the band lies in their endless contradictions, contradictions that were more

complicated than most and impossible to resolve. So you get: (real) smart v. (fake) dumb, (true)

love for rock v. (ambivalent) disrespect for rock, (hidden) effort v. (visible) sloppiness, and so

forth.

Let It Be strikes the perfect balance by not even trying to resolve the contradictions--which, as

future albums and Westerburg's solo career would demonstrate, would only make the band less

exciting, like a slightly edgier Tom Petty. So you get a Kiss cover that obliterates the original, a

hardcore song that dissolves into finger snaps, a powerpop gem interrupted by a mandolin solo,

a beautiful piano ballad about androgyny that not only predates Judith Butler but is written

from the heart and a place of empathy that her writing on gender never touches, and all of it

works. We can talk about REM being one of the greatest US bands in history, but they never

came close to making an album this human and charming, and they never came close to making

a song as emotionally raw as Unsatisfied.



Westerburg doesn't wear his heart on his sleeve so much as suddenly move it someplace else

whenever it occurs to him someone might be looking. It's a cute maneuver, taking the punk

irony/sincerity game the Ramones invented and applying it to the human heart instead of pop

culture. But the reason it works is because there's always at least one song on every

Replacements album where he drops the insecurity and bullshit. Let It Be is their greatest

album, and Unsatisfied is their greatest song, where Westerburg looks you in the eye and asks

you if you're satisfied. And the way he sings it--you can hear his throat ripping to shreds and the

inconsolable tears welling up in his eyes--contains its own answer. He's not satisfied; nobody is

ever satisfied. It's such a powerful negation--of life, of love, of the idea of happiness as anything

other than a temporary delay against oblivion--that it's followed on the album by a long

(mostly) instrumental. Because to say anything more would only sound trite. And when

Westerburg does sing again, after a few words about how videos are phony, he goes into a song

about a hard-on--sophomoric humor as a defense against the pain of adulthood. And after

Unsatisfied, you can hardly blame him. Hell, after Unsatisfied it almost sounds beautiful.

The Replacements - The Shit Hits the Fans

I first bought the original Twin-Tone cassette of this used 1994-ish at Cow Records in Ocean

Beach (exactly 20 years later Brigette Herron would buy the first Suicide album there). I don't

know what happened to it, but it was long gone when I saw this bootleg so I grabbed it. I

thought I got it at a record store in Chicago, but the tag says Hi-Fi Records, which was the name

of the record store I worked at in Boston...so maybe I didn't? Anyway, I paid $17.99.

Anyway this is a live show from January 1985 that is so drunken and sloppy that it's closer to

dadaesque performance art than music. 19 of the 24 songs are covers, and none of the covers

are finished so much as abandoned, usually by one band member at a time. It also underscores

how little difference there was between classic rock and alternative rock--as their BTO cover

slays.

By now, the Replacements were a college radio staple about to sign to a major label. I can relate

to the weirdness the band must have felt, having grown up in blue-collar America, suddenly

finding themselves surrounded by college students and drinking way too much and engaging in

all kinds of (mostly self-) destructive behavior. I think there's a direct correlation between

someone laughing at you because you don't know what hummus is and throwing snowballs off

your porch at rich joggers in Cambridge.

I once made a tape with Can't Hardly Wait on it where halfway through it morphs from the

(ferocious, best) version here into the (slower, 80s beer-commercial-horned) version they

recorded a couple of years later. I intended it as some kind of statement on how maturity and

cleanliness inevitably leads to stale boredom--an idea I couldn't articulate clearly at the time,

having not yet gone to college, which if nothing else, teaches you how to articulate stuff. While

the Replacements understood all this on some unconscious level, the fact they went ahead and



did it anyway is one of the most mystifying and poignant stories in rock. No band from that era

worried so much about going commercial, and yet no band from that era tried harder to do it.

The band dealt with the removal of the antisocial parts of their music by channeling it into their

behavior, engaging in endless self-sabotage, and committing acts of cruelty towards everyone

around them. Which raises the question of what exactly was the fucking point of sounding like

Aerosmith if you were just going to be pissed off and miserable about the whole thing, but then

Westerburg's songs always asked questions he was unable to answer. And the only time he

tried, on Pleased to Meet Me, the best he could manage was to repeat I Don't Know over and

over again. At least he was being honest, and whatever their faults at people or artists, they

were always honest--to a fault, and usually to their own fault.

The Rolling Stones - Let It Bleed

As someone who grew up in the shadow of the baby boom generation, the Stones were just

classic rock radio noise that I never really cared about. Some of that could have been from

overfamiliarity--I never need to hear Honky Tonk Woman or Brown Sugar again, thanks. But

when I found this on vinyl (and many more Stones albums) in the 3 for $1 racks at one of the

many record stores on El Cajon Blvd. near San Diego State (either Record City or Record Heaven)

I had to admit that everything I ever thought about the Rolling Stones was wrong. To me, the

best stuff from this period are songs like Stray Cat Blues, Jigsaw Puzzle, Midnight Rambler,

Monkey Man, Sway--strange time-space masterpieces that just build and build until you no

longer know where you are. These are songs that, unlike many of their more popular songs

from this period, never wear themselves out.

By the time the 60s were turning into the 70s, the band had developed a looseness in their

playing unlike anything else in rock, able to speed up or slow down, ratchet up the intensity and

lean into the groove that is breathtaking. Some of the credit should go to producer Jimmy

Miller, whose percussion playing on many of the songs from this period anchors the groove in

such a way that it allows everyone else to play around it.

As for Let It Bleed, you have to respect an album where every song evokes a mood so dark that

it sounds like everyone in the band is either heading off to an orgy or a killing spree after the

album finishes. Or both, they could be going to both. To participate maybe, or just to watch.

They'll see how they feel when they get there.

I pulled this particular CD out of the Wuxtry dollar bin. It was in there on account of all the

scratches on it, and I'm pretty sure Mike just threw it with the other stuff I was getting because

he felt bad charging me for it (I ripped it to my computer when I got home, back in the days

when I had a functioning iPod). I put it in the car CD player a few months ago because I thought

it would make an excellent Covid-watching soundtrack, but it started skipping the second song

in and wouldn't let up, though this in its own way was also appropriate.



The Rolling Stones - Singles Collection: The London Years

Brigette was skeptical. It was early summer 2005 and the Tower Records near Lenox Mall in

Atlanta was having a Going-Out-Of-Business sale. We were snatching up discounted CDs left and

right. Modern Lovers Live at the Longbranch? Sure. The first Sugarcubes album? Sure. But the

Rolling Stones? The plodding classic rock dinosaurs whose only wish is to find a girl who will

start them up so they never stop?

I could understand her skepticism, but for $12.99 this was just too good to pass up. We drove

home listening to our new CDs until there was only this one left. I started it on disc two, and

Brigette loved all of it--because the Rolling Stones are so much better than what you get just

absorbing them through popular culture. Of course, that's their own fault, having spent 40 years

valuing a quick buck at the expense of their legacy and larger body of work.

Given all the words devoted to the differences between the Beatles and the Stones, I think

there are two differences that almost never get talked about. One, the Beatles had an ecstatic

element in their music they inherited from gospel, via Little Richard, that the Stones (who

walked a cooler, more inhibited side of the street) could never touch. The second difference is

the Beatles actually liked girls, and later even learned to like women a lot (John and Paul did

anyway). Say what you want to about the Stones, but they could never cover The Marvelettes

straight, without striking some kind of ironic pose. In fact, the Rolling Stones have covered 74

songs in their existence, and only two of them were originally performed by women. Turns out

both of them are absolute dogshit. Credit to the Stones for mining all kinds of artistic gold out of

their discomfort with women, but I always think about how Jagger said when Paul and John

began collaborating with their partners that he wouldn't let his "old lady" play in his band. That

comment reveals a lot more about the limitations of Mick Jagger, as a person and as an artist,

than it does about either ex-Beatle--who went on to make solo music of a humanity, depth,

sincerity and love that Jagger is still probably too scared to contemplate.

Anyway, this 3-CD is great/excellent/essential/etc., in spite of, and in some cases because of, the

limitations of the people involved in making it. For example, Under My Thumb is one of the best

songs ever written about how power dynamics function in a romantic relationship--domination

as a form of weakness, insecurity creating a need for control that's impossible to obtain, the

submissive partner having their own kind of power, the twin poles of obsession and disgust, etc.

Which I have to admit is a hell of a lot more interesting (and groovy, god that marimba) than

Here, There and Everywhere, a sentiment I know my "old lady" also agrees with.

The Rolling Stones - Exile On Main St

For a band that inspired millions of imitators--from spandexed 80s rockers to $500

leather-jacket wearing sports team owners, nobody's ever been able to sound like The Rolling

Stones did on this album. Because it's not about playing the chords and hitting the notes, a

half-gifted chimp could play the chords and a small child could hit the notes. It's about the



feeling behind it. It's about trying to express the inexpressible. And nowhere in their tawdry

lives did the Stones put more feeling, and feel, into their music than on Exile On Main St.

Just listen to what happens in the second minute of Let It Loose. It sounds like the song is just

about over. Everyone's playing becomes tentative for about 30 seconds as the song starts to

fade out, and then there's a quick drum fill, the horns come in, and you can literally hear the

band coming back to life. It sounds like people mustering the strength to go on. After over a

minute of silence, Jagger comes in with the finest singing of his life. The way he stretches out

the word 'maybe' in 'Maybe your friends think I'm just a stranger' contains universes of sadness

and a wish to just simply disappear and never come back that moves me as deeply as any Daniel

Johnston song, or Nina Simone song, or any other soul singer you might want to name. Anyone

could play it, but nobody could ever play it like this. And anyone could sing it, but nobody could

ever sing it like this.

David Lee Roth =- Eat 'Em and Smile

For a minute there it must have looked like David had won. Van Halen had kicked him out, and

even drew first blood with 5150, but Yankee Rose--this album's first single--followed a few

months later and reminded the world how much fun Van Halen had been, and how much fun

they no longer were. Sadly, the rest of Eat 'Em and Smile also shows how good a composer

Eddie Van Halen was, and how not-good a composer Stevie Vai is. Credit to I'm Easy though for

sounding exactly like Brian Setzer's Jump, Jive and Wail ten years early.

Rock and roll doesn't have to be fun, but it doesn't have to always take itself so goddamn

seriously either. And no matter how much most of this sucks, given the choice between listening

to post-Kid A Radiohead or this, I'd still pick this every time. Some days I'd pick it over pre-Kid A

Radiohead as well.

Edit: They made a spanish language version of the album called Sonrisa Salvage that

Brigette--who is a bigger VH/DLR fan than I am, a love she inherited, along with a vintage tour

t-shirt and a homemade VH pillowcase, from her dad--picked up for $3. She also once recited

the Panama breakdown monologue during a Georgia Theatre show while holding up a Kathy

Acker book, making a point about how DLR's prose isn't far from Ms. Acker's that I'm pretty sure

was lost on the audience.

Roxy Music - Roxy Music

The Cars might be bubblegum Roxy Music, and Roxy Music might be bubblegum prog, but I love

Roxy Music more than the Cars or prog. Though like most bubblegum bands, their singles reach

heights of delirium that most of their album tracks never touch.

I'm still trying to get anything out of the second half of this CD (I'm listening to it right now, in

fact! Yet again! Even after we listened to it last night while eating dinner and I couldn't believe it



wasn't over yet!). I mean, I'd rather listen to Rocky Horror than Would You Believe?, and I never

want to hear Rocky Horror ever again. And the less said about Sea Breezes, the better.

But the first half of this album is so good that I could never get rid of this, even if all my Roxy

vinyl usually sits upstairs in one of Brigette's many bookcases and their Greatest Hits record

probably gets listened to every other week (Pyjamarama! Hell yeah!). I kind of feel like when

bands put all their good songs at the beginning, they kind of know the rest of the album sucks.

In fact, if you take Virginia Plain off of here, which is how it was issued in the UK, the album is

literally arranged in descending order of quality. So maybe the sequencing is just another Roxy

pop-art postmodern statement? Anyway, my Greatest Hits record doesn't have

Re-make/Re-model or Ladytron on it, and those songs, in the parlance of 80s/90s El Cajon, Ca.,

totally fucking rule dude. No shit.

Roxy Music - For Your Pleasure

Bryan Ferry wrote the best dumb lyrics of anyone in the history of rock. Any dumber and they

would have just been stupid, and any smarter and they would have been merely pretentious.

Leonard Cohen, Bob Dylan, Ani Difranco, or whoever your lyrical genius of choice might be,

never wrote anything as profoundly strange and ridiculous as "Rhododendron is a nice flower /

Evergreenin' it lasts forever / But it can't beat Strand power." In Do The Strand, Ferry shits talks

shrubbery, credits underage girls and war victims for their dancing skills, and makes the whole

thing sound like he's having the time of his life. That's talent, right there.

Courtney Love said she faked it so real she was beyond fake, but Bryan Ferry realed it so fake he

was beyond real. Every Dream Home a Heartache takes a silly premise and turns it into high

tragedy. There's a live video out there where Ferry turns in one of the most devastatingly soulful

performances you'll ever hear. Many people have mined the irony/sincerity axis by sticking their

tongue in their cheek and mocking themselves as they sing about love. Ferry flips that

technique on its head so completely you wonder why nobody else ever tries that trick--taking

something ridiculous and playing it beautifully, tragically straight. But then Bryan Ferry isn't just

a genius, he may be the most idiosyncratic and perverse genius rock has ever produced.

Anyway, this is easily my favorite Roxy Music album, just because the songs that don't have any

discernible melodies have enough textural vibes going on to hold my attention regardless

(Bogus Man, I'm looking at you).

Roxy Music - Country Life

I picked this up at Goodwill a few years back, listened to it a couple of times, and decided the

three songs I already knew (Thrill Of It All, All I Want Is You, and Out of the Blue) and had on my

Greatest Hits record were all I really needed and put it back on the shelf. Was I too harsh? Too

distracted? Too lazy? It wouldn't be the first time. Anyway, I should probably listen again, and

listen more closely, especially as I have two versions of this on vinyl--one with the girls on the



cover, one without. I seem to have a habit of running into this album in situations where it's so

cheap I feel I have to buy it. If you're in the Athens area and want one of the records--and enjoy

either wearing masks or speaking to me from ten feet away, and have interacted with me either

here or in real life sometime in the past couple years--all you need to do is ask.

After listening closely, I'd say If It Takes All Night and Casanova are totally fine. Prairie Rose

sounds like a poor man's Thrill Of It All, or in Ferry's case a poor man pretending to be a rich

man's. The rest of this is Dullsville, or Dullsham if you're living in England; Dullsburg if you're

living in Germany; Ciudad de Aburridos if you're living in Mexico.

But The Thrill Of It All is totally, well, thrilling, like you're in rollerskates with a rocket strapped to

your back and someone just lit the fuse.

Roxy Music - Reflection

Or I guess you can call it Reflections--the singular title is on the front; the plural title is on the

spine. I'm pretty sure this isn't a bootleg. These are two multimedia CDs featuring Roxy live

performances from 1973-74. The video footage is good, but you can find all this on Youtube,

and with better sound quality too. Hell, even the DVD we own, which most of the songs on the

first disc are pulled from, sounds better than this. If you ever wanted to hear what Roxy Music

would sound like if they were playing in an underwater cave to a restaurant full of drunk

Germans, then you definitely need to get this.

Also, the YT stream is way smoother than what QuickTime is able to do. If anyone wants this

one, you know where to find me.

But if you've never seen Roxy Music, then you've never really heard Roxy Music. Between Eno's

full-on Eno majesty and Ferry's arm-raised strut from microphone to keyboard and back again,

this (Editions of You 1973) is one of the greatest performances I've ever seen by anyone. Fun

fact: the bass player saw us play in London. If I had it to do over again, I would have gone over

and told him how much I liked his production work on The Alarm's Eye of the Hurricane album.

Because if there's one thing I've learned in talking to famous (or even "famous") people, never

open the conversation with something obvious and expected. I really do like that album,

though. (It's also important not to lie).

Royal Trux - Twin Infinitives

This sounds like someone locked two trust-fund junkies in a studio for a week with nothing but

pawn shop instruments and shitty effects pedals, which isn't that far from the truth. The result

was a double LP of sweetly fucked weirdo noise that can hold its own alongside Trout Mask

Replica (Track Mark Replica, anyone?). Twin Infinitives sounds more inspired by shitty daytime

TV and video games than Howlin' Wolf, but in my world that's a plus.

This was the first album released by Drag City, and it's far and away the best thing Royal Trux

ever did, so much so I'm not even going to bother writing about the next one--a CD of their



third album I found in Goodwill that I tossed into the "later" box yesterday after one last listen.

But bliss out on how Osiris puts Spacemen 3 into the bottom of an oil drum while the Trux dude

tries to sing with a gag in his mouth.

Scritti Politti - Early

If you subsisted on a steady diet of cigarettes and cheap amphetamines, listened to nothing but

Jamaican music and the more angular/abrasive side of UK post punk, and spent your time

reading Marxist literature, you probably still wouldn't sound as good as Scritti Politti. Because

the improbably named frontman Green Gartside had an ear for melody that he would show off

more fully on their later (which would make a good name for a second Scritti compilation btw)

stuff.

Messthetics is such a great manifesto. "We know what we're doing / Yes, we know how it

sounds." The rock'n'roll rulebook is such common knowledge that anytime somebody breaks

those rules, or takes a different approach, people smugly accuse them of incompetence, or

pretension, or of impending commercial failure. But I've seen enough Tom Petty LARPers in my

time to know that commercial failure eventually comes for everyone, that pretension is in the

eye of the beholder, and I'd rather watch something on the verge of collapse, overcome by

desperate inspiration, than be bored to tears by one more competent music recital where

everyone in the band tries to hit their marks and replicate that pose they spent hours perfecting

in the mirror.

Anyway, early Scritti Politti is so gloriously rhythmic you could dislocate your hipbone trying to

dance to it. Then, while you're in the hospital recuperating, you can listen to the words and get

off on that too. The fact they even felt the need, comedic or otherwise, to reassure the listener

of their competence, shows you how retrograde rock was even back in the 1970s. Now it's just a

bunch of disassociated corpses shouting lines they learned from reading stone tablets and

smugly congratulating themselves on their excellent taste. But then, using quantifiable numbers

to give one's subjective opinion an air of authority, backed up by objective data, is a disease that

extends a lot farther than music discourse, and into places where it does a lot more tangible

harm than keeping important artists out of the Rock&Roll Hall of Fame Inc.

If I wasn't about to go keep my kid company for a few hours, I'd spend the rest of my day

listening to this CD over and over again. If you aren't busy today, maybe you can listen for me.

Selda - Vurulduk Ey Halkim Unutma Bizi..

Feel like they really missed an opportunity not calling this "The Legend of Selda," but maybe

that's what this translates to in... (hold on)... Turkish... (hold on again). Nope, it translates as We

Were Shot, Oh My People, Don't Forget Us, which, I have to admit, is a much better title.

I don't normally go for research-based stuff in these, but this is more a Brigette CD than a Scott

CD--I mostly listened to it on my iPod (R.i.P.od), and I don't really know anything about it beyond



the fact I like it. This is a 2005 reissue of a 1976 album with seven bonus tracks added on. Selda

was a protest singer who got jailed by the government on three separate occasions for her

radical views and was banned from leaving the country for five years. So basically she's like an

earlier version of Pussy Riot, only without the cool fashion sense or marketing ability.

Except for the music, which shimmers with all kinds of hazy psychedelic desert flavor.

Appropriately, given Turkey's geography and history, Selda's music combines eastern and

western elements into its own distinct mix--which sounds mundane, but anyone who's ever had

Turkish food (or coffee) will tell you it's anything but.

Anyway, my head is foggy today and the trippy emotional heft of Selda's voice isn't helping at

all. It looks like she was allowed to start traveling again in the late 80s and has continued to

release music ever since. Her last album came out in 2011, and in 2014 she headlined a festival

in the Netherlands with artists who claimed to be influenced by her music, including St. Vincent.

Based on everything I've ever seen of her, if I was given the choice between prison and spending

a day with Annie Clark, I'd choose prison. But Selda, who currently lives in Istanbul (not

Constantinople), could not be reached for comment.

Sex Pistols - Never Mind the Bollocks Here's the Sex Pistols

Whatever its musical limitations (mainly a New York Dolls and Berry/Stones fetish that just

won't quit), I don't think any album has ever inspired so much incredible music that sounded so

little like the original. Bands as disparate as Wire, the Slits, LiLiput, New Order, and Adam Ant

owe their existence to the Sex Pistols (and I definitely can't think of an album made by men that

inspired so many women to make their own music).

Most of that is down to the freedom and intelligence in John Lydon's writing, and even more

importantly in his singing, both of which still have the power to stop you in your tracks. There's

a line in Joe Orton's diaries that's always stayed with me: "Cleanse my heart. Give me the ability

to rage correctly." And I can't think of any singer who ever raged as purely, and correctly, as

Lydon does here. He flings everything he has at the world--his anger, his humor, his insight. But

it's Holidays in the Sun that I always come back to, especially the ending, where he flings his

inarticulacy at the world and comes up screaming and tripping over his words. Lydon's

smugness crumbles when he's confronted with the legacy of European fascism, a fascism that

has yet even today to be fully buried--I've always heard the last word of the title as a reference

to England's leading fascist tabloid. Bill Knott wrote that the only response to a child's grave is

"to lie down before it and play dead." And one might say that Lydon's mangled screaming is the

only appropriate response to the Berlin Wall, the shadow of the Holocaust, and his narrator's

sudden realization that there's isn't as much difference between England's history and

Germany's history, or Belsen and his native Finsbury Park, as he's been led to believe.

The Shaggs - The Shaggs



Does it matter how you got there if you end up in the same place? If a trained musician

intentionally creates chaos, is it somehow more valid than if an untrained musician creates

chaos? (Feel free to put all those words with unstable meanings--trained, musician, intention,

chaos-- in quotation marks.)

We can never truly know the intention of the Shaggs, three sisters from rural New Hampshire.

And based on their thick accents, I'm going to guess extremely rural New Hampshire. But this is

the music they came up with. It's the music they played in a recording session. And the fact that

several decades later a musician was able to notate it, learn it, and reproduce reasonable

facsimiles of it as part of the Dot Wiggin Band, suggests that the Shaggs' musical language--as

idiosyncratic and free as Beefheart or Ornette Coleman-is as valid as any other. This is the way

they sounded, and thank god they sounded this way.

The music itself is simultaneously soothing and unsettling, comforting and disturbing, innocent

and sinister. It packs all the emotional and dialectical wallop of great art, and to anyone who

would call it inept, I say that if this is inept--and I don't think it is--then it simply proves that

technical ability, proficiency and musicianship (we're back in the put every word in quotation

marks territory) are overvalued, overrated, and have done more to stifle creativity in music than

a thousand PMRC's or religious censors could ever hope to achieve.

This is a 25-track Rounder Records comp that combines Philosophy of the World (now THAT'S an

album title) and Shaggs' Own Thing. I paid $5.99 for it at the CD Spins in either Harvard Square

or Downtown Crossing, and I wouldn't trade it for the world.

[COMMENT: Jesse Krakow: And by the way, The Shaggs notated all of the songs themselves.]

Shonen Knife - Shonen Knife

There's a moment in the recent Fran Lebowitz doc (the success of which makes me nervously

wonder if US society might be ready for writers with a more acerbic worldview) where she talks

about how music can make you happy. The misanthropic Lebowitz then compares the effect to

a drug, and likens it to a miracle.

She was talking about the Motown records she grew up on, but I wonder what she would think

of Shonen Knife, a band whose music radiates as much straightforward joy as any music ever

made. This CD compiles tracks from their first two Japan-only albums. Many of these songs

were re-recorded and anglicized for their US Virgin Records major-label debut, Let's Knife, which

I bought the day it came out, having realized by 1992 that the singer in Nirvana had excellent

taste in obscure (in my world, anyway) music. These versions crush the ones on that album like

a moldy dandelion, proving once again than big-time corporate market logic ("better"

production and english lyrics will mean bigger $$$!) is almost always, to quote Charlotte Bronte,

"totally fucking stupid."

Anyway, these songs are as delightful as two deliriously happy children bouncing on a bed in

somebody else's house. They're as delightful as falling in love with a person who isn't a total



emotional garbage dump. They're as much fun as dancing in your underwear, and nearly as

much fun as dancing in my underwear, Which is the highest compliment a band could ever hope

for--highest, in this case, referring to the mental state of a person who just ingested several

macrodoses of psilocybin. Even if the word on the outside of the bag spelled out

E-S-P-R-E-S-S-O, you can't convince me I'm not surfing the cosmos with my third eye no longer

able to blink when I listen to Shonen Knife.

Nina Simone - Legendary Nina Simone

So there I was standing in Newbury Comics looking through the Nina Simone CDs. I didn't know

much about her discography, but I felt like I should own some Nina Simone. Or to put it more

poetically:

I felt I should own

Some Nina Simone

But which one to get? There are a LOT of Nina Simone CDs in the world, and it seemed like

nearly all of them were in Newbury Comics that day. This one had Here Comes the Sun, which I

had seen in a long-forgotten Bridget Fonda Hollywood remake of La Femme Nikita. I knew that

song! It was on a 3-CD bargain import from Australia that looked like a bootleg but upon closer

inspection was put out by BMG. So maybe this was the right one? It did have Young, Gifted, and

Black; I Want a Little Sugar In My Bowl; and Mississippi Goddam; all of which were supposed to

be classics. There were a lot of covers on it. At least they looked like covers. For all I knew, Nina

had written her own song called Angel of the Morning, though Just Like Tom Thumb Blues was

almost certainly a Dylan cover (one of four Dylan covers, or six, depending on how you

count--FYI Just Like a Woman is the best).

I bought it. It turned out I was lucky. Nearly everything on here is great. And even the handful of

goopy, drippy stuff (Everyone's Gone to the Moon) is enjoyable, because it has that voice, one

of the finest singing voices I've ever heard. By the time I bought this, Boston felt like a cold,

unforgiving place to live, but these CDs always made me feel warmer. Some days they made me

feel almost worthy of forgiveness. All three CDs are scratched to the point where you can't play

them all the way through, which is as good a metaphor as any regarding my ability back then to

care for things.

Sleater-Kinney - Dig Me Out

By the time I arrived in Boston in the fall of 1998, Sleater-Kinney were well on their way to being

the best rock band in the world. I first bought this one on vinyl at Off the Record near San Diego

State shortly after it came out. I liked it a lot, but it wasn't until The Hot Rock that they became

my favorite band in the world. That album had a complexity and mystery to it that made me

play it over and over again. In fact, I can still remember walking through the snow to Newbury

Comics in Harvard Square to buy it the day it came out, and sitting in my bedroom with the



curtains open, watching the snow swirl and form piles against the buildings and cars beneath

me. It was the first real snowstorm I had seen in 15 years.

But I don't own The Hot Rock anymore--through either carelessness or theft. My hot take of the

day is that this band didn't do themselves any favors printing the lyrics in their record sleeves,

as some words are better sung than read. My other hot take is that the band's idiosyncratic

tics--Corin's hiccuping voice and Carrie's cloying cutesiness--became more pronounced as the

band continued, until all I could hear in their later music were affectations, self-satisfaction and

American Express commercials.

The one thing that never faltered for me was Janet Weiss' drumming. Quite simply, she's one of

the best people to ever pick up a pair of sticks--as good as Moon, Grohl, Bonham, whoever. I

beg you to listen to how she sends the last chorus of this song (Turn It On) through the roof.

Weiss puts so much energy into it that you can hear Corin Tucker rise up to meet it. And by the

end it just sounds like three people losing their collective shit as Corin's singing turns into an

ecstatic glossolalia. I got to see this song performed several times, usually as an encore, and

every single time I swear to you the room was floating and every one of us were all looking

down at the world with goofy smiles in a place beyond pain.

Patti Smith - Horses

Read about this long before I ever heard it. Finally found the record in an El Cajon thrift store in

1996-ish for $.95. Given the psychic bomb it set off in my brain, I can only imagine what it was

like hearing this 20 years earlier. When I arrived in Boston, the only thing I knew about poetry

beyond the Donne/Keats/Frost stuff they taught us in high school was Patti, my Portable Beat

Reader, and Rimbaud (which I only knew about thanks to Patti--neither me nor the helpful

Barnes & Noble clerk had any idea how to pronounce his name).

And while she never wrote a better line than the first one on this album, and she never made a

better song than the first one on this album, what a line. And what a song. Every time Patti

looks at the big tower clock I feel those bells chiming in my heart going ding dong ding dong

(the best ever use of "ding dong" in a song, just ahead of Sister Ray). Ever since the first time I

heard Gloria, I wait for that moment, and it has never once let me down. And so what if she

spent the rest of her career chasing ever more prissy sanctimonious ideas about the precious

glory of art and the artist which wouldn't you know it Patti sure as shitting happens to be one,

she got my dumb ass out of El Cajon with fire coming out of my brain. And if fearlessly throwing

language against the wall and hoping something sticks is ultimately an artistic dead-end, it's a

damn good place to start.

Trivia time: The last song on here (excepting the profanely excellent My Generation cover with J.

Cale on bass--even better than the original) features a Blue Oyster Cult dude playing guitar.

Without the existence of Blue Oyster Cult, there probably wouldn't be an Athens Music Scene



Inc. as we know and love it. The person who can tell me why gets a free Iggy Pop - Lust For Life

CD in their mailbox.

The Smiths - The Smiths

The Smiths are my favorite band of all time and it's not even close. They changed my life, and

opened up parts of my brain and heart that I didn't even know existed. And while I think part of

that is because of where I was when I first heard them--latter half of high school in Shitsville,

California--I still get a lot out of their music whenever I go back to it. And while the singer went

on to make an embarrassment of himself as a human being, the records he was a part of on The

Smiths only get better with time.

So this is the worst album by my favorite band. Which means I love it for reasons that have little

to do with the music, which has slodgy production, sluggish performances, stilted poetry and

enough sourly sung dour notes to make a gladiola rot and decay.

The exception to this is the glorious This Charming Man, which, as an American, I was lucky to

have included on this album. The song made staying at home reading books on a Friday night, as

opposed to risky sex in a leather-seated car, sound impossibly exciting and glamorous. I was

surprised to find that my late adolescence was considered rock star behavior in England, and

even more surprised to find that ill-fitting jeans, an undernourished body, and poofy hair were

considered a body type worth flinging one's self across a stage in order to touch. But all

identification/representation stuff aside, the music is so good they would've been my favorite

band even if the people in it were overweight lesbians who wore cowboy hats.

Having spent this morning working out Andy Rourke's thrilling bass run on the chorus, I think it's

fair to say he deserved at least 25% of the royalties. Hell, if I'd been the judge and someone

played this in court, I probably would have given him half.

The Smiths - Hatful of Hollow

I first bought this on cassette at Blue Meanie Records in El Cajon for like $12.99 back when it

was only available as an import from the UK. Hatful of Hollow is a compilation of early singles

and radio sessions that was rushed out a few months after the debut album because Morrissey

felt it painted a better picture of the band than The Smiths had. And while Morrissey has been

wrong about many, many things in his anxious pissily retentive life, he was right about this one. I

had put off buying it because looking at the photocopy of the sleeve it looked like I already

owned most of these. (Blue Meanie kept their tapes behind the counter, then photocopied the

inlay card and put it in a blank cassette case in order to prevent--or at least limit--shoplifting). I

can't begin to tell you how exciting it was to hear songs from the debut that were even more

moving and beautiful in their skeletal BBC versions (Reel Around the Fountain and You've Got

Everything Now), as well an early, more take on This Charming Man that was even more wistful.

I do have to say, though, that ditching the harmonica-driven intro to Still Ill was a smart move.



And even if Hatful of Hollow isn't technically a real album, the fade-in opening of William, It Was

Really Nothing is still one of my favorite album beginnings. Even listening to it a couple of weeks

ago, it still worked the same magic it always has. But the song that left me truly dumbstruck and

unable to breathe when I first head it was Back to the Old House, which I had already heard so

many times in its full-band version on Louder Than Bombs. Here, it's stripped down to just

acoustic guitar and voice, so spare you can hear Johnny Marr's fingers scraping against the

strings. It was the most beautiful thing I had ever heard, and, combined with the lyrics and

singing, captured an emotional moment of unparalleled mystery and depth. I'm tempted to

compare it to a film, but all the action here is internal, and I don't think there's ever been an

actor  expressive enough to convey this song's mix of longing and nostalgia, the sheer pain and

beauty of being alive, the sweetness of loss and the beauty in being unfulfilled--all of these

feelings at once and still something out just beyond the narrator's understanding. Floating on

the periphery, it disappears when you turn to look at it directly.

A year or so after I got the cassette, my dad took me, his new wife, and her daughter to LA to

attend a Beatles convention, as I was going through a Beatles phase and I think he thought it

would be a good bonding experience. It wasn't--mainly because my dad and I were the only

ones on the trip who even slightly liked the Beatles. Over the course of the weekend, I think I

managed to finish both Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and Catcher In the Rye. But they

had a record fair going on in one of the hotel ballrooms, and some dude with a lot of Beatles

records had the Rough Trade vinyl version of this in his bargain bin for $10--the CD went for $25,

and I had never even seen this on vinyl before. I have almost nothing from that time in my life,

materially speaking, but I still have that record. I think this CD might be Brigette's though. It's

the Sire reissue that has a ugly cropped cover and different photos on the inside. I prefer the

original picture with the band sitting in a trailer that looks like it belongs to a shady rental car

agency about a mile-and-a-half from Gatwick Airport called "Holiday Autos" or "England Car

Rentals" or something.

The Smiths - The Queen Is Dead

It's weird I don't have Meat Is Murder on CD, since it's the first Smiths CD (as opposed to

cassette) I ever owned. It was a birthday present from my dad, who pronounced their music

"fucking morbid, Scott" after he borrowed it for a week. You have to admire his good intentions,

I guess. Either way, that CD is long gone now, so I won't get to expound on how it's basically a

concept album about how violence is so deeply ingrained in our society that it manifests itself in

just about every facet of human existence, from going to school to eating animals.

The Queen Is Dead is generally regarded as the band's best album. I think because I heard most

of these songs for the first time on the live album, Rank, versions which were more frenetic,

lively, and especially with I Know It's Over, emotionally raw, this album's always felt a little

"hemmed in" to me. Which isn't to say I don't unabashedly love The Queen Is Dead. I mean, I



did rewrite Frankly, Mr. Shankly for my resignation letter when I quit Marshal Scotty's at age 19,

even if "Frankly, Mr. Hardenburger" didn't have nearly the same ring to it, and probably

confused anyone who read it.

And even if the Rank version of I Know It's Over rips into the song's agony in a way this version

doesn't touch, it's still the most beautiful thing Morrissey ever wrote. The lines, "If you're so

funny/clever/entertaining, then why are you on your own tonight?," physically hurt for me to

listen to when I first heard them. But I took the song as a challenge, rather than a backhanded

validation, and a reminder that being smart only gets you so far in life, and gets you absolutely

nowhere when it comes to love. And as a person who had always found it easy to laugh, and

even easier to hate, I had to admit that it did take a lot of strength and guts to be gentle and

kind. 30 years later and I'm still working on it, so thank Buddah I heard this when I did.

The Smiths - The World Won't Listen

I originally bought this pretty much just to hear one song. Money Changes Everything was an

instrumental, not a Cyndi Lauper cover (which was itself a Brains cover), though I would have

prefered that to this one's uninspired 80s beer-commercial slog. Bryan Ferry put words to it

after The Smiths broke up, and it became The Right Stuff, which is what I now sing over the

chorus whenever I hear Money Changes Everything.

As for the rest of the album, this UK collection of singles and B-sides is so poorly sequenced you

wonder if Morrissey was passed out on valium when it was being assembled. The sum ends up

being less than the whole. You'd think it would be impossible to listen to an album with songs

like Shoplifters of the World, That Joke Isn't Funny Anymore, and The Boy With the Thorn In His

Side and come away feeling underwhelmed, but this one's always left me cold. Like hearing an

album on shuffle long before the fact, it feels like a random and haphazard collection of Smiths

songs. From a band that seemed to put as much care as possible into album sleeves, song

orders, etc., listening to it is confusing more than anything else. A few months later, their US

label released Louder Than Bombs, a far superior compilation of these songs that also added

prime Hatful of Hollow tracks and the entirety of the recent Shelia Take a Bow 12" to create The

Smiths' greatest album, even if the word album has to have an asterisk next to it.

The World Won't Listen also has a version of Stretch Out and Wait that's slightly different from

the original b-side that appears on Louder Than Bombs, a swooningly romantic number about a

three-day debate on a high rise estate. Subjects include what time will it be when the world

ends and the merits of procreation, with Morrissey coming down firmly on the side of "I don't

know."

The Smiths - Louder Than Bombs

Her name was Stacey Dyke, a smart girl who worked with me on the high school paper who

looked a lot like Joan Cusack. I was smitten, and for a couple of weeks there it seemed that she



was smitten back. Unfortunately for me, and possibly for her, I had no idea what to do with this

smite, and so I dissembled, both verbally (lots of talking), and situationally (going to the movies

is a thing people do right? dinner? flowers?). Eventually I heard from a mutual friend she wasn't

returning my calls that week because she had started dating a college guy, one who presumably

was better equipped emotionally to handle a case of mutual smite.

But she changed my life more totally and completely than if we had fallen in love forever. First,

she told me that I reminded her of John Cusack in Say Anything. This was incredibly exciting for

me, because I had never reminded anyone of anything up to this point, let alone a movie star

who was considered cool. So thanks for that much-needed confidence boost, Stacey. Secondly,

and even more importantly, she asked if I listened to The Smiths. I said a little bit, and she said I

should listen to them more. She thinks I'd really like them.

I knew The Smiths mainly from the local San Diego alt-radio station. But because the only songs

in their heavy rotation were more lightweight stuff like Bigmouth Strikes Again, Panic, Girlfriend

In a Coma. I thought of them mainly as a goofy band with funny songs, not unlike The Dead

Milkmen or Camper Van Beethoven. But love being love, or more accurately in this case, smite

being smite, I took her words to heart. And so the day after that revelation from a mutual

friend, I woke up on a Saturday morning, drove to Blue Meanie Records, and looked for a Smiths

tape to buy. The stack of cassettes was confusing, with the same song appearing multiple times.

But even though Louder Than Bombs cost a couple of dollars more, it had the most songs, and

the multiple folds in the inlay card suggested it had the lyrics in there as well (somehow, I knew

this was important).

I brought it home, climbed back into bed, and listened to it in awe. When it finished, I flipped

the tape and played it again. Then I listened to it a third time. I have never in my life, before or

since, listened to an album and right away felt such a shock of recognition. "Sixteen, clumsy and

shy," "I tried living in the real world instead of a shell, but I was bored before I even began,"

"This town can drag you down," "I can't help the way I feel." Every line, really. These weren't

things I had ever thought about, but I realized upon hearing them sang out loud that I had

always felt them. I didn't know what The Smiths looked like. I didn't understand all the different

recording dates and producers--was this recorded over a period of three years? I spent the rest

of the morning in bed listening to these songs over and over again.

I kept listening. A month later, I chose Nausea by Jean Paul Sartre off a reading list for my

English class, purely on the strength of the title. And that book's feeling of looking into the

mirror and being horrified at what you see, that felt like part of this new world opening up

inside me as well. A month after that, we read Crime and Punishment as a class, and

Raskonlikov's overthought dread felt as real to me as Morrissey's lyrics. I started to think maybe

there was more to aspire to in life than playing sports and then going to college to write about

sports for a newspaper. And if I had more in common with the people in Louder Than Bombs, or



a Sartre book, or a Dostoevsky novel, maybe there was more to aspire to in myself than merely

being a smart-ass.

Louder Than Bombs isn't just my favorite Smiths album, it's my favorite album ever made, for

reasons that go far beyond the music, but have never left the music behind. I purchased this on

double vinyl last year when our advance check came in for the book, as a sentimental present to

myself, and as a kind of reminder of how I ended up here.

The Smiths - Strangeways, Here We Come

My favorite of the four Smiths albums. That's totally subjective, not based in personal

experience or rating systems, or anything other than the rising feeling I get in my heart

whenever I listen to it. Strangeways is a wild, careening white-knuckle ride from a band that was

careening out of control. The Smiths had been either touring or recording constantly for several

years by this time, and it shows in the performances. Death of a Disco Dancer is the wildest

song, with Velvets guitars and a series of drum flourishes from Mike Joyce towards the end that

makes me wonder if they had to replace the kit. Morrissey's singing was never better. The end

of I Won't Share You has a vulnerability to it that's missing in nearly all of his solo work, almost

as if being in The Smiths afforded him a level of protection and security he could never regain.

His singing was also never more theatrical--songs here are constantly punctuated by growls and

belches. And his lyrics on Strangeways are his most audacious, his most funny, and his most

direct.

But my favorite song is Paint a Vulgar Picture, a song that's been misunderstood by critics for

decades. It isn't a song "about the music industry." It's a song that contrasts a fan's perspective

of music (magical, right down to the soundcheck) with the industry's perspective of music

(something to make money off of) and the performer's perspective (work and drudgery). The

different perspectives are signalled in a musical change of key. One set of lyrics is sung in D

major, the other in B major. In the end, the fan's perspective wins out, with their love of the

music being more real than the industry's hunger and greed, and that love is justification for all

the tedious parts of the pop star life.

The song also features a solo from Johnny Marr that, to paraphrase Oscar Wilde, anyone can

play accurately, but Marr plays it with wonderful expression.

The Smiths - The Sound of the Smiths

After several attempts at a decent Smiths compilation, this one came the closest but still

couldn't get it right. I think Brigette and I picked this up for super cheap at Best Buy one night

when we were out getting Krispy Kreme donuts.

The first disc is a collection of the band's singles, and songs that almost became singles, or were

issued as singles in Germany--along with a couple of album tracks thrown in to fill the

79-minute running time. It's nearly perfect. The songs are great of course, but the choice of



Nowhere Fast or Headmaster Ritual over Stop Me If You've Heard This One Before (originally

scheduled as a single before the BBC told Rough Trade they wouldn't play it) is inexcusable.

It's the second disc where things go off the rails. Intended as a collection of rarities and b-sides,

it leaves out a lot of uncompiled stuff--b-sides from the Strangeways era as well as some live

tracks (both concert & radio) that also appeared as b-sides. It also excludes b-sides like Rubber

Ring and Unloveable. All this while including The Queen is Dead's title track and Stop Me for

god knows what reason, as they are neither rare nor b-sides, as well as album tracks like

Cemetry Gates and Vicar In a Tutu that were used as b-sides.

It's not terrible, just frustrating. It would have been easy to make disc two a straightforward

compilation of all the band's b-sides in order, but nothing in the Smiths' discography can ever be

easy. Also, the booklet is 12 pages of band photos and no lyrics. And while I don't deny the

photogenic charisma of the Smiths, it's worth pointing out that my two favorite albums,

including the one that affected me the most on a personal level, didn't include any pictures of

the band. It did, however, include the lyrics.

Anyway, this concludes the sequence of Smiths CDs on my racks.

The Soft Boys - Underwater Moonlight

This fucking album. It had the misfortune to get reissued as a 2-CD bonus-tracked deluxe edition

during the single worst winter I've ever experienced in my life. Like most single worst winters

anyone has ever experienced in their lives, it happened in Boston, a city that even in its best

moments can induce feelings of inexplicable claustrophobia and despair.

Underwater Moonlight is an album overflowing with paranoia and isolation, in ways that even

20 years later still make me uncomfortable, but those aspects were exaggerated even further by

the cracks and ruptures going on in my psyche at the time. It was so bad in there that after

having gotten nothing but straight A's and fawning reverence from my teachers for two years, I

not only missed a final exam, but then got thrown out of the make-up final for being a

smart-ass. He changed his mind when I responded by shrugging my shoulders, getting up, and

throwing my exam in the garbage. I was walking out the door when he changed his mind,

probably realizing he had gone too far (my smart-ass remark has been directed at him and two

visiting students who had been having a loud conversation next to me for nearly 10 minutes,

whereupon I raised my hand and said that if my test-taking was interrupting their conversation,

I'd be happy to go take it in a different room). I took his first amendment class a year later--he

was the only teacher who taught law. When he saw my name on the roll, he looked up at me in

shock and whispered, "You?" I got an A.

Like I said, my feelings about Underwater Moonlight are all out of proportion to the album itself,

which, despite its moments of dread and (insane) jealousy, is at its heart just a really great

power-pop album from a band in love with Beefheart and Barrett. That doesn't mean it isn't one

of the best such albums ever made by humans, because it is. It means I have never been able to



hear it with anything close to objectivity, and I still can't hear it that way today. I mean, I love

the second disc of rehearsal room outtakes as much as the actual album. Some days, I love

them even more, because they have a fragility to them that the album itself doesn't. They

sound isolated and exhausted. They sound unsure of themselves. They sound terrified of what

might happen if they leave the room. And as great as Underwater Moonlight is (and it is!),

there's something in this off-hand Roxy Music cover that feels so vulnerable and tenuous that

makes me afraid to breathe whenever I listen to it for fear that something will fall apart and

stop playing. At the very least, the way Robyn Hitchock sings "baby" shows the limits of Bryan

Ferry's persona, if not the limits of his humanity.

Note: One of my roommates, Eric Wallenstein, then a music writer for Boston's Weekly Dig, got

on the guestlist for the show and took me as his plus-one. The band seemed uninterested, and

if you've ever dreamed of seeing a dozen middle-age dudes punch the air and shout "I Want To

Destroy You!" then you definitely missed out, but it was sweet of him to take me and I've never

forgotten it. For what it's worth, I was able to gradually claw my way out of the depression and

darkness to once again become an overachieving student-writer whose teachers predicted great

success forthcoming in his future.

It probably goes without saying both these CDs skip like a meth addict trying to tell you why he

isn't able to pay the rent. Ah well. It costs more to buy a decent hamburger these days than I

paid for this.

The Soft Machine - Volumes One & Two

I think my problem with Roxy Music has always been that I heard Brian Eno's solo albums first,

and they gave me an inflated set of expectations that Roxy could never meet. Same thing with

The Soft Machine, who I didn't encounter until after diving deeply into Robert Wyatt's solo

career. So while The Soft Machine made fine trippy-goofy pinwheel music, nothing on these

albums has the emotional heft or soul of, say, Rock Bottom. In fact, it barely has any emotional

heft at all, just one cosmic giggle after the other. It's all fine enough for what it is, but there's

always part of my brain that keeps hearing what it isn't. Also doesn't help that my day-to-day

existence for the past seven years has been the opposite of drug-induced whimsy. Saving this

one for when I retire in the desert next to a dispensary, and eat marijuana pancakes soaked in

honey for breakfast every morning then go out on the patio to lie down and let the lizards

nibble at my toes.

Sonic Youth - Evol

I picked this up in 1994-ish, when all I knew of Sonic Youth were their major label albums and

Daydream Nation. This was different. Evol had nothing to do with skateboarders, cool

Hollywood filmmakers, grunge fashion or hipster irony. Evol was disturbing. It was darkness. It

was sickness. It was weird and scary, and at times beautiful. And as a person who regularly



found themselves back then in situations that were weird and scary and dark and sick--and yes

at times beautiful; remind me to tell you about the time I found all those cows wandering

outside my backdoor in Tecate and the friendly wave the vaquero gave me from his horse--this

album means more to me than all the other Sonic Youth albums.

My Evol cassette always scared the shit out of the late-night 7-11 customers in Jamul, which was

a good thing, given the kind of people who come into your 7-11 that time at night. They thought

they were badass motherfuckers because they were up past their bedtime buying cigarettes and

scratch tickets with all kinds of amphetic chemicals racing behind their eyes. But there was

nothing in their reality to prepare them for an underfed dude with a bad haircut reading

Shakespeare and listening to music that was a long way from ZZ Top or Brooks and Dunn, music

that sounded like an erotic nightmare, music that sounded like freedom. I wasn't getting paid

$5.25 an hour to work at 7-11; I was getting paid $5.25 an hour to listen to Evol. What job could

be better than that?

The liner notes Lisa Carver wrote for the DGC reissue--which is what I had then, and what I have

now--were nearly as inspiring as the music: "These songs say dreams are real. I can't think of a

finer guide than Evol for a young person just discovering the wide world. Here are songs of total

exploration, no positioning oneself on the dark side or the anti-dark side. Here are songs of total

freedom. Give them to your little sister on her birthday."

Sonic Youth - Hold That Tiger

This is a semi-official bootleg of a 1987 Chicago show that band buddy Byron Coley put out and I

was able to grab at Newbury Comics in Boston. It's got every song from Sister except the Crime

cover, as well as some winners from Evol and Bad Moon Rising. If Sister is, as I believe, the best

Sonic Youth album, it says a lot about how good this is that I decided to ditch Sister at some

point but hold onto this. I think that's what happened anyway. Maybe I only ever had Sister on

cassette and it got lost?

Whatever, this rules. I don't think it's possible to play it loud enough. Everything on here feels

out of control and exploding in so many shards of violent noise it's hard to believe only four

people are playing. When Lee forgets the words to Pipeline, it's only because he's singing as

intensely as I've ever heard him sing and everything around him is moving so fast. Helpfully, he

shouts "I FUCKED UP THE WORDS!" with such force that it's actually an improvement. Steve

Shelley's drumming is astounding. This is where you go to make a case for him being one of the

best rock drummers in history. What he does on Schizophrenia when the band emerges from

the Kim-sung breakdown around the 2:35 mark is breathtaking. It's like watching a flock of

migrating birds suddenly change direction all at once--if every bird was a different bright color

and singing songs of beauty and grace. And it is only one of many such moments from this

show. The versions of Tuff Gnarl and Stereo Sanctity run circles around the originals, and it's got



four Ramones covers as an encore that are an absolute conceptual blast. If you're a SY fan and

you haven't heard this, you definitely need to.

Sonic Youth - Daydream Nation

Originally bought this on cassette after hearing a live version of Eric's Trip on the Dirty Boots

maxi-single. While I had hung out a bit with Goo and Dirty, none of their stuff had hit me on a

visceral level until I heard Lee sing, "I can't see anything at all / All I see is me." That one line

suggested so much--egomania on one hand, all-consuming loneliness on the other. It suggested

someone pushing up against the limits of their own existence and coming up empty. Let's just

say I could relate.

When I brought Daydream Nation home ($7.99 on cassette from the Tower Records over by

SDSU) and put it on, I immediately dug the clear New Order groove on Teenage Riot, but then

the album descended into these murky labyrinthes of sound. Were these even songs? Was this

even music? I was living in a rented room this eccentric christian guy had built in his backyard. It

said "Gary the People's Painter" on the side of his truck, which was well-known in East County

because he would park it at the mall most days to advertise his love of Christ and his hatred of

Hillary Clinton. I was lying in my bed, with the door opened and these six-inch curtains blowing

in the breeze. I didn't care how strange this music was; it was beautiful. It reminded me a little

bit of the shoegaze stuff I had heard, but more dynamic and less of a wash.

Listening today, I can hear why the album was so confusing on first listen. Most of the songs

have these complicated, discordant structures, e.g. Cross The Breeze, which does this hazy,

arpeggiated intro before revving into a full-on Slayer-style assault. Listening on cassette, it was

especially hard to tell where one song ended and another began. But despite all that, I kept

listening because the guitars sounded so beautiful. These might be the best recorded guitars

I've ever heard. Like you could take any ten seconds of a song, put it on a loop, and just revel in

the setting sunlight violence for hours. In places, the guitar interplay is so pretty it reminds me

of the Grateful Dead, if that band were less into lope-along goof-boogie and actually, you know,

cared intensely about anything.

Daydream Nation is an album that not only rewards multiple listens, it practically requires them.

Thankfully the band grafted a concept onto this most prog-ish of albums to help steer you

through the abstraction. That concept can be reduced to "America Sure is Rapidly Becoming a

Shithole These Days." That theme hasn't aged a bit, though the Daydream has now become a

Dystopia. in the wake of post-9/11 paranoia and endless war, along with the transformation of

the working-class into wage slaves whose only purpose, societally speaking, is to generate more

wealth for the already-wealthy and provide a good rate-of-return for the boomer investor class

before they die in their duplex slum.

There was some talk in this series a while back about who is the greatest American band that

put out at least five albums (if you bring it back to four, probably VU). Listening to SY the last



few days, I can't believe I even considered R.E.M., who, when you compare Document or Green

to this, sound like corny, faux-hoedown college boys. So let's give the title to Sonic Youth.

Yesterday, I said Sister was their best album. Two days ago, I said Evol was my favorite. But I

think Daydream Nation is their greatest album. It's certainly Lee Renaldo's greatest album.

Given three songs here instead of his customary single song, he shines as a songwriter. Instead

of writing his standard song about a car crash, here (Hey Joni) he grafts cyberpunk alienation

onto Blonde On Blonde-style surrealism for lyrics that mystify, beguile and entertain. Future SY

albums would see him forced back to one song per album, and the band would suffer as a

result, given that his single song on both Goo and Dirty would prove to be those albums' finest

moments.

Sonic Youth - Dirty (Deluxe Edition)

Everyone in the music business thinks they're so fucking smart. Given how much luck it takes to

be successful, you'd hope people would understand that trying to predict the marketplace, or

act like you have some kind of secret formula, would be foolish, but they just can't help

themselves. This applies to the musicians as much as the label/marketing people. It's especially

frustrating because their secret formula always boils down to some variant on "make it more

like a thing that's already successful," which inevitably leads to "cover a song people already

know."

It's worth noting that one of SY's best-known songs is a Carpenter cover. As for Dirty, this was

the band's attempt to piggy-back off Nirvana's mainstream success in much the same way

Nirvana had piggy-backed off SY's underground success. They brought in the Nevermind

production/mixing guys even though Cobain couldn't stop talking shit about how much he

hated the sound of his multi-platinum album (it says here in the liner notes that Vig was initially

reluctant to do the album because the song structures didn't seem well thought-out--he was

right). They filmed a video with skateboarders and hot 20s something in it and tried to make

themselves look 10 years younger. Lee even donned an Adidas-type tracksuit with red Pumas

for the promo photos, only to end up looking like a geography teacher dressed like LL Cool J for

halloween. All Steve Buscemi "How do you do fellow kids" memeness aside, Dirty is a good

album. But it doesn't have any of the emotional directness that made Nirvana--let alone Pearl

Jam, STP, or even the Breeders--go platinum. It's impossible to imagine SY doing a song like

Where Did You Sleep with anything resembling the rawness and desperation Cobain brought to

it.

SY's theoretical side was one of their major strengths, but on Goo and Dirty you hear their

self-awareness become self-consciousness. They sound like they kind of want to go pop, but

kind of don't want to go pop. Either that, or they don't trust sing-song chorus anthem hooks (or

choruses altogether) enough to give themselves over completely. As a result, there's a reserve

in these records, not so much in the playing, which is great, as the singing, which can't even



muster the melodic directness of Sister or Daydream Nation's more accessible songs. Kim comes

the closest, but even when she rages, her growling has a thought-out quality to it that's more

hinged than un-. But her deadpan purr on Creme Brulee turns that disaffectedness into an

asset. This song has bewitched and beguiled and bemused me since I first heard it. If I had been

the head of DGC, I would have led with it as the single and hoped that the mystery would lure

people in. Instead, the band pushed the grungy stuff, a move that satisfied nobody, though I'm

surprised no smart-guy cratedigger has ever lifted that drum break at the end of 100%. There

are a lot of things to like about Dirty (Youth Against Fascism; Orange Rolls Angel's Spit; Sugar

Kane, Wish Fulfillment), but it's five or six songs too long and has no idea what it wants to be.

As SY continued, the band's music would get more and more insular and introverted, until by

the end of the decade it sounded like they wanted to disappear altogether. 2002's Murray

Street was a comeback of sorts, with songs that sounded like maybe they wanted to

communicate something to the listener. But the only ideas the band had left were all being

pulled from their past. Going forward, there would be no more experiments, no pianos, no

synth, no samples, no Timbaland-inspired deconstructions of time and space, just detuned

guitars over and over, a bunch of Claptons for the Branca generation. They would sound like

themselves, as if that were the only thing they could possibly imagine sounding like.

Sonic Youth - Screaming Fields of Sonic Love

This is a compilation DGC put out to promote DGC's reissue campaign of the band's pre-DGC

catalogue. It's more a sampler than a best-of, sequenced in backwards chronological order with

ads for each individual disc in the line notes. The two selections each from Sister and The

Whitey Album are so random and mindless that quibbling with them would be like arguing with

the shuffle function on your iPod. However, the comp does a pretty good job of cherry-picking

the best of the band's pre-EVOL stuff. So this ends up being one of those CDs that's too

disjointed and herky-jerky to ever want to listen to, but you don't want to get rid of it because

it's got some songs on it you couldn't replace.

Lucky for me I got it for free off some record club scamming. Here it is in its entirety if you want

to listen. Don't mind me saying the word 'fuck' on here all the time It's just me supporting the

power of women and using the power of man the way Kim tells us to on Flower. Ah, the value of

a CalArts education.

Sonic Youth - The Destroyed Room

Picked up this comp of Geffen-era b-sides and rarities when it came out, and goddamn if it isn't

a better listen than any of those albums were. It also features an extended version of the

extended version of The Diamond Sea, which is not only that period's finest song, but one of the

finest songs SY ever did, which means one of the finest songs ever done by anybody, which

means you should go hear it.



But the one I'm posting is the 10-minute instrumental opener. Fire Engine Dreams depicts, in its

escher-esque unending looping ascension, a wordless spiral of anxiety. More prosaically, it

sounds like if Can listened to No Wave. I can appreciate, and even respect, SY's major label-era

desire to participate in the culture. But it's worth remembering that there are other ways to

change the world besides standing in the center, and it's worth remembering that appearing on

the cover of Rolling Stone* is more likely to change the person on the cover than it is to change

the world.

The Destroyed Room is the sound of four extremely intelligent people making art--an art that,

because its creators had no ambition to see it participate in the marketplace, feels more free

and playful, less self-conscious, than what made it onto their albums. I've got nothing against

commercial market-based art, but as songwriters, Sonic Youth were no ABBA. I mean, in terms

of melody and joy, they weren't even Erasure. So The Destroyed Room throws all the band's 90s

commercialism in the backseat and lets the skronk and groove drive for 76 glorious minutes.

Then right at the end, they toss the He's So Fine/My Sweet Lord chord progression into the

singsong melody of The Diamond Sea, setting it up so they can obliterate it afterwards with

noise, like a cupcake sitting on the head of a nuclear reactor and here comes Sonic Youth with

their bow and arrow.

* - I'm aware SY never made it onto the cover, but they sure seemed willing and eager during

the first half of the 90s.

Sparks - Kimono My House

How could I not love Sparks? Has anyone ever written songs so simultaneously funny and

tragic? Sparks does Queen-like bombast better than Queen ever did, and complicated

time-signatures better than Rush ever did. Their lyrics also combine hilarity and pathos in ways

that Morrissey could only dream about.

Sparks are brilliant, but their brilliance is like that of a precociously gifted child. It's astonishing

at first, but their constant need for attention can be a little exhausting sometimes. Sparks crams

their songs, especially during this period, with so many hyperactive melodies and so many ideas

that sometimes I wish they'd slow down and chill out a little bit. That's definitely a problem on

Kimono My House, where the second half drags like the FBI trying to find a body at the bottom

of a river. This album gets all the glory, but I think their next album, Propaganda, is way better.

Sadly, all the rest of my Sparks is on vinyl, so this will be their only appearance in this series.

But This Town Ain't Big Enough For Both of Us is pure unbelievable magic from start to finish.

Heartbeat increasing heartbeat. And Amateur Hour might be even better. I mean, the second

verse balls up Philip Larkin and hits him all the way back into the second deck. "Girls grow tops

to go topless in / While we sit and count the hairs that blossom on our chins / Our voices

change at a rapid rate / I could start a song a tenor and then end as bass."



Weirdly, this reissue, which says "Island Masters" on the back--a reference to their record label,

not colonial plantations, though Island boss Chris Blackwell had connections to both--lists the

first song as "This Town Ain't Be Enough For Both of Us." With that kind of attention to detail,

it's no wonder the British Empire fell.

The Spinners - The Very Best of the Spinners

There's this lull in Athens that happens during its interminably long summer days, a three-hour

window between the time the stores close and when the clubs open, and I'm almost positive

Brigette and I picked this up in the discount bin at Best Buy on a long ago Friday night, back

when we used to cruise around on early Friday nights listening to Magic 102's 80s show, scarfing

down Krispy Kremes and coffee, and hitting the thrift stores.

I remember watching the Arsenio Hall Show one night, back when I was a teenager who spent

way too much time flipping through whatever garbage happened to be on TV. Aresenio's

introduction of the Spinners was uncharacteristically reverent and serious. I didn't recognize the

band name, but I recognized every single song they performed in their medley. The Spinners

crafted some of the greatest soul singles of the 1970s. Games People Play is not only a

masterpiece of formal invention, but it conveys the loneliness of city life in a way that makes

that loneliness seem romantic.

But no Spinners song sounds more romantic in their lifetime of romantic sounds than Could It

Be I'm Falling In Love, a song so filled with wonderment and love that it positively floats. My

favorite part of the song today isn't the high "eee" right before the chorus like it usually is.

Today, I keep going back to the ad-libbing on the outro, and the image of the singer walking with

his heart in his hands. It's a gruesome image if taken literally, closer to disembowelment than

any conventional notion of love. But I picture the singer so overflowing with love that he can't

contain it. And if you walked past him on the street and gave him a friendly nod, he would hold

his heart out for you to see, with a big goofy smile on his face as if to say, "Can you believe this?

Can you believe how happy I am?" Which, coincidentally, is the feeling you experience when

driving around with Brigette Adair Herron on a warm Friday night with glazed sugar on your

mouths and Kim Wilde singing an old song on the radio about the kids in America.

Squeeze - Singles: 45's & Under

Got this for $1 at a thrift store in Hilton Head. We had gone there because the Motel 6 had $40

rooms, and we thought it would be fun. Unfortunately it also meant being surrounded by so

much inconsiderate inherited wealth and stupidity that I remember Brigette, normally the

epitome of an ethically-focused life, feeling a sudden urge to shoplift. She was able to resist the

temptation, but the fact she ever considered it speaks volumes about the moral cesspools that

line the Carolina coast. The beach sucked too. One of the drawbacks of spending 13-ish years in



southern California is pretty much every other beach in the country feels underwhelming and

sad by comparison.

But we did get this Squeeze CD, which may be the finest greatest hits comp ever assembled in

terms of providing value for your money. These 12 songs are, in my mind, not only the 12 finest

songs Squeeze ever recorded, they're the only 12 Squeeze songs you really ever need--though if

you ever see Argybargy or East Side Story for super cheap, you won't regret picking them up.

And everyone needs these Squeeze songs in your life. Each one of these is total perfection,

some of the finest Beatlesque pop ever recorded, with melodies and lyrics that are endlessly

memorable and evocative, as well as packed with enough fun to make a long drive home feel

like minutes.

Lead Squeeze singer Glen Tilbrook has never gotten enough credit for the way he wraps his

voice around these songs. He really knows how to climb inside a melody and push the meaning

across in a way that's really subtle. Listen to how he phrases "If you ever see her / Say hello

goodbye girl" at the end of the verse and feel your heart break all over again.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes three at once if we're dealing with Stereolab.

Stereolab - Peng!

Stereolab - Not Music

Stereolab - Oscillations from the Anti-Sun

I'm sure one day there will be a time and place where I become a Stereolab fan. I thought for

sure it would happen when I moved to Boston, with its urbane setting of hardwood floors, brick

sidewalks and big parks. I thought maybe it would happen after I moved to Athens, with its

humid stoned cicada pulsating summers. But after all these years, Stereolab still bores me. In his

14th Dream Song, John Berryman wrote that his mother told him when he was a boy that to be

bored "means you have no inner resources." So let it be said that I have no inner resources. I

paid $5 for Oscillations, a 3-CD/1-DVD set that was probably priced that cheap because the third

disc was, according to our car's CD player yesterday, unreadable.

Of the two Stereolab songs--the chilled-out motorik one and the chilled-out lounge one--I prefer

the former. But even that one sounds like Sister Ray remade to be appropriate for wine bars and

places that serve $12 sandwiches. I understand Stereolab's lyrics are anti-capitalist or

something, but I've never been able to understand a single word of a Stereolab song. It's worth

pointing out that Stereolab was the favorite band of a friend of a friend of mine at University of

Virginia. After graduating, he moved to NYC to be a rich investment banker, so it's a good bet he

didn't catch the lyrics either.

I can enjoy Stereolab for a song or two, but halfway into an album I always find myself

wondering how much longer we've got to go. I never take these off the shelf except to see if

today will be the today that I finally become a lover of Stereolab, but for over 20 years now, the



answer has been a sighing sadly resigned no. Every song has the same melody, every song is

compressed within an inch of its life, chord changes always arrive at the same glacial pace. Back

when my friend Mike used to screen bootleg t-shirts, he gave me a Stereolab one while we were

hanging out. I had to stop wearing it in public because middle-age dudes would get

super-excited when they saw it, and I felt bad for not being able to meet their enthusiasm even

slightly halfway. It was a cool shirt. This song's fine enough (Wow and Flutter), but even it has a

flying-first-class VIP feel to it that makes me want to throw mud at them and fuck up their

expensive vintage equipment.

The Stone Roses - The Stone Roses

Given how much pleasure and joy music gives us you'd think we'd spend more time talking

about pleasure and joy when we talk about music, especially when you think about how hard it

is to find pleasure and joy in everyday life which is a thing I hope you are thinking about. Instead

we too often try to attach some kind of quasi-objective value to our subjective pleasures,

maybe because we fear that saying something like this music makes me deliriously happy won't

make us sound as smart as we'd like to sound when communicating with others and we all like

to think of ourselves as the kind of people who say things that sound smart. So instead we fall

back on stories of personal experiences that are even more subjective than talking about that

happy delirious feeling, or we try to use seemingly objective ideas like influence or success or

importance or the artist's personal circumstance or we say things like I met them at a show and

they were nice or I shared a bus ride with their tour manager this one time and he didn't spit on

me when we all know through our own personal histories of love and loss that there is nothing

you can say and no rational appeal to get someone to love something or someone they aren't

capable of for whatever reason loving.

But I think if we're going to try to justify our liking of something by using in-depth

explanations--which is a fun intellectual game to play but all too often leads to hurt feelings on

the part of at least one participant in the conversation, given that ultimately when we talk

about music we're talking about love--we should first and foremost (or even fore and firstmost)

talk about how happy it makes us. Maybe we don't know why. Maybe we think it's because of

the way the singer sings it, or the way the drummer drums it. The reasons we say we like

something might even be wrong, or too embarrassing to share in public. But I think we could

use more embarrassment in public, or at least less fear of embarrassment. I mean even if saying

I like this because I like it is a tautology, of all the -ologies in the world, surely tautologies are the

least malignant.

I like The Stone Roses because it makes me deliriously happy. It is an album so euphoric and

fuelled by joy that the late 80s UK ecstasy acid-house culture accepted it as one of their own

even though this didn't sound like anything at all like house music simply because it was so

ecstatic to listen to that it felt like being on ecstasy.



Some reasons that sound objective but are still subjective: The Stone Roses features the last

great rock band rhythm section to ever come out of the UK. The drummer is so good that you

can judge the full extent of John Squire's cocaine abuse by his eventual decision to kick him out

of the band. And by the way, given the amount of illicit chemicals he has voluntarily put into his

body over the years, Ian Brown's fear of vaccines is even more ridiculous than most anti-vax

positions.

The chorus of Made of Stone is an anthem of pure sun-drenched psychedelic joy. No militaristic

bombast, no pumping fists, just a big stupid grin on my face and still 30 years later my brain

wondering how anything so simple can possibly feel this good. I think it's because the music is

constantly descending while the vocal melody is constantly ascending but there's no magic in a

sentence like that and I'm reluctant to attach an idea so prosaic and dull to music of such

shimmering euphoria.

[Scott comment: I get the whole art/artist dilemma people struggle with. My feeling is we

shouldn't negatively judge people who can't separate the art from the artist, but also shouldn't

judge people who can. At least in cases where the art isn't itself reprehensible. I also feel that,

as much as I value the quality of my liberal arts education, there wasn't anything on the

curriculum that gives me any kind of authority to be some kind of moral arbiter about what kind

of culture people should be allowed to consume.]

The Stone Roses - Turns Into Stone

The Stone Roses - The Complete Stone Roses

There's this UK tradition of bands putting out great b-sides (back when singles were a physical

thing you bought as opposed to an individual track you streamed, the front-and-back-ness of

the record meant you had to put something on the other side and so there were these songs

called b-sides). This tradition is so deeply embedded in British music that it created this kind of

ego flex where bands would release some of their best songs as a b-side just to show how

bad-ass they were. As a result, any clickbait list of THE BEST B-SIDES OF ALL TIME is going to be

dominated by UK bands like Beatles, Jam, Smiths, Oasis, Suede, etc.* And because UK bands

also love to honor a long tradition of not including singles on their albums, it gives record

companies a chance to put together full-length compilations that almost inevitably end up

leaving something out.

So The Stone Roses, a band that only released two albums (and most people have agreed to try

and collectively will away the existence of the second one) have not one, but two compilations

of non-album material. You would think, given the title, that The Complete Stone Roses would

actually be complete, but it's part of yet another UK tradition where you label a compilation

"complete" or "total" when it is obviously apparent to any fan that it most definitely is nol.

Turns Into Stone came out first, and it includes five songs not on The Complete Stone Roses--the

extended version of Elephant Stone, Simone, and the full-length versions of Fools Gold, One



Love and Something's Burning. However, Complete does contain the band's earliest singles that

didn't make it onto Turns Into Stone. Sometimes they're painfully early (So Young), and

sometimes they're absolutely essential (Sally Cinnamon). So as with most compilations like this,

if you're a fan of the band you end up having to buy both.

Fun fact: I once found The Stone Roses debut album and the Sally Cinnamon import 12-inch in

the same dollar bin at a record store on El Cajon Blvd. This would have been in 1994, around the

time of The Great Southern California Vinyl Selloff that happened in the risde of compact discs.

In Dec 2002, I sold nearly all of my record collection because I was moving cross-country and got

a little over $500 for it. I'd probably get several thousand for it now. If I could go back in time, I

wouldn't kill baby Hitler, I'd buy all the 25-cent copies I used to see of Fleetwood Mac's

Rumours and pay off my student loans.

Many Stone Roses b-sides featured backward versions of the single track, suggesting these Clash

fans had a deep love for side six of Sandinista, but others were as good as anything on the

album. I've never been a huge fan of Fools Gold. As the first 'acid house' song I ever heard, I was

confused how sounding like The Ojays was an exciting new breakthrough in music (evidence in

the comments). But I'll be damned if there aren't a half-dozen songs on here that are just some

of the most beautiful pop-rock sugar nuggets I've ever heard. The Stone Roses genius was

blending The Monkees with Can, or maybe The Byrds with Led Zeppelin. Their downfall was

having no idea how they got there and no idea where to go to next, which is its own kind of

beauty and sadness, and only adds to the mystery of their music. Mersey Paradise is the

happiest song you've ever heard about dark black pits, murder, drowning and eating sand. So

maybe a combination of Herman's Hermits and Appalachian folk songs? That's also brilliant.

And coming from such a bunch of non-brilliant people, I think they may have been the

proverbial monkey at the typewriter who accidentally typed out Hamlet.

* - The handful of great US b-sides tend to be one-offs in an artist's career, rather than the

product of a consistent ethos.

[Scott comment: US practitioners of decent b-sides include Prince, Nirvana, Springsteen, and

weirdly, Weezer and Smashing Pumpkins, both of whom put out b-sides that crushed most of

their best-known stuff.] [Later in the comments I say I disqualified the Pixies for being too

English.] [Me responding to a comment about Weezer: The last thing I want to do is defend

Rivers Cuomo, and I haven't listened to Pinkerton in 20 years, but it always struck me as more of

a nervous-breakdown help-I'm-out-of-control album. I mean it ends with a song (the one about

butterflies) that's hard to hear as anything other than a piece of self-loathing. And I've always

heard his subsequent material as a refusal to expose himself emotionally after the naked flop of

Pinkerton. Anyway, I think people gave him too much credit at one point, and so now they feel

embarrassed and try to overcorrect--like a lot of people do with stuff when they were young.

But I think a lot of times the embarrassment has more to do with the person looking back on



themselves as an adolescent than the work in question--see Beat writers, Donnie Darko, and

god knows how many other examples.

Also, if we're worried about toxic fragile incels, early Jonathan Richman makes me so

uncomfortable at times I want to get a restraining order against him on behalf of whoever he's

singing about. But I still listen to him anyway, because loneliness, yearning, and sexual

frustration are universal experiences that are worthy subjects of art. Probably worth noting that

the people who turned me onto Weezer and Pinkerton were women.]

The Stooges - The Stooges

It says something about The Stooges, or maybe it says something about the loyalty of the bikers

and meth-heads who made up most of their SoCal fanbase back in the day, that in 30 years of

browsing record shops, I have never ever not once seen a Stooges album in the discount bin.

Like, I have found Young Marble Giants, Love, Modern Lovers, Gang of Four and Cocteau Twins

in the dollar bin, but I've never come within sniffing distance of The Stooges. As a result, I never

heard them until about 10 or 12 years ago when Brigette got me into them.

Aside from the next Stooges album, nobody's ever unleashed any better wah-wah snarl than

this. It's important for us to remember, as important as something as ephemeral as

music-listening can be anyway, to remember that the two most influential rock bands of the

70s--The Stooges and the Velvet Underground--were dismissed as jokes when they existed. They

were called inept. They were laughed at, criticized, and didn't come close to getting played on

the radio or appearing on American Bandstand. And yet, and yet, their music of enduring

strength and beauty continues to endure. I wish someone would write a song about 2021 and

call it 2021. That's some visionary shit right there. Iggy's lyrics are half zen koan and half

bathroom graffiti, and everyone knows I Wanna Be Your Dog is not only the first of many Wanna

songs to come, but is also one of the greatest christmas songs because if you've got sleigh bells

on your song then it means Santa is on his way.

The Stooges - Fun House

As the person who wrote the line, "All genres are bullshit," in the forthcoming co-written UGA

Press book about the B-52s (out Fall 2021, Covid willing), I'm not comfortable calling Fun House

the greatest/best rock album of all-time/today/this week. It would take ages to define what

"rock" even means, and you could spend an entire book merely defining your terms. So let's just

say that Fun House embodies some Platonic (the philosopher, not the sexless) ideal of rock and

leave it at that.

I've got nothing against drum machines or computers. I've had good times with both, and I hope

there are enough examples in this series of sequenced/programmed music so that it's obvious I

value the repetition and trance-inducing aspects of electronics at least as much as the physical

collective feel thing you get from a group of humans playing all at once in a room. And I find the



cliche that drum machines are sub-optimal, or even sub-human to be offensive. I've dipped

enough toes into the music world to have met plenty of musicians--to say nothing of

label/PR/promoter people--who barely qualify as human themselves. I mean, say what you

want to about a drum machine, but it's not going to sexually assault anyone and it always shows

up on time.

But I don't think there's ever been a band as physically and psychically connected as The

Stooges were on Fun House. The violence with which they attack the chorus of Down On The

Streets, that little hesitation before they come in on the scream, is something you can't do with

machines. There's an eternity in that hesitation that is absolutely thrilling. Back when my barista

tenure at Jittery Joe's was approaching its end, I used to play this so loud at 6am before the

store opened that it would make the windows vibrate. I could tell you stories about the

treatment of employees at Jittery Joe's and Hendershots, through 2015 anyway, that would

make your toes curl, or at least make you not feel guilty at all for getting your coffee at Dunkin

Donuts or Starbucks.

But this post is ostensibly about music, not fair labor practices, so let's just say that I can't think

of any band that ever raged as perfectly and groovefully as The Stooges do here. And I can't

think of any band that squeezed so much freedom and chaos and joy and frustration and sex

and sweat onto an album as The Stooges managed to do on Fun House. And I didn't even get to

talk about that last verse on Loose where it sounds like everything is flying and dangerous and

then it goes into TV Eye which is even faster and everything on here is such a negation of

everything that when it's over you wonder why anyone ever listens to anything else and why

kids under 25 want to dress like their parents and act like their parents by having boring

conversations about shopping and food and worship Jesus and listen to Fleetwood Mac and

Phoebe Bridgers and Car Seat Headrest and the Eagles and St. Vincent as if premature sensible

middle-age calcification were something to gleefully charge into with a smile rather than kick it

in the nuts and run for your goddamn life when there is so much goddamned pleasure to be had

simply in being irreverently alive and trying to find other signs of life all around you.

Iggy and the Stooges - Raw Power

This one's supposed to be good, but it's always bored me to tears. Cool cover though.

Straitjacket Fits - Straitjacket Fits

I had this friend I used to go to shows with back in the early 90s when I first started to going to

shows. He started doing this thing where he would go and buy the opening band's album

regardless of whether they were any good or not. So he owned cassettes by Phranc (opened for

Morrissey), E (Tori Amos), Gregg Tripp Band (I have no idea), and probably a couple of others I

can't remember. But when we saw The La's play to maybe 100 or so people at SDSU's Backdoor

Theatre, Straitjacket Fits were the opener and so he bought their most recent album, Melt.



None of these albums were great, or even particularly good, but they always had a song or two

that was decent. And once it became a thing that he did, it became a thing that he had to keep

doing because the joke got funnier as it continued--to the point where we'd be at a show

watching the opener and be looking at him cracking up because we knew he was going to have

to buy it later.

Many years and lifetimes after this, I was diving deeply into New Zealand music and saw

Straitjacket Fits on a Flying Nun comp. 'Hey, I saw those guys back in 1991!' my brain said to

itself. So when I saw this compilation at Wuxtry for $7.99, I picked it up. Straitjacket Fits

combined elements of Flying Nun pop stuff with elements of shoegaze with elements of early

90s alterna-rock that most of the time managed to be way less than the sum of its parts. They

did manage to scatter a half-dozen or so good songs across several albums, but unfortunately,

because this is a CD, there are 16 songs on here. And I've never once listened to this all the way

through without wishing we were all the way through it long before we reached the end. It

probably didn't help the band that the pretty one wrote most of their songs, but the

bespectacled nerd who only contributed a couple of songs per album wrote the best melodies.

She Speeds is probably the best thing on here. It's got a bridge to absolutely swoon for, so much

so that the band decides to repeat that part over and over as the song's ending instead of the

"She speeds" chorus.

As for my friend, he left El Cajon after high school to attend the University of Pennsylvania on an

ROTC scholarship. I imagine it wasn't much fun being a military guy on an Ivy campus, as every

time we've reconnected since he left town, he became less and less the kind of guy who won

art scholarships, preached forgiveness and compassion, and once smuggled a tape recorder into

a Morrissey show by wedging it between his butt cheeks, and more and more the kind of guy

who believed in America, the war, the military and DJT--not necessarily in that order. But then,

most ideological beliefs are as much a matter of necessity and circumstance as anything else, so

I try not to judge him too harshly. We've had some nice conversations in the DMs though,

mostly around the subject of, "Do you remember that time we....?" Yes, I remember all of it,

Eric. I remember all of it fondly. And given everything we had to walk through, it's a miracle

either of us are able to think clearly about anything at all.

The Strokes - Is This It

Yes, they ruined the next 20 years (and counting) of UK indie guitar bands who ripped off their

music (Franz Ferdinand, Arctic Monkeys), their fashion sense and drug use (Libertines), and the

privilege of their inherited wealth (everyone else). Yes, the naked ass on the UK version of this

album was the closest a woman was going to get to appearing on a Strokes album. Yes, the first

time I heard the band on The Modern Age EP, I couldn't stop laughing at the shamelessness and

the substancelessness of the Velvets/Modern Lovers imitation.



And yes, I was initially skeptical when my closest Boston friend Alex Gang played me the import

version and told me how great it was after I had just gotten back from a six-week cross-country

poetry tour late in the summer of 2001. I was shocked that Alex, as passionate a VU and

Modern Lovers fan as I've ever known, was listening to such derivative nonsense. He just said

that it was fun, and it made him happy when he listened to it, and he really liked the line about

the singer's fears coming to him in threes. So I listened some more, and eventually I recognized

the album for what it was (a fantastic pop album) instead of getting hung up on how it fell short

of what people were calling it (the next new big rock breakthrough thing). But then, since the

first day I met him, Alex has always had a gift for cutting through thick forests of irrelevant

bullshit with a razor-sharp scythe and getting quickly and hilariously to the point.

And so this album is inextricably wrapped up in my memories of that last year-and-a-half in

Boston, which means 9/11 and its gory aftermath, working in a record store, and throwing

myself into all kinds of unhealthy situations. And while I couldn't relate to the Stroke boys'

inherited wealth--they also created a trend in "indie" music where the only subjects worth

writing about were the insustainability of one's relationships and the challenges of navigating a

future of endless options because work isn't a concern for you the oblivious inheritor of

wealth--I could relate very well to their songs of frustration and exhaustion brought about by a

lifestyle of chemical and physical decadence. The Strokes is an album about living in a big city

and being young and excited and in love with everything while also being a little bit stupid. And

I had the good luck to be all of that stuff (and more, and less) in the fall of 2001.

It also helped that the songs were catchy, fun and got better each time you listened to them.

The arrangements are brilliant, and the way the different instruments wrap around each other

in a way where each part compliments the other but allows all of it to exist individually in space

borders on the genius. And then there's the endless rising melody lines of Hard to Explain, a

song that still feels like being strapped to a rocketship powered by cotton candy and lust and

shot into the sun.

The Strokes - Room On Fire

Theory time: Room On Fire is every bit as good as the band's debut album, and in many ways is

even better, but its greatness (or goodness) is undercut by the poor song titles and poor

sequencing. I'm not saying a song title has to appear somewhere in the lyrics, but if you're going

to go the artsy enigmatic route you have to do better than giving your songs titles like What

Ever Happened, or Reptilia, or Automatic Stop, or 12:51, or The Way It Is (not a Bruce Hornsby

cover).

It's possible the speed the Strokes were moving at during this time (both temporal and cocal)

affected their decision-making process. There's a story in the NYC early 21st century music

scene oral history book where Julian Casablancas and a music writer (I think Marc Spitz RIP)

bring a couple of girls back to Julian's place and he just plays the advance cassette of Room On



Fire over and over again asking the journalist if it's any good. Which is one of those stories that's

just too sad for words. I'm pretty sure there was coke involved that evening as well. Anyway,

pretty much everything they did after this would be a damp piffle-squid, and if there is a lesson

to be learned from the stories of bands like Oasis, the Strokes, Dylan, etc. (to say nothing of

writers like Kerouac, Hunter S. Thompson, etc.) it's that setting your brain synapses on fire may

get you some great results in the short run, but if you do it to the point where your grey matter

starts getting charbroiled black, you're going to spend the rest of your creative life wandering

through a fog.

But this song is so good I can almost convince myself it was worth it, though I can't help

wondering if the members of the band would agree with me. It seems like a no-brainer to make

a song called The End Has No End the last song on your album, especially when it's the greatest

song The Cars never wrote (more wistful), the greatest song The Go-Gos never wrote (more

frowning). It might even be the greatest song Roxy Music never wrote (more angry). Every time I

listen to Room On Fire, I'm always surprised there's another song after this one, and I'm always

disappointed it isn't as good as the one I just heard.

Suede - Suede

I ordered a lot of weird stuff through the record store in Americus, Ga., but the only thing that

made the owner physically uncomfortable was when he sold me this on cassette the day it

came out. He had many questions about the cover, questions I couldn't answer and whose

answers didn't seem all that important. To me, the gender and sexual ambiguity not only wasn't

a problem, it was a selling point.

I first heard Suede on a free cassette included with a Melody Maker I picked up at a Tower

Records in Annapolis, Maryland while driving back to Americus from Philadelphia. The tape had

Moving on it, and both the music and its genderbent hypersexuality sounded incredibly exciting.

The album was even better. Songs like Animal Nitrate possessed a swagger and a beauty that

had all but vanished from US alternative radio in the wake of Nirvana, Pearl Jam, etc.

Unfortunately, there was no place for a band like Suede in this new landscape dominated by the

likes of Stone Temple Pilots and Red Hot Chili Peppers and Sheryl Crow and Blind Melon. The

alternative radio I grew up on in the late 1980s had been a place that amplified all kinds of

exciting non-hetero, non-male, non-guitar, and non-American voices. It was also a far more

feminine and queer space that the US college radio of its time. But after 1992, with a handful of

exceptions, US alternative radio became flooded with testosterone and boredom and American

hyperliteralism and money from major labels who had found a new way to break rock bands. As

a person who has an easier time relating a song like The Drowners than a song like Suck My Kiss,

this metamorphosis felt like a tragedy.

I want to post my favorite song from this era, but I also want to post the album cover, and YTube

isn't going to let me do both. So I'll put My Insatiable One in the comments. It has a not-nice



word in it, but I won't think you're a not-nice person for listening to it. I like this album and the

incredible b-sides associated with it more than any of the Bowie stuff that so obviously

influenced it. I know that qualifies as some kind of musical heresy, but with music being so

ephemeral and subjective, who is anyone to create a rulebook for what we should be able to

love and how we should love it.

This is a 2-CD/1-DVD set that gets it right--album and demos on disc one, b-sides and extra

tracks on disc two, and a dvd with the videos and live performances.

Suede - Dog Man Star

I guess technically this CD is by The London Suede since that’s what it says on the cover. In all

the "Tips On How To Be a Successful Band" articles I've ever read, not one of them has ever

mentioned "Check to see if anybody else is already recording under that name." I've also never

seen "Have access to large amounts of inherited wealth," which might be even more important.

But of all the bands who ever had to amend their name for the US market, no band ever came

up with anything worse than The London Suede--not even the Charlatans UK, which I always

intentionally said as "The Charlatans Suck" (they don't).

Between the name change and bringing the Cranberries along as the opener on their initial US

tour, Suede never had a chance in America. It turned out people here much prefer the opening

band's straightforward earnest normalcy against the headliners' dramatic anthems of

bitchiness. Like the saying goes, accountants have terrible taste--I mean there's no accounting

for taste.

Given the choice between being doormats in America or chart gods at home (and, weirdly, it

looks like also in Scandinavian countries), Suede chose to hole up in London and produce an

album even more dramatic and dark and ambitious. Singer Brett Anderson decided Bowie's

Station to Station writing method--shitloads of powdered drugs coupled with as much sex as

possible--sounded pretty good to him, and in 1994 London there were plenty of both available

to him. Though even Bowie at his most purply-prosey never got close to the lunatic gibberish of

"Dog man star took a suck on a pill / And stabbed a cerebellum with a curious quill." Guitarist

Bernard Butler shared neither Anderson's chemical or carnal ambitions (the partnership would

split before the album came out), but he had more than enough musical ambition, and began

churning out so many slow five-minute-plus broadway-style ballads it makes you wonder if he

thought the band's label had them on an hourly wage.

Despite all that, Suede might have pulled it off if it weren't for the now-dominant compact disc

format allowing you to put 60 minutes of music on here and at least two too many downcast

meandering ballads of melodrama (melodrama here is an understatement; maybe hyperdrama?

magnidrama?). Dog Man Star comes charging out of the gate with its cool weird title track

followed by a one-two punch of the angry apocalyptic We Are the Pigs and the power-poppy

Heroine (it's a double entendre! get it!). The former song is one of the best things they ever did.



It's angry, anti-authoritarian, and evokes a vision of a UK police-state dystopia that was eerily

prescient.

But as the album continues, it starts to wear out its welcome like--well, like a drug addict who

shows up at your apartment at 2am and won't stop talking a bunch of loud meaningless bullshit

that even they don't fully understand. Which, at this point in their lives, is what Suede had

pretty much turned into. They would get a replacement guitarist and chase Britpop #1 hitsville

glory for the rest of the decade. On occasion, they might produce a song or two you'd want to

listen to more than one time, but never a song you'd want to listen to more than a dozen.

The Sugarcubes - Life's Too Good

I've read enough music writing over the years to know that only a tone-deaf brain-dead asshole

would prefer the Sugarcubes to Bjork's solo work. But here I am forced to admit that I am

exactly that type of asshole. And while I adore Bjork's first album, Debut--which I used to always

pronounce as "da butt" because I am also that type of asshole as well--I still think this is the

most fun and exciting album she's ever been a part of. I'm also the type of asshole who finds her

critically-acclaimed late 90s work almost unspeakably dull. But then I'm also the kind of asshole

who notices that when critics start writing about an artist's incredible singing voice, the singer

almost immediately stops writing songs with catchy melodies and instead spends most of their

time showing off their vocal dexterity and idiosyncrasies rather than, you know, singing the

song.

I'm also the type of dumb asshole who thinks Einar, Bjork's vocal counterpart here, is a source

of the band's srength, because his role is to show up whenever the energy starts to lag and

inject some life into the proceedings, even if it means playing the fool. As a result, LIfe's Too

Good feels like an album overflowing with energy, ideas, and life. It's free and messy and glad to

be here. By comparison, Bjork's later more-acclaimed albums sound pinched, overserious and

trying way too hard to be appreciated when all I want to do is love. Sometimes I'm just wrong

about everything, but I guess that's the price you pay for being a dumb asshole. I also think her

acting performance in Dancer in the Dark is heartrippingly good, though it'll be a cold day in

helvetica before I ever watch that act of creative sadism again.

Birthday is the obviously stunning gem on here, with its fantastically surreal lyrics, but

Motorcrash embodies the spirit and lack-of-controlness I love about this album. I thought about

posting Fucking In Rhythm And Sorrow--another song I like a lot--but it just seemed lke pushing

the asshole schtick a little too far.

Sun City Girls - Carnival Folklore Resurrection Vol. 14: Static From the Outside Set

"From the mobile unit mothership of abduction studios, hovering somewhere off the map of

consensus reality, good evening, and welcome to the Sun City Girls radio network. I'm your host,

Mexican film legend, Hunting Floss." So begins this CD, an assemblage of weirdness created for



BBC Lancashire's On the Wire Radio by Sun City Girls--a Phoenix-based bunch of freakboys who

made some of the freest stuff you ever want to hear. Static From the Outside Set contains

beautiful avant noise/world/jazz/folk music interspersed with minute-long random radio dial

twistings and essay commentaries that start off sounding like your standard Art Bell-style

conspiracy paranormal stuff before swerving into some breathtakingly acute societal analysis.

So Sacrifice in the USA opens with your standard satanic panic cult scare stuff before heading

into a theory that the military is also a cult that sacrifices children in order to gain power, and

that capitalism is a cult that sacrifices children in order to gain power, and that all of US society

is a death cult that feeds on the blood of others in order to maintain its strength. That this

message is conveyed through a vibe of fun and insane hilarity is what makes the album crack

snapple and pop even in its more placid moments.

This was self-released in a limited edition of 1000 and apparently goes for $20 on the

intertubes. I grabbed it for a few bucks at our local record store many years, and I can offer my

own personal testimonial that if you wake up morning feeling like you're trapped in some kind

of rut--in your creativity, in your job, in your life, in your existence on the planet--that this CD

will loosen you right up, liberate your consciousness, and allow you to see what Patti Smith

called "the sea of possibilities." Too many times we view our lives as a tunnel, and Sun City Girls

can turn your perspective into a planetarium as surely as any psychotropic excursion. And it's

available on Bandcamp for $10.

Diana Ross and the Supremes - 20 Greatest Hits

The greatest singles artists of the 60s, which means probably the greatest singles artists of all

time. Calling them a girl group is like calling the Beatles a merseyside beat combo. This Motown

CD I picked it up for a couple of bucks at Goodwill sounds like crap (thin & overtrebled, and the

volume occasionally drops for a couple of seconds in places ), it has an ugly cover, it isn't

completely chronologica;. It omits The Happening and Nothing But Heartaches while adding a

couple of pointless post-Diana songs, and yet it still makes me sigh and swoon the whole way

through.

This could never replace my 3-LP Anthology set, but there hasn't been a sonic medium yet

invented that could make these songs sound bad. The Supremes are one of those rare musical

things that were both very, very popular and were also very, very good. And so when their

music is playing on a clear spring day, I can look out my window and convince myself for an hour

or so that the world is a just place, that if you make something so obviously bright and beautiful

and dramatic and groovy the world will gladly pay money to be able to experience that feeling

again and again. And why wouldn't they, with melodies like I Hear a Symphony and You Can't

Hurry Love that just keep ascending and ascending until by the end you're up in the sky looking

down at god.



Diana Ross is able to convey so much drama without ever raising her voice above the volume of

a reasonable coo that it feels absolutely shocking when she shouts the opening line of Love Is

Like An Itching In My Heart, "The LOVE bug has bitten me," snapping off the word bitten like it's

a dead branch hanging from a tree after a storm. The rest of the song is a rush of desperate

circular electricity that keeps getting more intense every time it starts a new verse, the singer

trapped in a cycle of blocked desire that fades out when the song reaches its end because a love

like this, a love that makes you want to open up your body and scratch yourself into relief, is a

love that can never end.

Swell Maps - A Trip to Marineville

The Swell Maps specialized in two types of songs: short, concise spasms of shambolic

power-punk-pop and long meditative uncannily Canny explorations of sonic space. Even though

they were great at both, Swell Maps never really combined these two impulses, and so they just

sort of occupy different spaces on their records. Which is super fine with me, but it's given

critics fits over the years who, thinking a critic's job is akin to library-style indexing and

arranging, prefer a band to straightforwardly do a single thing that's easy to explain. Whenever

bands refuse to do this, it's usually taken as a sign of sloppiness in both their music and their

thinking, and so what is actually open-minded eclecticism all too often gets dismissed as an

exasperating refusal to be serious. So even though Swell Maps could write fun pop songs like

the Buzzcocks and craft soundscapes like all those Germans from the early 70s, and even

though they did this with a lack of pretension and as much enthusiasm for exploring the

possibilities of a recording studio as Wire or PiL ever did, they tend to occupy a place *over

there* in the critical pantheon and so can never be praised without several qualifiers being

attached to that praise. Lucky for them they didn't have any women in the band, or Swell Maps

would have been taken even less seriously and been even more misunderstood.

Naturally, I think everything about A Trip to Marineville is wonderful and liberating, one of those

albums that never stops offering up new things for you to hear and new ways to hear them. I

like their next album, Jane From Occupied Europe, even better (that one's on vinyl). My favorite

song this week is Midget Submarine for the way it builds into a glorious cacophony, and how its

compressed snare drum feels like an Unknown Pleasures that you can hug like a fuzzy little bear

even if occasionally you find yourself having to dodge its needle-like teeth.

Talk Normal - Sunshine

There are many reasons why I stopped writing about music on a regular basis for public

consumption--the abuse, the death threats, deliberately being misunderstood and slandered by

professional critics, the likely negative effect my writing had on the band I played in, and all this

while writing for free. Like, there has to be a better way to not make a living, right? But the most

frustrating thing was that whatever influence I had only ran in one direction. It was only my



criticisms of buzzbands that ever went viral. I couldn't take something unpopular and make it

popular, or as popular as I thought it deserved to be. If I could have turned Talk Normal into

stars, if I could have gotten Santigold on Top 40 radio, if...so many ifs, it would have been worth

all the abuse in the world.

I can assure anyone reading this that there was so much great music released between 2011

and 2016, music that was vital and alive, and spoke to what it was like to be alive during that

time with shards of noise, rivers of melody, and more fierce intelligence than you can shake a

stick at (if that's your idea of a good time). You very likely never got to hear most of it, because

the system that has brought you cool hip music from the underground for the past decade-plus

is disgustingly broken and corrupt. Though given the fact that popular music is one of the few

art forms where success often involves dying young and/or developing all kinds of debilitating

addictions, maybe there's something to be said for anonymity, deserved or otherwise.

Anyway, here's an excerpt from what I wrote about this album back in 2012, an album I liked so

much I went out and bought it:

"A band name born out of parental admonishment, Talk Normal is two young women who

sound like they’re having the time of their life. This is not to suggest the album is fun. There are

no giggles, no smugness, no complacency, no coyness to be found on Sunshine. Talk Normal

sound like an entire world is at stake. And they play like their music might have an effect on the

outcome.

The production is like neon light reflecting off concrete. The voices are immersed in the music,

like the singers have mouths filled with sand, like they’re talking in their sleep during a horrific

nightmare. The only optimistic thing about Sunshine aside from the title (assuming it’s sincere)

is the confidence behind the music — you get the feeling Talk Normal is making exactly the kind

of music they want to, that every note is meant to hit you right in the throat.

Like everything these days, people are totally misunderstanding Talk Normal. Yes it’s No Wave,

but only in the most reductive sense — guitars being abused, sometimes in unusual tunings. But

it’s a take on No Wave that is more Laurie Anderson than Lydia Lunch, more Mary Margaret

O’Hara than Mars. Or to put it another way, it’s better than No Wave.

The last song on the album is called ‘Hurricane’, a song with a regional timeliness that is almost

terrifying. It sent chills up my spine even before New York got turned into a disaster. Hearing it

after the hurricane, I am glad to live in the 21st Century. Five hundred years ago Talk Normal

would have been burned as witches for this act of prophecy. What a powerful piece of music.

What a great album. Go listen. There’s a world at stake."

Pitchfork gave this a 7.7 when it came out and I felt like smashing my face in a clear glass

window. Thanks for reading.

Talking Heads - Remain In Light



I know this is supposed to be their masterpiece, but I've always found it easier to admire than

love, probably because they forgot to write any discernible melodies for the last three songs.

I'm not a guy who needs everything to sound like the Beatles in order to be happy, but after the

ecstatic heights of Crosseyed and Painless, Once In a Lifetime, etc., everything after Houses In

Motion feels like a bit of an afterthought. Anyway, I think Fear of Music is their best album,

which is probably why that CD isn't on my shelf and this one still is (a number of CDs

disappeared and/or disintegrated after making their way into Brigette's car or being brought to

the coffee shop or video store for worktime listening b/c everybody loves the T. Heads).

I don't have much more to say about this one so here's a cool rock and roll revenge story.

Making this album created so many bad feelings within the band that they broke up for three

years. And they might not ever have gotten back together if two things hadn't happened: 1)

David Byrne's solo album absolutely tanked; 2) Chris and Tina formed Tom Tom Club, and their

album most decidedly did not. And while you can make a good case that Talking Heads (and

B-52s) manager Gary Kurfirst is a villain in the B-52s' story, he is most definitely a hero of the

Talking Heads story. He's certainly the hero of Chris Frantz's recent memoir (in a Pitchfork sense,

I give Remain In Love a 7.1).

So Byrne quits Talking Heads at the end of the tour for this album, which the band find out

about when an interviewer asks them what they're going to do now that Talking Heads is over.

Kurfirst asks Seymour Stein, head of the Head's label Sire Records, if he wants to put out Byrne's

solo record. Stein says hell yeah he will. Then Kurfirst asks Stein if he wants to put out Jerry

Harrison's solo album, to which Stein says yeah, I guess so. And then Kurfirst asks him if he

wants to put out a record that Chris and Tina are going to make, at which point Stein is like, no

this is getting ridiculous. But Kurfirst thinks if he can keep all the band members busy with solo

projects there still might be a way to save Talking Heads. So he asks Island Records' Chris

Blackwell, and Blackwell, probably through a misty haze of pot smoke, says, sure man, whatever.

Send them to Compass Point studios. Chris and Tina then get whoever's around to play on their

record and jam out some tunes. Some of these folks, particularly Adrian Belew, would be

unhappy when Tom Tom Club comes out and they aren't given what they feel is their proper

credit.. Which is funny because Chris and Tina had been pissed at Byrne and Eno for pulling that

exact same stunt on Remain In Light. Anyway, Tom Tom Club puts out the Wordy Rappinghood

single in the UK and it's a critical and commercial smash, and Seymour Stein, in his words "now

standing there like King Dumbo with my dick in my hand," ends up licensing the US rights to the

album from Island for ten times what he could have paid for it six months earlier. Tom Tom

Club's success also restores the balance of power within the band, and Talking Heads reform a

couple of years later to make a handful of perfectly fine albums with perfectly fine moderate

Top 40 hits and even make a concert film, financed by Kurfirst, that is not only one of the best

concert films ever, but also the only known example of cocaine use enhancing one's creativity.



The moral of this story is that bands function best when they work as a collective, with

everyone contributing to the best of their abilities and sharing the credit and money equally.

I asked Noam for his thoughts about this album yesterday when Once In a Lifetime came on,

and he just wanted to know why some of the letters on the cover were upside down. All I could

tell him was "Art, dude."

Tall Dwarfs - Weeville

That's dwarfs as in a collection of individual dwarf, not dwarves as in a plural of dwarf. There

were only two dwarfs in Tall Dwarfs, neither of any particularly notable height. One was New

Zealand legend Chris Knox and the other was not. Because Tall Dwarf music was homemade and

recorded on a four-track, they're considered low-fi pioneers. But compared to early Sebadoh

and some early K Records stuff, this sounds like a Mutt Lange production. I had never heard of

them when I saw them open for Olivia Tremor Control at the Orange Twin Compound in the

early summer of 2005, but I bought this CD as soon as the Tall Dwarfs finished their set, having

been immediately won over by their unique mix of friendliness and oddity, an aesthetic that fit

perfectly with my expanding Athens consciousness.

I'm almost positive John Fernandes was working the merch table when I got this, because my

brain is throwing up this memory where I asked him which Tall Dwarfs CD I should start with

and he just kind of stared at me for a while, unsure how to answer. And as I thought about it, I

realized it was kind of a pointless question--like how would he know what CD a total stranger

should buy?--and so I just kind of stood there too, both of us awkwardly smiling, until it

occurred to me I should just pick one, and so I picked this one and here it is still on my shelf.

With its straightforward melody and heartbreaking sincerity, Hallelujah Boy doesn't fit with

most of Weeville's glorious freak-fidelity. But I'm posting it here because it's one of those songs

that can change your entire day as it burrows into your spine, and maybe if enough people hear

it all those singers will start singing this instead of that L. Cohen Hallelujah song that you really

don't ever want to hear again...do ya?

Television - Marquee Moon

Second album in a row here, after Remain In Light, where the album ends with a whimper. In

Marquee Moon's case though, it feels less like an underwhelming conclusion, and more like 20

minutes to revel in the starlit afterglow that accompanies the transcendent ecstasy of having

just listened to Marquee Moon (the song). But then I'm also the guy who listened to this album

for 20 years before I realized that the chorus of Venus was a joke (the Venus De Milo has no

arms), so, you know, I've been stupid before and I'll probably be stupid again. I hope so, anyway.

But that's all just critical quibbles. Marquee Moon exhibits a lyricism--both verbal and

musical--that is nothing short of awe-inspiring. Listening to it is like watching a greenish-blue



wave approach in slow-motion and then crashing on the shore, and when it recedes all that is

left behind is sticky marine residue and several broken police helmets.

Lucky for stupid heads like me, this is a Rhino reissue with LIttle Johnny Jewel added on at the

end as a bonus track along with some decent alternate versions. Though if you want some

essential alternate versions go find the early versions of these songs they did with Eno. Then get

the Old Waldorf live bootleg for a 15-minute version of Marquee Moon that will make you

doubt the existence of Jerry Garcia.

[SCOTT COMMENT: Just remembered I first bought this on vinyl for 10 cents at a long-gone El

Cajon record store called Swap-A-Tape, down on Main St. next to 50,000 Books. The latter store

probably did have 50,000 books, but the store creeped me out because they were always

listening to public radio. Like, what kind of weirdo does that? I thought at the time. Anyway, the

reason it was only 10 cents is because it was covered in a layer of what looked like volcanic ash.

I'm not a quality-of-sound dude, but the record sounded like someone gargling all the ashtrays

at the end of the night in a hashish bar while music came in from the club next door. The album

did not click.]

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day. If it's Sunday and I have to replace the dead battery in the van, make a

curbside pickup trip to Lowe's, assemble a curtain rod, and whack at severed bamboo stumps

with a sledgehammer, I might take that day off.

Television Personalities - They Could Have Been Bigger Than The Beatles

I had this bike I used to ride around Boston--only in the warm months because I'm not some

kind of fanatical masochist--that I picked up for $40 from a thrift store in Quincy. I never wore a

helmet, which looking back on it as the parent of a six-year-old bike rider, feels incredibly

reckless to me now, especially given the number of car doors that opened into my bike lane, and

that one lady who stepped out in front of me without looking when I was speeding down

Charles Street. She got the worst of the collision, especially after I shouted a bunch of rude

words at her that might get this account suspended if I repeated them here.

So there were two shifts at the Cambridge Marriott: 7am-3pm and 3pm-11pm. I usually worked

the second shift, and after a hard night of carrying luggage and parking cars, I'd get off work

with around $100 in small bills in my pocket and be looking for something to spend it on (we

never exchanged our money at the front desk, because if they found out we made more money

than them it would undermine their sense of white-collar superiority and create all kinds of

blowback in our direction, though that's not exactly how my co-workers explained it to me at

the time).

Well as anyone who's ever worked in the hospitality industry can tell you, when you get out of

work that late looking to spend your money on something, nearly all of your available options

are unhealthy and self-destructive. However, there was this three-story Virgin Records store on



Mass Ave. that was open until midnight. It was maybe a 10-minute bike ride from Kendall

Square, which after I changed out of my Sgt. Pepper-esque hotel uniform gave me a good 30

minutes of shopping before the clerks started giving me those "so you're leaving soon, right?"

looks. It was about 30-minutes on foot, and sometimes I'd walk it when my brain was on fire

and I needed to get it all physically out of my system. Sometimes I'd walk 45 minutes further

until I finally got home, no matter how cold it was.

This Virgin store also sold books--mostly music, but they had a healthy Phillip K. Dick selection

that I cleaned out over the course of a year. Anyway, one night I saw this book called Live

Through This, written by a guy named Everett True whose name I remembered from years of

reading Melody Makers back in El Cajon. The book was his reminiscence on the music and

people of the early 90s alt-rock era. As I was flipping through it, I came across a thing about

Television Personalities. I knew their song Part Time Punks off this Rough Trade comp I owned,

but the band True was describing sounded like a different thing altogether from that song's

snotty satire. I forget the exact words he used, but I remember he compared one of their

albums to Big Star's Third, one of my favorite albums ever. And as a person who was frequently

engulfed by vast waves of inexpressible emotions back then, I relied on music as a way to help

me connect with those emotions in a healthier way than, say, screaming at ladies who walk out

in the street without looking. So I bought the book, and I bought this CD because they didn't

have the one True had written about. I went into my bedroom when I got home and put this on,

and in less than a minute I was fighting for breath and desperately trying not to cry because I

was afraid that if I started crying I wouldn't be able to stop and even if I did stop I wouldn't be

able to leave the house for at least a month afterwards and inaction was a luxury I could not

afford.

There's a horror at the heart of Three Wishes that never gets mentioned. It just sits there

off-camera--which as we know, is always where the true horror lies. The song is Daniel Treacy's

reaction to this horror. He's frightened and cold and worried and distraught. His naive illusions

have been shattered, but we don't know by what, which only makes the song more terrifying. I

don't know if there's ever been a sadder verse than, "If I had three wishes / I'd wish for three

more / But dreams are for lovers / And love is so precious." It's the empathy of that last

line--the whole song has the clarity and coldness that comes when you've totally and

completely finally given up. It's a song from the mindset of someone just before they pull the

trigger, or shovel the pills into their mouth, and I like to think that because the song is written

from love, and sung and performed with so much purpose and intent that it undercuts the

bleakness of words and transforms Three Wishes into a song about hope. I mean, the word wish

is right there in the title which means it isn't a song about dying. It's a song about wanting to

not want to die, and that's the first step in walking yourself back from the abyss. So yeah, I

guess it's a song about hope.



As I type this, Dan Treacy, a man who has struggled with all kinds of shit and has many times

looked to be a person not at all long for this world, is still very much alive and isn't that

something. The rest of this CD is really good too, though less of a white-knuckle ride. It turned

out Treacy was saving the true horror for his next one.

Television Personalities - The Painted Word

An album overflowing with intelligence and blood. So emotionally raw it's hard to listen to on an

empty stomach. You know how when something traumatic happens in your life--and if it hasn't,

it will. because trauma comes for everyone including you yes you--there's always part of you

that sits there feeling like a frivolous idiot for ever thinking that being alive was a good thing as

you realize, like a terminally ill person looking back on their good health, that what you called

happiness was actually a lie, and that what we call happiness is just a flimsy dam built from

cardboard soaked in asbestos and now there has suddenly been a breech and everybody run for

their deaths, or at least their solitary bedrooms.

Well, The Painted Word might be the clearest artistic evocation of that feeling I've ever

encountered--in any medium, in any genre..It depicts a world, or at least a mindset, where

every ideal eventually gets crushed and war--both personal and militaristic--is everywhere. The

beauty of The Painted Word is it keeps reaching for that joy in spite of everything. Even as he

gives example after example of how his struggle seems hopeless, Treacy refuses to turn to ice,

refuses to turn his back on humanity, refuses to close the door, refuses to die. He never stops

looking for rainbows and answers, even when all he can see is nightmares and death.

And like the most tenacious bout of depression you've ever experienced, the claustrophobic

paralysis of The Painted Word can feel so total and convincing in places that it makes any

counterargument feel cowardly and naive. But even as Treacy treats depression as a blanket

that constantly envelops him, and from which he is unable to escape, he recognizes the

necessity of that struggle. The only alternative is death, a death that would negate the reality of

every moment of beauty he's ever glimpsed, however fleetingly, and he understands that giving

up would be admitting that none of that beauty ever mattered. Because depression is a liar that

tells the truth. The facts are correct, but its value system is a complete distortion of reality. That

Treacy is able to understand this even as he plumbs the depths and dregs of the psychic weight

of being alive makes The Painted Word an act of strength, and a message of survival and hope.

I remember going on a protest march when the war in Afghanistan first started nearly 20 years

ago (the march was unsuccessful--in fact, my war protest record scoreboards stands at Scott: 0

and Everywar: Undefeated). As I talked to the people around me we gradually realized that

nearly all of us were the children of Vietnam veterans. With its constant stories of crushed

innocence, I wouldn't be surprised to start up a similar conversation at a TVP's show and find

out most of the crowd there were also survivors of abuse. Never give up even when stopping to



smell the roses only brings agony and pain, because even the saddest song on here ends with

the idea that everything is so beautiful even if it's just an illusion.

Television Personalities - Yes Darling, But Is It Art?

Because Television Personalities has more different eras than a dinosaur documentary, more

periods than a Pinter play riddled with ellipses, more sides to their music than a dodecahedron,

and more viewpoints than a schizophrenic fly, this compilation of "early singles and rarities"

covers more ground than a mobidly obese wooly mammoth frantically searching for her

suddenly vanished babies.

But because Television Personalities has more charm that a hundred Centers for HAzardous

Recyclable Materials, more whimsy than a forest full of wild whims, and more melodies than an

adderall-infused episode of Name That Tune, this 24-track CD is also a goddamn delight. It's far

from complete and weirdly sort-of-but-not-completely in chronological order, and doesn't

nearly do justice to the emotional heft of the band's best work--the version of Three Wishes

here is positively jaunty in comparison to the one on the album--but you'd go crazy (or mad, as

they say over in jolly old brexit blighty) trying to find these songs individually in the days before

the internet. And thanks to this CD, I don't have to sit through 15-second ads for Kit Kat bars and

orthopedic matresses before each song, which makes it well worth the whatever the fuck I paid

for this at Newbury Comics all those 20-ish years ago.

Theoretical Girls - Theoretical Girls (1978-1981)

They may have been girls in theory, but in a literal sense this band was mostly dudes. One of the

dudes was Glenn Branca, Emerson College alum (go Lions) and noted guitar terrorist, and

another was brilliant NYC drummer/producer Wharton Tiers. Both those dudes would play a

role in the Sonic Youth story, and you can imagine that band's members sitting in the front row

at a Theoretical Girls show in 1978, hastily jotting down notes on how to combine no wave

skronk with conventional pop/rock song structure.

The other two Theoretical Girl members included an actual girl on keyboards (Margaret De

Whys) and a dude named Jeffrey Lohn on guitar and vocals. Because of their theater and art

school backgrounds, most No Wave music is as much performance art as music. If anything, the

Theoretical Girls backgrounds were even more theater/art school-based than their No Wave

peers, but because their songs included traditional elements like melody and choruses, they

represented less of a total break from the past than their contemporaries. As a result,

Theoretical Girls found themselves in the difficult position of being too conventionally rock for

the experimental crowd (they were left off the No New York comp for being too pop, if I'm

remembering correctly) and too avant-skronky for the rock crowd. Having played in a band that

once occupied a similar position, I can say it's a lonely place to be, and the Theoretical Girls

should bless their pointy little hearts that their girlness existed, for the most part, in theory.



But Theoretical Girls made an extraordinary sound. Four people in a room pushing their

instruments and their imaginations as far as they could take them. From the beginning, they

existed in a place that still took Sonic Youth several years to reach. The band was

confrontational, funny, and good-looking. Faced with commercial indifference and not nearly

enough critical enthusiasm to make up for it, they went their separate ways after a few years. I

hope they had fun while it lasted.

They Might Be Giants - Then: The Earlier Years

To paraphrase Flannery O'Connor, They Might Be Giants would have been a great band if there

had been someone there to edit them every minute of their lives. But I suppose TMBG's

hyperabdundance of lyrical and musical ideas is part of the appeal. At their best, they combine a

kind of Donald Barthelme absurdo-tragic genius with an ear for melody that is positively

Bacharachian, or at least McCartneyacious. At their worst, they compose advertising jingles for

a product no one would ever want to buy.

This 2CD set combines their first two albums with all the b-sides, EP tracks, and unreleased

demos for 72 tracks in all. As a person who thinks there are exactly 20 really good TMBG songs, I

am very much not this compilation's audience, but Brigette and I had to pick it up when we saw

it as Habitat for $1 a year-and-a-half ago, as our energetic, exhaustingly hyper-brained

six-year-old is exactly who this compilation was made for. It was missing the second disc, so I

downloaded those songs illegally and burned it and here now it sits.

I am the kind of They Might Be Giants listener who thinks Factory Showroom is actually their

best and most consistent album, but I'm also the kind of TMBG listener who think that Ana Ng is

their greatest song--fuelled by a desire to express genuine human emotion instead of a desire to

show off how smart it is. But then I always found the glib, Python-spouting theatre kids in my

high school (and college) annoying, even as I--hopelessly frozen in a fear of appearing

pretentious while at the same time being convinced everyone around me was barely aware of

my existence--secretly longed to be one of them.

Thimble Circus - Lullaby For Worriers

Back when the Eastside Jittery Joe's was moving to its new location and I was still the manager, I

urged the ownership to avoid the rotating art set-up we had used to that point and invest some

money in a permanent display of local art. Given the abundant amounts of generic beige and

orange all over the new store, I said this would head off criticism from locals that the company

was going corporate, and for $1000-$1500 I could buy an impressive collection from some

brilliant artists that would emphasize the company's connection to local music and art, which

was something they liked to emphasize in their advertising.

I was laughed at, of course, though they did give Brigette & Chloe a $50 gift card to paint a

mural on the back of the customer counter. Several years after I left, someone painted over it



and it is now plain dark brown--which is a nasty piece of art criticism when you think about it.

To their credit, I was able to convince them to give me $50 or so to have three black & white

situationist art drawings blown up out of a book I owned, which I then framed as cheaply as

possible. Thankfully, the manager who replaced me called me to tell me he was throwing them

in the trash, and I was able to get down there in time to rescue them. Two of them are here in

my office as I write this and the other one is down the hall.

The point of this story is to say that if JJ ownership had taken me up on my offer, Jill Carnes

would have been one of the first artists I reached out to. I had always admired the piece of hers

that hung above the register at the old Five Points location (Is it still there? Did someone paint

over it dark brown?) She is an artistic and musical treasure who creates works of enduring

imagination and beauty. I feel lucky to know her art and her music, and even luckier to know

her as a person who radiates kindness and light. Thimble Circus is Jill's band the way that Nine

Inch Nails is Trent Reznor's band, though Jill's music, which is like finding a knee-high door in an

old tree while walking lost in the forest and kneeling down to poke your head inside and being

amazed at all the creatures having a party, has a more enlightened worldview.

Because I started this series in part to get out from under the weight of writing about Athens

musicians, I've avoided tagging people in these posts who I'm friends with. I'm making an

exception for Jill Carnes because she is so exceptional. If you've got some stimulus money

burning a hole in your pocket, send her a message and see if she has any art for sale. It will

make your home a brighter place, and possibly even make you a better person.

Throwing Muses - In a Doghouse

I've never been much of a gambler. The odds are never in your favor. There are an infinity of

ways you can lose, but only one way you can win. And if you spend three years working in a

7-11, you get used to watching people gamble and lose. While I'm here, I'd like to take this

opportunity to apologize to all the people who called the store during my shift to ask what that

night's winning numbers were. Yes, I was just rattling off the first six numbers I could think of.

Yes, you were right that 1-2-3-4-5-6 was statistically unlikely, even as I insisted it was as likely as

any other combination. I suppose, in a way, we were both right, but only one of us was

deliberately lying to the other.

You get to hear a lot of theories when you spend every night selling people scratch tickets, then

watching them return the winning scratch tickets to get more scratch tickets, and repeating the

process until they run out of either money or tickets. The most popular theory is you find more

winners toward the end of the roll, because the state is legally obligated to pay out a certain

amount per roll, and winners get added to the end to make sure they meet their quota. That

theory, like most chemically-enhanced late night wisdom, always sounded like bullshit to me,

but I'm the guy who had to tell people night after night what the serial numbers were on the

tickets so they could choose which game to "play." And I get that trying to shape the chaos of



existence into rational order is like the bedrock of western civilization, but it looks a lot more

pathetic when someone uses it for state-sponsored games of chance versus, say, doing a

geometric proof or something.

So one night this guy came in, and one of the scratch ticket rolls was near the end and he must

have dropped 25 bucks trying to find a big winner only to encounter an occasional $1 or $2

winner which he immediately exchanged for more tickets, all the time convinced he was getting

closer to a big payout. Finally, he gave up, pissed, and left the store muttering under his malted

breath. There were only seven tickets left in the roll. And though there were strict 7-11 rules

against buying lottery tickets on one's shift, I couldn't help wondering if maybe there might be

more than $7 worth of winnings in there. And as I did some quick calculations, I realized that in

this case the odds might actually be in my favor. I'd have to act quickly, before a customer came

in and saw the roll about to expire, and started asking me questions about how many winners I

had sold during my shift. I bought the tickets one at a time, and the third one came up a winner:

$50. I cashed it out, put the money in my pocket, and hoped tonight wouldn't be the night I got

robbed. It wasn't--that wouldn't happen until a couple of years later working in the hotel of a

golf resort, go fucking figure.

I had very badly wanted the first Throwing Muses album for some time, but there was no way

an impoverished 7-11 clerk making $5.25 an hour could afford shelling out nearly $30 for the

import version of it. I bought it the next day. It has never let me down. As a person very much

plagued at the time by daily spasms of psychosis, neurosis, and probably halitosis, its mix of

excruciating tragedy and dark humor--and endless empathy, my god the empathy here even

extends to James Huberty, this is practically a concept album about the burden of feeling--gave

me comfort and a sense of peace as I gradually tried to piece together a self out of all these

blown-apart fragments that would say "Scott Creney" when someone asked them what their

name was, even as I stood there wondering what it meant to call one's self by a name as if now

that someone had heard these two words (and were probably going to mispronounce the

second one) that somehow cleared up the question of who you were, resolved the nature of

identity.

This CD is not that CD. This CD is a two-disc thing Ryko put out that has the first album, their

first EP, their demo tape, and some bonus tracks. I no longer have that CD. I imagine this one

replaced it in my collection, but it will never replace it in my heart. The insanity of Throwing

Muses made sense to me at a time when almost nothing made sense. And if their insanity

wasn't as insane as it seemed on the surface, maybe my own insanity could take me somewhere

beautiful as well.

Throwing Muses - House Tornado

Despite the deep and treacherous love I feel for the first Throwing Muses album, The Real

Ramona and Hips and Makers, and the sentimental love I have for Red Heaven and Hunkpapa,



this one has always felt like a bland mishmash of nothing that has the style of its predecessor

with way less substance and even less of the hooks. But here it is sitting on my shelf while the

others have vanished off somewhere into the ephemeral ether where I hope they are

somewhere now being loved with the kind of fierce loyal love that we should give to those

things that have been abandoned and lost. Along with yesterday's entry, only University and

Anthology remain on my shelf. Thankfully, I found Hunkpapa on LP early last year right before

the big limbo hit, just sitting there for $4. Life is strange, and the material world is just as

strange which why wouldn't it be when it is also a part of life.

Throwing Muses - University

Having read 20 years of interviews with Kristin Hersh, as well as her two books--the first of

which is one of the best memoirs I've ever read, the second of which is not--I know she believes

that personal expression is not only the best way to make art, but it is also the purest, the least

tainted by corruption. This is all fine and good, but it's worth noting that placing so much value

on personal expression can lead to two unintended side effects. The first is that it puts a limit on

one's potential artistic expression that can be just as confining and stifling as if you were sitting

in a room trying to coldy craft #1 hits.

The second bedbug here is if all personal self-expression is inherently good--and not only good,

but automatically better than any art that is created through calculation--then every song you

write is as good as any other. In her second book, Hersh implies that her worst song, or in the

case of the book, her fellow traveler Vic Chesnutt's worst song, is better, more real, more

honest, more true than the crap you hear on the radio. And while I despise poptimism and its

cynical dishonesty, Hersh's ethos is just as misguided, even if hers is coming from a place of

idealism.

All of which is to say that holy shit is University way too long. Another one of those CD-era

albums that included 14 songs when it would have been so much better with ten. In fact, if I

was in charge of all music being created in the world today (which I am not), I would institute a

rule where you can't have more than 12 songs on an album unless you have more than one

singer in the band.

That said, University has a handful of the best songs Kristin Hersh, a genius by any definition,

has ever written. Today's favorite is the drowning sexual asphyxiation of Start, but I'm going to

post this one as an offering to the springtime gods of Athens, Georgia in the hope they'll take

mercy on my leaking eyes and my sandpaper throat, this song (Bright Yellow Gun) which I

assume is about gleefully spraying someone with pollen pollution until they choke.

Throwing Muses - Anthology

This is a 2-CD retrospective with a big cool booklet inside. The first disc is a 21 track best of that

defies all conventional compilation logic but still sounds incredible. It also forgets that Tanya



Donnelly was in the band for their first four albums. The second disc is your typical b-sides and

rarities assemblage that has a couple of gems and many more not-gems.

But even if both discs were filled with 79 minutes of silence I would still treasure this disc

because I bought it at the show we played with them at the 40 Watt back in 2011. Because I had

a van and was known around town as the rare Athens music person able to consistently show

up in a specific place at a specific time, I was given the job of picking up the band (minus

drummer David Narcizo) at the Atlanta airport. They were charming, kind, and funny. And when

we arrived at the hotel and the desk clerk informed them they had to pay for their own room, I

was very grateful to Kristin for not yelling at me as I frantically tried to get a festival organizer on

the phone. Two days later, they played a breathtaking show, and when the night was over, they

said many nice things to us and thanked us for playing. Believe me, the pleasure was ours.

Nracizo even complimented Jesse's drumming, which in our world felt a little like Kathy Acker

complimenting your Doc Martens and tattoos.

I still have that van. It has traveled 297,600 miles and sometimes leaks when it rains, and so it

grows mold and mildew on the steering wheel and dashboard during humid months when the

windshield acts as a greenhouse. We took it to the elementary school today so our son could

continue his spring break project of learning to pedal a big kid bike and we could continue our

series of one-on-one tee ball games. I realized this week I could write a book about Throwing

Muses, and maybe one day I will.

Tindersticks - Claire Denis Film Scores 1996-2009

This was a wonderful present from Mike, who I never tag in these because it would mean calling

him Michael, which just feels really weird to me and isn't there enough weirdness just waking

up and living one's normal life. This is, just like it says on the cover, a collection of film scores

Tindersticks did for six Claire Denis films between the years of 1996-2009. Six discs in all, it was

given to me a couple of years ago in the hope that it would provide good background music

while I was writing. And based on its haunting melancholy nature, I'm almost certain it will,

even though the past couple of years haven't allowed much time for creative writing, beyond

taking 30 minutes a day during a 400-day lock down to self-indulgently write about my music

collection in the desperate hope that it will keep my skills from atrophying.

A couple of months into that lockdown, I allowed my Criterion Channel subscription to lapse

because I couldn't face the burden of choosing to commit two of our four nightly child-free

hours to a movie, especially when one of those hours involved playing music together--note: I

can now play the drums. As a result, I never got around to watching all the Claire Denis films I

had lined up in my queue. They look like they're pretty good. I don't know much about

Tindersticks, other than they seemed to me in the early/mid 90s as one more British band from

that period made up of deep-voiced men who were super serious and wore suits all the time. I

imagined them as sounding like a less histrionic Nick Cave & His Magic Bad Seeds, but I could be



wrong about all of that. Anyway, the music on here is extremely pretty and evocative, closer to

The Dirty Three--another band of super serious dudes who would never be caught dead

wearing sneakers that in this case I happen to actually love--than anything else. So I look

forward to putting this on when I start engaging with my creative self a little more regularly

once school starts back up in August.

T. Rex - Electric Warrior

In which Marc Bolan transformed himself from an even airier, even fairier, even hairier version

of Donovan into a horny electric sex god in high-heeled boots. Credit to Tony Visconti's

production for creating a record that sounds beautiful, all amber living room carpets, wood

paneling, and slow-motion sunset surf. It says here that Roy Thomas Baker engineered and

Martin Rushent was the tape-op, so no wonder it sounds as great as it does when you have a

murderer's row of sonic explorers working on the damned thing.

You'd have to be some kind of hyper-serious hot mess of uptightness not to love Electric

Warrior, and wouldn't you know it in my younger days I used to be exactly that kind of hot mess.

But the years have taught me to embrace the gassiness of life, and some days my halo is even

truly hub-cabbed and diamond-starred. I still think his attempts to be serious on songs like Lean

Woman Blues and Rip Off, to be kind, don't play to his strengths the way the delirious

bubblegum strut of Hot Love (included here as one of several bonus tracks) does. But then

ridiculousness is a big part of the T. Rex fun-park experience, and pushing that ridiculousness

until it reaches a place that is sublime and genuinely moving is what makes Electric Warrior so

much more than mere boogie.

Raw Ramp, the b-side of Bang a Gong (Get It On) and another bonus track on this Rhino reissue,

is a perfect example of this, as Marc uses an unstoppable groove to turn his song about being

crazy about a woman's breasts and chests and not so crazy about her ghost mouth into a

celebration of being alive with music so joyful it makes the case that when it comes to music

sound is more powerful than words which seems like a good reason for me to stop writing now.

TV On The Radio - Return To Cookie Mountain

When people stop me on the street and ask me with desperation in their eyes who was the

greatest rock band of the first decade of the 21st century, I place a reassuring hand on their

shoulder, get them a cool drink of water, and calmly tell them that it's either Electrelane or TV

On The Radio. And if you factor in their forward-looking embrace of new digital technologies,

then you have to give the nod to the latter. The band's first EP, which is still the best thing

they've ever done, combined Joy Division with Peter Gabriel with gospel with Pro Tools and

created music to make you quiver in your bones. That one was soaked in 9/11 paranoia-dread,

and this one deals with the psychic pressure of watching your country conduct illegal, inhuman,

and unnecessary wars rooted in barbarism and torture. That it manages to do so with humor,



intelligence and an empathy so radical it hurts makes it essential. That it also manages to

include music that makes you feel reckless and free is why Return To Cookie Mountain is a

masterpiece of its time--even though between you me and the internet it would have been

better served if they'd cut a couple of songs.

They came through Athens when they toured this in 2007 and played the 40 Watt, and I have

yet to see a better show since then. They also came into X-Ray Cafe to browse around while I

was hanging out, and they told Paul his store was incredibly cool. They were right, though I'm

sure they would have been even more impressed by Athens if we had finished building our

now-abundance of trendy restaurants and microbreweries, since those are the coolest cultural

things anybody could ever truly want in a neighborhood.

Wolf Like Me is the most accessible song on the album, and if you've never seen the

performance they did on Letterman, go check it out. But I want to talk about Playhouses, which

is a song about the impossibility of a love, the impossibility of a life, the impossibility of a

society, when it's built on a foundation of deception and lies. It opens with a harsh buzz of

white-pink noise before exploding into a clattering of rhythm that sounds like bombs falling

down an endless flight of metal stairs. The music is a swarm of bees that represent the swirling

violent thoughts of the narrator, who over the course of five minutes, realizes that the attempt

to anaesthetize one's self through sex or chemicals or distraction always leaves you back in the

same place you started, only now even more broken. The playhouses in the title refer to any

kind of self-righteous pleasure fantasy, whether it be personal, suburban or militaristic--all of

which lead inevitably to suffering and pain for everyone it touches. That's a neat trick for a

five-minute rock song.

Alceu Valença & Geraldo Azevedo

Brigette and I were walking around Wuxtry.  This would have probably been the summer of

2006. I approached John and asked him for a recommendation--something weird that I had

never heard of and sounded like Athens in the summertime. He thought for a minute and then

produced this CD. We bought it without even listening to it, and it was absolutely perfect. This

obscure Brazilian album from 1972 ticked every single box on my list. I love it without

reservation, and putting it on today took me instantly back to that summer riding around in

Brigette's red Honda Civic and dreaming of a future that turned out to be way more interesting

that either of us could have possibly imagined.

And thinking back to when people would ask me, a trained award-winning barista, what drink

they should get and I would laconically respond, "a medium dark roast," I feel kind of bad for

not putting more effort into my response. But then given how subjective personal taste can be,

a question as open-ended as, "What should I get?" kind of deserves a closed-ended response.

So here's a response to the unasked question, "What's a good coffee drink on hot summer days

that I've never seen on a menu before?" Well I'm glad that I just now imagined you asked me



that. Go get yourself a cocktail shaker, fill it with ice, two shots of espresso, a single squirt of

your favorite flavored syrup, a faint splash of your favorite milk or milk-substitute. Shake

vigorously, strain into an eight-ounce cup, and then chug the thing. I promise you will feel

cooled off and fantastic. I proposed this drink, bargain-priced at $2, as a way to combat the

inevitable yearly summertime sales decline at Jittery Joe's. I proposed posters advertising our

"espresso shooters," retro 60s style silhouettes featuring a barista wearing a Varsity-style paper

hat. I offered samples to our regular customers, all of whom were enthusiastic about this new

drink. And while the JJ permission-givers said yes to Potty Putt Fridays and Tropical Mondays,

they said no to this. But you, you beautiful person sitting in the privacy of your own home, or

even your derelict apartment, you can always still say yes to espresso shooters. You can keep my

frustrated dreams of coffee innovation alive. You can even listen to this wonderful album while

you're buzzing on a cool caffeine rush laced with a hint of sugar.

Vampire Weekend - Contra

Everything about this band's vibe has always made me want to puke, or at least roll my eyes for

a few minutes. But if you can get past all that you're left with a band that writes catchy songs

with smart, incisive lyrics that are sometimes actually funny--or more accurately, witty, which is

the ivy league version of being funny. Their songs are impeccably crafted with imaginative

arrangements. And on this album they even injected some moments of genuine heart-swelling

soul, as well as a deep understanding of what it meant, and more importantly how it felt, to be

a person living in their particular moment.

All of which is to say that I'm no fan of Vampire Weekend, and their album before this one was

trying too hard, and every album after this wasn't trying nearly enough, but with Contra they hit

the tennis ball right in the sweet spot of their racket and it flew across the clay court at the

exclusive tennis club and kicked up some corner chalk dust for an immaculately hit winner.

Every song on here, with the exception of the penultimate (an ivy league word for next-to-last)

one does something really cool.

It's the wistful ones that have all the beauty, but listening to Cousins yesterday had me shaking

my head in amazement at how all the different parts intersect and how when he sings "You

could turn your back on the bitter world" there's this mix of admiration and scorn in his voice

that's impossible to pin down. It's fun to give Vampire Weekend shit for their ivy league

privilege. I just did it twice. But to me they've always been closer to Fitzgerald--who stood on

the periphery at Princeton furiously taking notes about the myriad ways the US wealthy and

powerful protect themselves as they annihilate everyone else--than the Kushner-esque

yacht-hoppers people have always mistaken them for.

The Vaselines - The Way of the Vaselines: A Complete History



Like a lot of people, I first heard about this band in 1992 when Nirvanamania gripped America. I

grabbed this on cassette in 1993 and revelled in its mix of trashy humor, multi-layered levels of

meaning, and Velvet Underground lite noise. I would pay serious money (serious to me, not to

them) to see the B-52s cover any one of these songs, all of which sit squarely in their aesthetic

wheelhouse, and I don't even know what a wheelhouse actually is. It also sounded like they

were having a lot of fun, definitely more fun than I was having--an underrated quality in music,

particularly these days when most indie singer subject matter is the endless agonizing burdens

and ennui that come with a life of material privilege.

Put more simply, the Vaselines are such a fucking delight that it's sometimes impossible to

believe they ever really existed. I'm just glad that, like the Pixies, they never reformed a couple

of decades later and recorded a bunch of inferior music under their old band name. That would

have just been awful. Anyway, this CD has been played so much that it skips like a small

sugared-up child going for a walk down the street on the first day of spring and isn't that just

absolutely perfect.

The Velvet Underground - White Light/White Heat

In the sense that they more fully explored the creative possibilities of rock than any other band,

The Velvet Underground are surely the finest rock band in history. In the sense that this is the

most extreme album they made, White Light/White Heat is the finest album by the finest band.

In the sense that it is, in its deepest of hearts, a concept album about the power of

amphetamines, then White Light/White Heat is the finest album ever made about drugs.

White Light/White Heat is also an album about the subjectivity of perception. The cover does

this by subverting the two "white"s in the title with a black photo (which itself features a

blacker photo on its blackness). The lyrics are filled with narrators who make misguided

assumptions and can't stop changing their story. It also plays out in the music, and most

importantly in the production--which, in an album that is also about the power of perverse

fetishization, makes a perverse fetish out of breaking all the rules of music recording. By any

conventional standard, the shouts of "sweetly" in Lady Godiva's Operation are wrong. The guitar

solo in I Heard Her Call My Name is mixed too loud. Sister Ray spends nearly all of its 17 minutes

bleeding into the red, as much white noise as music. And yet those are my favorite parts of the

album. Which means White Light/White Heat is also an album about how the straight world's

idea of what is wrong can be the most thrillingly right thing you've ever experienced. That's

known as subversion, and it used to be a thing people valued in their art.

And while I'm thinking of it, it reveals very much about R.E.M. and the limits of their musical

endeavors that their fandom of the Velvet Underground only went as far as conventional stuff

like Pale Blue Eyes and Femme Fatale. Paul Morley went on an extended riff in one of his books

about how you could tell a lot about a band by their relationship to Lou Reed's Metal Machine

Music, but I think Sister Ray is a much better barometer. It's a testament to how far you can go,



and I'm not sure anyone's ever gone that far since. Every cover version I've ever heard has been

anemic, and nearly every CD on my shelf is the work of an artist who sounds like they would be

terrified by some aspect of Sister Ray, whether the subject matter, the length, the production,

the noise, or the chaos. Me, I think it's the greatest song ever made by humans. But I'm going to

post I Heard Her Call My Name because it has my favorite guitar solo ever made by humans, and

it isn't as scary as Sister Ray.

On a personal note, a band I used to play in covered this when we were asked to play a Lou

Reed memorial show (we also did a side of Metal Machine Music). In order to really do justice

to it, we had to keep switching instruments until we were able to find a way to play it wrong

enough that it would sound right (I sometimes think this album's greatest achievement is to

destabilize words like "wrong" and "right" in a way that you feel they always need to have

quotation marks around them forever). I've got an mp3 floating around here somewhere in one

of my clouds, and I can probably send it to you if you want to hear it.

The Velvet Underground - VU

I was reading the CD booklet while waiting for a Kroger person to come and load our grocery

order into the trunk. Vast sections of text were missing because the pages were stuck together,

suggesting something had gotten spilled on the booklet at some point--probably a glass of

heroin juice, or maybe coffee. VU came out in the mid-80s, when the band were cult artists and

their catalogue was out of print. Trying to make a case for this obscure band, the writer falls

back on the tired trope of the band's influence.

"In listening to this music anew, one can immediately discern its ongoing echoes...in the sound

of such latter-day bands as the Cars, the Psychedelic Furs, and the Dream Syndicate, among

many others." I love the Dream Syndicate, and like the other two bands, but talk about damning

with faint praise. You mean to tell me, Mr. Writer Person (just gonna go ahead and assume it's a

Mr.) that this band might be as good as THE Psychedelic Furs. I've got to hear this!

Not only is VU better than the Cars, it's also better than Loaded and the Velvet’s third, self-titled

album (I hate rock rules, but I'm okay with the rule that the only album that should be self-titled

is your first one). 8 of these 10 songs were intended for the band's fourth album and the other

two were Cale-era outtakes, but they got dropped from their label instead. Would it have hurt

this label nearly 20 years later to include the couple of decent songs on the following year's

barrel-scraper? I guess it would have hurt their profit margin.

But enough history lessons. Even if VU didn't have a single note of music, even if it didn't

contain the greatest drumming I've ever heard (minimalism with a groove!), it contains two

lines of poetry in two different songs that have haunted me all my life since I first heard them.

One is Ocean's "Insects are evil thoughts / Thought of by selfish men / It nearly drives me crazy."

The other is "Electricity comes from other planets," a line Reed tosses out just before the guitar

solo in Temptation Inside of Your Heart." This CD could just be Reed speaking those two lines



over and over again, or just simply saying each of them one time, a 15-second CD, and it would

still be worth the $5.99 I paid for it at CD Spins back in the summer of 1999, my first summer in

Boston and everything inside of me expanding outward in so many impossible directions.

The Velvet Underground - Loaded: Fully Loaded

Simply existing on this planet as a person can be so exhausting and overwhelming, what with

the isolation, the fear, the constant struggle to survive, that I don't begrudge anyone who is able

to find periods of happiness and peace--even if it has a negative effect on their art. Loaded is far

and away the happiest and most laid-back VU album. It's also far and away the most boring. If

every song were as intensely ecstatic as Sweet Jane, this wouldn't be a problem at all, as Sweet

Jane is one of the most joyful performances in the history of music--because the song doesn't

deny the fact that life is hard, and because Reed is so overcome by joy that he can't stop

laughing and giggling and whooping throughout the song. Have you ever sung along to Sweet

Jane? It's impossible not to enjoy yourself. If you're feeling down (and you very probably might

be), I urge you to go and do it right now. Don't even bother reading the rest of this.

Sadly, the rest of Loaded doesn't reach the heights of Sweet Jane. Most of it barely reaches the

heights of the Grateful Dead, which parts of this sound eerily similar to, suggesting the

differences between the two bands were as much pharmaceutical as musical (word is Lou was

smoking a lot of weed around this time). Just like the Dead, Loaded even has a song about an

out-of-control train and another one that uses the word 'mama,' that most awful of hippie

terms of affection.

Loaded would almost certainly have been better if the band had waited for Maureen to come

back from maternity leave, instead of using some normal rock drummer replacements that only

make the songs sound more normally rock. But I suppose they were in a hurry. By the time

Loaded came out, Lou Reed was no longer a member of the Velvet Underground.

This is a two-disc reissue that is (ahem) loaded with bonus tracks of outtakes and demos. I

actually prefer disc two, where the performances are a little looser than the official disc. It also

has a stellar version of I Found a Reason that sounds like it wandered in from Bringing It All Back

Home. It also has the absolute best version of Ocean you've ever heard, as well as a

performance of Satellite of Love that reaches for the stars and ends up somewhere beyond

them in a place where humankind has escaped the bondage of earthbound life and all of us just

float and twinkle and bask in the vast expanse of space.

Violent Femmes - Violent Femmes

The nearby alternative station played nearly every cut off this album, including a censored

version of Add It Up, all through the 80s and into the 90s, and it was an essential part of

growing up in Southern California. For all I know, it still is. I don't remember my high school

handing out this album to all of us, but it would have been a better high school experience for



everyone, including the teachers, if they had. This is simply the best album ever made about

adolescent frustrations. It tackles loneliness, sexual and romantic confusion, masturbation, the

fear that maybe you're going crazy, the rightful distrust of all authority figures from family to

guidance counselors to god, and it does all this with a dark sense of humor and beauty that

turns all the pain into its own perverse joy.

Listening to it now, I hear stuff I never noticed at the time--how good the bass playing is, the

serious Lou Reed fandom, the Ballad of a Thin Man rip--but what really strikes me is its

vulnerability and emotional range, from the dark self-loathing of Promise to the lullaby anthem

of Good Feeling. The latter song is as gorgeous as a peaceful last breath against a pane of glass.

Gordon Gano was 18 years old when he recorded this and it absolutely shows.We too often use

the word adolescent as an insult, but there's more to be said for the hotwired passionate

bullshit-detector mindset of teenagers than the world of adults, with their easy cynicism that

they mistakenly pass off as wisdom and their endless pursuit of empty power, a world where

lying to your face is considered a form of politeness.

Vivian Girls - Share the Joy

Because the first two albums from these Brooklyn-based reverb-poppers were so slight and

ephemeral when they first appeared, I think I overestimated the weightiness of this one when it

came out. Share The Joy wasn't music about music, it was music about paranoia and deaths

both self-inflicted and inflicted on others. It's the album where the Vivian Girls stopped playing

cute, stopped wanting/needing to be liked so damn much, and got about the business of

making music that meant something as opposed to music that sounded like something.

Unfortunately, because this album, their third, sounded like the other two, and because too

many people are in too much of a hurry to listen to anything closely, hardly anyone noticed. It

probably didn't help that about half of these ten songs are totally forgettable, but that hadn't

seemed to matter to anyone before.

After listening to it in the car yesterday for the first time in years, I wouldn't call Share the Joy a

great album, but it's almost definitely the Vivian Girls' best. The Other Girls stretches out for six

glorious minutes of social dread and a desperate longing for escape that doesn't feel nearly long

enough. As a person who has stood on the sidewalk in Williamsburg during CMJ on two

different occasions, waiting to play a show and watching the beautiful rich people walking past

me, I can relate to the last minute of surging wordless emotion and crashing waves of distortion

all too well. I'd say this band deserved better, but then nearly all of us deserve better and the

only thing left is to learn to be happy with what you have.

I started this thing and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs and posting

about one each day--sometimes twice if I don't feel like using my extra leftover time to take a



shower because this is the kind of week where an act of basic hygiene feels like you're affirming

a positivistic worldview that you aren't able to believe in.

The Waitresses - The Best of The Waitresses

The CD isn't in the fucking case! How is the CD not in the fucking case? Yes, I have the digital

files. Yes, they have been converted to mp3s so they would play on the SD card we inserted into

the appropriate slot in our car so we could have access to lots of music at once. Yes, the

computer thing in our car is probably hackable and will one day be infiltrated whereupon we

will be steered into oncoming traffic and die a painful and embarrassing death after we get

joked about on twitter as an example of 21st century technology gone too far, just like you know

five years from now there will be a video of a robot police dog stomping someone's brains into

ground beef by which time we will probably have developed an emoji immediately recognizable

as dystopia, perhaps a robot face crying tears of laughter emoji and someone will type "there

are no words" not realizing that what they just typed are actually words and therefore what you

said isn't as profound as you think it is, it simply means that you are bad at writing words, to

which the person will respond actually that's the joke and make fun of me not getting it and yes

I know that in this scenario I have concocted I died a long time ago in a tragic auto hackcident

(that will be the term we use, my contribution to literary immortality will be reduced to having a

word added to a dictionary), but I think you get the idea.

Oh yeah. The Waitresses. There are two things that convinced me to leave my mid 90s

hermitage, my safe narrow existence of overnight convenience store clerk and Teacte, MX

resident. One was Armistead Maupin's Tales of the City books, and the other was this album.

Both of these made meeting other people, and all the attendant disappointment, heartache,

and pain sound like fun. They were right. I left my hermitage and ventured out into the world. I

am still venturing, still continuing to be delighted & exasperated & surprised & irritated &

entertained & disappointed by other humans. This is what it means to be alive, and even when

it feels bad it still feels wonderful, or at least better than the false security of self-imposed

isolation. This song remains a guide, a manifesto, and a source of comfort whenever I scrape my

chin on the sidewalk.

We talk a lot about whether someone has the right "to tell someone else's story." People do this

when they assume a person can't possibly understand, or even empathize with, anyone with a

different gender, or race, or sexuality, or life experience than their own. There are many reasons

why I don't agree with this, but I don't like any worldview that precludes the existence, or even

the possibility, of basic human empathy. It also encourages the compartmentalization of human

beings into different types based on attributes they have little control over. It also assumes that

we have more in common with whoever else co-exists inside whichever box we happen to have

been placed in than with anyone outside that box. As a person who has more in common with,

say, Brigette Herron than Jody Hice, and as a person who has had many, many platonic female



friends over the years because he would rather talk about the hopes/fears/struggle/delight in

being alive versus talking about craft beer and whether a cultural artifact is overrated or

underrated, and because I would rather dance around the nuance of meaning than engage in

endless apollonian pissing contests, I have almost always preferred the company of women.

All of which is to say that by most contemporary standards, Chris Butler never should have

written about the female experience and had a woman sing about it. And if Butler had crafted

songs that felt untrue, or crass, or imposed a male perspective on his singer, that would

certainly be the case. But improbably, hilariously, he manged to craft two-plus albums of work

that overflowed with empathy, love and hilarity, that were unabashedly feminist and

empowering and fun. Butler achieved this mostly by seeing what he had in common with

women, rather than emphasizing the ways they were different from him. I have met many

women over the years who heard their story in this music, and who love this band with the kind

of ferocity that belongs to Angela Carter, Kathy Acker and so many others.

In matters of creativity, I believe that art is good when it is done well, and it is problematic when

it is done poorly. The rest is just so much noise.

Wall of Voodoo - Call of the West

They took Devo's new-wave mechanisms and covered it in southwestern desert noir until it

sounded like Raymond Chandler stuck in a pinball factory surrounded by rattlesnakes. I prefer

their first album, but individual Wall of Voodoo songs can be so hit-or-miss that any of their

records can feel like a slog sometimes. Still, they scattered six or seven incredible songs across

two albums and an EP, which are six or seven more incredible songs than most bands ever come

up with.

And when the song itself becomes so flimsy that it floats away and lodges itself in the topmost

corner of your living room wall, you're still left with the sound. And what a glorious sound it is. I

bought this in part because we thought we would soon be living in the desert, but instead this

CD ended up bringing the desert to us. The future is never what you think it's going to be. That's

why they call it the future.

This one has the big MTV hit, and you'd best believe the San Diego alt-radio station with its

transmitter in Tijuana played the frijoles out of it long after the song faded from the charts. But

the title track is such a great piece of writing. It manages to tell yet one more time the old

familiar tale of a person who has come west to stake their claim on everyone's attention, but it

tells the story with a mystery and indirection that makes it feel like you're hearing it for the first

time. The way the third verse conflates the old west and the new, the cinematic western with

the shabby reality of day-to-day California life, always takes my breath away. I'll paste it here in

full because why the hell not, and because it's amazing to watch a reflection turn into a rant.

There's not much kinetic energy in writing these days, so take it where you can find it, I guess. It



will also save you the trouble of having to go west and see it for yourself--though I've heard it's

a different experience if you're born into money.

"There's a conflict," he said, "there's a conflict

Between land and people

The people have to go

They've come all the way out here to make mining claims

To do automobile body work

To gamble

Take pictures

To not have to do laundry

To own a mini-bike

Have their own CB radios and air conditioning

Good plumbing for sure

And to sell Time Life books and to work in a deli

To have a little chili every morning

And maybe... maybe to own their own gas stations again

And take drugs

Have some crazy sex

But above all, above all, to have a fair shake

To get a piece of the rock and a slice of the pie

And spit out of the window of your car and not have the wind blow it back in your face"

Steve Winwood - Back in the High Life

As the summer of 1988 approached, my dad's two-year experiment of being a single parent

wasn't going well for anyone, even if I was grateful for a room of my own and regular access to

food. I was about to turn 16, and dad told me I needed to get a summer job. He had long since

decided that, despite pulling a 3.3 GPA and making the basketball team (as well as academic

league), I wasn't responsible enough to have a driver's license let alone my own car, but my best

friend had a car of his own. The improbably-named John Galloway Lynn III (nicknamed Zen by

his hippie buddhist father, who I think was also a Vietnam vet and who once opened his car

door to pee in the left-turn lane during an especially long red light while taking us to a San

Diego Sockers game) had an idea. We would get a job together delivering newspapers around

the massive apartment complex where he lived. We'd be done by 7am, and then we could

spend every day at the beach. We'd only make about $75 a week each, but that wasn't bad for

90 minutes of work each day, and it would allow us to buy burritos and put gas in the car.

As a person living in Southern California, the beach had (and has) a mystical attraction as a place

where anything is possible. It had an even more mystical attraction to me since my dad used to

live a couple of blocks from the beach before I moved in with him, at which point his



then-girlfriend/eventual-wife/eventual-ex-wife convinced him that the beach was no place to

raise a teenage son and he should move 15 miles inland to El Cajon, where she just so

happened to currently be living.

My dad may have been (and likely still is) an extremely cynical bastard, but he's also always

been kind of a sucker too, and he got the shit suckered out of him on this one. He had loved

living at the beach, but by moving to EC, he added 45 minutes to his commute each way.

Predictably, he held me personally responsible for living in shitty, hot-ass redneck El Cajon since

the way he saw it, the only reason he had moved there was because of me.

You might think my dad, cursed with such an ungrateful and lazy son, would be happy that I had

found a job for the summer just like he told me to. He wasn't. I think he was pissed I hadn't

checked with him first, or he thought it wasn't grown up enough for a 15-year-old or something.

Either way, the job meant I had to be at John's house every morning around 6:00. I would ride

my bike the 3.3 miles along Jamacha Rd to his apartment, whereupon we would each take our

half of the papers and walk our individual routes, each of us lost in our respective walkmans.

For reasons I can't remember, this cassette was the one I listened to all summer while I

delivered newspapers. I wasn't even a huge fan of it. I think I'd gotten it through BMG record

club, possibly by accident. The BMG thing was another sticking point between my dad and I,

who saw my inability to manage the account without racking up debt that he told me would

lead to me one day appearing in court as one more example of my irresponsibility.

As the summer progressed, I spent the night at John's apartment more and more regularly. It

was easier than riding my bike over in the morning, and definitely easier than dealing with my

dad's darkening moods. Things came to a head in August when John and I drove up to Anaheim

to watch his beloved Baltimore Orioles play the California Angels. My dad had given me

permission to go when we bought the tickets, but a few days before the game told me I couldn't

go because I had come home 10 minutes late. I told him it wasn't fair to John, but my dad felt I

needed to learn a lesson about responsibility. I went anyway, telling my dad I was spending the

night at John's house. My story was plausible, but the next time my dad saw me, he correctly

guessed I had gone anyway and told me to pack my bags and call my mom. To her credit, she

was able to hold it together for a couple of years until I finished high school.

I can't make any claim that Back in the High Life is a great album, or has any kind of creative

content that should matter one shit or another to any random person reading this, but I listened

to it so much that summer that I can still remember what it sounds like when the batteries in

your Walkman are starting to die. I do think The Finer Things is a really beautiful song, and I

really like the way Steve Winwood sings 'force of habit' in this song (Freedom Overspill), a song

that isn't as far from Peter Gabriel as you might assume it is.

On an unrelated note, we were all asked to write a poem in my AP english class our senior

year--a thing that hadn't occurred to any of us that we could actually do. Most of us just

scribbled the first thing we could think of that rhymed and hoped nobody would ever read it,



but my buddy Bill Schum was even more horrified than the rest of us, and so he plagiarized the

lyrics of a song on this album called Split Decision. Ms. Jordan loved Bill's poem. She read it to

the class, and gushed about how she had just known there was more depth to him than he let

on (Ms. Jordan was an extremely big fan of Sting). Bill felt so bad that he had to tell Ms.Jordan

the truth, and while she was disappointed, it's possible she knew all along. She also once yelled

at me when I refused to eat caviar at a graduation party she held for us at her house, asking me

if I was "going to spend my whole life being an insecure surfer idiot my whole life." It turned out

the answer was no, though I had no way of knowing that at the time. Tragically, she died of

cancer before I was accepted to Emerson College, and it probably hurts me more that she never

got to see me become a published poet and writer than it does that my dad kicked me out

when I was 16.

Wipers - Is This Real?

Before the term hipster became the internationally-accepted derogatory term for pretentious

arty types, people in Boston circa 2000 used the term "mod." As a recent arrival in the city who

had seen Quadrophenia and owned a couple of Jam records, this made no sense to me then

and makes even less sense to me now, but that was the way it was and it wasn't going to change

just because some shitkicker from El Cajon had a problem with it.

Because I was attending a college filled with pretentious arty types, I had more interactions with

mod culture than either they or I felt entirely comfortable with. It didn't help when I moved to

310 Centre St. in Jamaica Plain, which was a few houses down from a party house filled with

mods, one of whom was the girlfriend of one of my roommates. As a result, we often found

ourselves walking down the street to attend a "party" of people self-consciously looking at each

other, drinking, and talking shit about whoever didn’t happen to be in the room at that

particular moment. These parties didn't so much rage as neuroticize, which I understand now is

what arty folks in Boston call "having fun."

One of the residents of that house was Adam. Looking back on it, I think he was actually very

sweet, but because he led with his insecurities, he tended to be incredibly swishy and cruel and

cutting. And because I also led with my insecurities, I tended to be cruel and cutting back to

him. I nicknamed him "Fat-am", and while I'm sitting here thinking I (and my friends) only ever

called him that behind his back, it's entirely possible I didn't. In fact, the one time he acted

genuinely nice to me, I used it as an opportunity to make him feel stupid. I had worn a

baseball-style tee that night with "UVA" in the middle that I had bought as a souvenir from the

month I spent in Charlottesville visiting my girlfriend (just don't even ask). I had worn it because

I figured it was incredibly uncool, but it turned out Adam had a C'ville connection and got all

excited about it. Instead, I just laconically drawled, "It's just spanish for grape," and walked

away.



But the one time I was genuinely enthusiastic and nice to him, he was genuinely nice back. This

music came on and I had to know immediately what it was. Someone told me Adam had picked

it out, and so I went and found him and he told me it was the Wipers and they were great. He

showed me the CD. and the very next day I went to Newbury Comics and bought this very CD.

I always think of Adam when I listen to the Wipers. And since this CD is so scratched and all of

that happened 20 years ago, I guess I must have thought about him a lot. Is This Real? is an

incredible piece of music. Its mix of melody and rage is so perfect you can't understand how

Nirvana's Nevermind (which this is pretty much the template for, as Cobain himself would tell

anyone willing to listen) sold 20 million records and this sold 20,000 or whatever. Surely anyone

who likes one would immediately like the other? Surely anyone would hear this at a party and

immediately need to know what it was?

I don't regret picking on Adam because he was gay, or because he weighed more than me, or

even because it was cruel. He could be as indiscriminately cruel as anyone, and he certainly

wasn't shy about dishing it out. I regret picking on him because looking back on it I think we

actually had a lot in common. But I wasn't able to get past his affectations, and I never gave him

the chance to get past mine. I never made any effort to really get to know him, to see what was

behind his white belt, consumed as I was by the assumption that all people saw when they

looked at me was poor white trash.

As I approach my 49th birthday, I can say that the best thing about getting older is it gives you

chances to try and learn from your mistakes and become a better person, or at the very least

become less of an insecure dickface. You usually can't fix the past, but you always have a chance

to do better in the present. Anyway here's a nice song (Potential Suicide) about taking your soda

to the dry cleaners to get it pressed.

Wire - Pink Flag

You can't mention Elastica without some clever idiot getting all excited and pointing out that

many of their most famous riffs were stolen from bands like Wire. Which is all well and good,

but it's worth remembering that in every single instance where they plagiarized somebody, the

Elastica song, unlike their britpop brethrens Oasis and Blur, turned out better than the original.

PInk Flag is a masterpiece. It's brilliant. It's a blast to listen to. I'm literally listening to it right

now (Lowdown) and feeling totally blasted (the smell of YOU), but it only takes one listen to

Connection to hear that the weirdly wonderful Wire weren't all that big on straightforward fun.

These smarty-punks got their biggest thrills from combining wildly different elements to create

a complex semiotic-exploding burst of vivid meaning (the term is "juxtaposition"). As a result,

Pink Flag is an album so rooted in theory and archness, an album observing itself as an album,

that the entire thing should come with a big set of quotation marks around it.

But on an album filled with endless ironies, the sweetest irony of all is that it also exists as a fun

rock record you can jump around to. PInk Flag's title track may have begun as an art experiment



to see how much song they could get out of one chord, but it's the way you can't help but start

moving your hips when the walking bassline comes in that keeps me coming back for more. For

as hard as Wire worked to break from rock tradition--and as we'll see over the next couple of

days, they would work very hard at this--Pink Flag offers as much traditional rock pleasure as

the Rolling Stones ever did.

And while Wire definitely belong to a creative category I call "Are you impressed by how smart I

am yet? how about now? how about now?", they also had Colin Newman, a singer-guitarist

who believed in the power of pop as much as he believed in the power of art. I can imagine

Newman presenting the "la-la-la's" at the end of Mannequin to the rest of the band as a dry

joke, but he doesn't sing them that way. He sings them as if he had to fight for them to be

included and is trying to prove they have as much right to exist in a song as any conceptual

high-art exercise. It's this tension between art-theory and pop that gives Pink Flag its eternal

energizing kick, and allowed Wire to reach an artistic place that Elastica, for all their own

particular smarty-punk pleasures, never even imagined.

Wire - Chairs Missing

Oh wow. I opened this up and John Cale's Vintage Violence was there right sitting on top of the

Wire CD. I don't even think I have the case for that one. This is truly a day of magic and wonder.

My favorite Wire album is this one, their second, pitched halfway between urgency and ice. It

can make for schizophrenic listening at times, especially because the songs I love the most

deeply tend to be the shorter ones, so this album carries a feeling of pleasure being deliberately

withheld. The sequencing doesn't help either. I would urge anyone who owns this on vinyl to flip

the order and start with side two instead, which makes for a more satisfying experience as Too

Late works better as a better side one closer and Heartbeat a better side two closer. Try it and

let me know what you think. I did it by accident earlier this year (I'm going to an eye doctor

saturday because after four-plus decades of perfect vision I can no longer read the small print).

Also, this makes the album open with the relentless assault of Mercy before segueing into the

perfect pop of Outdoor Miner, a song Guided By Voices has been chasing for 30 years without

ever quite reaching it.

Nobody has bothered chasing Used To because it's obvious on first listen that you'll never get

there. The song has the power to stop you, empty your body and mind completely of whatever

you were feeling, and replace it with something alien and indescribable. On the surface it's a

song of confusion and loss, the need for escape when you feel you can't move. But it's

ultimately a song about the process of erasure and how the only way out is out. It's about

annhilation--not done as an external act of social violence like the Sex Pistols, or an internal act

of self-violence like Joy Division--but as a burnt-out sun collapsing in on itself and becoming a

black hole. Or a love song. I guess it could be a love song, depending on your definition of love.



Wire - 154

Like any relationship, a band feels like the sweetest alchemy when it starts out, but feels like a

prison when it reaches its end. When it works, everyone involved feels like they're creating

something greater than they ever could have managed on their own. But when it doesn't work,

it's just awful.

By all accounts, the sessions for Wire's third album were awful. You don't need to hear the

stories. 154's subject matter deals almost exclusively with betrayal and uses all kinds of

map-based imagery to create a weird interpersonal cartography that breaks down to "where are

you exactly? because I am definitely going to be somewhere else."

Sometimes this makes for the most powerful music the band ever created, as with I Should

Have Known Better (not a Beatles cover), Map Ref. 41°N 93°W, and The 15th. The latter

song--far and away the most commercial track on here--wasn't released as a single because

some band members objected on the grounds that they hadn't played on it. The fact they had

refused to play on the goddamn thing in the first place wasn't considered relevant, I guess. Like I

said, bands have a way of becoming a prison.

Heading into the sessions, the band's producer astutely observed that now might be a good

time in Wire's existence to make an album that people would actually buy, before their label

decided to drop them. Some people in the band agreed; others did not. The others rebelled, not

by making wildly challenging experimental music, but by crafting a series of mid-tempo

numbers that combine the worst parts of Roxy Music (inert boredom) with the worst parts of

Pink Floyd (inert boredom that sounds good on headphones). Needless to say, the label

dropped Wire right after 154 came out, and the band members gratefully went their separate

ways. They would reunite seven years later, and begin an on/off relationship that has produced

some fine music over the years, but nothing with the reckless enthusiasm found on their first

three albums, which make a fascinating triptych of a band being captured in the process of

thinking themselves into a corner and then finding out that each of the four band members is

standing in a different part of the room. Whatever 154's melodic/tempic deficiencies, it's a

perfect album to listen to in the midst of a 400-day quarantine during a pandemic.

Robert Wyatt  - mid-eighties

Where the hell is my Rock Bottom CD? You mean to tell me I've got four Robert Wyatt CDs on

my shelves and not one of them is Rock Bottom? This is a problem that needs to be corrected

the sooner the better, even if I do have it in mp3 form on an external hard drive.

Robert Wyatt is one of the finest soul singers England has ever produced, blessed with a voice

that can convince you as you plunge through what feels like a bottomless well of despair that

there might be something resembling joy waiting for you at the bottom as opposed to a sharp

rusty scythe.



Mid-eighties compiles some Wyatt stray tracks from the, uh, mid-80s, and adds on the entirety

of his album from that period called Old Rottenhat. The latter is one of my favorite Wyatt

albums, for its astute, emotionally-wrecked analysis of the political climate of the time and all

its attendant agonizing hopelessness. It has an ability to wring emotional beauty out of political

suffering that is almost unheard of in what is usually termed "protest music." That's what I hear

anyway. Back in 2010, old Doug Wolk over at P4K Inc. heard an album with "chintzy keyboard

presets," and said the album "sound[ed} like a preliminary demo rather than something meant

to be listened to." I'm going to go out on a limb here and assume that Robert Wyatt meant for

people to listen to his album, seeing as how he was alive at the time, and went through the

trouble of writing, playing and recording the songs, but then I was never awarded a journalism

fellowship at Columbia.

Here's a cover Wyatt did of an old Victor Jara song. U2 fans know Jara as someone who sang his

song a weapon in the hands of one though his blood still cries from the ground and runs like a

river to the sea. Te Recuerdo Amanda's lyrics are more prosaic, though far more beautiful as

they tell a story of two factory workers making time for romance, with the threat of future war

on the horizon, and that five minutes can feel like an eternity of bliss when you're with the

person you love, and those five minutes of freedom can ignite a hunger for even more freedom,

and where there is freedom commingled with love you will find the seeds of utopia.

Robert Wyatt - Cuckooland

I almost never do insane ridiculous things anymore. There are too many things I value that I'm

afraid of losing. But once upon a time I didn't have shit, and the only fear I had was the fear of

being bored. That's how I ended up living in Asheville for a year. A group of ten friends, some

more well-acquainted than others, decided to collectively move to Asheville and live together in

three separate houses. Some of us were further along the aspiring writer timeline than others,

but all of us had some level of aspiration.

I had never been to Asheville, but I had already written two books in the nine months since I'd

finished college. One was a collection of short stories, the other was a novella depicting a film

about ticket scalpers in Boston--Matt Damon played the character named Ben, and Ben Affleck

played the character named Matt--and by the time I arrived in Asheville that fall, to live in a

place I had never been to and barely knew existed, I was ready to write a novel.

The downtown coffee shop called Beaneaters didn't hire me for some reason. Books-A-Million

agreed to hire me, but I didn't pass the computerized personality test, so I ended up working

the overnight shift at a Days Inn out by the airport. The main character in the most recent novel

I wrote--a thing I printed out towards the end of February 2020 because I was finally in a place

where I'd have time to edit it hafuckingha--was inspired by my assistant manager, who lived on

the property in a double room filled with taxidermied cats. One of these cats, Fluffy, sat on the

counter of the front desk, where David would often tap it with a pencil for comedic effect.



But you'll have to read the book to learn more about David, because this is about me. So

Asheville turned out to be the worst kind of dark-magic hippie Season of the Witch town, a

place where people didn't make art so much as they made crafts that might appeal to the

dipshit downstate tourists that fuel the Asheville economy (the minor league baseball team is

called the Tourists, creating a surreal scoreboard that features the permanent team names

VISITORS and TOURISTS).

Every night at 9:30pm, I would get in my car and drive to work, including a stretch of interstate

where I was simultaneously traveling west on I-240 and east on I-26. This was one of many

all-too-obvious metaphors for the weird psychic paralysis I felt during this time. I had been

excited about the overnight job because I knew from previous experience it would give me

plenty of time to write. The fact that Krispy Kreme delivered donuts for the buffet around 3am

and I had limitless coffee was even better. The only problem was the novel I was writing sucked.

I had started from a very bad premise--a main character who was a barely-disguised version of

myself. And no matter how hard I tried, or how much I wrote, everything came out...fine. Worse

than being bad, it was boring. At one point, I think I had written 75,000 words and I still had no

idea where it was going.

As the nights dragged on, I gradually spent less time writing and more time watching late night

syndicated TV. Some shows were terrible (Blind Date, Fifth Wheel), and some were

transcendent (Larry Sanders), but mostly I just listened to the radio. WNCW was the only

non-corporate/non-NPR station in the area. During the day, they played insufferable amounts of

jam-band americana, but at night they shifted ever so slightly into stranger stuff. It was here

where I first heard Gorky's Zygotic Minci, Electrelane, and Robert Wyatt.

I had read about him for years before I finally heard him, and I found myself entranced, sitting

there looking out into the parking lot, by the warmth in his voice. And the sense of brokenness

and despair. How did he manage to sound like that? How could one person sound so full of love

and pain at the same time?

When I saw Cuckooland in the used racks at a record store that's now long gone, I grabbed it

immediately. It cost $7. I didn't like the music because it was exciting, or because its melodies

made my heart sing, or even because the lyrics were so astute and evocative in their hatred of

tyranny and ugliness. I loved it because most of the songs went nowhere. They did it beautifully

and took their sweet-ass time in never getting there. And while I was doing the latter very well

at this point in my life, I needed to work on being beautiful. I'm still working on it.

After four months at Days Inn, I got hired to work at the city preschool. The structured

environment was exactly what I (and the kids) needed. I soon found myself inspired to write a

book that had an actual plot to drive it (turns out that's important). That book was told from the

viewpoint of one of my roommates, and revolved around her overidentification with another

roommate's cat. I appeared in the story as an irritant, a part I was all too happy to play in real

life. But I look back on all those people from that period--not a single one of whom I believe still



lives there--with a weird kind of affection for our collective lostness and broken ambition, even

if none of them liked Robert Wyatt and preferred to listen to The fucking Shins instead.

Robert Wyatt - His Greatest Misses

These days, I've got a bug up my ass the size of an atlas moth about good old Athens Ga., but in

a lifetime of different places, I have never loved living in a place as much as I've loved living here

in Athens. And after 16 years, it ranks at the top for most years lived in a specific place,

consecutive or otherwise.

So I'm going to take a break from fixating on my Athens frustrations and celebrate the fact that I

don't think there is a single place in America that loves Robert Wyatt the way people in Athens

do. I don't know if it's true now, but when I moved here Robert Wyatt was a household name in

the music scene, the way you'd expect Sublime to be in southern California. It wasn't the only

reason I fell in love with this town, but it was yet one more in a string of incredible

circumstances that made me feel I had found a place where I belonged. The fact that this love

was rooted as much in my innocence, and the things I did not know, doesn't make that love any

less real; it just means that it was actually love.

I bought this CD at Low-Yo-Yo the very first summer I moved here, back when it was right

outside the 40 Watt. The person I was living with at the time didn't like it--too serious, too

emotional, and probably too real. But then she felt the same way about me by that time. That

relationship didn't last, but the next one did. And so has my relationship with Athens, even if

I've spent the last few years with one eye scanning nervously around for some kind of exit.

Initially, that was due to some seriously horrific shit involving my mother, but the wind refuses

to start blowing in a positive direction again, only occasionally resting now and then to re-gather

its strength.

And so as I listen to Sea Song today with Wyatt ripping apart his heartbreaking story of

disappointment and hope, I can't help thinking of my relationship with Athens. I've always

heard the song's happy ending as a wish, or the singer trying to convince himself of something

he knows in his heart not to be true. But that interpretation is as much a product of my

unhealthy brain as anything else, a brain that is all too aware of the endless ways in which other

people can disappoint you.

X - Wild Gift

Here we are all the way into the x's and I don't think I've come across a band more out of step

with contemporary music in terms of their subject matter and their sound. X sang about the

ugly garbage side of the california dream--poverty, dirt, lust, casual racism, indiscriminate

violence and untrustworthy bohemians. Their commitment to this aesthetic was so total and

complete that their first album, Los Angeles, still makes for uncomfortable listening--as it was

intended to.



As a once-upon-a-time ugly garbage californian myself, I've always had a deep affection for the

band, who put into practice my theory that the best bands are formed out of people with wildly

different influences and technical ability. So X took two poetry workshoppers, a rockabilly

guitarist, and the best drummer in LA punk and turned it into magic. You can make a compelling

case that from 1980-1983 X were the best rock band in America.

Compared to the focused statement of Los Angeles, Wild Gift is a messy blur of broken furniture

and is all the better for it. Practically a concept album about the challenges of monogamy, at

times it sounds like the drunk couple in the next-door apartment having a screaming fight at

2:00 in the morning. I've lived through that experience a few times, but was never lucky enough

to have Billy Zoom play guitar while I sat there wondering if I should call the police or not.

I wouldn't call the police on X though. John and Exene sound like they're having fun, like their

infidelity is some kind of weird mutual kink. It's not easy being a married couple in a band, and

their marriage wouldn't make it past the fourth album, but Wild Gift overflows with cool rock

riffs, melodies that make the singers sound like they're drowning, and rhythms that make you

feel like you drank too much espresso. Glorious.

X - The Best: Make the Music Go Bang!

X is a band that deserves a single-disc anthology--18 songs that are all killer and no filler. That's

never happened. And now, with the assumption that everybody streams music and can just

make their own personal playlist, it probably never will. (If I haven't mentioned it to this point, I

don't subscribe to any streaming services and haven't since I stopped writing regularly about

contemporary music--I don't miss it a single bit).

As a result, both of the X comps ever released have been bloated double-disc sets, one a

collection of rarities and this one a collection of the supposed best. But 46 songs is about 28

songs too many, and if the compilers (either band or label) can't tell the qualitative difference

between The World's a Mess (It's In My Kiss) and When It Rains, or between Nausea and You,

then it's no wonder X never reached the audience they believe they so richly deserved.

Disc 1 is the keeper here because it covers the band's first four albums and early singles. But

there are a few good songs on disc 2 that make me hold onto it, even if I never listen to that disc

because so much of it is boring and turgid and I rarely listen to disc 1 because 25 songs is a lot of

X, especially when you've got to get through mediocre stuff like Breathless, We Are Having

Much More Fun, and Some Other Time.

So rather than listening to this and thinking about how great X are, I always end up getting

bored and antsy when I listen to this and feel relieved when it's finally over, at which point I

don't feel like listening to X for at least a year. I'm no music industry marketing expert, but I

don't think that's how these kinds of albums are supposed to work.

XTC - Waxworks: Some Singles - 1977-1982



I have come up with this theory about children's music listening habits, based on the smallest

possible sample size of one. When they're born, babies are still psychically connected to

whatever cosmic ether they just emerged from, and will respond positively to the most chaotic

music you can find. So bust out that Sun Ra, that Grateful Dead Dark Star, your Beefheart, your

Olatunji Coltrane, and crank it. Because as your infant adjusts to their new surroundings, and

finds themselves besieged on all sensory sides by chaos and noise, they will gravitate to music

that has a sense of order. Initially, our little baby cried whenever I played ABBA, or anything with

a conventional pop structure, but within six months or so he began to find it soothing.

I never wanted our toddler to become obsessed with The Beatles. I have since learned that for

many parents, particularly fathers, this is a kind of goal--the way some fathers take outsized

pride in their small child's athletic accomplishments. When I picked up a vinyl copy of the Blue

Album in the $3 bin, I thought he would like it. Of course I did. But did I think he would become

obsessed? Did I think he would ask to hear it again and again? Did I think he would, even before

he was two years old, point at Beatles records in the store and ask me to get them for him? Did I

think he would memorize the songs on the Blue Album and ask for specific sides he wanted to

hear? I did not. Unable to say three, he would ask for side "fwee." Yes, it was cute, and yes it

was better than the Frozen soundtrack, but I mean still.

Brigette and I, having long outgrown whatever love we had for The Beatles, tried to take his

Beatle love and use it to our advantage by getting him to listen to similar stuff that we maybe

liked a little bit more. This only led to him becoming obsessed with The Monkees. His mom's

brow was seriously furrowed by this point with all the male rock bands playing all the time and

rightfully so, but even when he enjoyed Delta 5, or the Slits, it felt like he was just trying to make

us happy. Eventually, we were able to get him into XTC. This didn't solve the dudes-in-a-band

problem, but it did allow us to hear music that wasn't exclusively about yellow submarines or

love.

Nearly all of my XTC is on vinyl, because the record player is in the living room, and if you're

spending a lot of time with a small child, you're spending a lot of time in the living room. I can

share that Oranges & Lemons is a much better experience on vinyl, where it loses a lot of its

digital bloat, and Black Sea is probably the band's best album. Unless it's Skylarking.

The song that turned our son into an XTC fanatic was Senses Working Overtime, which seems

appropriate for a small child whose senses are quite literally working overtime. It also features a

chorus with counting in it, which is a thing small children like in their songs (they also like songs

that go "da-da-da"--Trio was big for a couple of months there as well). And because his other

obsessive interest (this is an actual term used in child psychology and is considered healthy) was

construction, he was also a big fan of Ball and Chain. I decided to not mention to him that the

song was anti-construction. That was my gift to him.

Noam has asked me to post the song Generals and Majors, which he loved as a toddler for its

whistling and the bouncy castle in the video, but loves now because it's anti-war. He feels it has



a positive message that would be good for people to hear, so I am posting a link and still trying

to be a good father.

XTC as The Dukes of Stratosphear - Psonic Psunspot

Andy Partridge, the X in XTC, has gone through his life convinced that he is the smartest person

in the room, if not the smartest person in the world. The problem with this attitude--and I say

this as someone who has fallen into this trap myself from time to time--is that when you

eventually happen to be wrong about something, which you will what with being human and

all, you also end up looking ridiculous and stupid on account of your outsized ego.

The Dukes of Stratosphear began as a fun side project for the members of XTC to indulge the

part of themselves that loved 60's psychedelic music. They released a pseudonymous album

that everyone liked better than the serious, somber albums XTC was making at the time. The

first one did so well critically and commercially that they even made a second Dukes album (this

one), both of which outsold XTC albums Mummer and The Big Express.

And deservedly so. It turns out people like Hollies-inspired melodic marvels like Vanishing Girl

more than albums that sound like a Thomas Hardy novel set to music. People don't want to

hear songs about farmboys and shillings and sheep and seagulls sung so serious it sounds like

someone's ass is about to crack. They want to hear fun songs about drugs and sex set to

melodies that make you bop your head and smile. Imagine being such a crank that you make

several albums of bitter pastoral dredge and then turn around and complain you aren't popular

enough. In the mid-80s, Andy Partridge was exactly that kind of crank.

To his credit, Partridge was sufficiently humbled by the Dukes' success (and by producer Todd

Rundgren) that the XTC began incorporating elements like psychedelia and fun into their own

music for their next couple of albums, though their social commentary songs remained as

serious as ever (XTC want you to know that wars, governments, greed, conformity and buildings

are all bad). Sometimes their social commentary made for songs that were really good (King For

a Day), and sometimes it made for songs that lasted an eternity (Here Comes President Kill

Again), yet Vanishing Girl is the smartest song they ever made. It's a heart-squeezing waterslide

of a song that features some astounding bass playing from none other than Andy Partridge. The

fact that Partridge was usually the guitarist in the band suggests that he's at his best when he

isn't trying to impress everybody, and isn't that a lesson for all of us.

Yo La Tengo - I Can Hear the Heart Beating as One

That this is the only Yo La Tengo CD I still have left in my collection only proves the greatness of

the Yo La Tengos. I have no idea what happened to Painful, Electr-O-Pura, Genius + Love,

Fakebook, And Then Nothing Turned Itself Inside-Out--all of which I once owned--but I'm

guessing they got played and replayed into oblivion, or were stolen, or disappeared like magic

when they spontaneously disintegrated and returned to their rightful place in the stars. For the



YLTs remain to me, in their sweetness and distortion, in their winsomeness and abrasion, the

finest rock band of the 90s.

Unfairly branded as brainy collector nerds, they put on one of the best shows I've ever seen in

my life when they played San Diego supporting this album--a performance that was both

physical and transcendent. Because this was in San Diego, there were maybe 30 people there.

But then the YLTs never came within sniffing distance of commercial radio or any kind of

mainstream chart positions, and San Diego had the kind of college radio stations where you

have to live within 500 feet of the transmitter in order to hear it.

They announced the new Rock-n-Roll Hall of Fame Inc. inductees today. And the fact that we all

know the YLTs will never get in, let alone be nominated, speaks volume about that institution

and the institution of rock as a whole (as a hole). But that shouldn't diminish the beauty of a

double album that keeps pulling new tricks out of its sleeve all the way to the end.

Painful is my favorite, but this one is personal. Deeper Into Movies shares its title with a Pauline

Kael collection and features the longest, most glorious fade-in I've ever heard, like some kind of

urban tidal electric phenomenon, lights turning on at dusk as the city becomes visible from

space. The song keeps building and building its layers of feedback and overlaid vocals, each of

its five minutes gathering in cacophony and swirling bliss before it crashes, everyone looking

around and wondering what just happened and can we please do that again. And this isn't even

the best song on the album.

But more people like the Foo Fighters, and in the rock business, just like fast food or retail, the

customer is always right.

Young Marble Giants - Colossal Youth

I'm reading this book about loneliness (but it's better than reading alone, you interrupt, so

pleased with yourself for making a Billy Joel Piano Man joke and I kindly ask you to shut the fuck

up). Where was I? Oh yeah, making up conversations with people, a thing people do when

they're feeling lonely.

Colossal Youth is one of the loneliest albums I've ever known. It took three people to make it,

but each of them sounds so hesitant and passive that it's easy to feel like it was made by three

people who were mere fractions of themselves. In mathematical terms, 1/3 + 1/3 + 1/3 + 1.

Every 'you' Alison Statton sings about is absent, somewhere else. Most of the songs were

written by Stuart Moxham, who couldn't bring himself to sing them. Philip Moxham played

bass. I have a DVD of them playing live in 1980 at Hurrah where each member looks like they're

wishing they could hide. The Moxham's take refuge in staring at their instruments. Statton

stares out over the audience heads with a kind of remote intensity. Sometimes she looks at her

feet and sighs.

Colossal Youth is one of the only albums I can think of where it feels like the singer isn't

addressing you, but rather talking to themselves in isolation. It isn't so much heard as



overheard. This is the only album they ever made, a perfect mix of comfort and terror, a scream

disguised as a whisper.

You would think, in this age of music recorded at home on one's computer, we would be

inundated with music that feels isolated and alone. But 1980 isn't 2021, and the same

mechanics that allow us to feel lonelier than ever also allow us to feel that we aren't alone at

all, and even the dullest voice is able to find an audience, no matter how miniscule. But I'm old

enough to remember what it sounds like when the only voice you hear coming back to you is

your own, and I'm grateful to have had Colossal Youth in those days--initially found for $1 on

vinyl at Off The Record, a store near SDSU, while I was living in Tecate--to keep me company as

YMG and I went through the world lonely but somehow together, which is to say, not actually

alone at all.

Rough Trade Shops - 25 Years

My CDs are arranged in alphabetical order by artists, followed by a row of compilations. The

comps aren't in any kind of order, and I'm not going to re-alphabetize them for the purposes of

this weird obsessive project.

This is a four-CD box I picked up back at Newbury Comics when I was living in Boston. I think it

was priced at like $19.99 or something, as the box is just a CD-sized piece of cardboard. Disc one

opens with Pere Ubu's 30 Seconds Over Tokyo and continues chronologically until finishing up in

2001 with the extremely 2001 combo Peaches' Fuck The Pain Away, Ryan Adams' My Winding

Wheel, and ends with the very not-2001 Tindersticks' Talk To Me (91 Version).

Because of the whiplash sequence of genres, this collection is almost impossible to listen to for

pleasure. Einstürzende Neubauten into Nick Cave into Talking Heads' Road To Nowhere into

Sonic Youth's Death Valley '69 is one of many such confounding stretches. But this comp is

where I first heard the Congos, where I first heard The Birthday Party, where I first heard Boards

of Canada. My box only has the first two discs, which means the second two went missing at

some point. I have no idea how that happened, but then I don't truly understand how I'm able

to press these buttons on my computer and have it appear as thoughts in your head. Just

because you don't understand something, doesn't mean you can't do it anyway. A lot of times, it

means you probably should.

Various Artists - Rough Trade Shops: Post Punk Vol 1

Bought this at Zia Records in Tempe, Arizona back in early 2003 on a drive down from Prescott.

Played this pretty much on repeat when I found myself working the graveyard shift at a

convenience store once again (and me only six months out of college!). This time I knew it was

only temporary, just a way to save some money to move cross-country to Asheville, so I amused

myself Andy Kaufman-style by fucking with the customers. One night, I would use a curse word

in every customer interaction ("Ten fucking dollars on pump number two"). Another night, I



made it through the entire shift without speaking, merely nodding and pointing, along with the

occasional shrug when someone asked for directions. Most people found it funny, funnier than

they found this double-disc comp with enough confrontational skronk to make most central

Arizonans fear for their lives, or at least their sanity. To be fair, the AM-PM mini market crew

were all pretty eccentric, including a Vietnam vet I worked a few afternoon shifts with who

would get on the intercom and start screaming at customers who were on their cell phone while

pumping gas. Citing a fire hazard, he would cut their gas if they refused to hang up their phone.

I knew how to deal with vets with a short fuse, so he and I got along fine. When he asked me

what music I liked, I told him all kinds. He then told me he hoped I liked the oldies station,

because that's what we were going to be listening to. He was amazed that I knew all the songs,

and told me I was "all right."

I only knew 13 of these 44 songs when I got this, and there isn't a bad song on here. Pulling

from the original post-punk era and the then-current post-punk revival, this comp is where I first

encountered Les Georges Leningrad, Life Without Buildings, Bush Tetras, Mo-Dettes and many,

many more. The liner notes are great as well, containing an essay from Colin Newman and

extensive liner notes from a Rough Trade employee named Sean. I'm pretty sure he's the same

RT employee who came to our show in Brixton one year, but left before we played because he

didn't want to be in Brixton after sundown. I told him that Mike and I would protect him

because we were big strong Americans who grew up on the wrong side of the tracks, but I don't

think he was convinced. Earlier in the evening, I had asked him if anyone ever told him he

looked like Everett True, and based on his reaction--sputtering incoherent english curse

words--maybe that's why he didn't stick around for our show. One more missed opportunity in a

lifetime full of missed opportunities, I guess. But maybe if RT one day puts out a Rough Trade

Shops: Unable To Be Shoehorned Into A Single Specific Genre Vol 1 he'll think of that great band

he never saw that one time in Brixton.

Various Artists - Rough Trade Shops: Indiepop 1

I'm not a fan of any music genre, and I don't trust people who are. Every music genre contains

at least 98% garbage you have to sift through, and postpunk garbage doesn't smell any better

than trip-hop garbage or dubstep garbage or soul garbage, etc.

But out of all of them, no genre gives me the old aesthetic heebie-jeebies like indiepop. That's

mainly due to overexposure. When the band I used to play in toured the US and the UK, we

were almost always put on a bill with aspiring indiepop bands dressed in cliched indiepop

uniforms making cliched indiepop sounds (the mighty Shrag are an exception, though I don't

think of them as an indiepop band, even if one of their singers does still have all of their baby

teeth). Your standard indiepop band radiates a kind of childish fragility and sings of sexless tea

parties and shyness and tweeness. Much like the British royal family, the indiepop genetic line



has become so inbred and bloodless that it can be hard to look at them directly without

cringing.

Which is a goddamn shame, because unlike the royal family, the progenitors of what has

become codified and commodified as indiepop made radically aggressive music that shattered

gender stereotypes with style and charm while making you want to get up and dance. This

compilation is overflowing with THAT kind of indiepop and is a goddamn delight from start to

finish, even if they picked relative duds from Heavenly and Felt. It's hard to single out one song,

and I've already written about people on here like A.R. Kane, Love Is All, Josef K, the Vaselines,

Television Personalities and more, but if you've never heard Safety Net by the Shop Assistants,

I'm going to post a link in the comments. It's one of the most exciting songs ever recorded. And

while the lyrics are, on the surface, about unrequited love, I've always heard a political subtext

in the song's title that makes me hear the song through the lens of someone being abandoned

by their society as well, left to the cruel neoliberal winds of fate.

But then when it comes to music, some people are only able to see the clothes and hear the

chords. Someone bursts out of a box, and people create a new box for everyone to jump into.

Confronted with genius, they turn it into a statue and stand next to it in the hope that someone

might mistake them for the original.

Various Artists - Rough Trade Shops: Electronic 01

You have to understand it's not like I ever had anything against electronic music. I had loved

Numan's Cars and the ensuing Top 40 synthpop boom, as well as the nascent electro hip-hop I

heard on Boston's Kiss 108 from 1983-85, and I had loved all of this precisely because it

sounded like it was from the future. It was only when I moved to inland California in December

1985 that I lost touch with electronic music that wasn't played on the Top 40 or alt rock station

and got diverted into the Smiths, R.E.M. etc. by the impossibly evocative sounds coming out of

their guitars. From there, it was off into the violence and chaos of the US underground,

compared to which, most electronic music sounded flat and placid to me, even as I scoffed at

the bumper sticker I once saw in an Asheville record store that said drum machines have no

soul.

I'm not sure people under 30 can understand how people listened to music back when you had

to pay for it or hear it on the radio or hear it from your friends. Your listening choices were

limited by your budget (in my case, not large), your radio options (Top 40 tanked in '89 and

Alt-rock tanked in '94), and what your friends listened to. So while back in 1987 I loved

Company B's Fascinated as much as I loved With or Without You, and in 1990 I loved C&C Music

Factory as much as the Stone Roses, and in 1993 I loved Ace of Base's All That She Wants as

much as the Breeders' Cannonball (etc.), I had gotten burned on enough CD purchases over the

years that even during the great pop wave of 2000-2004 there was no way I was shelling out

$15.99 or whatever for a Kelis CD, no matter how great Mlikshake was (and is).



The best thing about the de-albumizing of music over the past 20 years is the way it's

recalibrated the critical barriers that once existed between singles artists and album artists (the

worst thing is a subject that could fill up an entire book). I'd still rather listen to Modest Mouse's

The Lonesome Crowded West than Britney's Oops I Did It Again, but it's no longer a

transgressive act to say I like the song Stronger as much as I like Doin' The Cockroach (so maybe

critics can stop acting like it is?).

All of this is a long-winded way to say that this compilation, which I bought here in Athens,

Georgia played a part in opening my ears/heart/brain to the inherent psychedelic bliss of

electronic music--an aspect of the music I had never fully picked up on before. And while this

comp is too male, too white, too European, too straight, and way too serious to do justice to the

wide spectrum of electronic music, hearing Raymond Scott for the first time was as

mind-opening an experience for me as hearing Sonic Youth, and in some ways even more

subversive. And thanks to the internet's complete devaluation of music in every imaginable

aspect, I was now able to explore the entirety of it for the price of an illegally shared mp3.

[Scott comment: Also, I was today years old when I learned that the singer in Company B was

white. A nice reminder that while race is a social construct, and the attendant affects of racism,

are very much real, race as a biological thing is not.]

Various Artists - Anthology of American Folk Music

More commonly referred to as the Harry Smith Anthology, I first heard about this, like a lot of

people, in Greil Marcus' book about The Basement Tapes. Because this box set cost $120-ish

dollars at Newbury Comics, it took me a couple of years to go ahead and buy it. Once the

Marriott moved me over to bellstand and valet parking, I spent most summer days walking out

with $!00 in my pocket. All in small bills because we knew if we changed them in at the front

desk, everyone who worked there would be pissed to find out that, despite their education and

white-collar attire, they made substantially less money than we did. As a result, I often walked

into my local bank to deposit $400 in small bills. Whenever I told them I worked at a strip club

and the gym visits were really paying off, the teller always just either gave me a funny look or

made a dismissive snort.

So anyway, after one particularly lucrative day, I finally stopped off at Newbury Comics and

bought that damn thing. It was everything Marcus said it was and more--and also a little bit less,

as Marcus likes to extrapolate all kinds of inflated meanings out of mundane events, the most

memorable being when he connected Van Morrison to Mario Savio because Van was

performing at Berkeley's Greek Theater, where Savio was dramatically hauled away from the

podium by some cops during the Free Speech Movement. But by that logic, you could connect

anyone who ever played the Greek to Mario Savio. Hell, Slightly Stoopid is playing there this

July. I guess you can go see them and hear echoes of Mario Savio when they play their big hit.



Anyway, the world that Harry Smith created out of these commercial obscurities is a place of

mystery and fog, a dark forest where danger lurks around every corner and the sound of a

snapping twig is the announcement of your imminent death. It's also very, very funny. There

aren't many things that make me feel proud to be an American, or even much of an American at

all, but these songs do. I pull them out every Thanksgiving and play them while I'm preparing

the feast, and every year I find more and more meaning in them.

Various Artists - BIPPP: French Synth Wave 1979-85

Brigette bought this at the Amoeba Records in San Francisco back in 2009-ish after some

fantastic Indian food that was half the price it would have cost in Athens. We had flown out

there to look at grad schools (for her, not me), including University of Washington, because I

was a big shot coffee shop manager rolling in the bucks, or at least some bucks. It turned out to

be more of a road trip, albeit one with a purpose, but what a glorious road trip. We drove up

I-5, but came back down the Pacific Coast Highway, including stops in Astoria, Oregon and

Brigette's great joke when she saw the Aberdeen city limits sign that said Come As You Are ("I

think Rape Me would have been more appropriate"). She didn't make it into grad school back

then, but she certainly wormed her way deeper into my heart.

The comp? It's great of course. Brigette has excellent taste and an incredible sense of intuition,

in music as well as romantic partners.

Various Artists - Freedom of Choice: Yesterday's New Wave Hits as Performed by Today's Stars

10 years is all that separates most of these new wave originals from their US indie tributeers,

and it's hard to overstate how forgotten a lot of these songs were in 1992, or at least how

hopelessly uncool and irrelevant. For comparison's sake, a similar comp today would feature

covers of stuff like M83's Midnight City, Gotye's Somebody I Used to Know, Real Estate's It's

Real, and Lana Del Rey's Video Games. Not that those songs are considered recent, but they

don't have the same beamed-in-from-another-lifetime-ago feel these 18 songs had when I first

heard this comp back in 1993 (purchased on cassette at the Tower Records in Atlanta out by

Lenox Mall).

Nearly all of these new wave songs get the USA 92 underground treatment, which is to say,

distorted guitars and cheap production. Sometimes this works in the song's favor. Big Dipper's

Homosapien, Sonic Youth's Ca Plane Por Moi, and Superchunk's Girl You Want all, in the

parlance of those times, kick major ass. On most of the other songs, the bands' (and these are

all bands) ironic distance is immense, to the point that it sounds like the singer's tongue is so far

in their cheek that their face was still sore several days after the session. This is kind of fun

when the Sassy editorial staff cover Don't You Want Me Baby, but less so when Yo La Tengo

sleepwalk their way through Dreaming.



Then there's Wuthering Heights. Covered here by the super-obscure Socal band White Flag,

they turn Kate Bush's artsy melodrama into bubblegum pop punk. It's not a great version, or

even a great interpretation, but it's such a complete reimagining of Kate Bush's classic that it's

hard to say what it is, or what it means. It's like someone just pointed a gun at the song and

shot it, and now it is dead and all you can do is look at the corpse lying on the floor being

devoured by flies. Only for some reason you can't stop smiling.

All proceeds from this compilation went to Planned Parenthood.

Various Artists - Istanbul 70: Psych, Disco, Folk Classics

Like most Americans who grew up feeling more comfortable in a mall or a 7-11 than within 10

miles of a college campus, I am one ignorant piece of shit when it comes to knowledge about

any culture I haven't come in direct contact with. It wasn't until I was in my 40s that I learned

that England, Great Britain, and the United Kingdom were actually three different things. And

even then,  that only happened because I was about to go there (to all three!) and it suddenly

occurred to me, this after two-plus decades of mild Anglophilia, that maybe it wasn't just their

version of America, the USA, and the United States.

Unfortunately--or fortunately, depending on your politics--I eventually went to college and got

an education. Even worse (or better), it was at a liberal arts college. This means that I still don't

know shit about other countries, but now I know that I should feel bad about it.

All of this is a way of saying that this c. 1970 comp of Turkish music sounds like all the other

comps of similar such music I've ever heard. That means it's good, but looking at the back of the

CD, I can't tell you which is the name of the artist and which is the name of the song. The first

song is listed as "Cem Karaca - Nem Alcak Felek Benim," so I'm thinking Cem Karaca is the singer,

or possibly the band. But then the next song is "Derdiyoklar - Yaz Gazeteci," and Yaz Gazeteci

sounds more like a name, especially since I know, because I am fluent in several eastern

Massachusetts languages, that Yaz is in fact short for Yastrzemski.

I'm also in trouble here because, despite featuring 14 tracks by 14 different artists, most of the

stuff on here sounds pretty much the same to me. And while we didn't cover whether or not

"all ethnic music sounds alike" was racist in my introduction to racial awakening class, I

definitely know that "all ethnic people look alike" is extremely racist. The official title of that

class was actually Multicultural Visions. During one class, our teacher congratulated our

generation for being the first generation in American history to not be sexist, to which I raised

my hand and told her that back in El Cajon, a place I had just left two months earlier, I knew lots

of guys who, like, regularly referred to girls as bitches and sluts and whores, usually with the

word dumb in front of it. She was sufficiently horrified that I didn't have the heart to tell her

that I used to work in an amusement park staffed entirely by guys & gals between the ages of 16

and 20, and on the wall of the manager's office was written the joke "Q: What do you call a girl



with a runny nose?" (I won't post the answer here because it might get my F---book account

flagged, and I need the external validation way too much to give it up).

If I have already told that story, well, I guess I'm also the kind of shithead who tells embarrassing

stories about themselves more than once.

But the people on this comp aren't shitheads. And even if they are, they're almost certainly a

different kind of shithead than I am, which at least makes for a refreshing change from my

all-too-common ignorant white american shitheadedness. The music's really good too, though

anything I can imagine saying about it feels so culturally and geographically specific that it risks

being interpreted as trafficking in stereotypes, or being reductive of Turkish culture. And having

just paraded around my history as a shithead, a history I frame as being kind of funny because

deep inside it actually makes me cringe for my former teacher and the girls who worked at my

amusement park, I'm reluctant to throw another log (so to speak) on my own personal shit-fire.

I started this thing nearly a year ago and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs

and posting about one each day, a headbang critical slog that is rapidly approaching its

conclusion.

Various Artists - Latinamericarpet: Exploring the Vinyl Warp of Latin America Psychedelia Vol.

1

Not so much psychedelic as in phased guitars and backwards effects, but psychedelic because of

its goofy 60s/70s up-for-anything vibe. This is a sonic collage assembled in 2007 by the smart

freaks over at Sublime Frequencies. The collection draws from records made in Argentina,

Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Mexico, and has a particular fondness for instrumentals, particularly surf

music; instructional records; and children's music. It's so good, and so much fun to listen to, that

I can overlook how this pokes several toes across the messy blurred line that separates curation

from colonialism. Though it needs to be stated this was assembled by an Argentinian, albeit one

who seems a little overeager to exoticize what, to me, just sounds like typical Central and South

American culture from that period.

But what a culture, and what a period. Also, as a former California dude with a basic working

knowledge of Spanish who misses getting to use it on a semi-regular basis, it is always a delight

to immerse myself in the spoken parts. Ademas, si necesitas limpiar tu tercer ojo, y ya no tener

un cerebro mugriento, tu necistas compar esto disco pronto.*

* I had to look up the word 'brain' because I couldn't remember it and cabeza didn't really make

sense.

Various Artists - World Psychedelic Classics, Vol. 3: Love's a Real Thing: The Funky Fuzzy

Sounds of West Africa

There used to be a saying, 'Everybody's a critic,' but now it's more like everybody's an authority.

Music critics these days don't give you their personal reaction to a piece of music, so much as



talk about the importance of a piece of music as it relates to the entire history of recorded

music. This isn't a bad critical stance if you've actually listened to the entire history of recorded

music, or even deeply explored over many years the genre of music in question, but more often

than not, it's just writers passing off hasty wikipedia research as some kind of insight. And it

makes most music writing feel like a small child has dressed up in their parents' clothes and

wants to tell you all about adult topics like car payments and financial planning.

The most comical occurance of this I can remember happened about five years ago, and

involved a P4K writer in their 'tell us about your year in music' December wrap-up talking about

how that had been the year they finally got around to listening to Kraftwerk. No problem there.

I didn't start listening to Kraftwerk until I was in my 30s. But I couldn't help wondering if this

person had reviewed any electronic music during their time at The Fork. It turned out that not

only had they reviewed plenty of it, but in every single review they wrote as if they were an

expert in electronic music. Now I don't think they shouldn't have written the review, or a person

should have to listen to Kraftwerk before they write about electronic music, I just have a

problem with people writing about something like they're an authority when they aren't. Not

because it violates any kind of criticism ethics--I’m not sure I believe in any kind of criticism

ethics--but because it makes for a boring review, and takes the critical approach that would

have actually been interesting (a person responding to something as a non-expert) off the table.

As for this CD here in front of me, if I were a professional music critic getting ready to talk about

this album, I would talk about how it came out on Luaka Bop. I would look at the liner notes and

tell you "these twelve astonishing track are drawn from a broad spectrum of early 70s West

African psychedelic classics." The thing is though, I don't know if that's actually true. Because

while I'm no expert on African music, I’m smart enough to know that if someone's trying to sell

you something, you should never assume they're telling the truth. So maybe it's not so much

that I have a problem with cultural gatekeepers speaking in some kind of false authoritative

voice, as I have a problem with people repeating PR hype as some kind of critical insight. And

ultimately, I have a problem with their eagerness to parrot whatever an authority figure tells

them is true in the hope that some of that authority will then be transferred on to them, at

which point, there is little difference between your typical aspiring cultural gatekeeper and your

average Republican governor (or in the case of Georgia residents, our below-average Republican

governor).

So getting back to this CD, I like it. I think it's great. Do I think it's better than World Psychedelic

Classics Vol. 2? Do I think it's better than the Love, Peace, and Poetry African psych compilation?

I have no idea. The truth is I know very little about African music, psychedelic or otherwise. I do

know that this album sounds, as the cover proclaims, both funky and fuzzy. I know that if you

play it during your six-hour shift at the coffee shop at least one person will compliment you on it

and that one person will almost certainly not be from Africa. Beyond that, and beyond me

knowing that I always enjoy William Onyeabor's music whenever and wherever I encounter it,



for me to say anything more about this comp would be me pretending to know more than I

actually do. And in my experience, doing that means you are at some point going to end up

looking very, very stupid--way stupider than if you just say right up-front that you don't know

something.

As for that P4K writer, they moved on to briefly write about music and culture at Bill Simmons'

shitrag The Ringer before moving on to The New York Times, where they are still currently

employed. I don't know if love is a real thing, but authority, and the people who are given the

power to reify it, that's as real as anything gets in this world.

Various Artists - Messthetics #110 - Greatest Hiss: Classics of U.K. cassette-culture D.I.Y.:

1979-1982 (volume 1)

Picked this up, according to the price tag, for $8 at Weirdo Records in Boston --I think while we

were up there playing Ladyfest (don't worry, I stood towards the back of the stage). This is a

25-track collection that does exactly what it says there in the title. Though quality control being

what it is when it comes to the genre, the use of the word 'greatest' is doing some serious heavy

lifting.

Because as much as I love DIY culture, and love the idea of people creating their own art and

sharing it/circulating it with others, comps like this place a demand on the listener that the

music was never meant to fulfill. It's the difference between me improvising a puppet show

with my kid, and me charging you $15 to watch an improvised puppet show with me and my

kid. In the second instance, it better be a pretty good fucking puppet show.

You have to admit that when it comes to DIY, the D and the Y have always been a lot more

important than the I. To put it another way, when people talk about controlling the means of

production, they tend to be a lot more interested in the control aspect of the whole thing than

the actual product. And in DIY world, the means rarely justify the ends.

But if you've got a sonic fetish for cheap recording values and/or tape hiss, then any one of

these tracks works perfectly fine on an aesthetic level, or as general ambience. But the

anonymity from one artist to the next--I can't imagine anyone preferring Event Group to  Mike

Jones, or even noticing the difference--gives a disturbing validity to all those horror stories we

were told growing up about the spiritual death of the individual in socialist/egalitarian societies.

In S*mon R*ynolds' seminal (as opposed to ovarian) postpunk book, he talks about how UK

cassette culture became so boring and predictable that bands like ABC and Simple Minds

seemed exciting by comparison. I was a little skeptical when I first read that, but 50 minutes into

this comp, it all makes perfect sense. Now if you'll excuse me, I'm going to go listen to some

Kylie.

Various Artists - Mojo Presents OK_Computer



Don't let the title scare you. This comp has nothing to do with Radiohead's magnum hopeless.

Mojo magazine included this with their Feb 2008 Mojo magazine and is meant to function as a

kind of introduction/overview to electronic music (I think Bowie was on the magazine cover that

month). These Mojo/Uncut comps are a dime a dozen--or more literally, around $10 a

dozen--but some of them are really good. I know Brigette was/is a big fan of this one. And why

shouldn't she be when it's got great stuff from Human League, Tubeway Army, The Knife, John

Foxx, Arthur Russell, Tangerine Dream, and many more. Even bay area Anticon

backpack-hoppers Clouddead are on here, remixed by Boards of Canada.

Various Artists - Totally Wired

I picked this up for $6.98 at a record store in Asheville some time between the American people

learning about the abuses at Abu Ghraib prison and the re-election of George W. Bush (the W

stands for war criminal).

Weirdly, Totally Wired doesn't tell you what exactly it is a compilation of. There's no colon

followed by a subtitle. Even the liner notes don't go any further than "the groups gathered on

this compilation held fast to an aesthetic that was decidedly not mainstream, a sound that only

occasionally caught the public's ear, while more often reaching their feet."

You're probably thinking postpunk, and you're pretty much right. But this came out in 1995, and

"postpunk" wasn't the common currency (too common, really) that it is today. Regardless,

Totally Wired isn't so much a postpunk compilation as a compilation of music that came after

punk. This is a good thing because you get more new wave-y stuff like Lords of the New Church

and Romeo Void alongside your Gang of Four and your Pylon. And variety, much like tumeric, is

the spice of life. There isn't a bad song on here, though the Urban Verbs and Bauhaus tracks are

kind of boring. But whoever assembled this was smart enough to put the best songs from

obscure bands like Medium Medium and Shriekback alongside less-than-obvious choices from

great bands like Gang of Four and Pylon. Hell, any comp that makes Feast On My Heart the

second track on the disc is a comp with a big brain and an even bigger heart.

Various Artists - 101 Punk & New Wave Anthems

When you find yourself touring the United Kingdom, as I'm sure you one day will what with your

combination of dazzling looks, blinding talent and bottomless luck, you will find yourself

confronted by travel questions like "Are these really the only choices for food?", "Are you sure

this McDonalds/Burger King/Subway is owned by the same company that owns the ones in

America?", and most importantly "Who is W.H. Smith?"

The answer to that last question is simple. W.H. Smith (the W.H. stands for Wormeaten Harlot)

created a chain of stores that line the UK motorways (motorway is Englandish for expressway

and expressway is New Englandish for freeway). In these eponymously-named stores, you can

find food that is both affordable and digestible. There's also a small newsstand that sells UK



magazines, and just to the right of that is a rack of CDs. Some of these CDs are discounted with

big stickers on them that have that squiggly UK price symbol that looks like a decapitated chess

piece. As you flip through row after row of garbage, you'll see this 5-CD compilation and the

10-pound sticker (pound is English for peso which is Mexican for dollar) will make it look like a

bargain. You'll take into account that there's still a lot of motorway to cover, and there isn't

anything else in this sad, broken country worth buying, and by the time you reach the counter

to shell out the rough equivalent of 14 USA dollars for this piece of hastily-assembled

randomness, you'll be almost walking on air.

There's actually a lot of good songs on here. And they didn't limit themselves to one song per

artist, so you get three songs from Wire and XTC (although you also get FOUR songs from The

Stranglers). It's also cool they included Eddie & the Hot Rods' Do Anything You Want to Do and

the Records' Starry Eyes since they're exactly the same song, less cool that they didn't put them

next to each other. So yeah, if you don't think too hard about the genres on the cover (by any

definition, R.E.M.'s The One I Love is neither punk nor new wave), there's a lot here to enjoy, or

at least break up the unending monotony of pastoral cows.

Oh, and nearly nine years later, you'll be glad you held on to this weird souvenir from your first

time in the UK. Hell, a year later, you picked up another one, this time a 3-CD synthpop comp,

but we're not going to talk about that one right now.

I started this thing nearly a year ago and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs

and posting about one each day, a weird compulsion that is rapidly approaching its conclusion.

Various Artists - Ministry of Sound: Anthems Electronic 80s

Bought this in a UK charity shop (Englandish for thrift store) our second time over there for a

pound. Three CDs of mostly UK-ish new wave synth hits that's actually really good. There's not

much here I hadn't heard before, or wouldn't show up within the first few hours of any

Pandora/Sirius new wave playlist. But it's good driving music, especially if you're spending most

of your time hearing twee indiepop and riotgrrl on a nightly basis, compared to which the cool,

smouldering glamour (glamour is Englandish for glamor) of Soft Cell feels like a revelation.

Various Artists - The Hit Factory: Pete Waterman's Greatest Hits

Someone with imagination and a fantastic sense of humor could make a 24 Hour Party

People-style biopic about Pete Waterman that would crush that piece-of-shit Tony Wilson one

like a sick grape. And given that we currently live in a world that more closely resembles

Waterman's ethos (money and chart positions as the only measure of success) than Wilson's

(irresponsibility and artistic ambition), it would be way more timely. And isn't it interesting that

this compilation has the name of Wilson's label in its title.

But of course we live in a cultural world where imagination and a sense of humor are in sadly

short supply, so any Waterman doc would inevitably play it straight--so to speak--and present



the songs on here as some kind of success story that paved the way for the creative glory of

Britain's Got Talent.

Me, I'd write it as a Pinocchio-type satirical tale about the limits of pleasure. The Waterman

oeuvre tells a story of turning soul into sugar and struggle into sweetness. And over the course

of these two CDs, we're reminded that a steady diet of sugar eventually turns your teeth into

black chalk and makes you want to vomit. So while the likes of I Should Be So Lucky and

Together Forever are ABBA-tastic with their bouncy ascending melodies, the genius of that

Swedish band, whom Pete Waterman, in his deep, multi-pillowed nights of self-satisfied sleep,

imagines himself to be some kind of cultural cohort, was that ABBA wrote about love (and even

more importantly, sang about love) as something that mattered, as a high-stakes dance of life

and death. The singers on The Hit Factory sing about love as a thing people sing about in songs

because it increases their chances of having a hit. The fact that great singers on here like Donna

Summer, Bananarama, Kylie--all of whom were able to infuse their non-Waterman songs with

personality and soul--appear here as dehumanized versions of themselves suggests that the

Waterman effect was by design.

In the end, the difference between ABBA and Waterman is the difference between an opera and

cotton candy. It's the difference between the Marx Brothers and a clown going to the mall to

buy a new pair of clown shoes. It's the difference between life and a slow, sad spiritual death

that you can't recognize while it's happening because it resembles what society calls success.

[Comments:I don't know if you're a musician (I should by now?) but if you look up the "I Want

You Back" tab, you'll see how much of a genius he was. It's easily obfuscated by the tinny, synth

drums.

Also, Berry Gordy went on record to say that "Love in the First Degree" is the closest anybody

had ever got to the Motown recipe.

Scott: I am indeed a musician. Some people have said that I am, in fact, the greatest musician

who has ever lived.

I don't think anyone can deny Waterman's many moments of melodic brilliance (I used the term

abba-tastic up there as the highest praise). But even then, I prefer Cruel Summer and Robert

Deniro's Waiting both as songs and as sound. All it takes is a comparison of Donna Summer's

This Time I Know It's For Real to her earlier Moroder hits to hear the cheap obviousness of SAW.

And for sheer key-changing brilliance, Squeeze's Annie Get Your Gun and Madness' Our House

use their modulations for an emotional effect that Waterman can scarcely imagine.

As for Berry Gordy, his compliment just shows how his genius had more to do with business

acumen than any kind of musical aptitude. Off the top of my head, I'd say the Jam's A Town

Called Malice is far more Motown-ish. For that matter, so is most of Fine Young Cannibals' The

Raw and the Cooked. Or Hall & Oates' Maneater. Or Walking On Sunshine. Or Billy Fucking

Ocean (Love Really Hurts Without You).]



I started this thing nearly a year ago and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs

and posting about one each day (sometimes two if I've got time), a weird compulsion that is

rapidly approaching its conclusion. This entry is not the end, as there are still a bunch of box

sets on the other side of the room.

I have two wooden CD racks, each exactly the same. They're both around two feet high, with

four shelves. At the end of each shelf is a wooden rectangular slab that can swing up or down,

and functions as a kind of bookend. The CDs are alphabetized by artist, working from left to

right, top to bottom. So in the top-left corner of the left-hand rack sits ABBA Gold, and in the

bottom-right corner of the right-hand CD rack, all the way at the end, sit a couple dozen or so

random CDs that aren't in jewel cases. These include CD-Rs from local bands and friends, CDs in

cardboard packaging, promo CDs, bonus CDs that came with a record, and a CD by UK comedy

genius Chris Morris that I'm pretty sure Stafell Aros loaned to us during our UK tour on the

understanding Mike would bring it back to him when he returned later that year with The

Bastards of Fate (sorry, Chris).

The most prized of these CDs is a burned copy of a WUOG appearance by former Athens

legends Roberta & Charlene, who made the DJ pray with them on-air, though a promo copy of

The Go-Betweens lost album '78-'79 is pretty close. The rad CD old friend Jen Kenneally burned

for us while we were on tour is up there as well. Flipping through these, I can say my favorite is

definitely not the unopened 2017 spring sampler from Merge Records. Everything on there

looks unbearably small-minded and dull compared to the random explosions of creativity I've

collected from people over the years, to the point where I'm probably going to throw it in the

garbage when I finish this post.

I started this thing nearly a year ago and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs

and posting about one each day. We have now reached the boxsets on the left side of my room.

Various Artists - Left of the Dial: Dispatches from the 80s Underground

Back when Barnes & Noble had a boxed set section, Brigette used to get me one most

christmases, because most christmases we were in Johnson City, TN and the gift pickings were

pretty much limited to big beige box stores. This one's a 4-CD 82-song collection of 80s College

Rock compiled by the good folks at Rhino.

It's cool that they list each artist's city of origin on the tracklisting, less cool that so many of

them are from Los Angeles. But that's Rhino for you. There's 12 songs on here from LA bands

(13 if you count Black Flag, who are listed as Hermosa Beach), which comes out to nearly one in

five, including no-hoper lamestains like Lone Justice and the Rain Parade. Plenty of good stuff

on here though, enough for me to hold on to it. Plus the booklet has smart, thoughtful essays

and cool pictures.

Weirdly, five years earlier, Rhino issued three separate comp CDs that mined similar territory,

and did it better than they did here. Called Postpunk Chronicles, there's a lot of overlap with the



stuff on here, but it included a better Chameleons song (In Shreds) than this one does (Swamp

Thing) as well as The Chills' Pink Frost. This comp has nothing from The Chills. It's also sort of

arranged chronologically, but not really arranged chronologically, which keeps the comp from

having any kind of real narrative. It opens with Radio Free Europe and ends with Billy Bragg's A

New England, which isn't really any kind of story at all. But it's a gift, and every time I look at it I

think of listening to it with Brigette on christmas morning. Which is really, when you think about

it, the only story that matters--to me, anyway.

The Velvet Underground - Peel Slowly and See

Because I am seen by my extended family, first and foremost, as a person who spends their

leisure time reading big books that don't have pictures in them, I tend to get a lot of books or

book-related stuff around Xmas. Sometimes this takes the form of $50 gift cards (sure did

appreciate buying 2666 with that, thank you), but other times it takes the form of, say, Glenn

Beck's An Inconvenient Book. And when I'm gifted with a bunch of books I don't want, I take

those books to Barnes & Noble and go get myself some sweet-ass store credit. Because even as

the cashier frowns at me the entire time, and snaps at me about how they can’t give me cash,

and asks me a bunch of invasive questions, I know from extensive experience that they’re

eventually going to give me that gift card, and I'm going to have enough left over for a vanilla

frappuccino as well.

And that's the story of how, courtesy of my unbalanced former ex-stepmom-in-law, I got myself

a free Velvet Underground boxset.

I'm pretty sure, over the course of this self-indulgent daily postfest, that we were able to finally

reach some kind of consensus here in the comment section that the VU are the greatest US

band to ever put out at least four albums, so good they can almost make you think that all the

suffering and exploitation built into this country's DNA is worth it if it can produce art like this.

This five-disc set compiles all four albums, all the essential outtakes, a handful of live versions

(but no I'm Not A Young Man Anymore goddammit), and an early disc of demos that shows just

how indebted they were to Dylan. It's got cool pictures and an essay from David Fricke that

reads like an extremely well-researched book report. But I suppose Lester wasn't available.

Various Artists - Nuggets: Original Artyfacts From the First Psychedelic Era 1965-1968

Is it great? Absolutely. Have I pulled it off the shelf in the past eight years or whatever? I don't

think so. Would I ever get rid of it? No way.

There's some kind of strange conceptual brilliance listening to US  young mostly-white men (all

men, sadly) trying to sound like UK young white men trying to sound like US old black men. It's a

strange, complicated path from Muddy Waters to the Standells' Dirty Water. From a certain

perspective, if you're able to step back from the political and class aspects of this music, you can

hear it as a beautiful chain of humans communicating with one another. I'd urge you to do it, if



only for a couple of hours. You can come back afterwards and talk about cultural appropriation.

That should be part of the conversation too. But I'd like to think both these ideas can exist at the

same time, and we don't have to get wrapped up in trying to use one to eliminate the other.

Because, while maybe 1/3 of the stuff on these four CDs is generic and disposable, there's stuff

on here from bands like the Barbarians and the Sonics and the Monks and Los Hombres and

others that can't be reduced to any one culture. Hell, there's stuff on here that can barely be

considered human. And based on my knowledge of humans, I intend that as a compliment.

Pere Ubu - Datapanik In the Year Zero

I bought this 5-CD set early in the summer of 2006 at Wuxtry for $45. It was sort of an impulse

buy. I had heard the early singles, and while I liked them, they hadn't blown me away. But

looking at this on the shelf, it felt important. I can't explain it. I just felt that I should own it, and

that even if I wasn't ready for it then, there would come a time when I'd be glad I had it. At the

very least, I figured, it would probably be good music to write to.

I brought it home--I was living in a room at Paul's house then, an enormous pink room with high

ceilings. I did what I usually did with new music back then. I started doing other stuff while it

played--reading, napping, playing video games, writing, whatever. It sounded fine enough, kind

of skronky and black & white, proto-industrial. Whatever. I wasn't listening all that closely.

Brigette came over. I guess we'd been romantically involved for a month or two at this point.

She saw the box set and thought it looked cool. She asked to borrow one of the discs and

grabbed disc one, which combines their early singles with Pere Ubu's first album.

The next day she called me on the phone out of breath with excitement to tell me that this was

the most incredible music she had ever heard. She told me how she had been walking through

campus listening to it on her headphones and the song Laughing came on and she could picture

this sad creature walking through the forest that had a horn instead of a mouth and the

creature was lost and afraid but then it came upon a clearing where it found all these other

creatures who were just like him and then they all started dancing as this huge party broke out.

That's how I remember it anyway. I mean, it was 15 years ago. But it was one of many, many

moments where I realized that I could learn a lot from this charming and delightful Brigette

Herron person--about life and love sure, but also about how to listen.

Various Artists - The Look of Love: The Burt Bacharach Collection

This is a 3-CD set of people singing Burt Bacharach songs, and whoever put it together did a

fantastic job. I do wish they chose the Aretha version of I Say a Little Prayer over Dionne's, but

they tend to favor songs Burt produced as well as wrote (so you don't get Love's My Little Red

Book either, which BB famously hated).



Burt Bacharach is quite obviously a melodic genius. And while he's rightly praised for his

idiosyncratic shifts in meter and key, my favorite thing about that stuff is how he makes it sound

like the most natural thing in the world.

And then there's Hal David, who wrote lyrics over those melodies. that were unsentimental and

emotionally direct. The pain and loneliness in these songs feel real to me in a way that most

love songs never touch. And I still think What The World Needs Now is one of the best anti-war

songs ever written.

The set runs all the way through his collaboration with Elvis Costello. I bought this at a record

store in Providence, Rhode Island after a bout of late-Boston claustrophobia on a day off caused

me to spontaneously hop on a commuter rail train. It was money well-spent. Disc 2 has the best

shit, and so naturally it's more scratched up than a piece of albacore in a room full of feral cats.

And I get why they chose the Gene Pitney version (24 Hours From Tulsa), but Dusty stomps all

over it with her 'ooh-uh-oh' she does right after she sings the title, not to mention a woman in

the mid-60s ditching her fiancee for a motel hook-up while road-tripping feels a lot cooler. Like

Morrissey at the end of Is It Really So Strange?, she can never, ever go back home again.

The Fall - The Wonderful and Frightening World of the Fall (Omnibus Edition)

There are expanded editions, and then there's this--a 4-CD sprawl of original album, singles &

rough mixes, BBC sessions, and a live disc. There's also a booklet that's more like a book, a

definitive history or The Fall during this period. And I say that as someone who definitively hates

the word definitive.

Despite being really good, The Wonderful and Frightening World Of has never been one of my

Fall favorites--not enough anger, not enough mystery, or to put it another way, not enough

wonder and not enough fright. But the B-sides from this era fucking rip, and The Fall are one of

the few bands whose outtakes don't just sound like inferior versions of the songs you already

know and love. This box rules.  No wonder it goes for $200 on discogs. I don't know if it's worth

that much (as my dad said about my baseball cards when I was a kid, "Scott, it's only worth

what someone's willing to fucking pay for it"). But this was definitely worth the $20-$25 I paid

for it when it came out.

Various Artists - Make More Noise!, Women in Independent UK Music 1977-1987

I remember back when they used to make box sets where the CDs fit snugly into their little

plastic shell. Not like this one, where they pop out all the time and slide whenever you take one

out. So I guess remind me to rip these onto a hard drive next chance I get.

This is one of my most recent CD purchases, a 4-CD import on Cherry Red I mail-ordered from a

record store in Portland, OR for a good price. The music itself is pretty unimpeachable. My only

quibble is with the liner notes, which are long on girl power and noisy rebellion, and short on

what exactly these women were rebelling against. You won't find the words patriarchy or sexist



in here anywhere. The harshest criticism is when the writer calls the music scene

'male-dominated,' which is like calling the US Confederacy 'white-dominated,' i.e. it doesn't go

nearly far enough. And there's a big problem in reducing the struggle of women to make art, or

even simply survive, under patriarchy and misogynism (what I prefer to call 'male supremacy'),

into a story about overcoming odds and being bold, brave, strong etc. Which I have a problem

with, because it suggests that any woman can make music and be on a compilation like this, if

only they're just bold, brave, and strong enough, the implication being that women who quit

playing in a band, or never even try, do so because they are too timid, cowardly and weak. It

presents the obstacles to women in music as something internal, when in reality they are

anything but.

As someone who had a front-row seat (technically standing off to the side, I guess) in a

female-fronted band from 2009-2017, a band that is exactly the kind of band who would likely

appear on a future comp like this, I'd like to state for the record that our band would have

gotten a lot further if the women in the band had been flirtier, skinnier, richer or more willing to

kiss the asses of powerful men. (I was perfectly willing, but the men weren't interested). And I

feel obligated to point out that even a scene that thinks of itself as less sexist than the

mainstream world is just as filled with scumbags, sleazeballs, rapists and pigs who expect (or

fantasize about) all kind of quid-pro-quo power-swapping as anyplace else. Maybe some people

don't want to play those games and put up with that bullshit. Maybe they think the stardom, or

the big record label, isn't worth the price you're asked to pay. But I don't think making more

noise is the answer. And given the obstacles that women making music (or art, or movies, or

love) have to confront simply to get on the stage, obstacles that Richard Marx or Jeff Mangum

never had to struggle against, we shouldn't see a female-fronted band as some kind of strength,

but as something of a fluky miracle.

To put it more simply, none of the women on this compilation should have needed to be that

strong in the first place.

Lastly, all the talk on here about women making more noise, claiming their own space, and

being seen and heard does little more than place the burden of societal change squarely on

women. And much like how racism will only disappear when white people stop being racist,

misogyny will only disappear when men stop being misogynists. And narratives of

self-empowerment feel less likely to accomplish that, and more likely to add to the internalized

self-hatred and struggle that women already have to carry around with them.

Most of the music on here is really good though.

The Fall - This Nation's Saving Grace (Omnibus Edition)

This is a 3-CD set by the same label that did the Wonderful & Frightening World box I have. Disc

one is the album, disc two are rough mixes and outtakes (including the wonderfully titled 'Demo



Suzuki'), and disc three has the singles and radio sessions. It also has a book-length booklet

about the album that features interviews with all the relevant folks.

I feel like maybe I've said this before, and after nearly a year of these first-thought/best-thought

things it's very possible, but This Nation's Saving Grace is the first time I ever heard the Fall's

music. This was way back in 1991-ish, and I grabbed the cassette for $2.99 at Off The Record in

San Diego, I think because I had seen the band mentioned in a book about the Smiths (the

band, not the married couple). I thought it was fine, but didn't think it was anything special.

Which is unusual, because any critical history of The Fall tells you this is the album to play for

newcomers. It wasn't until I bought Palace of Swords Reversed on a whim eight years later that I

fell in love with the band.

I don't think it gets talked about enough how the musical listening history we bring to an album

affects the way we hear it. When I first heard TNSG, it sounded murky and dull. But by the time I

bought Palace of Swords, I had immersed myself in all kinds of Pavement and lo-fi scuzz to the

point where all I heard was greatness. And when I re-purchased TNSG at that point, it did

indeed sound polished and poppy and accessible, but the only thing that had changed in the

interim was me.

We like to talk (and sometimes write) about music as if the thing in question is fixed and

unchanging. People assign scores and opinions to pieces of music (Revolver is better than Abbey

Road, Nevermind is definitely a five-star album, etc.), but the reality is that some days a five-star

album can sound like a lifeless pile of garbage, a turgid wormpile of cliches. And on other days,

when you're drowning in pain and nothing in the world makes any sense, those cliches can be a

source of comfort.

Anyway, This Nation's Saving Grace isn't my favorite Fall album, but I have no argument with

anyone who wants to call it their best. It's an unholy combination of krautrock, spleen, and

bubblegum. But you already know all of this because you already know everything worth

knowing.

Joy Division - Heart and Soul

This wasn't an easy purchase. I was out with a bunch of people on a month-long poetry tour,

and the $35 was a serious expenditure. I think we were in Seattle, but I'm not sure, because I

know I bought the New Order box set (since discarded because it was sequenced in a way as to

be unlistenable) when Brigette and I were in Seattle, and it seems weird that I would have

bought boxsets from both JD and NO in the same city.

But I felt like this was something I needed. My previous JD purchases to this point were (in

order), Substance, Still, Permanent and Closer (the latter a $4.99 LP I picked up in Orange

County when I lived in California that my primitive record player didn't nearly do justice to). I

liked the band, but I didn't love them. And I certainly didn't worship them or buy into any kind



of mystical aura around their departed lead singer. I had a friend shortly out of high school who

killed himself. It didn't make him more anything except more dead, and more gone.

This box set is where I learned to love Joy Division. Because their sound and styles evolved so

quickly (and profoundly) from 1977-1980, any attempt to create a concise overview of the band

fails to do them justice. It also leads to people (or at least me) going, "Man, I wish that song

Leaders of Men was as good as Atmosphere." And yeah, I still think Unknown Pleasures has too

much dirge-like filler (when JD veers into Black Sabbath territory, it reminds me of late-period

Beatles trying to compete with The Who or The Band, i.e. going away from their strengths and

in the process revealing their weaknesses).

But taken in its entirety, Heart and Soul reveals Joy Division as one of the greatest bands to ever

make music, and it justifies all the claims anyone ever made about them. It combines darkness

and light, ecstasy and terror, in a way that erases the boundary between the two. This is some

of the most truly frightening music ever made, and also some of the most beautiful, and also

some of the most joyful. You could spend hours just swimming around in it, feeling

simultaneously glad to be alive and afraid to be alive.

I'd also add that Ian Curtis is both what made JD special and also what held them back. When

he's good, he's transcendent. And when he's not good, he makes me shudder at his

pretensions. In this, he's very much like Jim Morrison, right down to the leather pants and the

premature death. Lester Bangs wrote a great essay unpacking the substance/substanceless of

Morrison. Titled "Bozo Dionysus," it details how you don't get to transcend the limits of art and

life without occasionally looking ridiculous and uncool in the process. I always think of that

when I listen to the Doors, and I always think of that when I listen to Joy Division (and when I

listen to U2, though I keep waiting for Bono to get to the transcendent part). In that spirit, I like

to think of Curtis as "Bozo Dostoevsky" (Dostoevesky also being a person who walked the line

between the sublime and the ridiculous, and prone to epilieptic seizures--me, I just used to have

asthma attacks).

Can - The Lost Tapes

This is stuff that Can, whose name I'm pretty sure is short for 'Can you believe how great this

fucking band is?' recorded between 1968-77. Not so much lost as put on a shelf and

abandoned, these 3 CDs feature this jammy band as their absolute jammiest. It also sounds like

it was recorded while this acid-soaked band was having some bad trips, which gives this album a

haunting, magical quality that even Tago Mago doesn't quite approach.

I wrote a bunch of shit about this when I came out. And while looking back on it, I think I may

have jumped into a swimming pool filled with hyperbole from a tremendous height, I think I

heard some things in here that were missing in a lot of music in 2012, particularly the indie rock

world, and has only receded further into the distance since then. Those missing things would

include musicians playing as a single, thinking organism; sonic texture and distance; putting



music before commerce; and most importantly, the utilization of space--in every sense of the

word. Or as I put it back then:

"The moral of the story is (and this is a lesson that should be learned by every rock band) FILL

YOUR GROUP WITH GENIUSES AND THEN SUBJUGATE YOUR EGO TO THE NEEDS OF THE GROUP.

It’s the sound of four (or five) people thinking. It’s some of the most alive music ever created. It

makes a compelling case that rock/jazz/blues/funk/dance/alternative/avant-garde should all be

thrown in the scrap heap because Can did rock better than the best of rock, and they did jazz

better than the best of jazz, and they did dance better than the best of dance, and they did

avant-garde better than the best of… you get the idea.

However, they did not do ABBA better than ABBA. One day there will be a band that adds

McCartney-esque melodic genius to Can style dynamics and rhythm. And that band will

probably be criminally ignored by the media because they don’t have the right PR firm or

booking agent. But that’s OK. As The Lost Tapes proves, history is the great leveler. Fashion is

fashion, music is music; the two rarely intersect. But Can will be relevant a thousand years from

now, and would have been relevant a thousand years ago, in a way that The Smiths — to say

nothing of Passion Pit — could never be.

Six months ago I wrote that Can music was a universe. Hell, it’s way better than that. It’s a

better version of our universe, one more engaged with its surroundings, one where people

communicate without words, and one that has learned to coexist among darkness and light. To

spend your money on anything else would be a betrayal of our planet."

Various Artists - Whatever: The  '90s Pop & Culture Box

Back when Brigette was working as a grad assistant, she'd have to attend all these conferences.

Usually, they'd put her up in a nice hotel and give her a pretty substantial food per diem, so if it

was manageable, Noam and I would tag along.

One of these conferences was four days in Pittsburgh at the William Penn Hotel right in the

middle of downtown. It's a long drive from Athens to Pittsburgh, but we did it. The drive up

wasn't too bad--Noam (having just turned 3) fell asleep when the sun went down and stayed

that way until we got to the hotel. But the drive home felt like forever, and so when we stopped

in Charleston, WV for dinner, near a mall so Noam would have a better chance of finding some

kind of pasta, I went into the FYE and looked to buy some music to keep us entertained for the

remaining eight hours-ish drive.

This 7-CD monstrosity looked like it would more than do the job. So I bring it up to the counter,

and first, the young cashier makes a face at my purchase, then she asks for my email address.

Not in the mood for any of that shit, I tell her it's "nothankyou@gmail.com." She laughs, types it

in, and I kid you not, tells me that as a frequent customer, I have a 40% discount coming to me.

I'm still proud.



So this Rhino-curated time capsule starts with MC Hammer and ends with Moby, and doesn't

just stick to the hits. It pulls from hip-hop, R&B, grunge, indie, industrial, alternative, rockabilly

revival--basically ever genre from the 90s is here. It also pays particular attention to artists with

one good song, i.e. Smashmouth, Len, Grant Lee Buffalo, Sneaker Pimps, Tag Team, etc., which

is cool.

That's not to say I sit around and play this every day for pleasure. But it's still fun to pull out

when we're going on a trip. Last time was the week before Covid lockdown, when we drove to

the Bigfoot museum with Earl Grey. It was a hit.

Beat Happening - Crashing Through

The first Beat Happening thing, or K Records thing, I ever bought was a used Black Candy CD at

Music Trader in El Cajon. I had never heard them before, but Kurt Cobain was a big fan, and he

had been right about the Vaselines, the Breeders, and many others (though I'm still not sure

about Daisy Chainsaw).

I liked BH as much as Nirvana, in some ways even more so, as it opened up whole unseen ways

of living that went beyond being in a really good rock band. The next BH thing I bought was the

first album on cassette at Wax Trax in Denver. I liked that one even better, though the other

passengers in the van thought I had finally lost my marbles.

So when this box set appeared circa 2002, I did the right thing and completed my BH collection.

Around about this time--and bear with me if you've heard this story before--I received an

unsolicited e-mail from Ryan Schreiber, the founder and former CEO of Pitchfork Inc. inviting me

to write for his website. The audition process was simple. Make a Top 10 list of your singles and

albums from each decade, starting with the 1960s. Then write about an album that hadn't yet

been reviewed on Pitchfork, along with a number score.

I'd be a fool not to, right? So I took it very seriously. I made sure my lists were similar, but not

TOO similar, to what they covered (then exclusively indie rock, the boy-er, the better). And I

wrote about this box set. I made sure to place it in the proper historical context, spun off a few

lyrical flights of fancy, and pronounced it a 9.6, docking it 0.4 because the miscellaneous disc

had some weak spots.

And then I thought about my future. P4K didn't pay at this point. You just got free CDs in the

mail you could sell. I had read the Lester Bangs bio, and the Meltzer and Tosches compilations

that followed, and I had serious reservations about being a professional music critic. I decided if

I was going to do this, I needed to be able to have fun doing it. I went back and re-edited my

lists to include stuff like Madonna and Prince from the 80s, and the Spinners and ABBA from the

70s, which was also more honest. I included albums like De La Soul's 3 Feet High and Rising,

again, being more honest.

And I scrapped the BH review. Instead, I wrote about the Y Tu Mama Tambien soundtrack. I

ranted about how it was cool that so much of the music was in Spanish because it meant I didn't



have to listen to some white dude's bad poetry. I talked about the Kraftwerk cover. I talked

about the Tejano art movement in Tijuana. I railed against American-centric ideas about music

and art.

Needless to say, I never heard back from Schreiber. The fact that Pitchfork today is closer to

what I gave them 20 years ago suggests two things:

1) I tend to be ahead of my time.

2) When faced with an incredible opportunity to make a name for myself as a writer, I have a

long history of shooting myself in every bodily organ south of my belly button.

The music on this is real good though. Too bad about Calvin Johnson being a sex creep who

doesn't pay bands on his label.

Brian Eno - Eno Box II: Vocal

Going through these box sets, I feel like I've spent more time writing about the way these are

compiled than writing about the music itself. I think it says something about box sets, and

maybe compilations in general. Portlandia was a nightmare of a show for many reasons, but it's

telling in that 'B-52s box set' sketch that Armisen's character is more excited about the goodies

contained in the box set than he is about the music itself. Maybe that's because nearly anyone

buying a box set already knows about the music inside?

And yet here I am about to do it again. Because this box contains some of the most beautiful,

exciting, emotionally resonant music ever made, and yet my first impulse is to tell you how it's

configured.

The premise is simple. Songs that Brian Eno sang, as opposed to Eno Box I: Instrumental, which,

naturally, in true Eno contrarian fashion, came out a year after this one. This means you get

nearly everything from his first four 'non-ambient' albums on the first two discs, along with a

third disc of later vocalized songs drawn from the rest of his career. Though, also naturally, this

set contains a couple of songs from Before and After Science that are practically instrumentals,

while omitting The Paw Paw Negro Blowtorch and Driving Me Backwards from Here Come The

Warm Jets, and The Fat Lady of Limbourg, Mother Whale Eyeless, and China My China from

Taking Tiger Mountain, the latter of which is like making a box set called "Beatles Singles" and

leaving off I Want To Hold Your Hand.

But I digress. I'm not a person who gives even fractional shits about sound quality, but these are

just stunning. And to think I grabbed it for $18.00 from W*xtry Records right here in the Classic

City. There's also an essay from Paul Morley that is brilliant in places, but takes the idea of

digression and stretches it to the breaking point--even by his own standards.

I started this thing nearly a year ago and it became a habit, going alphabetically through my CDs

and posting about one each day.



And so here in my office, to the right of the small bookcase that holds my box sets, on top of

which sits a collection of burned-out religious candles, there on the floor in an old brown

Saucony shoebox sit all of my empty CD cases. I don't know where the CDs went, or how they

got lost. The cases include The Fall's Slates, the Black Candy CD that came with my box set,

Love's Forever Changes, and some others.

Inversely, I have a collection of CDs without cases that I keep in a CD binder in our car along

with some CD-Rs that I've burned. These include The Fall's 458489 A-Sides, John Cale's Vintage

Violence, The Breeders' Last Splash, and a bunch more. Oddly, this binder contains both discs of

a Slits two-disc reissue, while the shoebox contains the booklet and the plastic sleeve. But the

actual CD case itself is missing.

There are more CDs without cases than there are cases without CDs, though I am unable to

form any theories as to what this might say about human nature, or material nature for that

matter.

Where all these missing discs and cases may have gone is a mystery. There was a time in my life

when this would have bothered me immensely. No. Let me be honest. There was a time in my

life when these lost items would have caused me a disproportionate amount of emotional pain

and made me extremely angry. And if I felt another person was the reason they were missing,

well god help them, I would have directed the full extent of my anger and rage at this person.

See, there was a time in my life when the things I owned felt more valuable than people. They

certainly felt more reliable. And during this time, I was also wrestling with the psychic fallout

caused by a series of parental implosions which meant the stuff I had were the only stuff of

mine left in the world.

To put it more concretely, if all your baby pictures, high school yearbooks, childhood dolls,

sports trophies, etc., end up in the garbage, you're going to hold onto the stuff you have

left--CDs, books, etc..--more tightly. And you're probably going to hold onto them too tightly.

Around this time, I had to sell nearly my entire collection of CDs and cassettes due to a financial

emergency. In the moment, it felt like one more embarrassing failure in what to that point had

been a  lifetime of embarrassing failures. But something wonderful came out of that experience.

I learned that life goes on even after you lose all your stuff. And I learned that while losing stuff

that you love can hurt, it doesn't hurt nearly as much as losing someone you love. It can even

feel like freedom.

Last week, we said goodbye to our van. Our young son cried many tears over this loss, having

ridden around in it for his entire cognizant life. It didn't matter to him that our new car was

better for the environment, or more reliable, or even more comfortable. He had formed an

emotional attachment to the van. Tears were shed. Pictures were taken. I engaged in several

hours each day of emotional coaching. And when the day finally came to trade in the van, he

was okay. Now he looks for other hybrid cars when we're driving. Today, he jumped off the



diving board for the first time and spent the entire car ride home singing about his emotional

victory, this triumph over his irrational fear.

There is a second shoebox underneath the Saucony one. It's green because the sneakers that

came in it were "environmentally friendly," so much so that when they were a week late, the

company sent me an email saying they would plant 10 trees to make up for the inconvenience.

In that box sits a dozen or so CDs that a year ago were still on my shelf. These are CDs that I

intend to trade in to a record store for credit, or maybe just give to someone. Because while

listening to them for this project, I realized that I probably wasn't ever going to listen to them

again, and just like money sitting inside a bank, they aren't doing anybody any good sitting on a

shelf collecting dust.

As much as I love the two racks of CDs in my office, and the boxed sets to my left, and even the

shoebox of empty CD cases that I hold on to in the hope that their missing CD partner will turn

up one day, I know that they don't actually belong to me. They're just things I'm borrowing for a

while.

This is the last post in this series. Thank you to everyone for reading and commenting. I began

this as a kind of fun frivolous distraction, but along the way it turned into something more than I

had expected. It's changed a lot about how I think about music, and more importantly, how I

talk about it.

Of all the songs on all those missing CDs, this one (The Fall’s Slags, Slates, Etc.) is probably my

favorite. 25 years ago, it would have been impossible for me to hear this song unless I either: a)

owned it, b) knew someone who owned it, or c) heard it on the radio. The internet is filled with

vast quantities of toxic sleaze, but the ability to instantly access pretty much any recorded music

in human history is something like a miracle.


